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AFTER 500 PLAYS OUR HIGH FIDELITY 
TAPE STILL DELIVERS HIGH FIDELITY. 

\ 

If your old favourites don't sound as good as they used to, the problem 
could be your recording tape. 

Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages 
prematurely, the music on it does too. 

What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape 
loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them. 

At Maxell, we've developed a binding process that helps to prevent 
this. When oxide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And 
so does your music. 

So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays old, you'll swear it's not 
a play over five. 

HAGEMEYER 

For further information on Maxell Tapes 
write to Maxr!I Advisory Service, 
P.O. Box 307, North Ryde, N.S.W. 2113 
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IN GENERAL, Australia is slow to adopt technology from overseas until it is 

"fully proven". As a nation, we're technology followers, not leaders. There are 
a number of examples contrary to this, but the statement is generally true: 
However, when we do adopt a technology from overseas we do it with a 

rapidity and enthusiasm that is staggering. 
Australia was almost the last Western country to commence monochrome 

television broadcasting. But, the growth of TV stations and sales of receivers 
reached 'saturation' level here faster than had been the case in any other 
country. The same story was repeated with colour television. It's the same in 

many fields. Take 'personal' computers for example. Sales growth here has 
proceeded much faster than in the United States. Indeed, some US 

companies have used Australia to test market new products in this line using 
consumers here virtually as a 'litmus' indicator. 

Bearing this in mind, ponder a moment on what is likely to happen when 
'robot' technology arrives here. 

First generation robots were expensive and could only perform a limited 
number of tasks. Cost had to be recouped over quite a long period. Second 
generation robots are considerably more sophisticated, much less ex- 

pensive, are more versatile and can pay their way inside a year. First 
generation robots have taken over unskilled, repetitive tasks whereas second 
generation robots will replace semi -skilled workers. Many Western nations, 
including the industrial giants USA and Japan, are making second generation 
robots now. 

The Myers Report on the impact of technological change in Australia was 

released recently and we were interested in what it had to say about robots. 
"Australia is slow to use robots", it says. 
I think that should be qualified with: "At the moment". The Myers report 

doesn't explore many aspects of technology in any depth and I think a golden 
opportunity has been missed - or is it intended to reduce the effects of 

"future shock" by shying away from serious analysis of the impact of Roger Harrison 
technology? Editor 
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Project Galrileo 
Probe to land on lime, .10 

HIFI: Nakamlchi 482 cassette deck-superb! 
Accuphase C7 MC headamp-how good? 

COVER 
An artist's impression of the Project Galileo probe as 
it begins Its descent into the atmosphere of Jupiter. 
Story on page 13. 

news 
NEWS DIGEST 8 
Communications in Amhem Land; Satcom Ill post- 
mortem; Zinc chlorine batteries; VCR cleaner. 

PRINTOUT 77 
Hand held computers; Z8000 support hardware; 
Speech recognition for TRS 80; HP85 disk drives; 
New TI speech synthesis chip etc. 

COMMUNICATIONS NEWS 145 
Heard Island DX-pedition plans well advanced, etc. 

SHORTWAVE LOGGINGS 152 
Radio Australia's Darwin transmitter to be revived; 
New Ecuador service; Iceland now possible. 

features 

PROJECT GALILEO 13 
Early in 1982, NASA will launch a mission to investi- 
gate the planet Jupiter at close range and over an 
extended period. 

JANOME MEMORY 7 
SEWING MACHINE 72 
This microprocessor -controlled sewing machine 
makes embroidery child's play. 

GROTE REBER - PIONEER OF 

RADIO ASTRONOMY 148 
Forty years ago, Grote Reber founded the science 
of radio astronomy. Today he still works with the 
antenna system he built many years ago in 
Tasmania. 
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568: SOUND OR LIGHT OPERATED 
FLASH TRIGGER 21 
Some spectacular and intriguing events last only a 
fraction of a second. Our photo flash trigger helps 
you catch the action on film by triggering the flash at 
the right instant. 
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This year's electronics shows in Perth and Sydney 
were both huge successes. Dennis Lingane reports 
on both and on the not -so -friendly rivalry between 
them. 
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CASSETTE RECORDER 110 
The industry pacemakers continue their pursuit of 
perfection with this superb machine. 

ACCUPHASE C7 MOVING COIL 
CARTRIDGE HEAD AMPLIFIER 135 
If you're thinking of upgrading to a moving coil 
cartridge and you don't want to replace your 
amplifier a head amp like this is just what you need. 

DINDY CASSETTE OFFER 98 
High energy tapes at low, low prices. 

EMI RECORDING TAPE OFFER 140 
Top reel to reel tapes at a discount. 
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SCR oscillator; Slave flash; Automatic turntable 
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SERIES 3000 
'MINI' STEREO AMP 
Since the success of the Series 4000 stereo ampli- 

fier (May, June, July issues, 1979) we've had an 

increasing number of requests for a 'compact' unit. 

This one should fill the bill - but we've not cut 

corners. It features low noise and distortion, delivers 

around 20 watts output, is simple to build and should 

cost around $801 

PINBALL WIZARDRY 
Until quite recently, that seductive demon the pinball 

machine rattled and clattered its way through a five 

year life span totally unaided by modern technology. 

But ... now the micro has taken over! Our corres- 

pondent takes you inside a modem monster. 

eT1 Tyj n n 70 

ys ' ( 

ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER 
This simple project is suited to measuring air 

temperature over the range from -10°C to +40°C or 

-10°C to +90°C according to your fancy. It's great 

as an electronic thermometer or it can be used to 

check air conditioners, heating systems etc. 

BUILD A RADIO 
DIRECTION FINDER 
This article describes how to make a direction 

finding antenna and how to use it with the popular 

Realistic DX160 receiver. 

Although these articles are in an advanced 
state of preparation, circumstances may 
affect the final content. However, we will 
make every attempt to include all features 
mentioned here. 
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MARUNI microp 
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SUPERLATIVE HEADPHONES AND MICROPHONES 

THE MARUNI CORPORATION 
297 WILLIAMSTOWN ROAD, PORT MELBOURNE, 3207 . TELEPHONE, 645 2079 TELEX 32571 



EVERYBODY USES DIABLO PRINTERS - 
WHY NOT GO THE WHOLE WAY WITH A 

DIABLO COMPUTER SYSTEM? 
Full integrated software - customised for each user, 
installed and fully supported. 
Please contact us with your requirements and it will be 
our pleasure to submit a detailed proposal. 

919199-9 

_-- ---: 

XEROX DIABLO 3200 
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Hewlett-Packard 
HP's ONLY POST FREE! 

HP41C - over 400 steps, up to 64 data 
registers (continuous) $374 ($336) 

The 41C has 4 interface ports for: 
Card Reader $273 ($245) 
Printer/Plotter $489 ($439) 
Extra memory modules each with capacity of 
basic 41C $56.40 ($49.10) 
Plus 16 application pacs (plug-in modules) 
$56.40 ($49.10) each. 
And 24 solution books $15.70 ($13.60) each. 
Also HP67/97 software compatible. 

HP31E Scientific $66.00 ($59.00) 
HP32E Advanced Scientific Statistical 
$91.50 ($82.00) 
HP33E Advanced Scientific 
Programmable, 49 steps 5117 ($105) 
HP29C Scientific Programmable 98 
steps, continuous $202.50 ($182) 
HP97 Card Programmable, printing 224 
steps $913 ($820) 

Price in brackets excluding sales tax. 

XEROX 
DIABLO 3000 

8" DISKS 

-Ñ[l! NP -4 IC 

If WY 111 

WM .0 111011 

910 Wet *CI 

s 

HP41C 
HP37E Business $98 ($88) 
HP38E Financial $155 ($139) 
HP92A "The Investor" Financial 
Printing $530 ($476) 

CONTINUOUS MEMORY 
HP34C Scientific Programmable, 210 
steps $192.50 ($173) 
HP33C Scientific Programmable, 49 

steps $155 ($1391 

SUPRBRAINTM 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
Fully expandable - fixed disk, 
multi-user, terminals, printer 
options: IDS 440, TC810, Diablo 
Daisywheel. 

DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE 
Basic interpreter 
Basic compiler 
Cobol 
Fortran IV 
Data Base/query 
Pascal 
TTY communications 
IBM 2780/3780. 

._! 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Debtors 
Creditors 
General Ledger 
Invoicing, stock and order entry 
Wages and payroll 
Word processing 
Direct mail 

The CBM TM Computer 
Business System 

3023 Friction Feed 

Tractor Feed Printer 
a . 

alJ1 I lei 

C .-.od- CBM ,..... 

Authorised Dealer 
commodores 

Dual Drive Floppy Disk 
3040 

CBM 

' 

3001-16/32 

J . 

_.... CBM 

pM .np .,, , t( .,. r.... 
Write or phone today for your 
coloured brochure and our 
unbeatable prices. 

FANTASTIC NEW 
PERIPHERALS 
COMING! 
Continuous memory, larger 
monitors, colour controller, disk 
systems to 30 megabytes, 
low-cost intelligent modems, etc. 
Your CBM or PET computer will 
soon be able to talk, listen and 
draw. 

TEXAS PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS 

GREATEST PACKAGE DEAL EVERII 

- Ti59 and PC100C 
PRINTER 

$510(5450) 

\ ' e 1158C 5149 (5132) 
T159 5299.90 (5285) 
PC100C 5237 (5210) 

e T155 565.90 ($58.50) 
Modules 58C/59 $34.50 (530.50) 
Pakenes 58C/59 $9.00 (58.00) 
3 Rolls Therm Paper 512.00 (510.50) 

e 40 Map Cards $15.00 (513.50) 

CALCULATOR AND COMPUTER DISTRIBUTORS 
INCORPORATING EXCLUSIVE CALCULATORS & COMPUTERS 

and ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR DISCOUNTS 

A.P.F. LCD 

School Calculators 
M5602, 40 functions $23.00 
($20.50) 
M8602, 60 functions $29.30 
(526.00) 

Pack and post - all LCD models 
51.50 anywhere In Australia (except 
Casio tx502p). 
Otherwise 54.00 for registered post 
in NSW. S5.50 elsewhere. 

Copy and complete 

Please debit my Bankcard 

No Expiry Date 

Signature 

Name 

A r 

PHONE (02) 624-8849 
MAIL ENQUIRIES: 
PO BOX 106, BAULKHAM HILLS 
2153 
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NEWS d i g est 
Keeping in touch in Kakadu 
Ingenious frequency planning and the use of solar 
power are the key features of the communications 
system developed by Philips for the Kakadu National 
Park in the Northern Territory. 

The newly created park 
covers some 6000 square 
kilometres of tropical rain- 

, forest in Arnhem Land. It is 
patrolled by rangers in a fleet 
of 24 vehicles, who need to 
be in constant radio contact 
with their bases, even when 
they are in the remotest 
reaches of the park. 

The rugged and inaccessible 
nature of the country, together 
with the hot and humid climate, 
meant that equipment with un- 
usually high reliability and 
environmental stability had to 
be specified. Nor could the in- 
stallations be allowed to detract 
from the outstanding beauty of 
the area, which in addition to its 
natural splendours is also the 
site of many sacred aboriginal 
burial grounds and rock 
paintings. 

The complete communica- 
tions system will cost about 
$250 000 and will consist en- 
tirely of eqúipment designed 
and manufactured in Australia. 
It is expected to be finished in 
about two years and will be con- 
ducted in two phases. The first 
phase will involve the installation 
of a central control station at 
Jabiru, two base stations at the 

existing campsites of Nourlangi 
Rock and East Alligator and two 
solar powered repeater stations 
(out of an eventual total of five) 
on mountain top sites. 

Helicopter survey of the park 
has enabled the careful siting of 
equipment in rock crevices and 
other natural hiding places so as 
to leave the environment as un- 
disturbed as possible. In the 
same spirit, the use of solar 
energy solves the power supply 
problems and keeps running 
costs down in the manner most 
consistent with the natural con- 
cept of the park. 

Patrol vehicles will be fitted 
with specially ruggedised and 
weathersealed transceiving 
eqúipment designed to stand 
up to the harshest of driving 
conditions. In addition, each 
vehicle will carry a portable 
transceiver for use ón foot 
patrols. 

So that radio contact can be 
maintained at all times, even on 
foot patrols, each vehicle's 
transceiver can be switched to a 

repeater mode when the driver 
leaves the vehicle. Philips' new 
approach to frequency plan- 
ning, for which a patent is 
pending, means that this kind of 
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relaying can be achieved with- 
out the need to equip each 
vehicle with two separate radios 
and antennas. The consequent 
savings in installation costs and 
improvement in operating effici- 
ency played a large part in 
winning the contract for Philips. 

... and in Brunei 

r'I f 

Another unique feature of the 
communications system is the 
automatic prevention of inter- 
ference between two vehicles 
operating in close proximity to 
each other - a provision that 
could be very important in 
emergency situations. 

In the equally wild and remote jungle country of Brunel, 
Philips are to supply solar powered telephone equipment. 

The company will provide 
thirty single channel remote 
subscriber radio -telephone sys- 
tems to extend the telephone 
service to some of the most in- 
accessible regions of the 
Sultanate. Solar arrays will 
supply the power in areas not 
covered by the national elec- 
tricity grid. 

And the Royal Brunei Police 

Force have recently taken de- 
livery of more than 100 two-way 
VHF radios for use in fixed and 
mobile operational situations. 
The model FM828 radios are 
the same that will be used in the 
Arnhem Land patrol vehicles 
(see story above) and for the 
same reasons. Few places in the 
world are as hot and steamy as' 
the Brunei jungles. 

t í 
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Satcom III - where are you ? 
The mysterious disappearance of RCA's US$48 million 
Satcom III communications satellite late last year caused 
quite a stir - but they think they know what happened, 
now. 

A recently concluded study 
suggested two possibilities. The 
most likely scenario is as fol- 
lows: as the apogee kick motor 
starts (to boost the satellite from 
the transfer orbit to geostation- 
ary orbit), the exhaust cone 
breaks, letting the hot gases 
melt the rear portion of the 
satellite resulting in loss of the 
communications equipment 

The second scenario 
suggests that the kick motor ig- 
nites normally but the solar 
arrays deploy prematurely. 
Owing to the satellite's spinning 
and kick motor thrust, the arrays 
suffer rapid structural damage, 
leading to total failure of the on- 
board power system. 

All communications from the 
satellite ceased 14.5 seconds 
into the 28 -second kick motor 

bum. At the same time, exhaust 
temperature sensors indicated 
overheating. It is this that led the 
review board to prefer the first 
scenario. 

Apart from the cost of the 
launch and satellite hardware, 
RCA stand to lose a further 
US$20 million in revenue. In- 
surance cover was for a total of 
US$77 million so it seems they 
won't be out of pocket 

. To fill the gap, RCA has leased 
11 pre-emptable transponders 
on AT&T's Comstar D-2 satel- 
lite. Instead of charging 
customers the US$70 000 cost 
for the Comstar D-2 transpon- 
ders, RCA will only charge the 
US$40 000 per transponder it 

was to charge for Satcom III 

usage. RCA will launch a re- 
placement satellite next June. 

Business radio saves fuel 
The use of two-way business radio is saving the community 
at least 225 million litres of motor fuel a year and would be 
much greater with more encouragement of mobile radio by 
the authorities. 

So says the first issue of "AB - 
IRA Voice", newsletter of the re- 
cently formed Australian Busi- 
ness & Industrial Radio Associa- 
tion (ABIRA), representing bus- 
iness, industrial and profes- 
sional users of mobile two-way 
radio. 

ABIRA Voice said research 
among radio manufacturers 
and suppliers had shown that 
four vehicles fitted with two-way 
radio do the work of five without 
Applied to the existing esti- 
mated 180,000 two-way radios 
in service in Australia, this is sav- 
ing in total at least 225 million 
litres of fuel, valued around 
$70m, a year. 

The newsletter noted that the 
Federal Government had re- 
cently reduced licence fees for 
two-way radio users, but said 

the reductions did not go far 
enough. 

ABIRA has asked the Minister 
for Post and Telecommunica- 
tions, Mr A.A. Staley, to change 
the licence fee structure to 
widen the differential between 
small and large users next fi- 
nancial year. 

This would promote effi- 
ciency, particularly among 
small business, and further re- 
duce fuel consumption. 

The newsletter added that to 
save administrative costs, li- 
cence fees should be payable 
five -yearly instead of yearly, and 
licences should expire on set 
quarterly dates. 

For further information about 
ABIRA, cóntactTerry Winters on 
(03) 561-3555, or Rick Mel- 
gaard on (02) 428-5197. 

Briefs 
Microwave room heating 
could save fuel by only warm- 
ing people, not objects, 
suggests R.V. Pound of 
Harvard Uni. The Idea is to 
use a wavelength of 30 mm, 
which would only penetrate 
about 1 mm into a person's 
skin, avoiding heat damage 
to internal organs. But there 
are a few drawbacks. Wood 
and paper would absorb the 
waves, but metal objects 
would not, so on freezing 
cold days anything metallic 
would be untouchable. Pot 
plants and cut flowers would 
probably get very hot and 
bothered (because their 
leaves and petals are thin) 
and in any case prolonged 
exposure to microwave radi- 
ation is not now thought to 
be very healthy for human 
beings. 

Funeral parlours in California 
are now selling the Memorial 
Audio Reproduction System, a 

solar powered tape recorder that 
fits snugly into your tombstone 
and will repeat a message to 
your descendants for many 
generations to come. The 
makers are planning to, follow 
this up with a solar powered 
tombstone -mounted colour TV. 
Weird, huh? 

Toronto will be the venue 
for the 1981 International 
Electrical, Electronics Con- 
ference and Exposition, 
which will be held from Oc- 
tober 5th to 7th. This will be 
the 25th anniversary of the 
biennial conference, which is 
an international scientific 
marketplace for all aspects 
of electronics, with particular 
emphasis on telecommuni- 
cations. Over a hundred 
technical papers will be pre- 
sented and a call for these 
will be issued shortly. En- 
quiries to Southex Exhi- 
bitions, 1450 Don Mills, 
Ontario, Canada M3B 2X7. 

Intel have issued a seven page 
application note detailing how 
their 5 volt EPROMs can be 

used with microcomputer 
systems. The note explains 
EPROM pinout evolution and 
philosophy, leading on to a 

discussion of system archi- 
tecture. Particular emphasis is 
laid on eliminating system buss 
contentions and on the 
microprocessor/program store 
memory interface. Copies of 
application note AP -72 can be 
had free from A.J.F. Systems 
and Components, 310 Queen 
St, Melbourne 3000. 

The United States is 
aiming to protect its lead in 
the semiconductor industry 
against increasing foreign 
competition. The Depart- 
ment of Commerce proposes 
a co-operative effort to 
concentrate research and de- 
velopment in university 
based 'centres of excellence' 
or in a central national lab. 
The US semi -conductor in- 
dustry apparently feels that 
taxation policies, over - 
stringent application of 
environmental restrictions 
and interference by govern- 
ment and other institutions 
are hampering its progress. 
It sees the removal of these 
impediments as a priority for 
any semiconductor develop- 
ment programme. 

Meanwhile, at least one 
communist country is be- 
ginning to rival the Americans in 
the quality of their integrated cir- 
cuits (thereby threatening the 
balance of power, eroding US 

complacency, precipitating 
World War Three, etc!). Officials 
of the US National Bureau of 
Standards, who visited IC 

factories in Czechoslovakia, re- 
ported that the quality of the 
devices produced was apparent- 
ly equal to that of Western 
devices, although the scale of 
production and the level of auto- 
mation are not yet equal to US 
producers. 

A new power MOSFET has 
been developed by Siemens. 
Known as SIPMOS, it's 
made by an ion implantation 
process that's said to give 
higher production yields and 
a better control of channel 
widths. SIPMOS also has a 
low threshold voltage - only 
2 V. 
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NEWS digest 

Zinc/chlorine batteries are 
current favourites 
Institutions in the United States are looking very 
favourably on the new zinc/chlorine storage batteries being 
developed by Gulf and Western. 

The Department of Energy 
last year gave US$11.5 million 
to build 100 of the batteries for 
tests in power stations, where it 
is hoped they can be used to 
store excess energy generated 
at off-peak times. Now the 
Electric Power Research Insti- 
tute has just donated another 
US$14 million to Gulf and 
Western's research pro- 
gramme on top of the 
US$13 million it already has 
invested. 

Electric road vehicles are 
likely to prove the most lucrative 
application of the new batteries. 
A prototype has been used to 

drive a small car a distance of 
240 kilometres at 90 km/hour, 
which is a considerable im- 
provement on the 160 km that 
can be achieved in the same car 
by a nickel/zinc battery and 
much better than the 801(m 
range of advanced lead -acid 
batteries. Zinc/chlorine bat- 
teries wear better too -they last 
six or seven times as long as 
other types. 

Despite complex engineering 
problems which have yet to be 
completely mastered. Gulf and 
Western's President predicts 
that electric car engines will be 
selling for US$3000 by 1984. 
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Unique VCR cleaner 
A unique video recorder cleaning cassette has been pro- 
duced by Allsop, makers of the famous 'Allsop 3' audio 
cassette deck cleaning cassette. 

Audio auto -analyser 
Microprocessor control allows a new audio analyser from 
Hewlett-Packard to be set with a single keystroke to mea- 
sure frequency response over the entire audio spectrum. 

The 8903A combines a low 
distortion audio source and an 
analyser in one instrument 
which measures dc volts, ac 
volts, distortion, signal-to-noise, 
signal -to -noise -and -distortion 
.(SINAD), hum and noise, gain 
and power output 

The audio source section 
gives 0.6 mV to 6V open circuit 
from 20 Hz to 100 kHz and can 
be set for log sweeps as well as 
incremental changes. Distor- 
tion can be measured to around 
0.003% (-90dB) in the audio 
range and ac level accuracy is 
specified at +-0.5%. 

Digital displays resolve fre- 
quency to five digits and 

amplitudes to four. Amplitudes 
can be displayed in dB or per- 
centage terms relative to a pre- 
vious measurement or a keyed - 
in value. 

The 8903A source can also 
be used in transceiver testing to 
modulate the test transmitter 
while the analyser section of the 
same instrument measures the 
demodulated output of a com- 
panion 8901A Modulation 
Analyser for distortion and fre- 
quency response. 

More details from Hewlett- 
Packard (Australia) Pty. Ltd., 
31-41 Joseph St, Blackburn, Vic 
3130. Phone (03) 89-6351. 

The device incorporates a 
chamois cleaning tape inside a 
standard VCR cassette assemb- 
ly and, like the Allsop audio 
cleaning tape, the whole clean- 
ing action is driven by the 
machine itself. 

The Allsop 3 Video Cassette 
Recorder Cleaner is placed in 
the machine and the play button 
operated. The machine's 
mechanism then draws the 
cleaning chamois tape out of 
the cassette and drives it around 
the video and audio heads, re- 
moving any foreign particles but 
not abrading the heads, accord- 
ing to Allsop. A judiciously 
located felt pad presses on the 
capstan and pinch roller and 
cleans these two components 
as well. The cassette shuts off 
the recorder after the -cleaning 
action is completed. A specially - 
formulated cleaning. fluid is 
used on the chamois and felt 
pad. 

We had an associate try out 
one of these units on a VCR that 
had not been previously 
cleaned. The number of drop- 
outs was reduced by a factor of 
four after the first use and re- 
duced to negligible proportions 
following two further cleanings. 
Allsop recommend three 'play- 
Ings' for a thorough clean. 

The assembly In the cassette 
containing the chamois and felt 
pad is replaceable. 

The Allsop 3 Video Cassette 
Recorder Cleaner, model 
60800, suits VHS machines and 
is available at reputable 
video outlets for around $35. 
The replacement cleaning cart- 
ridge, model 61800, costs 
around $10. 

More information from the 
sole importer, Communications 
Power Inc., P.O. Box 246, 
Double Bay NSW 2028. 
(02)357-2022. 
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Now 
you can 
breathe 
easier! 
NEGATIVE IONS. 
For more than 20 years Medical 
research has been demonstrating the 
amazing benefits of negative air ions. 
They clear the air of smoke and dust, 
reduce fatigue and increase alertness, 
reduce up to 75% of airborne bacteria 
and much more. 
In natural surroundings they are 
abundant but in stale or polluted air 
they,quickly become depleted. Now 
an inexpensive device to alleviate this 
condition is being manufactured in 
Australia. 
The "Aironic" negative ion generator 
electrically produces safe, natural 
levels of negative ions. Stale odours 
and smoke are removed from the 
room and the air becomes fresh and 
invigorating once more. 

¡tcy#Z ¡. 
NEGATIVE ION GENERATOR 

See your health food shop or 
natural therapist or post coupon to: 

BELLE LUMIERE PTY. LTD. 
SYDNEY: P.O. BOX 216, Lane Cove, 
NSW. 2066. Tel: (02) 428 1334 
MELBOURNE 5/47 Fitzroy St., 

' St. Kilda. Vic. 3182. Tel; (03) 534 7493 
BRISBANE: P.O. BOX 184, 
Toowong. Gild. 4066. Tel: (07) 371 3645 

Home/office model. $85 each. 7 Deluxe wood casing. $95 each. 

Add $2.00 for postage and packing. 
I enclose cheque/money order for 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
Bankcard Mail Orders Welcome. 

Expiry Date 

Signature 

uLJLIIJ 
Send SAE for further literature on 
negative ions. 

PTY. 
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BRISBANE 
NEW PRODUCTS. 

TOGGLE SWITCHES I! 
1. 250V 10A J 
2. AC 1500V 
3. More than 100M Rat DC 
500V 
4. Less than 50m n 
5. More than 20,000 times 
R6 -7A S.P.D.T. 0.99 each 
R6 -7D D.P.S.T. 1.49 each 
R6 -7E D.P.D.T. 1.76 each 
R6 -7F D.P.D.T.3 position 1.82 
each 

TOGGLE AND LEVER 
SWITCHES 
1. 120V 5A 6 240V 3A 
2. AC 1000V 
3. More than 100M n at DC 500V 
4. Less than 50m n 
5. More than 20,000 times 
R6 -8B S.P.D.T. 0.88 each 
R6 -8C S.P.D.T. 3 position 1.09 
each 
R6 -8E D.P.D.T. 0.99 each 
R6 -8F D.P.D.T. 3 position 1.O9 

each 

TOGGLE AND LEVER 
SWITCHES 
1. 120V 5A & 240V 3A 
2. AC 1000V 
3. More than 100M n 
at DC 500V 

4._Less than 50m 
5. More than 20000 times 
R6 -8H S.P.D.T. 0.76 each 
R6-81 D.P.D.T. 0.82 each 

PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES 
1. 250V 3A 
2. AC 1500V 
3. More than 100M n at DC 500V 
4. Less than 50m n 
5. More than 20000 times 
A -push "ON" and push "OFF" 
B -push "ON" 
R7 -3A Push on push off. 0.80 each 
R7 3B Push on 0.63 each 

A TYPE FUSE HOLDER 
6.4 ,d z 30mm 
Net weight: 12.5gr. 
R1 -2A 3AG type 0.40 
each 
R1-2App 3AG approved 
1.50 each 

PLUGS, JACKS AND CLIPS 

I.C. TEST CLIPS 
Gold plated, 3 models 
14-16, 26.28 and 40 way 
from $6.00 each 

Diamond Type 
Colour 
Lamp 
Net Weight: 16.4gr. 
M, E, S, Multi facet 
bezel red 0.45 each 

LED VU METER 
Power supply 12-15V DC 
Current 40 mA 
Frequency response 20Hz 
to 100 KHz 
Sensitivity 770mV = OdB 
Rise 6 Decay Adjust 
1mFD to 10mFD 524.00 
each 

Above shows only part of our huge range, 
customers special requirements our speciality. 

All prices plus tax. Prices and availability subject to 
deliveries, stocks and fluctuations. 

For further Information, local agents and 
wholesale prices, write to the Australian 
importers: 

DELSOUND PTY. LTD. 
1 Wickham Tce. (Cnr. Wharf St.) 
Brisbane. Phone 229-6155. 
Wholesale and Retail suppliers of 
Electronic Hardware and 
Components.. ' 

Alt 

óaoc 
SHOP PTY. LTD. 

DISCOUNT SHOPPING for your pro- 
fessional Microcomputer and termi- 
nal requirements. 

7f 
COMPUCOLOR II 
ex stock - 

Features: up to 32K user RAM 
Eight colour display 32 lines of 64 

characters 5" Mini disk drive 40 
tracks, 48 TPI 

.e"rwrow 

=¡ ; / . ;/r 
TELEVIDEO NI 912B 
DISPLAY UNIT 
ex stock 

Features: 24 lines at 80 characters 
per line Transmission rates 75 - 
19,200 Bd. 96 character ASCII 
upper and lower case 12 inch 
monitor. 

1 
MICROLINE 80 PRINTER 
ex stock 
Features: 80 char/sec 80 and 132 
char/line 9 x 7 dot matrix Charac- 
ter or graphics printing Plug com- 
patible to TRS-80. ® Rgd. Tm.Tandy Corp. 

SPECIAL 
51/4 Diskettes - $3.95 ea. Inc. tax. 

S THE SHOP 
PTY. LTD. 

212 High St., PRAHRAN, VIC. 3181. Tel: 51-1950. 
91 Regent St, CHIPPENDALE NSW. 2008 

Tel: 699-4910 

TRS-80 0 is a registered trade mark of Tandy 
Electronics. 

0GC 
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II COMPUTER SHOP 
Omni Business Computer System 
The Omni small business computer system has been designed to 
incorporate the most advanced hardware available in the eight bit 
micro computer field. 

r ñ SANYO CRX 1000 VDU 
High -resolution display of up to 1920 (8 x 12 dot) 
characters, 80 per line in 24 lines, on a 12" screen. 
ASCII keyboard with typewriter -style shift and shift -lock 
keys for capital letters and block -type arrangement for easy 
operation. 
Teletypewriter key format for alphanumerics, separate 
numeric pad. 
External interface employs EIA RS -232C interface and 
20mA current loop. 
Hard copy interface on RS -232C AUX port output enables 
print-out of data from host computer. 

Control system Microprocessor control 
Display screen 12" diagonal, non -glare display P1 

Green. 8 x 12 dot Matrix (numerical 
character and alphabetic character 
with lower-case letters in 5x9 dot 
matrix display and other special 
characters in 8x12 dot matrix displa 

Capacity 80 characters x 24 lines 
Display editing Insert character, delete character, 

delete sentence, insert sentence, 
erase sentence. 

Cursor editing Left, right, up, down, home direct 
addressing 

y). 

$2250 
plus 15 percent s/t 

The computer consists of 4MHz pro- 
cessor, 64K bytes of 200ns RAM, ROM 
resident diagnostics and monitor, is 
capable of running up to four user 
terminals, each with it's own 4MHz 
processor and 64K bytes of RAM. The 
system comes with up to 2MB's on 
line. 

TOTAL SYSTEM WITH DATAROYAL 
PRINTER AND SANYO CRX VDU, 

COSTS FROM $11,500.00 plus 15% 
sales tax. 

....[7 :tt 7f P. }Q >) t ~ 
, : Z3r;ii 
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$1495 plus 15 percent s/t 

Interface 

Transmission 
Visual 

Either RS -232C or 20mA current 
loop 
Half or full duplex 
Reverse video, underline and 
blinking (Centronics interface 
optional). 

DATARDYAL.5000 
Paper Up to 6 ply 
Ribbon Cartridge type 
Format 9 x 9 dot matrix, lower case 

descenders and underline 
capacity 

Printer Rate 150 CPS, bidirectional 
Interface Parallel (8 bit) 
(Other printers optional, including daisy wheel) 

All prices F.O.B. North Sydney, are subject to change without notice. S.T.C. service contract available. 

1st Floor, 127 Walker Street, North Sydney, NSW, 2060. Tel (02) 922-5948. 
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Project Galileo 
Brian Dance 

In our January issue, Brian Dance reported on Voyager 2's 
visit to Jupiter. Now he looks ahead to the next US mission 
to the giant planet. 

JUPITER has fascinated men ever since 
Galileo first observed four of its moons 
in 1610. This huge gaseous planet has 
50 times the mass of all the other 
planets put together and probably has a 
composition similar to that of the sun. 

Two Voyager missions flew past 
Jupiter within a few months of each 
other last year and greatly extended our 
knowledge of the region. They dis- 
covered the planet's rings and the 
peculiar weather patterns around the 
great red spot, and revealed that the 
satellite lo is the scene of intense 
volcanic activity. 

Scientists are now eager to gather 
more information at closer range and 
over a longer period, so NASA has 
planned a spacecraft, which will orbit 
Jupiter and return data more or less 
continuously for at least 20 months. In 

An artist's impression of the Galileo spacecraft 
releasing the Probe unit which will enter Jupiter's 
atmosphere. The object on the 'arm' at the top of 

the picture is a radioisotope powered thermo- 
electric generator. 

addition, a probe carried with this 
spacecraft will be released before the 
craft reaches Jupiter and sink deep into 
the atmosphere to gather and transmit 
data. 

This project was originally know as 
the Jupiter Orbiter Probe, but it has 

since been renamed Project. Galileo 
after the famous astronomer. According 
to current plans, the Galileo spacecraft 
will he launched in January 1982 and 
arrive in the vicinity of' Jupiter in 
July 1985. The project will he managed 
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory atot y of 
California and NASA's Ames Research 
Center will be reslxnsible for the de- 
velopment of the probe. Data from the 
spacecraft will be received by the huge 
Deep Space. Network antennae at Gold- 
stone (California), Tidhinbilla Incar 
Canberra) and Madrid in Spain. 

The Hughes Aircraft Company are 
designing and building the probe, but 
part of the instrumentation and the 
Orbiter's retropropulsion module will 
be constructed in Germany - the first 
time that another country has partici- 
pated in a US planetary mission. 

4 
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Launch and trajectory 
Project Galileo will take advantage of 
the best Jupiter launch opportunity for 
the rest of this century to send a large 
amount of scientific equipment to 
Jupiter and will be the first mission to 
use the Space Shuttle as an interplanet- 
ary launch vehicle, always assuming 
that the present problems with the 
Shuttle are solved in time. 

An Inertial Upper Stage will be 
released from the Shuttle in Earth orbit 
and aligned for the first stage rocket to 
be fired. Three rocket motors will fire in 
sequence and the Galileo craft will be 
sent speeding towards Mars. About 100 
days after launch the craft will fly past 
Mars, using the red planet's gravity to 
assist it on its way to Jupiter. 

Probe separation 
Near the end of its long journey, about 
150 days before it reaches Jupiter, the 
probe will be separated from the Orbiter 
vehicle. The trajectory of the craft 
before probe separation is critical. It is 
essential that the probe strikes the at- 
mosphere of Jupiter at a shallow angle, 
since the heat generated by a steep 
descent would burn it up like a meteor. 
But the angle must not be too shallow or 
the probe will bounce off the top of the 
atmosphere into space, like a stone 
skimming the surface of a lake. Once 
the probe has left the Orbiter its path 
cannot be changed. 

After probe separation, the rocket 
motor of the Orbiter will ignite to 
deflect it away fmm the atmosphere. 
The Orbiter will receive radio signals 
from the probe during atmospheric 
entry and relay this data immediately 
to Earth, as well as storing it on mag- 
netic tape for retransmission later if 
necessary. 

al 

PROBE DESCENT 

:a .as 

Path of the Galileo craft on Its flight to Jupiter. 

An artist's impression of the Galileo spacecraft 
and inertial upper stage leaving the space shuttle. 

Entry and descent 
The probe will be aimed at the light 
coloured equatorial zone of Jupiter 
between 1.0 and 5.5 degrees north or 
south latitude, so as to enter through 
the highest cloud regions and hopefully 
make diagnostic measurements of all 
the important cloud layers. Time of 
entry will be late afternoon on the 
Jovian clock. 

Let us follow the sequence of events as 
the probe approaches the giant planet. 
It will decelerate rapidly from its 
approach velocity of some 48 km per 
second (over 100 000 miles per hour), 
thereby encountering a force of 400 
times Earth gravity, and atmospheric 
friction will cause its heat shield to glow 
brightly. 

Shortly after entry the probe's para- 
chute will open, the heat shield will be 
jettisoned and the package of instru- 
ments will descend more slowly. During 
its descent it will send data continuous- 
ly to the Orbiter, which will relay the 
information to Earth. 

After about 40 minutes the probe will 
have sunk to a depth in the atmosphere 
at which the pressure is about ten times 
that at sea level on Earth. The lowest of 
Jupiter's cloud regions are expected to 
be in this region, nearly 90 km below 
the uppermost cloud layer. Tempera- 
tures of about 73°C are anticipated. 
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ABOVE: The red-hot heat shield separates from 
the descent module which Is slowed by parachute. 
(Picture courtesy of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory). 

The probe will continue to sink 
through the atmosphere, but its mission 
will be complete after about 60 minutes. 
By this time it will have reached a depth 
below the top cloud layers of some 
130 km where the pressure is about 20 
earth atmospheres and radio signals to 
the Orbiter will be severely attenuated. 
Also the higher temperature will have 
made its circuitry unreliable or inope- 
rative in any case. 

An artist's Impression of the Probe's descent Into 
the Jovian atmosphere showing the heat shield 
being jettisoned and the parachute opening. 
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Ganymede 
Encounter I 

Ganymede 
Encounter Ii 

42 day 
Orbit Period 

The series of elliptical orbits for observing the Jovlan system 

The Orbiter's mission 
The main rocket motor of the Orbiter 
will burn for nearly 50 minutes after the 
end of the probe's mission, so that the 
Orbiter enters an elongated elliptical 
orbit around Jupiter. About this time it 
will fly past lo, the innermost of the four 
Galilean satellites and will use Io's 
gravitational field to reduce the amount 
of fuel it requires to enter the desired 
orbit around Jupiter. The firing of the 
rocket will take the Orbiter outwards 
from a distance of about 358 000 km 
(five Jupiter radii) to a distance of some 
19.5 million km. 

After 100 days, at a point of greatest 
distance in its elliptical orbit from 
Jupiter, the craft's large rocket will be 
fired for the third and last time. This 
will change its orbit to one that makes 
closest ' approach about 900 000 km 
above' the planet's cloud tops. 

Each time the Orbiter passes near to 
the satellite Ganymede it will use the 
latter's gravitational field to alter orbit 
slightly. This technique will save fuel 
and provide at least 11 near encounters 
with Jupiter and 11 close passes by 
Ganymede-and Call isto - the two outer 
Galilean satellites. Some of the en- 
counters will be very close, within one 
tenth of the radius of the satellites, and 
details as small as 30 to 50 metres on the 
surface will be resolved. This is 10 to 
100 times better resolution than that 
obtained by the Voyager craft. 

200 day 
Orbit Period 

It is planned that Galileo will spend 
20 months orbiting Jupiter in ellipses 
with periods of 200 days (initially), 94 
days and 42 days. It is expected to be 
still functioning at the end of this time, 
in which case it may be used to look at 
the dawn regions of the planet and to 
study the moons in more detail. 

The craft will also be used to explore 
the general environment of the huge 
planet. During at least one of its orbits 
Galileo will study the `magnetotail' of 
Jupiter - the magnetic fields in a direc- 
tion opposite to that of the sun. This 
involves measurements at distances out 
to 150 times the radius of Jupiter, some 
10.74 million km. 'This type of work 
cannot be undertaken with fly -by 
missions, since their trajectories are too 
near the planet and too strongly deflec- 
ted to reach the desired region of space 
behind it. 

Orbiter design 
Like all planetary craft, the Galileo 
Orbiter and its probe will carry a 
variety of scientific instruments, all de- 

' signed for minimum mass and volume. 
When it is launched from the Inertial 
Upper Stage of the Shuttle the mass 
of the complete system will be over 
1500 kg. Much of this will be rocket fuel 
and the supporting structure. The Or- 
biter payload will be only a little over 
60 kg, and that of the probe 30 kg. 

One interesting new feature is that, 

because of the conflicting requirements 
of different sets of experiments, one part 
of the Orbiter vehicle is to be spin stabi- 
lised and the other part is three -axis 
stabilised. During the passage ' to 
Jupiter, the two parts of the craft will be 
allowed to spin together. When a 
command signal is sent from Earth, the 
part of the craft containing the imaging 
camera systems will be de -spun to pro- 
vide a stable platform. The on -board 
instruments can then be pointed 
accurately at Jupiter and its satellites 
to provide high quality, stable images. 
The instruments for observing Jupiter's 
magnetosphere, on the other hand, re- 
quire a platform which spins several 
times a minute, so they are situated in 
the other part of the craft. 

A large, 4.8 metre diameter deploy- 
able antenna on the Orbiter will trans- 
mit signals to the Earth stations of the 
Deep Space Network in the S band 
(4 GHz) and the X band (8 GHz). This 
antenna will be folded during the 
launch and extended rather like an um- 
brella with its supporting ribs when the 
craft is on its trajectory towards Jupiter. 
A much smaller dish antenna will be 
used to receive signals from the probe. 
Radio signals to and from the Earth 
stations will take about 40 minutes to 
travel the 700 million km between 
Jupiter,and Earth. 

The very low intensity of sunlight at 
such enormous distances from the sun 
means that solar cells cannot be used to 
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power the transmitters and other elec- 
trical systems. Radioisotope thermo- 
electric generators are the only source of 
continuous long term power light 
enough to be carried on deep space 
missions. Two such generators. will be 
mounted on short arms on each side of 
the Galileo Orbiter, behind the main 
antenna. 

Probe design 
The probe to be carried with Galileo is 
basically similar in principle to the 
large probe of the Pioneer Orbiter 
vehicle (see ETI June 1978 and May 
1979). It consists of a deceleration 
module and a descent module. As it is of 
vital importance that this long and ex- 
pensive mission shall not fail, a heat 
shield of very conservative design will 
be incorporated in the craft - indeed, 

( 

0,1,gir 
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Descent module of the Probe. 

lo 

f 

Descent module (top) and heat shield. 
. 

The complete Probe in its heat shield with aft cover. 
(All above pics courtesy of Hughes Aircraft Co,) 

The probe will transmit data to the Orbiter craft which will then relay the data to Earth. 

44% of the weight of the probe assembly 
is taken up by the heat shield. The prob- 
lem of designing this shield is made 
more difficult by the fact that we can 
only guess at the conditions which are 
present beneath the uppermost cloud 
layers of Jupiter. 

If the descent module had to with- 
stand the very high pressure of the 
lower Jovian atmosphere, it would need 
to be extraordinarily massive. For this 
reason a vented design has been chosen, 
which allows the pressures inside and 
outside the module to be equal all the 
time. 

The probe requires electrical power 
only during its relatively short descent 
through the Jovian atmosphere. This 
power will therefore be provided by a 
lithium battery which lies unused 
throughout the interplanetary flight to 
Jupiter. Lithium cells are well known 
for their long shelf life, but an extra 
special design has doubtless been selec- 
ted for the Galileo probe. This battery 
will power all the probe systems during 
the descent and also provide the radio 

transmitter power to communicate with 
the Orbiter vehicle. But the probe will 
not be able to transmit directly to Earth. 

Special antennae mounted on the rear 
of the probe have been designed for data 
transmission to the Orbiter for the 
longest possible time under the difficult 
conditions prevailing deep in the Jovian 
atmosphere. The probe will not receive 
any command or other signals from the 
Orbiter, but merely send data. 

A timer and a g -switch (gravitational 
acceleration switch) in the probe will 
initiate heat shield separation and the 
parachute deployment sequence. The 
electronic systems will be turned on by 
another timer about five hours before 
entry into the atmosphere and shortly 
afterwards the probe will start gather- 
ing data about the lightning and radio 
emissions from the planet. Thís data 
will be stored in the probe memory until 
a g -switch turns on the probe radio 
transmitter after the heat shield has 
been jettisoned. The stored data and the 
real time data will then be sent to the 
Orbiter. 
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Electrolytic 
PCB Can 
2,500 - 5,600µF 
35V - 80V DCW 

Radial 
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6.3V - 450V DCW 
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R 90 8000µF 
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Film lam/ 
Polypropylene 
Polystyrene 
Polyester 
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Tantalum 
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50V DCW i 
Computer Grade 411 
2,900 - 100,000µF 
16V - .10V DCW 
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Jupiter's magnetosphere extends for a considerable distance from the planet 

Orbiter instrumentation 
Previous planetary missions have used 
conventional vidicon tubes in their TV 
camera systems, but the Galileo Orbiter 
will use a new Charge Coupled Device 
(CCD) camera with a 1.5 m focal length, 
which will have a broader spectral 
response and better resolution. This and 
other remote sensing instruments will 
be carried on a short arm at the rear of 
the craft. 

Another instrument in the de -spun 
section of the craft is the near infrared 
mapping spectrometer which will pro- 
vide spectral images in many different 
wavelength ranges, measuring reflec- 
ted sunlight and thermal emission from 
Jupiter's atmosphere and from its 
satellites. This will allow scientists to 
study the atmospheric composition, 
cloud structure and temperature, and to 
identify materials on the surface of 
satellites. An ultraviolet spectrometer 
will also be used to study the compo- 
sition of the planet's upper atmosphere 
and the rare atmospheres of the 
satellites. 

A photopolarimeter/radiometer in 
the de -spun section will measure 
temperatures at various heights in 
Jupiter's atmosphere and on the 
surfaces of the satellites. Cloud 
characteristics will also be investigated 
with this instrument. 

Turning now to the spinning section 
of the Orbiter, we find a magnetometer 
which measures the magnitude and 
spatial variation of the magnetic fields 
around Jupiter and its satellites. 
Because electric currents and magnetic 
materials on board can disturb the field 
near the Orbiter, the magnetometer 
will be attached to a long boom to hold it 

well away from the body of the craft. 
Plasma instruments will gather in- 

formation on low energy particles and 
clouds of ionised gases in the magneto- 
sphere (more about this later), so that 
scientists can study their resonances 
and. the effects on them of the magnetic 
and electric fields near Jupiter. 

A particle detector in the spinning 
section will provide data on the compo- 
sition, distribution and energy spectra 
of high energy particles trapped in the 
Jovian magnetic fields, which cause 
radiation belts like the Van Allen belts 
around the earth. A dust measurement 
instrument will determine the size, 
speed and charge of micrometeorites 
and other small objects. 

Also in the non -spinning part of the 
Orbiter will be radio propagation ex- 
periments to investigate the structure 
of the atmospheres and ionospheres of 
Jupiter and its satellites using radio 
waves. Celestial mechanics experi- 
ments will also be performed to detect 
any gravity anomalies which may be 
caused by concentrations of mass in the 
planet or its satellites. 

Probe instrumentation 
An atmospheric pressure instrument in 
the descent module will provide further 
information on the temperature, den- 
sity, pressure and molecular weight of 
the atmospheric gases, while a neutral 
mass spectrometer will measure their 
composition at different levels. 

A helium abundance interferometer 
will measure the ratio of hydrogen to 
helium with extremely high accuracy. 
This measurement is of great impor- 
tance to cosmologists, since it should 
provide evidence for or against the 'big 

bank' theory of the origin of the 
universe. 

A nephelometer will determine the 
size of cloud particles and the location of 
the cloud layers in the Jovian atmos- 
phere. A net flux radiometer will 
measure the energy radiated and re- 
ceived by the planet at different levels. 
At present it looks as if Jupiter radiates 
21/2 times as much energy as it receives 
from the sun. 

Lightning and radio detection equip- 
ment will measure the electromagnetic 
radiation generated by lighning flashes 
in the atmosphere. An energetic 
particle detector will determine the 
energies of electrons and proton in the 
inner regions of the radiation belts and 
their distributions near the edges of the 
belts. 

The magnetosphere 
As long ago as 1955 when radio 
astronomers first detected signals from 
Jupiter, they were certain that the 
planet must have a large magnetic field 
which could trap particles and generate 
radio waves. This region of magnetic 
field and trapped particles is known as 
the magnetosphere and it will be one of 
the main objects studied by the Galileo 
project. 

Jupiter's magnetic field is 20 to 30 
times stronger than Earth's, which 
makes its magnetosphere very large. If 
the Jovian magnetosphere emitted 
enough light to make it visible from 
Earth, it would appear about the same 
size as the moon in our sky! 

There are three distinct regions. The 
innermost is doughnut -shaped and 
similar to the magnetosphere of the 
earth, but larger and more intense.. It 
contains several shells where charged 
particles of extremely high energy can 
be concentrated. A middle region con- 
sists of a sheath of charged particles 
driven around by Jupiter's rotating 
magnetic field. In the outermost region, 
streams of electrons and protons from 
the sun interact with the magnetic 
fields in constantly changing patterns. 
Some leak into the magnetosphere, 
while others may be deflected across the 
solar system as far away as Mercury. 

A study of these regions may not only 
provide us with a much better under- 
standing of astronomical phenomena, 
but could be very useful in other fields. 
Nuclear fusion researchers for example 
will welcome a better knowledge of the 
ways in which high -temperature 
plasmas may be contained by magnetic 
fields. 

The writer acknowledges the assist- 
ance of the Hughes Aircraft Company, 
NASA's Ames Research Center, Cali- 
fornia and the Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory iii preparing this article. 
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arch i v e s the price breakthrough in 
performance business computers. 

Success in today's business world 
demands efficiency and financial accuracy. 
But the ever -increasing cost and comlexities 
of doing business are forcing you to find 
new ways to cut labour cost as well as gain 
tighter control over your business. 

The ARCHIVES BUSINESS COMPUTER 
can give you the control you need to be 
successful, all in one economical desk-tpp 
cabinet. 

The ARCHIVES BUSINESS COMPUTER 
can do your daily business functions such 
as accounts receivables and payables, general 
ledger and inventory control. It can keep 
track of stock on hand, stock on order, and 
supplies to be ordered. As a Word Proc- 
essor the ARCHIVES BUSINESS COM- 
PUTER can do your correspondence, text 
editing of manuals, contracts and proposals. 
The ARCHIVES BUSINESS COMPUTER can 
do virtually any information handling or record 
keeping operation you are presently doing 
plus many desirable operations that cannot 
economically be performed by manual 
methods. 

The Archives disk storage can reduce 
entire filing cabinets to convenient 51/4 inch 
disks and instantly retrieve any information 
that you may need when you need it. 

Sound incredible? The ARCHIVES BUS - 
NESS COMPUTER is that and morel 

It's a business assistant. One that never 
forgets, never loses reports, makes efficient 
use of its time and is completely trustworthy. 

FEATURES 
Z80 4MHz Processor 
64 K RAM Standard 
744K Bytes Storage (Standard) 
13,i Megabytes Storage (Optional) 
12" Green Phosphor Monitor 
25 Lines x 80 Display 
CP/iVi Operating System 
Selectric Style Keyboard 
S100 Expansion Inbuilt 
Microprocessor Keyboard 
240 x 100 Graphics Format 
Numeric Keypad and Function Keys. 

The ARCHIVES BUSINESS COM PUTER 
is also easy to work with. So easy in fact, it's 
no more difficult to operate than any other 
office machine. While the ARCHIVES BUS- 
INESS COMPUTER is handling the extra 
work load, you can have more time to develop 
new business in the field. 

There is no question that the major 
area restricting your business growth is in 
the office. This is one place where employee 
efficiency is still in the dark ages -requiring 
the handling of paper, forms and files. What 
you really need is not the physical presence 
of obsolete forms and letters, but the 
information and data they contain. You need 
the Archives Business Computer. 

The Archives Business Computer offers 
you an economical way to individualised 
computing power. You can take it anywhere 
there's work to be done. Plug "it in, turn it 
on, and it's working for you giving you 
instant access to the information you need. 
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ComputerLand® 
in melbouine 

Designed especially for a small business 
or single department in a large corporation. 
thé Archives Business Computer is a system 
you can understand and use with a high 
degree of efficiency without being a computer 
specialist. 

Incorporating quality and reliability the 
Archives Business Computer provides you 
with today's and tomorrow's best value in a 

computer system. The Archives Business 
Computer is a system to help your business 
grow. . 

The Archives Business Computer is 
backed bycompetentand qualified technical 
support for both equipment maintenance 
and software aid as well as continuing 
personalised service. 

One of the best investments you can 
make in this inflationary economy is the 
Archives Business Computer. In fact, virtually 
every business enterprise can benefit in some 
practical way from business computing. 

A full scale demonstration of the Archives 
Business Computer will help you draw positive 
conclusions about how your business can 
improve its cash flow, reduce costs and 
risks, improve customer service, increase 
sales, and improve your employee product- 
ivity. 

It's time to make a move for the future. 
It's time to contact Computerland 
Melbourne your Archives dealer. 

555 Collins St. .Melbourne, Vic. *Australia 3000 Phone 62 5581 .62 6737 .Telex AA37007 

SOFTWARE 
Microsoft Fortran 

Microsoft Basic 
Microsoft Cobol 

General Ledger 
Stock Control 

Mail List 
CBasic 2 

Accounts Payable 
Accounts Receivable 

Property Management 
Word Processing System 
Microsoft Basic Compiler 

archives 
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Sound or,light operated flash 
trigger h'as many features 
Phil Wait 
Simon Campbell 
You too fan take spectacular action shots just like those 
shown in thesé pages. This project is simple to bid, s>ltits 
any flash unit and can bb triggered in a number of ways. 
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I/P 1 +9V to 
INPUT SOCKET 
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DELAY POT 
RV2 

R4 100k 

C3 C4 
10an 100n 

I/P 2 I/P 3 
INPUT to SENSITIVITY POT 

RV1 

PHOTOGRAPHICALLY 'freezing' an 
action while it is in progress is an extra- 
ordinarily difficult task unless you can 
accurately time the flash to 'fire' at a 
particular instant during the event. 
This project does exactly that. You can 
trigger your flash from a sound, such as 
that produced by a bouncing ball, or by 
light - by having an object break a 
beam of light for example. You can 
arrange to trigger the flash by a light 
source turning on, or turning off. In 
addition, this unit permits you to delay 
the triggering of the flash by a preset 
amount, allowing you to 'catch' the 
action at differing periods after the 
triggering event. 

The attraction of this unit is that you 
need no fancy equipment to take good 
pictures like those you see on these 
pages. You don't have to have a fancy 
SLR camera - just a simple model on 
which the shutter can be locked open. 
We haven't tried it, but with a powerful 
flash gun even a pinhole camera should 
work! 

The circuit 
A 555 timer IC (surprise, surprise!) is 
employed to provide a trigger pulse 
from a suitable input sensor. This can be 
an inexpensive crystal microphone or a 
phototransistor connected to trigger the 

O r- 

SW2 delay 
SW2 direct 

Q2 
BC557 
e, 

G O r- 
tD 

SW2 pole 

k 

9 D2 
1N4148 

1+b 

!11 
BC10i ' 

a k 
to BUZZER to LED1 

o 

SCR 
C106D 

to FLASH GUN 
OUTPUT SOCKET 

NOTE: Printed circuit board artwork is on page 113. 

555 from a light source turning on or a 
light source turning off. Obviously, the 
unit can be used as a slave flash trigger 
also. 

The 555 is operated in the monostable 
mode. That is, when triggered by the 
input signal detector it provides a single 
pulse output, the width of this pulse 
being predetermined by a preset con- 
trol. The pulse output of the 555 is 
arranged to turn on an SCR which is 
connected in series with the flash gun's 
power supply via an interconnecting 
cable. 

To provide a variable delay, the SCR 
is triggered from the trailing edge of the 
pulse output from the 555. The width of 
the pulse can be varied with a potenti- 
ometer control. A minimum delay of 
about 10 milliseconds and a maximum 
delay in excess of 200 milliseconds can 
be obtained. If you require a shorter 
delay, the value of R4 may be reduced, 
but do not use a value less than lk. 

When setting up a shot, one needs 
some indication that the trigger unit is 
being correctly fired by the action, with- 
out having the flash gun 'popping' 
numerous times. For this reason we 
have included a LED on the front panel 
and a piezo buzzer to provide both a 
visual and an audible indication. The 
piezo buzzer is optional, but we found it 

handy as you can't always be involved 
in the action and watch the LED at the 
same time. 

For 'rehearsals', the flash gun cable is 
disconnected. With everything set to go 
the sensitivity control on the trigger 
unit is set at some arbitrarily chosen 
level and the action initiated. If all is 
well, the LED will light and/or the 
buzzer will sound. 

The whole unit is powered by a single 
9V battery. A No. 216 transistor radio 
battery does the job nicely and should 
give long life. 

Construction 
We constructed our unit using a pc 
board to mount all the minor com- 
ponents. We recommend you use the pc 
board as it simplifies construction and 
avoids the more common wiring errors. 
The whole unit was assembled into a 
convenient 'jiffy' box measuring 
160 mm long by 95 mm wide by 50 mm 
deep. All the major components were 
mounted on the aluminium front panel 
and wired to the pc board with hookup 
wire. We used a five -pin standard DIN 
socket for the input connector and a two - 
pin socket, usually used as a speaker 
connector, as a connector for the flash 
gun cable. The sensors generally need to 
be placed in a convenient position re- 
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Use phototransistors, type FPT100 or TIL78 or similar 

HOW IT WORKS - ETI 568 

IC1 is a 555 timer connected in the monostable 
mode. The timing period is determined by RV2, 
R4, C4 and is adjustable between 11ms and 
230ms with the values shown. The trigger in- 
put of -the chip is held just above its firing 
potential of one third supply voltage by adjust- 
ment of RV1 which acts as a sensitivity 
control. A negative -going signal is coupled to 
the input by capacitor C2. Note that the values 
of R1, 2, 3, RV1 provide a medium input im- 
pedance and screened cable may be required 
when the sensor must be separated from the 
unit. 

When IC1 is 'fired', its output (pin 3) goes 
high for the monostable period. With SW1 
switched to 'direct', this positive going pulse 
will fire the SCR and discharge the flash 
enabling the unit to be used as a slave flash. 

There will be a finite delay owing to rise time of 
phototransistor response, propagation delay 
within IC1 and rise time of its output. However, 
this will be measurable In microseconds and 
should be negligible. 

When used In the 'delay' mode, the output 
pulse is Inverted by 01 causing the flash to fire 
on the trailing edge of the monostable pulse. 
To avoid repeated use of the flash when 
setting up the unit, Indicator LED1 is provided. 
Each negative excursion of 01 collector 
causes C5 to charge via R7, D1 effectively 
stretching the monostable pulse and pro- 
viding a clearly visible flash. 

An optional alarm, for example a solid-state 
buzzer, can be connected into the circuit pro- 
viding audible indication of triggering. 

Capacitor Cl provides overall decoupling. 
Supply current is about 10 mA. 

a2h Mg ST 
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SW 1 

FLASH 
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CASE OR SI/OI1T 
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PARTS LIST - ETI 568 

Resistors 
R1.2,3 
R4.5 
R6.8 
R7.9 

Potentiometers 
RV1 
RV2 

all 1/4W, 5% 
150k 
100k 
10k 
470R 

50k lin 
2M Un 

Capacitors 
Cl 1000u electrolytic 
C2.6 10n polyester 
C3.4 100n polyester 
C5 4u7 tantalum 

Semiconductors 
ICI 555 
01 BC547, BC107 etc 
Q2 BC557, BC177 etc 
SCR1 C106D or similar 
D1.2 1N4148 or 1N914 
LED1 any LED 

Miscellaneous 
SW SP DT toggle switch 
SW2 SP DT toggle switch 
ETI-568 pc board; flash gun connector, crystal 
microphone with plug and socket (if used); 9V 
battery and battery clip; box to suit; buzzer (if 
required). 

Additional Components for Light Operation: 
Phototransistor FPT 100, TIL78 etc. 
10k resistor. 
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mote to the trigger unit and we made up 
several cables for each of the different 
sensors. 

Construction is best commenced by 
loading the components into the pc 
board. It is usually convenient to start 
with the resistors and capacitors. Take 
care with the orientation of the 4.7 µF 
tantalum capacitor and the 1000 µF 
electrolytic. The semiconductors can be 
mounted on the board next. Here too, 
take care to get them She right way 
around. Particularly watch the urien- 
tion of the IC and the two diodes. 

Some mechanical work comes next. 
Mark out the front panel carefully and 
drill all the holes. Temporarily mount 
each individual component on the 
panel, just to make sure that they all fit 
without problems. We used a Scotchcal 
front panel to dress up the unit. If you 
are doing likewise, now's the time to 
attach it to the panel of the jiffy box. 
Having done that, finally mount the two 
pots, the two sockets, the switches, the 
LED and the buzzer (if you've elected to 
use one). 

Now you can install the wiring be- 
tween the pc board and the components 
on the front panel. Note that pin 1 of the 
input socket is wired to the pc board via 
a short length of shielded cable. This is 
to avoid pickup of stray signals, such as 
hum, which may cause triggering diffi- 
culties. Be careful with the connections 

ET I 568 
Trigger - 

r 
SenSitivity: 

Sensor 

Flash Trigger 

,ta 

Direct 

Battery 
ON 

The prototype was housed in a 'Jiffy' box measuring 160 mm long 
front panel was dressed up with a Scotchcal transfer. These should 
Shoparound on page 65. 

to the LED and the two pots. The com- 
ponent overlay and wiring diagram 
should make this stage of the construc- 
tion fairly clear. 

You don't have to use a DIN socket for 
the input connector as we have, indeed a 
tip -ring -and -sleeve jack socket could 
equally well be used. Any sort of socket 
having three connections will do the job. 
Similarly, we used a two -pin socket for 
the flash gun connector as we had it on 

Time 

Delay 

J 

flb 

Flashgun 

by 95 mm wide by 50 mm deep. The 
be available through suppliers - see 

hand. Both these connectors are readily 
available and this was the main con- 
sideration in our choice. 

You will have to make up a suitable 
lead to go between the trigger unit's 
output connector and the flash gun's 
remote trigger connector. Use the ap- 
propriate connectors at each end. 

Polarity is important as the trigger 
unit employs an SCR for the triggering 
`switch' device. One way of determining 

This series of pictures shows how the variable time delay facility can be used 
to capture the effect of a ball bouncing in a container of fluid (milk here). The 
shots were sound -activated and the time delay was set for delays between 

;lief 

s. 
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 ' 
Internal view of the completed prototype. Note that wiring between I/P2 and the panel -mounted input 
socket Is via shielded cable. Sensors should be wired with shielded leads also. 

the polarity of the flash gun is to 
measure the voltage present at its 
trigger socket with a multimeter. 

Sensors 
Before you can try out the unit, you will 
need to assemble some suitable sensors. 
The simplest is just a crystal micro- 
phone. We used an inexpensive 'lapel' 
mic and obtained excellent results. A 
crystal mic is recommended as it has 

quite a high output level. You can give 
the unit a 'dry run' at this stage. Set the 
Direct/Delay switch to Direct and the 
Sensitivity control to mid range and 
turn on. Clap your hands once and, if all 
is well, the LED will light and the 
buzzer will sound for a brief period. Set 
the unit to Delay and the Time control 
fully clockwise. Clap once more and 
again the LED will light following a 
brief delay. Experiment a little with the 

50 milliseconds and 200 milliseconds. Similar shots could be light activated 
by arranging the ball to break a beam of light. 

sensitivity control so that you get some 
idea of how it affects the operation. 

There are two ways the unit can be 
triggered from a light source, as we said 
before - by a light source turning on, or 
a light source turning off. The different 
sensor circuit configurations are given 
in the accompanying circuits. An 
inexpensive, readily available photo - 
transistor is employed - either a 
Fairchild FPT100 or a TIL78 from 
Texas Instruments. There are many 
similar devices available and no diffi- 
culty should be experienced here. 

The phototransistor can simply be 
'hung' from the leads at the end of a 
cable, the other end being terminated in 
the input plug (which suits the input 
socket used). The 10k resistor may be 
mounted in the input plug housing. 
There is plenty of room in a DIN plug. If 
you want something a little more salub- 
rious, the phototransistor could be 
inserted in a small diameter plastic 
tube (say, 12 mm dia.) with the 'busi- 
ness' end of the device flush with the end 
of the tube. The tube can then be filled 
with epoxy resin. It's advisable to have 
the phototransistor attached to the 
cable before you do this! 

Microphones usually come in their 
own housing, so there's no need to go to 
any trouble with them. The lapel mics 
come with a handy clip, so they can be 
attached to any convenient support. 

" 
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Another sensor to try out is a silicon 

solar cell. To use one as a sensor with 
this unit, you will need to obtain one of 
those small `transistor radio audio 
transformers' - the type having a 
"1000 ohm" primary and an "8 ohm". 
secondary, or similar. It is used 'back to 
front' in this application. Connect the 
solar cell directly across the trans- 
former's low impedance winding and 
connect the high impedance winding 
between I/P2 and I/P3. It's simple, but 
it's sensitive. Suitable sofar cells, or 
solar cell pieces, are obtainable from 
David Reid Electronics stores, Dick 
Smith Electronics stores, Ellistronics, 
Electronic Agencies, Radio Despatch 
Service (all advertisers in ETI) or 
Amtex Electronics of P.O. Box 285, 
Chatswood NSW 2067. 

Above, a ball on the bounce. Top right, breaking a 
light bulb. 

Using the trigger 
You'll probably need a fair bit of 
practice before you get properly used to 
working with our flash trigger, but per- 
severe - the results will be well worth 
it. 

First of all, position the microphone 
or light sensor near the object to be 
photographed, taking care to keep it out 
of the camera's field of view. The sensi- 
tivity of the trigger is quite high, so it 
should be possible to place the sensor 
quite remote from the action. For scenes 
involving explosions or splashing 
liquids this is certainly advisable! 

Set up your camera for the shot you 
want and then do a dry run of the action 
with the camera shutter closed and the 
flash gun disconnected. The purpose of 
this is to make sure that the trigger is 
being reliably fired by the action. If all 

' ' ', ,g. 
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is working well, the front panel LED 
will light and the buzzer (if one is fitted) 
will sound. If not, adjust the sensitivity 
control or move the sensor. 

Once you're happy with the operation 
of the trigger, you're ready to start 
shooting in earnest. Connect the flash 
gun to the trigger unit and set your 
camera aperture according to the ex- 
posure guide table supplied with the 
flash gun. Remember that the aperture 
setting given in the guide relates to the 
distance from the object being photo- 
graphed to the flash gun, not to the 
camera. Take another look through the 
viewfinder, just to check that all the 
action will be in frame and neither the 
flash gun nor the sensor is visible. 

The camera shutter cannot be 
triggered by the flash, so it must be set 
to the 'time exposure' or 'B' position. 
Before you open the camera shutter, 
make sure the room is in TOTAL dark- 
ness. Try not to trip over any of the 
equipment in the dark! 

Open the camera shutter and set off 
the action, releasing the shutter button 
when the flash has fired. You may find a 
cable shutter release very useful if you 
don't have a friend helping you to set up 
the shots. 

You should now have a picture, but at 
this stage you won't know whether or 
not you've captured the exact instant of 
the action you wanted. So set the trigger 
unit to give a different delay and shoot 
again. If your trigger is sound operated, 
you can get very fine control over the 
delay by taking advantage of the rela- 
tively slow speed of sound. Sound waves. 
move at about 330 metres per second, so 
for every metre change in the object -to - 
microphone distance there's a 3 milli- 
second change in the triggering delay. 

By this time you'll have spent quite a 
lot of time and trouble (and some 
money) in constructing and setting up 
your flash trigger, so don't be mean with 
film. Shoot a whole roll if necessary, to 
make sure of getting the one or two 
shots that you really want. 

The ability of the flash trigger to 
freeze .very fast action such as ex- 
plosions or collisions will depend on the 
speed of your flash. Most camera flashes 
have a flash period around one milli- 
second which may produce a blurred 
picture in some circumstances. If you 
find your picture is blurred you will 
have to use a faster flash or strobe unit. 

Calibrating the delay 
If you wish you can use an oscilloscope 
to calibrate your delay control. 

If you have a dual -trace oscilloscope, 
connect one vertical input to the sensor 
output and the other to the gate of the 
SCR. Set the oscilloscope to trigger from 
a positive going edge on the sensor out- 
put and the time base to 10mS per di- 
vision. Switch the flash trigger to the 
delay mode and activate the sensor. 
Looking at the CRO you should see a 
delay between the first negative edge of 
the sensor output and the gate pulse. 
You should be able to vary the gate 
pulse, by rotating the delay control, 
from about 10 ms to 200 ms. As the trace 
will only sweep once for each trigger 
pulse, it may be difficult to see. Re - 
triggering the sensor quickly with a 
flashing light will improve the visibility 
of the trace. Alternatively the sensor 
can be replaced with a low frequency 
pulse generator, but be careful not to 
have a pulse period shorter than the 
delay you are trying to measure. 
Measure the delay for each 20 degrees 
or so of the delay potentiometer and 
calibrate your scale. Our unit measured 
close to 11 ms minimum delay to a little 
over 200 ms at maximum. 

The procedure for using a single trace 
oscilloscope is similar, except that the 
sensor output is fed to the external 
trigger input on the oscilloscope, and 
the trigger control set to trigger from a 
negative going edge. The vertical input 
is connected to the gate of the SCR and 
the sensor activated. The delay is then 
measured from the left hand edge of the 
trace to the gate pulse. 
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John Shillabeer's department is involved in the maintenance, 
calibration and servicing of all test equipment used within 
S. T.C. We asked him why S.T.C. used Trio CS 1560A scopes. 

"My department gets involved with all test gear purchases. 
As a general purpose scope we've found that the Trio provides 
excellent performance for its price. Being easy to trigger we 
find staff can readily get it up and going. On the production 

15MHz Trio CS1560A11 Dual Trace 

' :ad of Test Egi 
,.ngineering at 5.7. 

line, the bright clear trace makes it an easy scope for operators 
to use. 

"Over the past three or four years, S. T.C. has bought 8 Trio 
1560s and we've had virtually no trouble from them. Any 
minor services have been easy to carry out. As you can see we 
even use one in our department in the development of our 
own digital test equipment." 

30MHz Trio CS1577 Dual Trace 
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"Perfection in Measurement" 

Sydney 439 3288 Melbourne 90 7444 
Available from selected dealers 

N.S.W. Sydney Dick Smith Stores 888 3200; George Brown & Co 5195855; Radio Despatch Service 211 0191. Newcastle D.G.E. Systems 691625; 
Elektron 2000 26 2644. Wollongong Hundell Engineering 74 0278; Macelec 29 1455; A.C.T. Canberra Electronic Components 80 4654. 
QLD Brisbane Audiotronics 44 7566; L.E. Boughen 36 1277; N.S. Electronics 36 5061. VIC Melbourne Browntronics 419 3986; Douglas Radio 
211 1698; J.H. Magrath 663 3731; Radio Parts 329 7888; Tech Rentals 267 5877; G.B. Telespares 328 4301. Geelong Teleparts 217288. S.A. Adelaide 
K.D. Fisher & Co 269 2544; Gerard & Goodman 223 2222; Trio Electrix 516718. W.A. Perth liinco Engineering 381 4477; W.J. Montcrieff 325 5722; 
Rablec Engineering 381 2866. TAS Hobart Imbros Surpath Systems 23 2892. Launceston W & G Genders 31 2511. 
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COMPUTER SERVICES PTY. LTD. 
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OPAL 1000 
The OPAL 1000 is an 8 slot S-100 system conforming to 
the new IEEE standards. A Delta Products Z80a 4Mhz 
CPU card with 2 RS232c serial and 3x8 bit parallel ports 
is used in conjunction with the Delta Products Disk 
Controller. One serial and one parallel (Centronics inter- 
face) port have been initialised as printer ports. 

Memory is provided by a 4Mhz 64k dynamic RAM Board 
by Measurement Systems and Control. The memory 
board is fully bank selectable and is designed for 
upgrading to a multi-user system. 

Disk drives are 2x8" Shugart SA801 R running at double 
density (480k/drive) and fitted with our exclusive Disk 
Saver which prolongs the life of the drives and floppy 
disks by turning off the AC power to the drives 14 
seconds after the last drive select and thus reduces 
routine maintenance. The Disk Saver also reduces the 
risk of data loss due to power failures. 

The system is mounted in an attractive pressed Alu- 
minium housing with a cast front panel fitted with reset 
button and key operated on/off switch. 

The operating system software is CP/M version 2.2 with 
Delta Product's utilities which include DTEST (for test- 
ing drives and floppy disks) and M2 (a comprehensive 
memory test program). The Delta PROM monitor en- 
ables fault finding to be carried out independently of the 
Disk Drives. 

PRICE $4,174.00 + 15% sales tax. 

OPAL 1004 

OPAL 5 + 5 
Any OPAL system can use an AMPEX 5 + 5 (5 fixed 
Megabytes and 5 removable megabytes - top loading 
cartridge) hard disk drive. The AMPEX 5 + 5 is housed 
in an attractive timber case together with the controller 
unit. The unit is supplied with the S-100 interface card 
and all necessary cabling. The CP/M 2.2 and MP/M 
operating systems are supplied fully implemented for 
use with the OPAL system. Up to 4 AMPEX 5 + 5 drives 
can be daisy chained together. 

PRICE (excluding OPAL) $8,500 plus 15% sales 
tax. 

John F. Rose Computer Services Pty Ltd can also 
supply the new AMPEX 16 + 16 hard disk. 

OPAL SMD 
An industry standard SMD interface is available for the 
OPAL range. This allows the OPAL to control up to 600 
Megabytes of on-line hard disk storage. 

PRICE $3,000.00 plus 15% sales tax. 

TELEVIDEO 920c 
The TVI 920 by Televideo includes editing capabilities, 
protected fields, addressable cursor, micro -processor 
control, line and character insert/delete, upper and 
lower case and tabbing. Options include a second 1920 
second page character display memory. General 
features are: 

The OPAL 1004 is an upwards compatible version of the 
OPAL 1000. The OPAL 1004 is based on an upgraded 
CPU card with a real time clock. The system is supplied 
with 1 x Shugart SA801 R disk drive (operating at single 
density) and 1 x Shugart SA1004 10 Megabyte hard 
disk drive. The operating system is CP/M 2.2. 

PRICE $7,700.00 

OPAL 10004 Multi -User 
The multi-user version of the OPAL 1004 features 128k 
RAM and Digital Research's MP/M operating system. 
The system is fully implemented for connection to 2 
serial terminals and a NDK S-2000 or S-4000 printer. 

PRICE $9,345.00 

Standard 96 ASCII Character set displayable 
1920 character display 
24 lines x 80 characters 
10 transmission rates from 75 to 19,200 baud 
14 key numeric pad, 6 cursor control keys, 11 

special function keys, two transmission keys. 
Dynamic control of conversation/block mode 
Single key edit operations 
Page field or line edit 
Blinking, blank and underline fields 
Dual intensity and reverse video 
Field tab/backtab, typewriter tabs, storage tabs. 
Protect and self test modes 
Cursor addressing and cursor read 
15 CPS repeat. Typamatic keyboard 
Standard RS232, point to point 20ma current 
loop. 
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SEND $1.00 FOR YOUR COMPREHENSIVE 
130 PAGE CATALOGUE 

TELEPHONE (02) 439 1 220 

Non -glare etched screen 
115/230 VAC 50/60 Hz Refresh 
Serial port for hard copy (OPTIONAL) 
Functionally equivalent to the ADM -31 terminal. 

PRICE $1,305.00 

MPI 88T Serial/Parallel Printer 

Specification: 
PRINTING TYPE 
PRINT RATE 
THRUPUT 
CHARACTER SET 

CHARACTER HT. 
PRINT FORMAT 

PAPER FEED 

LINE SPACING 
MEDIA 

RIBBON 

INPUT POWER 
TEMPERATURE 
HUMIDITY 

DATA INPUT 

DATA BUFFER 

TELEX AA 27901 

Impact bidirectional, 7 x 7 dot matrix. 
100 characters per second (maximum)., 
80 characters per second (maximum). 
Full upper and lower case 96 character ASCII set, soft- 
ware selectable single or double wide character fonts. 
0.1 in. (0.25 cm) 
8.0 in. (20.3 cm) line length, 80 characters per line at 
10 CPI, 96* characters per line at 12 CPI, 132 
characters per line at 16.5 CPI. 
10 lines per second, stepper motor controlled. User 
selectable pressure roller or tractor feed. 
6 or 8 lines per inch, user selectable. 
Roll paper: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) wide by. 5 ln. (12.7 cm) 
diameter single ply or pressure sensitive multiple copy 
paper, 0.012 in. (3 mm) maximum thickness. 
Fan fold paper: 1 in. to 9.5 in. sprocket (including 
sprocket margins), 0.012 in. maximum thickness. 
Cut Sheet paper: Maximum width 9.5 in. 
Continuous loop cartridge, 20 yds x 0.5 in. width blck 
ribbon, 5 million character life. 
115/230 V + or - 10%, 50/60 Hz. 
10 - 40 deg. C operating; 0 - 70 deg. C Storage. 
20% - 90% operating (non -condensing); 5% - 95% 
storage (non -condensing). 
Parallel: Centronics compatible 7 -bit ASCII, TTL 
levels with strobe, acknowledge returned to indicate 
data was received. 
Serial: RS232C or 20 ma Current loop with BUSY 
handshake, 10 or 11 bits; 110, 150, 300, 600 or 1200 
baud rate. 
Two lines standard; optional 1k and 2k buffers 
available. 

FORMS CONTROL Top of form (8 selectable forms lengths), skip over 
perforations. 

OP. CONTROLS Power On/Off; Top of form set; select/deselect; forms 
feed. 

DIMENSIONS 41.3 cm wide x 27.3 cm deep x 15.9 cm high. Dimen 
sions exclude paper and paper holder. ' 

Weight is less than 6.75 kg. 
WARRANTY 30 days. 

PRINTER $935.00 

N D K S-4000 
MATHEMATICS SAMPLE 
USING STANDARD 
CHARACTERS 

F(w) = aT Sin wT/2 e-,rTn 
wTl2 

e ® = 4KTR(f2-f1) 

= 10 log 80 x S. (dB) 

A2+B2=C2 

H2SO4 H20 

Wry( f)=J0:r(T)e-u."di 

L=Jod L dB J2+[UT de 

Q..( f )=tan -1 [ C.,( f ) J 

a,x+b,y=c, 
a2x+b2y=c2 J 

x - 
I 

c, b, a, , c 1b,- c 
22b, c2 

bb 

bb 2l-a,b2 ab, 

S=i x, 
1'1 

Af...r... s0.3 

IW.T(f)I=4C2..(f) + 42..(f) 

T 

`Y.,,(i)=1im TJó.(t)f,,(t+T)dt T. 

$3,105.00 Plus sales tax. 
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Electronic dummy load 
With this unit you can test power supplies at currents up to 
15 amps and voltages up to 60 volts. It can `sink' up to 
200 watts on a static test and you can modulate the load to 
perform dynamic tests. 

OUT 

r 

MOD OPERAT(NO7 

((>.OV) (.OVP-P) 

IS 

410. 

.. "V 1 C LOAD 

Q 

Jonathan Scott 

THIS PROJECT is fundamentally a test 
instrument - but an unusual one. It is 
intended primarily for testing and 
'setting up' power supplies of all 
varieties - from ordinary transformer - 
rectifier supplies to sophisticated 
regulated supplies. It can even be used 
to plot the discharge characteristics of 
storage batteries. 

The unit employs four high power 
transistors connected as constant 
current 'sinks'. These dissipate power 
from the source to which the unit is 
connected. The characteristics of the 
load are controlled by controlling the 
base drive to these transistors. Self- 
destruction is avoided by the addition of 
protection circuitry which 'shuts down' 
the load if the rated current or power is 
exceeded. In addition, a relay will dis- 
connect the unit if more than a safe 
voltage is applied. 

The load can be modulated to vary the 
load current by means of an externally - 
applied signal. It can be modulated at 
frequencies up to 70 kHz. The resultant 
load current waveform can be moni- 
tored on an oscilloscope connected to the 
current output socket. The specifica- 
tions of the unit are given in the 
accompanying box. We have also drawn 
up a graph showing the operating area 
of the unit. 
Applications 
Regulated power supplies have a finite 
'reaction time' following the application 
of a load or variation in load current. 
This project can be used to test the 
transient response, the reaction time, of 
a power supply as the load can be modu- 
lated. A low frequency square wave 
applied to the unit's modulation input 
will effectively vary the load resistance. 
The rise and fall times of the power 
supply under test can then be ascer- 
tained from an oscilloscope connected to 
the current output. Varying the level of 
the signal applied to the modulation in- 
put will vary the 'depth' of modulation. 
The load can be 'swung' from full 
current to zero current, or over a lesser 
range, and a good idea of how the supply 
reacts to this test can be gained. 

The same technique can be used to 
check a power supply's regulation and 
to set the internal impedance. 

Construction 
We chose to 'use one df the larger 
Horwood rectangular boxes to house the 
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project. The layout is not particularly 
critical and the unit could be assembled 
in a number of different ways. We chose 
the Horwood box as it proved convenient 
and inexpensive. It's convenient as the 
assembly is dominated by the 220 mm 
long heatsinks which have to be 
mounted vertically, and that's how we 
used the box -a little unconventional, 
but entirely practical. The box is desig- 
nated type 34/9/DS and measures 
240 mm x 100 mm x 70 mm. It comes 
in four pieces-the rectangular `tube' is 
in two pieces and there are two end 
pieces. The heatsinks are mounted off 
the sides of the case on standoff pillars. 
This allows a free air flow around the 
vertically mounted heatsinks, ensuring 
good cooling efficiency. 

There are several sources for suitable 
heatsink sections.. Dick Smith Elec- 
tronics stocks a 225 mm length, 
catalogue number H-3426. Rod Irving 
Electronics stocks a suitable style of 

. 

,* 

Side view showing Q9, Q10 and D2 mounted 
on the heatsink. 

heatsink, manufactured locally, but you 
may have to ask for a length to suit. 

First thing to do is tackle the metal- 
work. Carefully mark out and drill the 
heatsinks. One heatsink has two of the 
transistors mounted on it plus the 
BYX200R/21L diode, D2. This is a stud - 
mounting diode that is meant to 'press - 
fit' into a suitable hole in the heatsink. 
However, it is easier for home construc- 
tion if you buy a bolt -on mount for it. 
These should be available from the 
supplier from whom you bought the 
diode. The transistors should be 
mounted well away from each other, but 
not too close to the ends of the heatsinks. 

Having drilled all the holes in each 
heatsink, remove any burrs as these in - 
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ELECTRONIC DUMMY LOAD, PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE 

terfere with good thermal contact. Bolt 
all the semiconductors to the heatsinks 
using thermal compound (such as Beva- 
loid GS13). No insulating washers are 
necessary, but solder lugs should be in- 
serted under each of the transistor 
mounting bolts. Although all the tran- 
sistor collectors are connected directly 
to the case, separate wires are run from 
each to the pc board so as not to rely on 
the mechanical connection and so that 
the unit may be tested or serviced with 
the case disassembled. The anodising on 
the heatsinks is actually a good insu- 
lator, and whilst toothed washers may 
be used where necessary to provide an 
electrical connection, we felt it better to 
provide a direct wire to the pc board. It's 
certainly more reliable. 

Two standoff pillars, about 
10 - 15 mm long, are used to support 
each end of each heatsink, as can be seen 
from the photographs. 

Next, drill the case. Front panel lay- 
out is not critical and you can arrange it 

50 60 

SLEW RATE: 100mA/yS 

INIMUM 
URRENT 

to suit yourself. 
Mount relay behind the front panel 

using a small clamp fashioned from a 
scrap of aluminium. You can glue it on if 
you wish! It should be mounted quite 
close to the positive terminal so that a 
very short, heavy lead can run from the 
terminal to the relay contact pins. 

The pc board is mounted on standoff 
pillars on the panel of the case opposite 
the front panel. It can be mounted in any 
convenient position. The panels on 
which the heatsinks mount have a large 
diameter hole (9 - 13 mm) drilled in 
them through which the wiring to the 
heatsink-mounted components passes. 
These holes should be grommeted to 
prevent possible shorts to the case. 
Transistor Q8, a TIP31 flatpack, is 
mounted on the case panel adjacent to 
the pc board. It is insulated from the 
case using an insulating washer and in- 
sulated mounting bush. 

All the components that mount on the 
front panel can be assembled next. If 

- text continues page 34. 

SPECIFICATIONS ETI-147 ELECTRONIC LOAD 

Maximum dissipation 200 watts 
(see graph) 

Maximum voltage 60 volts 

Maximum current 15 amps 

Minimum voltage 2 volts 

Minimum current 3 mA 

Modulation range 0 to full current 
Modulation sensitivity 1 V p -p or better 

Mod. frequency response 1kHz - 70 kHz 

Protection see graph 
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HOW IT WORKS - ETI 147 
The ETI 147 dummy load is a passive constant 
current 'sink' which draws power from the 
supply to which It Is connected. The load 
includes circuitry for protection from over - 
voltage, overcurrent, overpower, reverse 
voltage and secondary breakdown of the 
power devices. ' 

For convenience of explanation, the circuit 
can be divided into five sections - the main 
power dissipator and drivers, the reference 
circuit, the reference comparison circuit, the 
protector circuit and the Indication circuit. 

The power is dissipated in transistors 09 - 

012. MJ2955 transistors have been chosen 
because, as they are PNP, their collectors can 
be connected to the heatsink without the need 
for an Insulating washer. This decreases 
thermal resistance from the transistors to the 
heatsink. The resistors R24 - R27 ensure 
correct current sharing between the power 
transistors as well as forming the current 
sensing resistance for the protection circuit. 

An internal reference Is provided by passing 
a constant current .- generated by ZD1, Q3 
and 04 - through R6 and RV1. Using 
constant current generator allows the unit to 
operate over a very wide range of supply 

voltages, yet deliver a stable, low value 
reference voltage. The transistor 06 compares 
the reference voltage from RV1 with the volt- 
ages across the resistors R24 to R27. These 
voltages are proportional to the current in the 
output devices and appear at the emitter of 06 
through R18 to R21.06 supplies current to the 
driver transistors, 07 and 08. The output tran- 
sistors are turned on sufficiently to cause the 
voltage on the emitter of Q6 to be about 0.6 V 

above the voltage on Its base. 
The current sensing voltages appear on the 

base of 05 through R14 to R17. R10 propor- 
tionally adds a component of the terminal 
voltage. Should either the current, the voltage 
or their sum exceed safe limits, 05 turns on, 
tripping SCR2 and turning off the load. This 
'sum -of -volts -and -current' circuit protects the 
unit from overcurrent, overpower and secon- 
dary breakdown. Because shutting down the 
load will not provide protection from over - 
voltage a relay is provided which operates 
when SCR1 conducts. SCR1 has been ar- 
ranged to cut in if the current shutdown looks 
like being Inadequate, I.e: if there is con- 
siderable voltage present. If the device 
protects only by Current shutdown, turning 

RV1 to minimum will reset the circuit. if, how- 
ever, the relay is operated it will be necessary 
to remove power to the unit before it will reset. 
Reverse polarity protection is provided by D2 
and FS1. 

The current through the load is monitored by 
M1 which senses the voltage at the emitter of 
Q6. The meter is calibrated by RV2. A LED 
Indicating that the unit is operating Is driven 
from a constant current source comprised of 
ZD1, 01 and 02. When the voltage Is sufficient 
to operate the load the LED will light, giving an 
'adequate voltage' indication. The LED will 
also extinguish if the relay drops out, indi- 
cating the need to remove power. 

Finally, In order to make dynamic measure- 
ments, Cl provides the option of modulating 
the reference, and thus the current drawn, 
from anywhere between zero and full load. The 
actual current may be viewed with an oscillo- 
scope connected to the output at C2. 
Capacitors are used here to avoid grounding 
these points, 'which would interfere with the 
operation of the unit. There is no reason why 
the dc voltage appearing on the meter could 
not be made available if so desired. 
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560R 

R LA/1 

Circuit diagram of the electronic load. RV1 is a front panel control used to set the maximum 
current point. RV2 is to calibrate the meter M1 at a known current through the load. The unit can 
be modulated at rates down to 150 Hz by increasing C1 to 1 uF. 
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PARTS LIST -ETI 147 
Resistors all 1/W, 5% unless marked 

R1 39R 
R2, R4 22k 
R3 5k6 
R5, R6 680R 
R7 470R, 1W 
R8, R11, R12, R23 10k 
R9 15k 
R10 12k 
R13 100k 
R14 -R17 470R 
R18 -R21 IOR 
R22 100R 
R24 - R27 0 15 ohm, 5W 

Potentiometers 
R V 1 1k wire wound 
RV2 500R trimpot 

Capacitors 
Cl, C2 100n greencap 

Semiconductors 'see text 
D1 EM401 or similar 
D2 BYX21 L/200R or similar 

25A diode 

ZD1 4V3, 400mV zener diode 
LED1 Green LED, TIL220G or 

similar 
SCR1, SCR2 C103B or similar SCR 
01, 04 BFY50,TT801, BC639' 
02, 03 BC107, BC547 or similar 
05, 06 TT800, 80640' 
07 BD139 
08 TIP31 
09 - 012 MJ2955 

Miscellaneous 
M1 1 mA FSD meter, Univer- 

sity TD48 or Minipa MU45 
or similar 

RL1 24 V relay with 15 A con- 
tacts, see Shoparound on 
p.65 

ETI-147 pc board; fuse holder with 20 A fuse; 
two RCA sockets; two screw tenninals;l0x 
12 mm standoffs; two lengths 225 mm -long flat - 
sided heatsink (see Shoparound, p.65); 
Norwood box, type 34/9/DS; 15 A hookup wire. 
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you are using a Scotchcal label, don't 
forget that it goes on first. Suppliers 
should have Scotchcal labels available - see Shoparound on page.65. 

The pc board should be assembled 
next. Refer to the component overlay, 
taking care with the orien n of the 
transistor. If BC639 640 tran- 
sistors are used for Ql and Q4, note that 
they have quite different pinouts to the 
other types, so be careful. The four 

eti 147 

o 

6 

AMPS 

15 

0.15 ohm, 5W resistors should be moun- 
ted 5 - 6 mm off the pc board to allow 
free circulation of air. 

Check the pc board before wiring it to 
the case mounted components. Heavy 
duty, multi -strand hookup wire should 
be used to wire all high current carrying 
connections. This includes the collector 
and emitter leads to Q9, Q10, Qll and 
Q12, the lead to the cathode of D2, the 

lead from the pc board 'ground' connec- 
tion to the `ground' lug on the case, 
wiring to the fuse and input terminals 
and to the relay contacts. Heavy lines on 
the wiring diagram indicate where to 
use heavy wiring leads. We suggest 
32 x 0.2 mm cable as a minimum, 
preferably something heavier. 
Remember that it may have to carry as 
much as 15 amps. 

MONROE 
WITH THEIR 67 YEARS OF ,MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING EXPERTISE BELIEVE 

THAT THEY DO NOT SELL CALCULATORS - THEY SELL ANSWERS 
TO COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS 

WHEN YOU CONSULT 
WITH YOUR MONROE 
REPRESENTATIVE YOU GET 

AN HONEST EVALUATION OF THE CALCULATOR 
MOST SUITED TO YOUR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS. 

*IN-HOUSE TRAINING OF YOUR OPERATORS TO 
ENSURE CORRECT AND TOTAL USE OF YOUR 
CALCULATOR. 

TRAINING ON RHYT)MATIC TOUCH OPERATION 
(WITH A CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY) WHICH 
ENSURES A MANY TIMES SPEEDIER OPERATION. 

12 MONTHS UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY AND 
FULL SERVICE AND SUPPLIES AVAILABILITY. 

FOR THE SAKE OF A PHONE CALL WHY NOT 
CONSULT THE PROFESSIONALS. 

SEEFORTH 
SEEFORTH COMPUTER SYSTEMS PTY. LTD 

MELBOURNE 437 SL Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004. Phone (03) 26 3341,267 5371, 267 2269. 
SYDNEY 1 Angel Place, Sydney 2000. Phone (02) 233 1302. 
BRISBANE 555 Old Cleveland Road, Camp Hill 4162. Phone (07) 398 8855. 
ADELAIDE 300 Glen Osmond Road, Fullerton 5663. Phone (08) 79 2275. 

CANBERRA 
PERTH 
HOBART 

Shop 2, Waramanga Shopping Centre, Waramanga 2611. Phone (062) 88 2000.. 
Suite 5, 12 Devallia Road, Carine Glades 6020. Phone (09) 447 4430. 
108 Nºw Town Road, New Town 7007. Phone (002) 28 5500. 
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Josty Kits 

JKO1 
JKO2 
JK03 
JKO4 
JK05 
JKQ6 
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General Purpose Amp .0.5W 20.00 
Microphone Amplifier 18.00 
Sine Generator 20-20KHz 32.00 
FM Tuner 87MHz to 108MHz 30.00 
27MHz Receiver ch 19 29.00 
27MHz Transmitter & 29.00 
Mod Ch 19 
Aerial Hit for JK-06 12.00 
Dual Tone Recorder ro RD 29.00 
Control 
Light Right for 240 -VAC 22.00 
Siren lncl Loudspeaker 18.00 
Photographic timer 240 -VAC 25.00 
Burglar Alarm 
VHF FM Scanner 
100 mW Amplifier 
Preamplifier 
Test Generator 
Audio Mixer 
Preamplifier 
3W Audio Amplifier 
15W Audio Amplifier 
40W Audio Amplifier 
Preamplifier 

42.00 
77.00 

6.00 
4.00 
4.00 

12.00 
13.00 
25.00 
25.00 
36.00 

123.00 

$25 
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NT 400 lab 
Power supply 

For the advanced enthusiast or professional 
user. 0-40 v. DC. 2-4 amp, series regulated design provides constant, smooth output. 

'15r 
$158 

AF360 60W Audio Amplifier 66.00 
AF380 2W General Purpose Amp 14.00 
AT320 AC/DC relay timer 44,00 

AT350 2 Amp Triac dimmer 
AT356 6 Amp AC dimmer 
AT357 Touch Dimmer 
AT465 3 Channel Light Show 

AT468 4 Channel Light Show 

B606P Box for AT -468 
HF305 Converter 175-105MHz 

to 105 MHz 
HF310 FM Tuner 
HF325 Quality FM Tuner 

HF330 Stereo decoder 
HF385 VHF/UHF Preamplifier 
HF395 Antenna Preamplifier 
HF61 MW Receiver 

13.00 
28.00 
34.00 
65.00 
76.00 
29.00 
29.00 

51.00 
79.00 
25.00 
32.00 
8.00 

20.00 

HF65 FM Transmitter 11.00 
M1360 M ultivibrator sig gen 

500- 3000Hz 6.00 
SY340 37W Stereo system 289.00 
SY310 15W Stereo system 230.00 

JostyKits 

ore available 

now from: 
Sydney: 

Custom Communications. 
6 Orchardleigh 

St, Yennora. Ph: 631 3544. 
Radio Despatch Service 

869 George St. 
Sydney. Ph 211 0816. 

Melbourne: Eastern Com- 
munications. 898 Riversdale 

Rd, Camberwell. Ph: 836 8635. 
Magrath J. H. 

208 Lt Lonsdale 
St, Melbourne, 

Ph: 663 3731 

Adelaide: Hamtronics. 
Goodwood Rd. Kingspark. 
Ph: 272 8417. Port Adelaide 
International Communica- 
tions Systems. 75.77 Dale St. 
Port Adelaide. Ph: 47 3688. 

Brisbane: Delsound. 1 Wick- 
ham Tce. Ph: 229 6155. 
Launceston: Advanced 
Electronics. 5A Quadrant. 
Ph: 31 7075. Tasmanian 
Hi -Fi Company. 87A Brisbane 
St. Ph: 31 5815. 

rAN: IVA 
Vicom International Pty. Ltd. 
68 Eastern Road, 339 Pacific Highway, 
South Melbourne, VIC 3205. Crows Nest, NSW 2065. 
Phone 699-6700. Phone 436-2766. 

Gold Coast 32-2644 Adelaide 43-7981, 272-8417 Perth 321-7609, 446-3232 Cairns 54-1035 

Brisbane 341-5377, 38-4480 Hobart 28-1500 Launceston 44-3882 Wellington (NZ) 69-7625 



ALL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
That's our name ... that's our game!!! 

MAJOR STOCKISTS OF ALL GENERAL RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Only "recognised brands" and top-quality components stocked. Resistors (incl. large industrial types) capacitors, 
semi -conductor devices, switches, meters, valves, metalwork, front panels, plugs, sockets, cable connectors, 
transformers, speakers, etc. Prompt and efficient attention through our mail order department. Major stockist of all 
ETI & EA kits - you name it - we will quote. 

ETI AND EA KITSET SPECIALISTS - TOP QUALITY, LOW PRICES 
LEARN WHILE YOU BUILD 

STEREO UNITS TEST EQUIPMENT MISCELLANEOUS KITS AUTOMOTIVE UNITS 
SI ETI 484 Compressor Expander TEI ETI 134 True RMS Voltmeter MI ETI 604 Accentuated Beat Metronome Al ETI 317 Rev. Monitor 
S2 ETI 482 50 wall per channel Amplifier TE2 ETI 13.3 Phase Meter 512 ETI 546 G.S.R. Monitor (less probes) A2 ETI 081 Tachometer 
53 ETI 482A Preampp Board TE.I ETI 533C Digital Display 5Ll ETI 549 Induction Balance Metal Detector A3 Eli 316 Transistor Assisted Ignition 
S4 ETI 41128 Tone Control Board TE4 ETI 129 R.F. Signal Generator includes wire for search (lead A4 ETI 24011igh Power Emergency Flasher 
SS ETI 485 Graphic Equalizer TES ETI 130 Temperature Meter N14 ET1 547 Telephone Bell Extender AS ETI 239 Break Down Beacon 
Sb ETI 480 50 watt Amplifier less H/S TE6 ETI 706 Marker Generator MS ETI 602 Mini Organ {less case) A6 ETI 312 Electronic Ignition System 
S7 ETI 480 100 watt Amplifier less H/S TE7 ETI 709 R.R. Alternator M6 ETI 544 Hears Rate Monitor A7 ETI .101 Vari-Wiper 
58 ETI 480 Power Supply for above TE8 ETI 122 Logic Tester M7 Eli 044 Two Tone Doorbell A8 ETI 502 
59 ETI 443 Expander Compressor TE9 ETI 124 Tone Bunt Generator M8 ETI 073 Heads and Tails Emergency Flasher 
510 ETI 444 Five Wall Stereo TE IO ETI 123 C Min Tester M9 ETI 068 L.E.D. Dice Circuit AIO ETI 30.3 Brake Light Indicator 
511 ETI 4228 Booster Amplifier including TEI I ETI 1161mpedence Meter MIO ETI 539 Touch Switch A 1 I ETI 309 Battery Charger 
metalwork TE12 ET1 533 Digital Display M11 ETI 529 Electronic Poker Machine 412 E.A. 1970 C.D.1. Capacitor Discharge 
S12 ETI 438 Audio Level Meter TEI3 ETI 117 Digital Voltmeter 1975 Display M 12 ETI 236 Code Practice Oscillator Ignition 
513 ETI 440 25 watt Stereo Amplifier TE 14 ETI 117 Digital Voltmeter 1976 Display M I3 ETI 218 Monophonic Organ A13 E.A. High Efficiency Flasher including metalwork TEIS ETI 704 Cross Hatch Dot Generator M14 ETI 701 Masthead Amplifier 414 E.A. Dwell Meter 
517 ETI 422 50 watt per channel Amplifier TEI6 ETI 120 Logic Probe MIS E.A. I/C Volume Compressor AIS E.A. Variwiper Sill ETI 426 Rumble Filter TE 17 ETI 121 Logic Pulser M 18 E.A. 240 volt Lamp Flasher A l6 E.A. Tacho for ?unclips 
519 ETI 429 Simple Stereo Amplifier TE18 ETI 118 Digttal Frequency Meter 1975 M 19 E.A. A/C Une Filter A l7 E.A. Ignition Analyser and Tachometer 521 ETI 417 Over led Distortion Monitor DisTpplayy 4420 E.A. Bonito Drums AI8 EA. Stroke Adaptor for Ignition Analyser 522 ETI 410 Super Sterns Sound Source TEI9 EI I IB Digital Frequency Meter 1976 N121 E.A. Keyless Organ 419 E.A. 1975 C.D.I. Capacitor Discharge Width Control Dsplay X122 E A. Auto Drums Ignition 
524 ETI 427 Graphic Equalizer TE2O ETI 222 Transistor Tester M21 E.A. Electronic Roulette Wheel A20 E.A. Mains Supply for Car Cassettes 525 E.A. Playmaster 10 + 10 TE2I Eft 1137 Input Thermocouple Meter 5125 E.A. Digital Metronome A21 E.A. Automatic Heavy Duty Battery 526 E.A. Playmaster 128 40 watt TE22 ETI 107 Wide Range Voltmeter MM E.A. Voice Operator Relay Charger 527 E.A. Playmaster 132 40 watt TE23 ETI 1118 Decade Resistance Box M27 E.A. Gas Detector Car Boat A22 ET1 318 Digital Car Tachometer (leas 528 E.A. Playmaster 136 13 watt TE2S E.A. SWR Refectometer M28 E.A. Led Chaser Metalwork I 
S29 E.A. Playmaster 137 3 watt TE26 E.A. R.F. Impedence Meter 5129 E.A. Sound Effects Generator see A23 ETI 319A Variwiper Mk. 21no dynamic S30 E.A. Playmaster 143 12.5 watt TE27 E.A. Antenna Noise Bridge below braking) 
S32 E.A. Musicolour 11 1000 w/ch TE28 E.A. 1965 Transistor Test Set M30 Ell 551 Light Chaser Schonnel 11100 A24 ET{ 319B V ariwiper Mk. 2 (for dynamic 533 E.A. Musicolour III 1000 w/ch TE29 E.A. 1971 Transistor IF.E.T.I Tester wan/ch. braking) 
534 E.A. Stereo Dynamic Noise Filter TE30 E.A. 1977 Digital Logic Trainer N131 E.A. Electronic Poker Machine A25 ETI 555 Light Activated Tacho S35 ETI 47060 watt audio amplifier module TE31 E.A. 245 Digit Volt Ohm Meter M32 E.A. Remote TV Headphone 426 ETI 320 Battery Condition Indicator 536 ETI 4000 Series 60 wan stereo amplifier TE32 E.A. Simple Function Generator 51.14 ETI 650 STAC Timer A27 E.A. Transistor Assisted Ignition 537 ETI 451 Hunt Filler for Ili -Fi systems TE33 E.A. Direct Reading Capacitance Meter 51.35 ETI Wheel of Fortune GUITAR UNITS S38 E.A. Stereo Infrared Remote Switch 
S39 ETI 455 Stereo Loudspeaker Protector 
S40 E.A. Super -Bass Filter Less Power Pack 
PRE -AMPLIFIERS AND MIXERS 
PI ETI 445 Stereo Preamplifier 
P2 ETI 449 Balance Mic Pre-nmplllier 
P5 ET1 414 Master Mixer 8 channel 
P6 ETI 419 Mixer Premniplifier - 4 ch. 
Mixer Preamplifier - 2 ch. 
P7 ETI 401 F.E.T. 4 Input Mixer 
P9E.A.SimpleMixeforPicle upend Microphone 
PIO EA. Playmates 145 Mixer 
PI1 ETI 446 Audio Limiter 
P12 ETI 471 High Performance Stereo Pre - 

Amplifier 
PI3 ETI 477 Moving Coil Cartridge Pre -amp 
P14 ETI 474 High to Low Impe once Interlace 

7E34 ETI 487 Real Time Audio Analyser 
TF35 ETI 483 Sound Level Meter 
TE36 ETI 489 Real Time Audio Analyser 
TE37 ETI 717 Cross Hatch Generator 
1E38 E.A. 3 MhZ Frequency Counter 
TE40 E.A. Direct Reading Ohm Meter 
7E41 EA. Function Generator 
TE42 E.A. Transistor Tester incl. Bipolar & 

F.E.T.S. 
7E43 ETI 591 Up Down Presetade Counter 
TE44 Ef i 550 Digital Dial (less case) includes 

ETI 591 
Bier TEAS En 144 Expanded Scale RMS. Voltmeter 

TE46 ETI 148 Versatile Logic Probe 
1E47 E11724 Microwave Oven Leak Detector 
TE48 ETI 150 Simple Analog Frequency Meter 
TE49 ETI 151 Linear Scale Ohm Meter 
TESO Eft 152 Linear Scale Capacitance Meter 

5436 ET1 557 Reaction Timer 
N137 ETI 249 Combination Lock (leas lock) 
M38 ETI 814 Dinky Die 
M39 EA. Electronic Comhmukrl kw4 tin ludmg 

lock I 
M40 E.A. Mast Head Amplifier 
M41 ETI 576 Electromogram 
M42 E.A. Prospector Metal locator including 

Headphone 
M41 ETI 561 Metal Locator Less dowel & 

tubing puritan' stand 
Net as for Steam Train and Prop Plane noise 

VOLTAGE/CURRENT CONTROLS 
VI ETI 4141 12 volt to >` 40V D.C. 100 w all 

Inverter 
Y2 ETI 525 Drill Speed Controller 

GI ETI 447 Audio Phaser 
G2 ETI 4132 x 100 watt Bridge Amplifier 
G4 ETI 405 Reverberation Unit 
G5 Eli 413 100 watt Guitar Amplifier 
G6 ETI 410 A.D.U. for your Guitar 
G7 E.A. PM 12550watt Guitar Amplifier 
G8 E.A. I'M 134 21 watt Guitar Amplifier 
G9 E.A. PM 111/20 watt Guitar Amplifier 
010 E.A. Waa Watt Unit 
G11 E.A. Fuzz Box 
G12 E.A. Sustain Unit 
G13 E.A. PM 1.35 12 watt Guitar Amplifier 
G 14 ET1 452 
Guitar Practice Amplifier 
G 15 ETI 4663110 watt Amp module - less II" & Transformer 
COMPUTER AND DIGITAL UNITS RECEIVERS/TRANSMITTERS 

RI ETI 711 Renate Control Transmitter 
Switch 

R2 ETI 711 R Remote Control Receiver 
R3 ETI 71113 Remote Control Decoder 
R4 ETI 7118 Single Control 
R5 ETI 71 IC Double Control 
R6 ET1 711P Power Supply 
R7 ETI 707A 144 MhZ Convener 
RS ETI 7078 52 MhZ Convener 
R9 ETI 708 Active Antenna 
RIO ETI 710 R.F. Power Amplifier 
RI I ETI 780 Novice Transmitter 
R12 ETI 703 Antenna Matching Unit 
R l4 E.A. 240 Communications Receiver 
RIS E.A. I IOContmunlcations Receiver 
R 16 E.A. 140 Communications Receiver 
R 17 E.A. 130 Communications Receiver 
R IB E.A. All Wave I /C2 
R20 E.A. Fremodvne 4 Complete Kit 
R21 E.A. Fremodyne 4 RF Section 
R23 E.A. Mow Fee 52 MhZ Converter 
R29 E.A. Shoo Wave Gavener for 27 Mhz 
R.IO E.A. Simple S.W.R Meter 
R31 E.A. 27 MhZ Pre -Amp 
R32 E.A. 10-30 MhZ Pre -Amp 
R33 ET1 718 Shortwave Radio 
R34 ETI 490 Audio Compressor 
R.15 ETI 721 Aircraft Rand Convener ilea 

XTALSI 
R36 ETI 726 nor 10 meter Power Amp 
MODEL TRAIN UNITS 

TE51 EA. Digital Capacitance 
TES2 ETI 589 Digital Temp. Meter 
TES3 E.A. TV C.R.O. Adapter 
TES4 E.A. Zero Voltage sx. Heat Controller 
TESS L.A. XT AL taxied TV Pattern Generator 
TES6 E. A. Decade Resistance Boa 
TES7 E.A. Decade Capacitance Box 
7E58 E.A. Capacitor Substitution Box 
TE59 E.A. Tantalum Cap Sub Box 
POWER SUPPLIES 
PSI ETI 132 Experimenters Power Supply 
PS2 Eft 50 Du P w alPower Supply í(410h Powered Vein) 
PS3 Eft 712 CB Power Supply 
PS4 ETI 131 Power Supply 
PS5 ETI 119 S volt switching regulator supply 
PS6 ET1 105 Laboratory Power Supply 
PS7 ETI I1 I I/C Power Supply 
PS8 E.A. D.C. Voltage Reference 
PS9 E.A. 1976 Regulated Power Supply 
PS I O E.A. Dual .102 0.30V 2A or ( 

2A or Dual Pos and Nec .141V 2A 
PS11 E.A. C.B. Power Supply 
PSI2 Ell 142 Power Supply 0-30 V 0.15 A 

(fully protected) 
PSI3 ETI d72 Pincer Supply 
PS14 EA. Power Supply for Dream 6144) 
PSIS ETI 571 Dual 12V supply 

AUDIO TEST UNITS 
ATI ETI 441 Audio Noise Generator 
AT2 ETI 128 Audio Millivolt Meter 

V3 E.A. 5.C.R. Speed Controller 
V4 E.A. Stage letc.1 Auto Dimmer 2 K.W. 
VS E.A. Stage letc.l Auto Dimmer 4 K.W. & 

6 K.W. 
add on for above 

V6 E.A. 1976 Speed Control 
V7 ETI 592 Light Show Controller 1.1 ch.) 

11000 w/chi 
V8 E.A. Invener 12V D/C Input 2.10V Mu 

300VA output 
V9 ET1593 Colour Sequencer (for use with 

ETI 5921 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
PHI ETI 5116 Shutter Speed Timer 
P142 ETI 548 Photographic Strube new reflector) 
PH3 Eli 5148 Sound Llght Flash Trigger 
1914 Ell 512 Photo Timer 
PH6 ETI 505 High Powered Strobe (less 

reflecnrl 
PH7 ETI 513 Tape Slide Synchronizer 
PHN ETI 512 Photographic Process Tinter 
PH9 ET1 515 Slave Flash 
Phi 10 ETI 540 Universal Timer 
P1111 L.A. I9 OStnohaaope Unit 'less reflector) 
PH12 E.A. Sync -a -Slide 
PH 13 E.A. Amo Trigger for Time Lapse 

Movies 
P1-114 ETI 558 Mast Head Strobe 
PHIS ETI 55.3 Tape Slide Synchronizer 
PHI6 E.A. Digital Photo Timer 
P1117 ETI 594 Development Timer 

CI ETI 6.1.1 Video Synch Board 
C2 ETI 612M Part 15lenury Board 

V.D.U. 
C3 ETI 612P Part I Power Supply V.D.U. 
C4 ETI 6124 Part 2 Control Logic V.D.U. 
CS ETI 612B Pan 2 Control Logic V .D.U. ' 
C6 ETI 6.12C Pan 2 Character Generator 

V.D.U. 
C7 ETI 612 Mother Board Including P/S 
C8 ETI 6.12 U.A.R.T. Board 
C9 ETI 631-2 Keyboard Encoder 
CIO ETI All A/Sch. Keyboard Encoder 

(less keyboard) 
CI I ETI 630 Hex Display 
Cl2 E.A. Educ hl Computer 
C13 E.A. Cassette TapeInterface 
C14 ETI 618 Eprom Pogrammer 
CIS ET1 617 Cuts Cassette Interface 
C16 ET1651 Binary to Hex Number Converter 
CI7 ETI 730 Getting Going On Radio Tele 

T 
CIBE.A Dream 6900Ccntputer for Beginners 

len keyboard and sever 

WARNING SYSTEMS 
WSI ETI 583 Gas Alarm 
WS2 ETI 066 Temperature Alarm 
W'S) ETI 528 Home Burglar Alarm 
WS4 Eft 702 Radar Intruder Alarm 
WS5 ETI 220 Wailing Siren 
W'S6 ETI 219 Hee Haw Siren 
W$7 ETI .313 Car Alarm 
WS9 ETI 50.1 Electronic Thief Trap MTI ETI 541 Model Train Control 

MT2 E.A. 1974 Model Train Control 
517.1 E.A. 1971 S.C.R. P.U.T. Control Unit 

AT3 ETI 112 Audio Attenuant, 
AT4 ET1 102 Audio Signal Generator 
ATS E.A. A.F. Tone Burst Generator 

TUNERS 
TI ETI (5,2 A.M. Tuner 

WSIO ETI 506 Infre Red Intruder Alarm 
WS11 Eí1305 Automatic Car Alarm System 
WS12 ETI 582 (louse Alarm 5174 E.A. Electronic Stearn Whistle ATh EA. Luhraary 5441,155.11c AR Generaur T2 ETI 740 F.M. Tuner WSI3 E.A. Electric Siren MTS E.A. Electronic Chuffer AT7 ETI 137 Auden Oscillator T4 E.A. Playmaster 146 451 -FM Tuner W S 14 E.A. 1976 Car Alarm MTh E.A. 1478 Train Control ATM Eli 1.15 Audio Power Meier Wooden Cabinet not included W S I5 E.A. IO Ghz Rodar Alarm 

E. D. & E. (SALES) PTY. LTD., NOW 

118 LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE, VIC. 3000. TEL: 662-3506. 



short circuits 

Measuring very low currents 

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE to accurately 
measure currents of a few microamps or 
less using an ordinary panel meter or 
multimeter. In order to make such 
measurements it is necessary to use an 
active circuit such as the one shown 
here. It can be built as a self-contained 
unit or used as part of an instrument 
requiring a highly. sensitive current 
range. 

This instrument will measure from 
100 nanoamps (10-7 amps) to 10 mA 
full scale, in six ranges. The higher 
ranges are included so that the instru- 
ment may be accurately calibrated and 
they generally overlap with the lower 
current ranges on many multimeters. 

The meter, Ml, is a 100 µA move- 
ment connected as a voltmeter having 
1 V full scale deflection. Resistors R10 
and R11 (a trimpot) are the `multiplier' 
resistors. The trimpot is a calibration 
control, adjusted to give full scale meter 
deflection on the 10 mA or 1 mA ranges. 

ICI is an op -amp connected in the 
non -inverting mode and having a dc 
voltage gain of about 100 times (set by 
the feedback network R8 and Rl). C2 
reduces the ac gain to about unity to 
improve stability and immunity to 
stray pick-up. The non -inverting input 
of IC1 is biased to the 0 V rail by which- 
ever of the range resistors (R2 -R7) is 
selected by SW1. In theory, this gives 
zero output voltage and no meter deflec- 
tion, but in practice it is necessary to 
compensate for small offset voltages 
using the offset null control, RV1. 

Current in the circuit being measured 
flows into the instrument's input termi- 
nals. A voltage will be developed across 
the selected input resistor, one of R2 to 
R7. This voltage will be amplified by 
IC1 and will produce a positive meter 
deflection. Say the 10 mA range has 
been selected. The input current will 
flow through R2. If the input current is 
5 mA, say, from Ohm's law, 5 mV will be 
developed across R2. 

CA3140E 
TOP VIEW 

Rl TO R7 ARE CLOSE 
TOLERANCE TYPES 

R2 R3 R4 Rs R6 R7 
1R0 10R 100R lk0 10k 100k 

E = I.R 
=5x10 -3x1 
=5 mV 

Now, IC1 has a gain of 100, as 

Gain = RS 

390 x 103 
3900 

= 100 
The voltage at pin 6 of IC1, with 5 mA 
flowing in the input, will be 500 mV, or 
half a volt. The meter will thus indicate 
half scale, giving a reading of 5 mA. 

Successive ranges increase the sensi- 
tivity of the instrument by a factor of 10. 

This arrangement relies on the fact 
that IC1 (a 3140) has a very high input 
impedance so that it does not 'load' the 
input resistor selected and affect the 
accuracy of the reading by drawing a 
significant amount of input current 
itself. The 3140 is a FET-input op -amp 
having a typical input impedance of 1.5 
million megohms. Note that, to achieve 
reasonable accuracy, the input resistors 
R2 to R7 and the op -amp feedback resis- 
tors should all have a tolerance of 2 % or 
better. 

Meter protection is provided by Dl 
and D2. Should the input current exceed 
the maximum for the range, the output 
of IC1 will rise higher than 1 V. If it 
exceeds about 1.2 V, the two diodes con - 

4.9V 

-V. 

duct, preventing any further rise in the 
output of IC1 and protecting the meter 
from any overload exceeding 20% of the 
rated input. 

When adjusting the offset null control 
(RV1), start with its slider positioned at 
the end connected to pin 5 of IC1. The 
meter should show a strong deflection. 
Back off RV1 just far enough to zero the 
meter and no further. 

The unit may be calibrated by a 
number of methods. A simple way is to 
obtain a variable power supply that will 
provide 10 V and a 10k 1% or 2% resis- 
tor. You will also need either a good 
mirror -scale multimeter or a digital 
multimeter. 

Connect the resistor and the low 
current meter in series and connect 
across the output of the power supply. 
Also connect the multimeter across the 
output of the power supply (observe 
polarities). Select the 1 mA range on the 
low current meter and a suitable range 
on the multimeter. Turn the output of 
the power supply down and switch it on. 
Set the power supply to give a reading of 
10 V on the multimeter. Do this care- 
fully for best accuracy. Now, adjust R11 
for full scale deflection. Your low 
current meter should now be calibrated. 
If you substitute a 1k, 1% or 2% resistor 
for the 10k resistor, you can check the 
calibration on the 10 mA range. 

ETI October 1980 - 37 



PARTS FOR 
NEW KITS if. het you wam to build ill not lined. the pane env be evadable anyway. 

Check the OM Synth Catalogo. o, tell Ito you neaten Sad S,mmn Mire. 

ACOUSTIC COUPLER (See EA September) 
Complete kit. including met elwork, etc Cat 6-3805 S76.00 
Printed Circuit Board only Cat 14-8380 S4.00 

EXPANDED SCALE AUTOMOTIVE VOLTMETER (See ETI Sept.) 
Printed Circuit Board Cot 14-8630 S1.50 
LM3914 IC Cat 2-6298 $4.25 
Choose round or rectangular, large or smell LEDs to suit your 
Particular application. 

CHASER (Sze EA August) 
Complete kit. including from penes Cat K-3145 869.50 
PCB only Cat H-8379 S5.95 

NASA POWER CHOPPER (See EA August) 
Short form kit(All components Fe PCB) Cot K-3325 $18.50 
PCB only Cat H-6378 S3.00 

LEDS AND LADDERS GAME (See EA August) 
Complete kit enc. printed panel Cat K3390 $16.75 
PCB only Cat 14.8378 S3.00 

LED TACHO (tee ET1 August) 
Short Form Kit (includes PCB component. 
etc, but no Cse - build It into your dash 
board). Cat. K-3240 824.50 

FAST NICAD CHARGER (See ETI AuSu.t) 
PCB only Cat 14-8627 83.00 
(All other components in thee kit are nomad stock Wee) 

GUITAR/PA PREAMP (See ETI August) 
Short form kit PCB 6 component.. no trenr 
former or cese). Cat K-3035 S29.50 

300 WATT AMPLIFIER (See EA June) 
Pentad Circuit Board only Cat 14-8376 $9.95 
(Most other components are normal stock lines), 

TV CRO ADAPTOR (S.. EA May) 
Complete Kit Cat K-3060 $29.95 
Prrnted.Circult board Cot 14.8375 83.75 

ITS A DIALLER! ITS A CALCULATOR! 
AND IT'S A CLOCK! 
Gnat her bury execute,. secretaret or even n Me borne' it remember, 32 
number. for you. end dials hell et the push of a 

button. 81 ifs mom Mae Met. It n siso e 

comprehenn memory calculate. and a dock 
prat Poi Wig thou STD B ISO ells' 
Note: although Me fns perfectly onto out phone 

,yetem, Intent reguletwnc do not peintn them to be 

used n Mn wry. 

N 
1790° 

Cat. 7(1178 

ANOTHER TWO [SEW 
STORES NOW OPEC! 

Wee .Lill eapandmgl A sow sore in up -town Sydney (n0, the Tech b 
Institute al Technology). And sae in to been al to Northern Beech. . 

Call in and compere our price. whh others ie the steel 

818 GEORGE ST 531 P IWATER RD 
BROADWAY BROOKYALE 

Ph 211 3777 Ph 93 0441 

.,..... _ n ,. _ . 
R!. :i.Tilwr+k.+l!4Fery. 

DON'T FORGET: ONLY 11 WEEKS TO CHRISTMAS!11 !! Need a few ideas for someone into electronics? Go no further than your nearest Dick Smith store! :y.11~ 

LOWEST PRICE EVER! 
16K RfEMORY UPGRADE KIT + 
SUITS ALL COL IPUTERS!!! 
Feet l2604 4114 memory ICs ler mania, my 
microcomputer to 160 (er to 32K or 41101 $ 951119 
Complete with ineructions for Wing - a huge Ili wens sae, OUT prelateie mewl 

WAS $149 ONLY 12 MONTHS AGO!! 

8F QUICK FOR THIS 
Update yaw ter sound 
end ova Tat 

mean. FM/AM/Car a m. 
Y now SI0 elf you 

II ,sm . bor sht l 

tee Oicr. hulk bun sub 

FM TOO 
Es: to (pee+ le 
tenb,d a.el operagl 

Here'. your chance to 

$12 9 
a+u..N cer nun: 

eyn.m . a h.recin 
Cat A-6480 tried (Specter. abs). 

NEON TEST 
S DRIVER 

OILY yoú w ohm woMxad d e dmlrn 
et live ... Fed out with this neon 
oat screwdnnr N it has maim 

1 
ODvoltage spoked to the rip the neon $ f 

Ights. The :1st d the tins it's c O 

voltage 

B 
LM^d- ecrewdrwen Cat T-4806 

WEED A SAFE AC SUPPLY 
FOR YOUR PROJECTS? 
How about 12 volts It 
500 mAllll Morn plug -peche awe yea 

end 200mA 7Aa ene 

enrol 5080,6 Th. melon 
N le AU tr.n.lormx. Yeu 
put the welMerg cy.otort.. 
etc. le the pr.jmf and plug 
n the AC mean. We e 

pew space awed 

WAVE A FLAG 
What's .n electronic Itere Wiens 
Rm. lee. re. ask? Dish could.5 
her en. manacle to ho thought 'I'll 
R, teen!' Show your Airars spirit 
end fly reur own flea 1 more long. 

Play frin/113Q8Q 

$995 
Cat X1001 

can tulles 

GREAT GIFT 
IDEA .. . 

If the greatset teaching ad since Me 680E 

Chldren net only Nam to say the woid5. 
that learn to spell them es well' Amstiing 

microcomputer technology actor" creates 

the sounds: to topes' And mth the piugit 
module, (optional) the renge of the .p.ak- 
end-spd) O "natty increased! 

$7960 
v 

CW X1300 

PLUG -1N MODULES 
FOR SPEAK'N'SPELL 

SUPER ITUMER I Cat X-1301 
SUPER DUMPER II Cat X4302 
VOWEL POWER Cat 0.1305 

ALL $17.95 EACH 

OUR PIECE D 
RESISTANCE 

YESI W. new ham goad 
stocks In ell vale. of our 

lemons I% metal film high 
quality mermen There used 
to ell for .round 350 seek: 
leek et our prim! 
They're poet fey all Mow 
Women uses. red we hue 
sufficient quantities to mil 
rte OEM ss well at the 
Heim lab. the technician 

and the hebleyinl (,en 100 tee 

of ens Weal 

Graphic Equaliser 
A Playmaalet Graphic *quellse. in 
your hl -R system will make so much 
difference you won't believe Ill The 
graphic equaliser can boost or cut 
vedoue bands of fr.gu.nclea Over 
tin. entire audio spectrum, allowing 
you to What the sound to make UP 
for system deficiencies: or to make 
the sound the way YOU like it If you 
want deep base, you'ds got it. If you 
went high high.. you've got Its 
A graphic equaliser In your system 
can melee N sound like one coning 
twice a. muohl 
The kit le very easy to build, end 
perfectly suit. practically all hi fi 
amplifier.. 

MAJOR DICK SMITH RE -SELLERS: 
AT`HERTON, O10: Tableland Radio Service 
2 J.ck Shen. Phone 117 017 
IAIRN30A1E, VIC: Odyssey Electronics III Mai. Street. Pen 828 242 

BENDIGO, Vic: Sumner Electronics 
1I Mnch.P Street. Phone 431 171 

ILACKHEATH, NEW: Goodwin Electronics 
123 Stab. Street. Phone DI 371 
B ROKEN NIEL, NEW: Crystal TV Rentals 
to Crystal seen. Pee. 1x47 

COFFS HARBOUR, NSW: Coll" Harbour Electronics 
3 Can. Harbour Pin.. Pert Ara Ihpn. 625 514 
D ARWIN, NT: Kent Electronics 
42 Steen Hlthwey. Phone Its 741 

FAIRY MEADOW, 115W: Trilogy Wholesale Elect. 
40 Promo Hwy. Phan. 131 111 

GEELONG, VIC: Elctrolla 
133 Male. Hew Phone 07 127 

BUYING BY MAIL? 
ORDER VALUE: PAP 
55 loved to S9 99 SI 00 
01000 e0 S24 99 52 00 
S25 00 tee 549 99 5300 
S50 00 oce $99 99 S4 00 

5100 OF moan S5 50 
NOTE Shoe cha,oet apply lo goods sent or 
post m A.seda only lodge and bulky ,come 
tom. be knit by po+t 
It you pain. we will drspalcb you, ode. by 
Leann coed height to anynhnr ,n Acorrale 
lo, only 56 00 steer a below wen ,r cools 
us. loge and bulky stems 

I 
male sent 

by Torn. ogees you h din it tan 
br cad o, see you me ho gbh on d l,owt 1 

o 

$9950 
Cet X3500 

THE PERFECT ADD 
ON TO ANY HI-FI 
SYSTEM! 

TIMBER SLEEVE SHOWN IS OPTIONAL 
(Cat 14.3113 9 58.50) 

DON'T WANT TO MAKE THE KIT? 
SEE THE BUILT-UP MODEL AT RIGHTI 

INCREDIBLE BARGAIN! 
Superseded Amateur 
Radio Handbooks 
WOW Wine made an incredible scoop 
perce.a el A..lrer Rodio Nandbooke 
direct from the pueigh.r. Th.ss ale lea 
1171 hems: tea Mat of the arms her 
enure ua.lul vela. deal Great ter 

novice.. hepaners ne: hurls raw 
chant. to sot the em.t.ur a 'bible' et 
e hey /melee of Mg current peed 

$15 VALUE! cata -loll 

HURRY! LIMITED STOCK! 

NEW WIACat5.7319 
t= 

CALLBOOK 
1980 EDITION Ill 
STOCK NOW! ONLY $ 

HUGE RANGE 
OF AMATEUR 
RADIO BOOKS 

ALWAYS IN 
STOCK! 

MAINS WIRING? 

$470 

Play 

These useful laden wiring side hem D,08 Smith 
nine the lab that much ewer ... 
WALL 92OUNTING BOX 
Accepts Minden: ,welch darn. $ 

1 
25 power outms. TV outlets. etc 

Proud of well, enough room for 

wog b outlet. etc. within bog. Car P5531 

WALLBOARD CLIP 
Greet for hbrou, platter, hero. masands. 1 
ply, etc lug. clop over well board. ., w C /Yin 
Win ,ones on so 1 Is flush with wale 6i J 
0,.d for new imnlleoom it DM buildings. Cat P5530 

Junction Box $140 
For mum cable connection,. complete teeth 

connective A. used by electrician,. etc. Cet P-6626 

DOUBLE POWER 
OUTLET:., new lob, 
O lx converting ung65 
Tate wet ,pace es «Ws 

Cat P.6500 

POWER OUTLET It 
SAFETY CHECKER 
Chid oulkts medy and 5495 m44.3 bar. gm meant 
good/bed reading 

Cat P.5300 

umEW87 Graphic Analyser 
ALSO DOUBLES AS A PEAK 
LEVEL METER! 

$9950 OP THE MOST 
FROM YOUR SOUND 

Cat 0.3610 SYSTEM! 

TIMBER SLEEVE SHOWN IS OPTIONAL 

I Cat 14-3113 P 58.521 

Like the hora needing the cert the 
grephio egualieer needs a graphic 
unetlyser. Thus remarkable place of 
equipment allow. you to obtain tha 
maximum perform.nce from your 
graphic equaiian by setting the eyetem 
up to salt the room end furniture 
sweetly. You've probably noticed N 
you move your speekers around the 
room they eourd different the graphic 
equalizer con take care of this. but 
the graph. analyser tells Me eguelnn 
what to dol 
And when you've set up your eyehole,. 
Me graphic analyser Isn't westad: 
flick a switch, end it becomes a 
superb peek level needing meter - 
mini light dlepley playing along with 
your musioi 

listed below are ,e-s.-llrrs who stock a large proportion of our range. However, we cannot guarantee that they will 
have .env er all of the bee... or at the some piscos...s those advertised oel these pages 

BERALDTON, WA: KB Electronic' & Marina 
311 N,,. Terrace Phone 212 170 

BOSFORO, NEW: Tomorrow's Electronics I N) Fl 
e6 Wlllisel Srreat P60,, 247 244 

HOBART, TAE: 14To Electronics 
123a Wham Street. Wane 341 237 

KINBITON, TAS: Kingston Electronics I Records 
Chenn,l Loan Phone 211 102 

LAUNCESTON, TAS: Advanced Electronics h The Omannt Plum 317 875 

USMORL NEW: Decro Electric 
C. Megell.n St a s Wry. Phone 214 137 

MACKAY, 010: Devine Electronic§ 
U Helene Street Phone 511 723 

MARYBOROUBN, PLO. Keller Electronic' 
211 Abed. Snao. Phone 214 659 

MORUYA NSW: Coastal Electronics 
43 Vu's.. Street Puma 742 645 

MT GAMBIER, Ilk Hutcheson'/ Communications 
5 Elia.hsth Street. Phone 255 484 

MUEWELLIROOK NOW: Silicon Chip Electronics 
Suite 3. 1e endue Street Phone 43 1016 

NAM60UR, O10: Namhour Electronic Shop 
sky" 4. Low.n Neu. , Ann S.. Phone 411 604 

NEWCASTLE, NEW: EIIMron 2000 
161 Wham Reed Phone 162 94 
NOWRA NSW: lyrebird Electronics 
50 e.rry stun. Phone 25 626 

ORAN8A NEW: MAW Electronics 
41 McNemar. stun. Phone 025 491 

ROCKHAMPTON, OLD: Purely Electronics 
15 East Sinn Phan. 21 051' 
SOUTHPORT, OLD: Amateur's Paradise 
121 Recent Street. Phone 322 64 
SURFERS PARADISE, OLD: Viking Electronics 
3101 Gold Grew try. non. 322 64 

TAM WORTH, NSW Sound Components 
76 Web.,. Street Phone 651 313 

TOOWOOMBA, DLO: Hunts Electronics 
la NMI :erect Phone 326 944 

TRARAIGON, VIC: Power'N'Sound 
Is Frenhli. Street Floor. 743 531 

VINCENT, OLD: Tropical TV 
245 Whom Reed Phone 711 421 

RABBA. NSW: Wagga Wholesale Electronics 
12 Forsyth Steed. 

WALBETT, NSW: P,J. O'Brien Electronics 
5I Woe Wm Soso. Phone 243 

WINDSOR, NSW: Hawk/shiny Electronic Centro III Geege Slno. (gem 773 411 

WODONEA VIC: Al M Electronics 
1e, Nreh Street Phone 244 Ste 
WHYALLA MORRIE, SA: Mellor Enterprises 
Shop 2. Forsythe Swat Phone 454 764 DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 

MELBOURNE 

ea a _ 
399 londale Street 

Ph (03) 87 9934 

RICHMOND BURANDA HERMSIDE 

656 Badge Road 

Ph 
(123) 428 1814 

C11' 
168 Logan Road 

Ph (07) 391 8133 

642 Gympie Roed 

Ph 107) 59 8255 

CANBERRA ADELAIDE 

96 GNdnone Street 60 Wryht Surd 

P11(0621004944 Ph (081 212 1962 

PERTH 

414 Witham Street 

Ph 1091 328 6944 



DICK SMITH'S GUIDE TO 
SORCERER BASIC 1.4 

SYSTEM 80 BASIC 

TOO 
NOO 

COM POOTER 
YEARBOOKS 
Frain Elect nun 
'MICROPROCESSORS 

b PERSONAL 

COMPUTERS 

112 pages of dot. on 

computnc, .11x4 

equipment etc, plot 
b.ckgmund info, 

$500 
From Elect. Tode, lint 
Computed and 

Computing Yearbook 

154 peon coif, robe, 
Winn proyecb to bid 
etc, elm pinery. tech- 

raaj bps. motet pld . 

etc. 

4 re $ 95car 8 509 
HUBE RANGE OF OTHER COMPUTER 

BOOKS IN STOCK: JUST ASKI 

BIG PRICE CUT 
ON 51/%IN DISKS 
X,pn pualdy 5% inch (sorry. Metric conversion 

Aoad') dnkoms for all dad dmm of a now low 

bargain price Both hard and soft sectored, wdh 

huge using: for quentdy buyers, tool And they're 

now in stuck so huny before you min oil' 
Hod Sector Cat K-3605 (Sun M'icrop. type) 
Soft Sateen, Cot 0-3510 (Suit Penn type) 

WERE 

S5.95 
EACH 
- NOW: 

1 TO 10: $4.951 
10 TO 100: $3.951 
OVER 100: $3.50111 

Dear Customers, 
Duff ohm, the induct. o. advertise aro so 

Impute, they nn out within a hw days. Or 

Worsen circumatencas might hod up goods 

so that edv.nlsad has ere not in the stores by 

doe tima the advon opens Plus don gnome 

Ilya atore manner of .rah: they cannot solve a 

dock stroke on the other ode of the world. w 

oven locate a shrpment that Ms gone :tray. 

What we are trying to say is that, 8 you're 

about to drove across town to pick up a 

pamcde, lone at a Dock Swrw Store. wiry not 

give the atom a t%8 first (addresu, and phone 

numbs,. below) ... tun in use I Danko. 

Dick Smith and Staff 

GRAPHIC L'OUALIZ'2R 
WITH LED LEVEL 
DISPLAYS 
Mums sound a Into dad, loser H up 

with a sreehc aula.. Aka its rum LIS VU 

moan tore superb Oled You mear loa, t Whey. mo 

s. a runic ~ohm to your sama 
ayot 

~~ohm ces m 

.roenra wad ya try it our 

600 
UKE TO BUILD TOUR OWII N 
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE( 

Yea - you asked for them. so hero 
they era. Written In tongued,* any' 
one can understand, and they strt 
et the book. (like how to turn it 
ool). Now thane are two books. 
Similar In content, but eech written 
apecotically for Its own computer 
system. The first is for the superb 
Eeidy Softener. the second Y for 
the incredibly popular Dick Smith 
System HO (but it elao applies to 
the TRS-80). If you don't know 
whet computer is all about, then 
These books will help you 
understand. 

PROGRAMMERS 
WANTED Free-lance progunrmers lemíhar 

with TRS-BO level II BASIC to wale 

customised sohwate packages lot us. 

II you air Uni. student- auto,. lecturer. 

computer programmer. prolessional pets. 
or m,stocomputes huff and you own a 

System 80 or TRS-e0 and enjoy propammmg 

on BASIC, why not take this opportunity to 

make some cells money in your spare time 
by w.nng various software for us? 

Give us a call: you have nothing lo lose but 

plenty to gain. 

Call Mark Som, on (02) BBB 3200 

115V PROBLEMS? 
A eery common mount 5 1o, e 

namfonnr to opera,. 115V aouo- 
me,n ham 240 alb Han n it read 
up to 60VÁ (su,n most pido b 

lme,nnwre apaances) Fah 
ea ovd, tads te paw k 

54250 " 
Cat M-1158 

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? 
A 3 channel, digital 
proportional radio 
control system, 
complete with servos, 
and It's less than $100 
Thar. right compare thin HXIa 

bandy with .mild models slue 
where. You gel the trenamnaar, 
receiver, battery pack end three 
um.. a .hewn, Is, la., than 

SI00111 We's 
r 

own these for 

lea. than 5150.00 below! 
Ire the died ryesam for model 

planes bore, cera, no eta each 

channel la indeitiodly proportion.' 
controlled and h.a.preen wadi. 

n the na tr.mmar to allow for 

tramming. mechanical wear, etc. 

Ow initial shpment is Ironed: ao 

hum, in le, this n you're el all 

interested in radio control (or would 

like to std) 

AN THE PRICE? JUST $990011111 
II 111£ 

COMPUTER 1 AIRS FILTER 
Don't Mu that important program though maker 
spikes TM NMIaHecttvely smooth: the 

mains supply, rsuft , kss 

'p:MY, A moat for all sellout 
'9 

compote, ours basso eft Cat M-9850 

Teel Dia superb Hitachi ISMHz 
CRO offers dud kern capability. 
high (1mV/drvl aonntirjry; 
K -r peretion, trace ratstnn. 
2-e.it input. 10a esteem 

Cat 0-1230 m.gnme,, and five mode, of 

vertical deflection oparatiard 
IYe a superb pion. of craft. 

nehip, way ahead al he 

opu.nion' 

TERMS AVAILABLE 
TO APPROVED APPLICANTS. 

NEW RANGE OF SOUND 
CARE EQUIPMENT 

JUST ARRIVED! 
You asked In, it so !web in Economy aound 

err agwpmeee tin will do a rsalh sMomon.l 
lob on your records end c..aenee. Somethong 

fe, everyone M a honied price, 

Cowell. wmdan, label. and reel 

Ian. Cat. C -70R13 $2.95 
Caene heed caw kit. Cal C705I $2,95 
C.sama head demo.9n.tieer end 
cleat,,g fluid Cat C-7090 04.50 
Salo.. end fleenn. Cot C-7092 $3.95 
oeete record cleaning ern, end 

bosh Cat C7094 $4.95 

Wore of L1aek's 

BONZA BULK BUY BARGAINS: BEWDY! 
We awn, k w. blew d A mata. on our oral., has Ian us 

with red haw red cowls l thound wrong awetcho' 

We coot and then beck so wen aaglnwd the Anca 

rust to gel rid of thew TDWn Proa ponw'l moda pole 

aconche which un alto ha dad es lene throe or four 

poem., prat ignore tin asta pommona 

TMs would n om.00 ata lot *round $1.10 - 

look as tin once row' Thousand. d 
hobhm uses - bur bow seda nao 
Mad Cat S-2315 

INCREDIBLE QUALITY SOUND 
from such a tiny speaker! 
You'll find it hard to below that such good sound con 

coma how such a small seeks,' They're deal for 

CVO vans boats etc, awit of course for .demon 
speakers around the pool, in tin rumpus Mom, etc etc. 

They're med. of Maur aluminum, with. twits, ad 
a wooer in each enclosure YE the size is only 120 x 

120 a 190mnr' They comp complete ooh mounting 

briskets and spnngloaded connect.. terminelt 

Chia thorn out soo' $ S 0 
Cat A-2375 pair 

TOP VALUE 
MAINS IRON 

Dick'. own 240V fully pprov.d 
main. old.rmg iron. Supplied 
with free older .ample. greet 
value for hobbyist 6 techn,cien 
dike- 25W ~ono 

$975 

DIRECT DRIVE 
TURMTABLE: S 00 

UNDER 11200.00111 1 
I ncr.bbw A tw deem -dm. tameable "nog e roerd,ng 
pnomaaa compere wren a Shun nagnem unndge and 

hard le deue .nth warn clew .crykc cwt.- and ill. 
late thee 5200 It Recont ere among yin *aeons. . 
those aro. they dozen. du het treetmmk Goo. it to 

men with direct drive turntable you wont be 

dre.pponl.d Cat A -307i 

COMPARE 
OTHERS AT 

$14 ANO 
MORE!)? 

OURS: 

DICK'S ZI 
ARE BES 
Old Stew Zepf Bon 
are oegr *en te a., 
ion *Ad obi doing 
He woo noowry d cobs t our e, had 

512E .Co Pew TO 
15040.50 H-2751 $2.50 
196á1360 11-2752 53.75 
13068.41 H-2753 $1.95 ,1.50 
85.54.28 9-2755 $1.50 20 

55C! 

PLAY IT SAFE: 
INSTALL AN ALARM! 

T1300 - 

I LÍ orces 
SMITH $4950 

Gt A-1650 l wwwmddUUU14Q/ Do two aMor Norm control module gives 

you an edge over the crook. and these 

days, you n.,4 one' Easy to matdl. 

extremely onion. el op.rallon. Accepts all 

standard datect!ng and sensing dote 
(red swdch:, trap arntrh.s, Me deectors, 

motion detectors, etc etc). Why wait until 

you have been bugled, Fit en norm now 

sod beat tha burgled Cal L-5055 

LARGE RANGE OF ALARM 
SENSORS ALWAYS IN 

ca STOCK: DESIGN YOUR 
A-3078 OWN SYSTEM! 

$17s 

And aothet bulk bur .mnteb 

berg., this one b the moat 

popd W we stock SPOT mini 

toggle awned. ark contact. 
rated at 1256 10A (but glen 
For 2406 l lower current). 
Al ua.d m Tut .bout eery 
EA b FT1 protect! Normally 
52 25 web because of our 

HUGE hulk purchet, the 

once has been slubad to 

jut S1.751(00 st.50 ter m 
at mnnl CR S1113s 

A 15MHz DUAL BEAM CRO 
FOR ONLY 
$638? fir.- , 4a 

cv 

Cat 0.1242 

WOTTA BARGAIN! 
Wre piar bough 9005 ointment al mes. 

indolent pepuk. push tuna. telerthne stab m 

sr h.. bopped You dap tin bnaht of 

Deck'. huge bulk boning pawn 
Sonny *Arne.. 4 on tenor 

dun Although thee. dons 51 

perfectly into stamina nun. 
phone. (ea soldarng mown 
arm niobium do net now 
red re use own Is Ova et.pa. 
Cat 01175 

NOW: 
$3 

nog 

Newt phi. for a bander: a superbly made 

4PET weir, with 12 vent (105 ohm) coil et 

near hall noel Yes. hundred. of .see for 

tan prefesiond, oh. hobbyist end the 

ap.rimenet, And for 10 or more, the 

D 
efie. drops to met 52 50 

credible! Cot Sa000 $2 
Lb Woven. .net P.moaa :diry 
Mumma d'tereel tepe et 1- 
104 

e 
!Ye.2400h Meter 

tap on 7- tent be be.. for around 

1/3 on current poet $995 whit. necks len 

Cal C-3408 

THE BARGAIN NEW! AF & RF 
OF THE WIDEBAND SIGNAL 

CENTURY! GENERATOR 

C6 BOOM BOX: 

LESS THAN 
HALF PRICE. 

but suaatiea: What te a 'Boon Seel 
The Been Bor a eprh n ..net M in e .oPMrmonr 
@whee er which ...... u to your memo system It 
eleclrodcelly ~Mee. enethar onee below the lowet 
note M me musie, twining le e bee. nod you've eat to feel 

to hued It adds a whole new dimen,ina to ere Id h awed. 

The bed pew. wee that theca remarkable deeiaw and for wit 
ever 1300.00 wen 
Now far tea good a.w,: 
Dick Smith has made a scoop purchase o) 
manufacturer's distract stock! You can save 
$200 on Ihs normal retell price.., 

NOW ONLY 

$125001111 
(STRICTLY LIMITED STOCK) 

Cat. A.1750 
Please nett If you dowel know whither or not you wed a Boom 

Box at this crazy one*. pie.» doff buy one' There are so many 

people who definitely will wad them, we wart Ave enough to 

go wound' 

Nnea anon new tut inatnment forme 
hokbriet an/ m. pntee.ianal. IYe 

weebend AP b RE amen pawner oftermy 

tine and ware weed capability from 

119, to 200MHa is a range. (AP teH. to 

2205H,: RP 100kM, to SOMM. i. hind - 

emanate, 50 a 200MH, in hnmontca). It 

is solid atete for reldbilte end light I'o 
weight (240Y coveted (- ending it ideal 

for bench work or the toolbe 
Motet Dick Smith woby ¡moan G. 0-1307.' 

ALL THIS FOR ONLY 14950 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
WORK WITH US? 

Dick Smith Electronics is expanding - 
if you've been watching your local 
press you'll probably have noticed 
this already! 
Opening new stores requires new staff. 
Good staff. Electronics enthusiasts 
who can be trained to become pro- 
fessional sales people and managers. 
If you're talented and enthusiastic, 
we offer good wages and conditions. 
If you're above average, promotion 
can be very rapid. (One of our sales- 
men became general manager three 
years later!) 
No matter what area you live in, if 
you'd like to work with us, drop us a 
line. When we open a store in your 
area, we'll be in touch ... 

Send your application to: 
The Personnel Manager, 
Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd 
PO Box 321, 
North Ryde, NSW 2113 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
GORE HILL CRULLORA PARRAMATTA BLAKEHURST WOLLONGONG MAIL ORDER AND SERVICE CENTRES: 

Cr. Arlo Core 6 Waterloo 

Rb. Notre Ryde NSW 2113 

(Mondry to Endoy, 

9AM to 5PM only) 

SHOPS OPEN: 

9AM TO 5.30PM 
MON TO FRI: 
12 NOON SATURDAY. 

(Bmbne Ib han unwr' 

ala 
VISA 

125 Yon Stmt 
Ph (02) 290 3317 

162 Paddy Hwy 

Ph (02) 439 5311 

147 Hume Hwy 

Ph (02) 642 8922 

30 Grose Street 

Ph (07) 683 1133 

613 Pan:. Hwy 

Ph (021 546 7744 

263 Ana Street 

Ph (04I) 28 3800 
Ph (02) 888 3200 
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Turn and hazard indicator 
for your vehicle 
Staff 
This `electronic flasher' is a great improvement on the 
electromechanical flashers fitted as standard equipment 
on most cars. It features a stable flash rate, high reliability 
and the ability to drive up to 144 watts worth of indicator 
lamps ! 

°:f!!. ' 

r 
, 

.55,." ;.,., ; ,.-, 
- li.).At_NuRT. 

IF YOUR CAR was made before 1960 it 
probably doesn't have any kind of indi- 
cators, but all cars built after that date 
are fitted with turn indicators of some 
sort and post -1970 models have hazard 
flashers too. However, the conventional 
bimetallic strip flashers fitted to nearly 
all cars have a few shortcomings which 
we have attempted to overcome with our 
new solid state unit. 

The bimetal flashers give only a weak 
sound indication, which can easily be 
drowned out by general vehicle noise. 
They are especially difficult to hear if 
the ravages of time (or uproarious 
living, or overindulgence in very loud 
music etc.) have left you with less than 
perfect hearing. Another disadvantage 
of conventional units is that they cannot 
cope with the extra power drained by 
the turn/hazard indicators on a trailer 
or caravan. Also the flash rate of 
bimetallic units is preset by the manu- 
facturer and cannot be adjusted to 
compensate for drift caused by battery 
voltage variations and ageing of the 
metal strip. 

Our solid state flasher connects easily 
to the car's wiring and is designed to 
completely replace the existing bimetal 
unit. It can handle up to 12 amps, which 
allows it to drive a substantial load (up 
to 144 W at 12 V). The flash rate will 
remain substantially the same through - 

40 - October 1980 ETI 



R2 
56k 

Cl 
10V 

OS 
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100k 
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56k 
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01 
BC109 

C4 
613 
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T1000 

rEXISTING DIRECTIO7:11 
SWITCH 

AlI SW1 

O 

I SW2 

HAZARD SWITCH 

R9 
56R 131 

L 

02 

R10 
2k2 

R11 
25Z 

Q2 
BDV64B 

D3 

100n 

HOW IT WORKS -ETI 327 
The flasher consists of a low frequency 
oscillator, IC2, producing a pulse at about one 
Hertz, driving either or both of two Darlington 
output transistors, 02 and 03. These switch 
the vehicle's battery to the turn indicators and 
dash light. An audio oscillator, IC1, gives an 
audio tone through the speaker at a different 
frequency for left, right and hazard. 

The output of IC2 (a 555) gives the flash 
frequency. The frequency and duty cycle (on 
to off time) are set by the values of R5 and R6 

and can be made variable by substituting trim 
pots for these two resistors. 

The pulses from IC2 are fed to an inverter, 
01, and then to the vehicle's turn and hazard 
switches. If the vehicle doesn't have a hazard 
switch, one can be added. Transistors 02 and 
03 are Darlington output transistors used here 
for their very high current gain. Darlington 
transistors have two transistors in the one 
package in a gain multiplication configuration. 

The pulses are fed to either of the Darlington 
transistors for turn indication, or to both for 
the hazard indication. The transistors switch 
the battery to the appropriate indicator lights 
on the vehicle. 

The dash light is illuminated through D3 and 
D4 whenever either of the Darlington tran- 
sistors are turned on. 

IC1 is an audio oscillator with a variable 
frequency controlled by the voltage on its 
control input, pin 5. This pin is tied to the bases 
of 02 and Q3 through 131, 02 and R9 in such a 

way that the oscillator gives a different tone for 
left, right, and hazard. The oscillator is enabled 
by the voltage on pin 4 which is normally held 
low through the dash light. When the dash 
light turns on pin 4 goes high and the oscillator 
starts, beeping in time with the flash of the 
indicators. 

CHASSIS E. 
NEGATIVE 

out the life of the unit. A special feature 
is that it provides an audio tone whose 
pitch is, different for each of the three 
modes - left turn', 'right turn' and 
'hazard'. If you want to alter the flash 
rate, two of the fixed resistors can be 
replaced by trimpots to allow variation 
of the frequency and duty cycle. 

The flash rate is determined by a 555 
timer IC, whose output is routed 
through the car's turn indicator switch 
on the steering column and turns one of 
two Darlington power transistors on 
and off. These transistors are actually 

r---- 

LEFT 
I $ INDICATORS 

LEFT 

+12V 
THRU IGNITION 
AND ACCESSORY 
SWITCH 

03 
BDV64B 

D4 

DASH ._RIGHT 

DASH 
LAMP 

I 

RIGHT I 

INDICATORS I 

L EXISTING LAMPS -j 

two transistors connected in the same 
package in such a way as to provide a 
very high current gain. This allows 
them to be operated with a low base 
drive current to switch quite high 
currents, making them ideal for this 
application. 

A second 555 IC is used as an audio 
oscillator to drive a small loudspeaker. 
This oscillator is held off until one of the 
Darlington transistors is turned on and 
then turns on and off in time with the 
Darlington, producing a beeping sound 
which is synchronised to the flashes. 

A R 

SWITCHES 

left I right 
1 

dash 

r 

LAMPS 
y 
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COMPONENT PINOUTS 

SPOT ON 
THIS SIDE 

TANTALUM 
CAPACITORS 

BDV64B 

BC549 

DIODES 

565 

BC109 

THIS LEAD SOMETIMES 
THICKER OR LONGER 

Y 
metal area 

down 

O 
BASE O BC10E ` Q EMITTER 

BOTTOM VIEW 

SPO* OR NOTCH 1 
T THIS END 

PINT 

Construction 

BAND 

Since the unit is designed to operate 
inside a car it should be made as rugged 
as possible. Our prototype was construc- 
ted in a diecast aluminium box which 
doubled as a heatsink for the switching 
transistors. 

Connection to the vehicle's wiring is 
made via a terminal strip mounted 
along the outside of the box. The 
speaker and the pc board are mounted 
inside the lid of the box to facilitate 
wiring. 

Start by mounting the resistors and 
non -polarised capacitors on the pc 
board. Next moue*., the two tantalum 
capacitors, the diodes, the ICs and the 
transistor, paying particular attention 
to their orientation. S 

If you wish to vary the flash rate and 
the duty cycle, the two timing resistors 
R5 and R6 can be replaced by trimpotS 
as the pc board has been designed to 
accomodate either trimpots or fixed re- 
sistors. Drill holes in the lid of the box 
for the pc board, the Darlington transis- 
tors and the speaker. We drilled a series 
of small holes in front of the speaker but 
this may not be necessary in some 
circumstances because the sound from 
the speaker is quite loud. 

e - e e 

. 

!RI! á' 
. 1 

E 

.1, 

Our unit was assembled into a diecast box using standoff pillars to support the pc board. If you use an 
8 ohm or 16 ohm speaker with a series resistor, the value of the resistor may be varied to alter the 
speaker volume. With a high Impedance speaker, a suitable value resistor may be Inserted In series to 
lower the volume. Try 100 ohms as a start. 

The two Darlington switching tran- 
sistors are mounted on the lid of the box 

TO220 PACKAGE 
Insulator and bolt 
assembly diagram 

as shown in the photo of the prototype. 
The cases of these transistors are con- 
nected to the collectors and must 
therefore be insulated from the diecast 
lid. Mount the transistors using a mica 
or plastic insulator and plastic sleeves 
as shown in the diagram. Use an ohm- 
rheterto check that there is an open 
circuit between the collectors and the 
diecast lid after the transistors are 
mounted. 

Mount the loudspeaker on the lid, 
using nuts and bolts with two large 
washers clamping the edge of the 
speaker against the lid. If you have an 
eight ohm speaker you can use that in- 
stead, if a 47 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor is 
connected in series with one of the 
speaker leads. 

Solder all the connecting wiring from 
the pc boards and Darlington transis- 
tors, using heavy gauge wire to the 
emitters and collectors of the tran- 
sistors. Then mount the pc board on 
20 mm standoffs above the speaker and 
transistors. Connections to the car's 
electrical system are made via a length 
of screw terminal strip with the wires to 
the pc board run through a grommet in 
the side of the box. 
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Component overlay and external component connections. 

NOTE: The printedcircuit board artwork is reproduced on page 113. 

Installation 
The flasher unit can be installed in any 
convenient position under the dash 
within earshot of the driver. However, it 
is not a good idea to mount it near the 
output pipe of the heater as it could get 
quite hot there. The connection to the 
battery can be taken from the battery 
terminal through a 10 A line fuse, or 
from the accessories position on the ig- 
nition switch. This way the hazard 
flasher can still be used with the engine 
turned off. 

If your car is too old to have turn indi- 
cators you can mount a double pole 
switch on the steering column and ruri 

C5 100n 

R6uo 2k 

Cl 10u( 

^3 R.I4k ° 

.1 I 

R9`o6R 

R5 t00k 

D to DASH LIGHT 

A to DIRECTION SWITCH 

wires under the dash to the unit. You 
can buy switches with long lever ex- 
tensions which are ideal for the purpose. 
The hazard switch should be a push -off/ 
pull -on type (to avoid accidentally 
knocking it on) and can be mounted in 
any convenient position on the dash 
with the dash turn indicator. 

External lights are easily mounted 
and are available from motor accessory 
stores. Make sure the connection from 
the light to the chassis is good. If in 
doubt, run a wire from the light case 
chassis connection to a good chassis 
contact point on the vehicle or direct to 
the battery negative terminal. 

Flashers and the Law 

Flashing turn and hazard indicators fitted to motor vehicles must comply with 

Australian Design Rule No. 6 (ADR 6), whose provisions are summarised below. 

Colour: Rear and side flashers must be amber or orange. 

Front flashers on Australian -made vehicles must be orange; on 

imported vehicles they may be orange or white. 

Flash Rate: Not less than 60 and not more than 120 flashes per minute. 

Duty Cycle: Not specified. 

C2 10n 

e = e 

- 
C3 10 ' 56k 

R3 22k 

1 

IC1 

8 

R 1-100k 
) 

PARTS LIST- ETI 327 

Resistors all 1/2W, 5% 
131 100k 
R2 56k 
R3 22k 
R4 4k7 
R5 100k or 250k min. trimpot. 
R6 56k or 100k min. trimpot. 

R7 820R 
R8 1k 

R9 56R 
R10,R11 2k2 

Capacitors 
Cl 10u/25V tantalum 
C2 10n greencap 
C3,C5 100n greencap 
C4 6u8/25V tantalum 

Semiconductors 
D1,D2 1N914, 1N4148 etc. 
D3,D4 1N4001, A14A etc. 

Q1 BC549, BC 109 etc. 

Q2,Q3 BDV64B Darlington 
transistor 

Miscellaneous 
SW2 DPDT toggle switch 
LS1 small, high impedance 

speaker (48-80 ohms) or 
eight ohm speaker with 
47R series resistor. 

ETI-327 pc board; line fuse with 10 amp fuse; 

diecast box to suit (65mm x120mm x 40mm); 

eight -connector barrier strip. 
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DAVID East 
COMPONENT 

CENTRE 
33A Regent Street, Kogarah NSW 
(Opposite Kogarah High School) 

Phone 588-5172 

RESISTORS 
t/.W - 5c. 1 W - 8c. PW5's - 45c. 

TRANSISTORS 
BC 107, 108, 557, 558 - 33c. BC 559 - 30c. BC 
547, 548 - 25c. BC 549 - 27c. BC 109 - 36c. BD 
139, 140 - 95c. BC 639, 640 - 75c. 2N3055 
(Motorola type) - $1.30. 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
4001, 4011 - 40c. 4016 - $1. 4017 - $1.75. 
7400, 7402 - 45c. 7490 -$1.74000,CO2 - 50c. 

DIODES 
1N914 - 5c. IN4004 - 8c. IN4007 - 18c. 

REGULATORS 
7805, 12, 15 - $1.25. 7905, 12, 15 - $1.75. 

SCR's 
C103B (200V, 800 mA) - $1.16. C106DI (400V, 
4A) - $1.08. C106YI (30V, 4A) - 70c. C122E 
(500V, 8A) - $2.56. 

TR IACS 
SC14ID - $1.28 

DIACS 
ST2 - 38c. 

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
All 400V, 1.5 amp to 30 amp. 

POTS 
Single gang log and linear: 500R -1M - 75c. Trim - 
pots - 39c. Cermet, .Vert 8 Horiz - 42c. 

LED's 
5 mm Clear and Diffused Sankin Type. Red - 22c. 
Green and Amber - 31c. 

Also a large range of capacitors, 
Electros, Greencaps, Tag Tantalums. 

All first quality components 
at prices you CAN afford. 

PLESSEY 
COMPONENTS 

NEW PRODUCT 

NON VOLATILE 
LOGIC 
256 BIT MEMORY 
(64 x 4) 

MN9210 
Electrically alterable 
Non-volatile memory 
MNDS technology (not NMDS) 
plus 5 V minus 12 supply 
Low current programming supply 

minus 39 V 

FEATURES 
Guaranteed data retention of one 

year in the absence of applied power. 
Latching data attd address inputs. 
Three -state outputs on data lines. 
TTL/CMDS compatibility. 
Single word preprogramming 

facilities. 
Temperature range minus 40 de- 

grees C plus 70 degrees C. 
18 -pin dual -in -line package. 

This is a new addition to our existing 
range of Novol. 

MN9102 -4 bit data latch 
MN9105 -4 decade BCD counter 
MN9106 -6 decade UP counter 
MN9107 - Counter to 100 hours 
MN9108 - Counter to 10,000 hours. 

PLESSEY 
COMPONENTS 

PO BOX 2, VILLAWOOD, 
NSW 2163. 

PHONE: (02) 72-0133. 

Ohio Scientific 
dealer network 

is 
Australia -wide 

For more information and advice 
call on your local dealer to help 
you select the best system 
for your needs 

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR-TCG, 
31 Hume Street, Crows Nest. N.S.W. 
2065 

AUTHORISED AUSTRALIAN AGENTS 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

Bambach Electronics 
NEWCASTLE 2.4996 
Compuserve Newcastle Pty. Ltd. 
HAMILTON 61.2579 
HiFi Gallery 
TAMWORTH 66.2525 
Macalec Pty. Ltd. 
WOLLONGONG 29.1455 
Micro Visions 
KINGSFORD 662.4063 
Shoalhaven Communication Services 
NOWRA 24.444 
J.G. Pearce Systems 
DOVER HEIGHTS 789.4300 
Unique Electronics 
MERRYLANDS 682 3325 

VICTORIA 
Ellison Hawker Education Pty. Ltd. 
HAMPTON 598.9141 
Cypher Data Systems 
MELBOURNE 86.22122 
Comprocessing Pty. Limited 
SALE 44.3399 

'QUEENSLAND 
Dialog Pty. Ltd. 
BRISBANE 221 4898 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Applied Data Control 
FULLARTON 79.9211 
K Tronics 
ADELAIDE 212.5505 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Datas Computer Accounting Services 
SUBIACO 381-3648 
Micro Data Pty. Ltd. 
EAST PERTH 328.1179 
Micro Solutions 
SUBIACO 328837? 
TASMANIA 
Eastside Computers 
EAST DEVONPORT 27.8121 
J. Welsh & Company 
HOBART 34.7511 

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 
Minicomputer & Electronic Services 
PHILLIP 82.1774 
NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTOR 
Computer Consultants, 
3 Wolfe St., Auckland N.Z. 
Phone: 798345 
Computer Consultants 
Queens Rd., Lower Hutt. N.Z. 
Phone: 69-4979 

I i Céloh 
TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY TODAY W 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC 
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The Challenger 4 
Whichever way you look at it, no other computer 

offers so much for so little,and in colour! 

Full 53 key, keyboard which in 
polled mode can recognise 
up to 8 simultaneously 
depressed keys. 

Inside: real time clock and 
countdown timer 24K 
memory 6502A processor 

Control line interfaces, 
parallel lines for home 
security, accessory BUS, 
parallel I/O lines or other 
TTL signals. 

CHIALLENGER 4(P 

Joystick sockets - add 
realism to games. 

Minifloppy - two can be 
added. 

RF shielded aluminium case 
with 2 step baked on enamel 
finish. 

Solid oiled walnut sides. 

Colour adjustment. Video Display 64 x 32 Sound outputs, 
programmable tone 
generators -8 bit 
companding digital to 
analog Convertors. 

,r-- - 
3 

- 
Printer RS232 interface Numeric key pad slots. 

RF output for control of 
AC appliances. 

Cassette sockets. 

You'd have to go a long way to 
get better value in a computer. It 
has execution speed that really 
separates the computers from the 
toys. We think the Challenger 4 is 

way ahead of anything you've seen 
so far, for a wide variety of uses 
including business, personal, 
educational and games, as well as 
a real-time operating system, word 
processor and a data base 
management system. 

The Challenger 4 has a 2MHz . 
6502 processor, and if that's not fast 
enough we can supply theGToption 
with the 6502C processor, and 120 
nanosecond memory which 
averages over one million 
instructions per second. 

TCG Ohio Scientific Pty. Ltd. 

A real time clock and count 
down. timer, a 64 x 32 display in 16 

colours, including 8K memory in the 
cassette version, 24K for the 
minifloppy. A BUS structure allows 
easy plug in of extra memory or 
many more OHIO boards. The BUS 
means modularity. If you bought 
your vintage C2-4 in 1977 we can 
change the boards at a much lower 
cost than a new computer. 

For the best surprise of all ask 
our opposition if they can provide 
all these facilities. When they can't, 
ask us! 

For the complete list of dealers, 
please refer to listing on 
opposite page. 

'I 
TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY TODAY 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC 
5 

31 Hume Street, Crows Nest, N.S.W. 2065 Phone: 439-6477 8 
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short circuits 

"Brilliance boost" for guitar 

A TREBLE BOOSTER circuit can be 
used with a guitar, and other electronic 
musical instruments, to boost a range of 
the higher order harmonics and give a 
more `brilliant" sound. A circuit to 
achieve this has a fairly flat response at 
the bass and across most of the middle 
frequencies while the upper middle and 
most of the treble frequencies are given 
a substantial gain boost. 

The circuit is basically just an 
op -amp (IC1) used in the non -inverting 
amplifier mode. The non -inverting 
input is biased by R4 and R5 via a de - 
coupling network which is comprised of 
R3 and C3. C4 and C5 give dc blocking : 

at the input and output respectively. 
With SW1 open there is virtually 100% 
negative feedback through Rl, R2 and 
Cl, giving the circuit unity gain and a 

flat response. Closing SW1 brings C2 
into circuit, and this decouples some of 
the feedback through Rl and R2 at fre- 
quencies of more than a few hundred 
Hz, giving the required rising response. 

Feedback through Cl at high treble 
frequencies causes the response to 
fall away above about 5.5 kHz, and 

prevents the very high frequency har- 
monics from being excessively 
emphasised. 

As the unit has unity gain at fre- 
quencies where boost is not applied it 
can simply be connected between the 
instrument and the amplifier. 

It is normal to give only a modest 
amount of emphasis to the upper -treble 
in order to get good stability and a low 
noise level. This also prevents the 
output from sounding too harsh. The 
frequency response of this treble booster 
ís shown ín the accompanying graph. 
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Andrews Communications Systems 
IMPORTERS OF QUALITY COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT - Ph. (02) 349.5792/344.7880 

* Bearcat *Regency * Redco * DSI * RF linear amplifiers *RF power transistors 

Bearcat® 220 FBscanner 
Regency M100E2 scanner REDCO FREQUENCY COUNTERS 

FM.60 displays to 60MHz $149 
FM.600 displays to 600MHz $225 
FM. 600T (TCXO) to 600MHz $295 

our price 
$475 
20ch. 

(RRP $637) - 

First 
release in 
Australia 

$395 
10ch. 

All VHF/UHF commercial bands Inc. Au- Searches and scans Australian Low Band, 

stralian Low Band plus Aircraft band. High Band and UHF to 512MHz. Touch 

Searches and Scans. AM/FM modes. tone frequency programming. 

*BC210 $350*Thinscans from $179 *M400E2 30ch Scanner $445 

NEW KENWOOD R1000 receiver 

- --- -= our price 
$450 

- (RRP $510) 

*KENWOOD TS -130S Transceiver 
only. $745 

*YAESU FT -707 Transceiver only....$725 

SHOP 7, GARDEN ST., MAROUBRA JUNCTION, N.S.W./P.O. BOX 33, KENSINGTON, 2033. 
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ROD IRVING ELECTROIICS 425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070, MELBOURNE VICTORIA. 

SCOTCHCAL 

FRONT PANELS FOR ETI 
AND EA PROJECTS 

ETI 452 Guitar Practice Amp $4.80 
Series 4000 Any colour '$12.50 
Moving Coll Pre Amp $2.00 
577 Power Supply $2.00 
455 Loudspeaker Protector $2.70 
Variable Power Supply $2.70 
Linear Ohmeter $2.50 
Muscle Activity Meter Scale $1.40 

.ETI 576 Electromyogram $2.80 
561 Metal Detector $2.50 
EA Capacitance Meter $3.50 

.EA Flash Exposure Meter $4.25 
EA Sound Triggered Flash 53.50 - 
EA Slave Flash $1.20 
EA Playmaster Graphic Analyser $8.50 
EA Metal Detector 79md9 $3.90 
EA Pulse Generator $4.80 
EA Square Wave Oscillator $2.50 
EA RF Z Bridge $3.25 
EA Thyristor Tester $2.40 
EA Quartz Frequency Reference $2.70 
EA Multi Monitor $1.90 
EA Expeimentors Supply $2.80 
EA Quiz Master $3.70 
EA Variable Wiper Delay $1.10 
EA Playmate Stereo Amplifier $4.50 
All front panels available from day of release of 
magazines. When ordering front panels, specify 
colour of lettering first, then colour of back- 
ground. 

10 TURN POTS 
1/4" SHAFT. VALUES: 100, 500, 1 K, 2K, 
5K, 10K, 20K, 50K, 1M. 

Inc. tax $8.50 ea. 

Ml -S01 1 ó.,.. ,r,., 
1 

i 

,'..-._ 

[ J9.991 

Soar Model 
50.1A . 

4 digit 
LARGE 
LCD 
DISPLAY 

Send for 
specs. 

$77.00 
Add $3 P&P 
and certified 
mall. 

INTERSIL LCD 31/2 DIGIT PANEL METER KITS 
INTERSIL ICL7106 $32.50 

Build a working DPM in Ye hour with 
these complete evaluation kits. 
Test these new parts for yourself with Intersll's 
low-cost prototyping kits, complete with AID con- 
verter and LCD display (for the 7106) or LED dis- 
play (for the 7107). Kits provide all materials in- 
cluding PC board, for a functioning panel meter. 
ICL7106EV (LCD) 

KITS & CIRCUIT BOARDS 
- ' (Kits of parts Including 

Quality 
boards) 

flbreglass 

ETI SERIES 4000 AMP 
Complete KIt, woodgrain sides $179.00 
Rack Mounting $185.00 
Quality front panel to suit above...$9.99 
ETI 470 kit of parts 19.90 
ETI480 kit of parts 100w (Incl. brac- 
ket) 19.75 
ETI 470 PS kit of parts 19.50 

(includes relay, not transformer) 
Transformer to suit 22.90 
ETI 471 pre -amp 45.50 
ETI 585R ultra sonic RX 15.95 
ETI 5857 ultra sonic TX 8.95 
EA 79 SF9 sound flash trigger 15.00 
All parts available for DREAM computer 
project. 
P.C.B.'S (all quality fibreglass boards) 

ET 

ET 

ETI 574 disco 
ETI 549A metal 
DREAM circuit 

Project Boards 
043........1.40 
044........1.30 

ETt 
ETI 

strobe 
detector 
board 

2.80 
2.75 

10.90 

EA 78N6 3 20 
EA 78NC4....2.50 

(Fibreglass) 
4508...1.90 
480 2.40 

ET 047........1.50 ET 480PS .2.40 EA 78UT4....3.90 
ET 061........1.40 ET 481M 2.00 EA 78T3 4.20 
ET 062........1.80 ET 481PS ..3.50 EA 78C5 3 90 
ET 063 1,70 ET 483 2.20 ETI 470 $2.90 
ET 064 ..... ,..1.70 ET 484 3 90 ETI 741 59.90 
ET 065........1.70 ET 485 2.90 ETI 472 52.90 
ET 067........1.80 ET 466......2.90 ETI 576 54.90 
ET 
ET 

068 1.40 
071 1.40 

ET 
ET 

489A ....2.50 
499 1.90 

ETI 574 $2.80 
ETI 473 

ET 072 1 80 ET 528......2.20 ETI 573 $2.90 
ET 081 1.50 ET 541......2.20 ETI 577 52.90 
ET 083 1 80 ET 547 2.20 ETI 1118....52.30 
ET 084 1.70 ET 581 2.20 ETI 15052.60 ETI 
ET 085 1.30 ET 583 2.20 260 51.90 
ET 130 1.90 ET 5858....1.60 ETI 261 51.90 
ET 134 1.90 ET 5857....1.40 ETI 262 51.80 
ET 135 1.90 ET 586 2 30 ETI 263 52.20 
ET 136 1.80 ET 603 2.50 ETI 606 52.90 
ET 137A 2.90 ET 604 1 60 79se3 $3.90 
ET 1378,....2.90 ET 635 2.90 Dream 6800 10.90 
ET 139 1,90 ET 638A....3.90 79010 $1.90 
ET 245 1.60 ET 708 1,90 '79m09 52.60 
ET 417 1.80 ET 713 3 90 79999 52.90 
ET 445 1.50 ET 714 1.90 79p611 $2.90 
ET 446 1.90 ET 717 2 90 797111 52.75 
ET 449 1.50 EA 78A06 ...2.90 79PC12 $2.20 
ET 450A...._1.90 EA 781M8...2.00 79E612 52.90 

NEW PROJECT BOARDS 
EA 801 pg9 $3.20 
EA e0ch7 $4.90 
80 pp7A $4.80 
80 pp7B $2.20 
80 pc7 $2.90 
80 M07 ' , $3.90 
80 87 $2.50 
ETI 564 $5.90 
ETI 262 $2.90 
ETI 324 ' $2.90 
ETI 250 $2.50 
EA 80tr9 $4.90 
EA 80LL7 $2.90 
EA 80dm9 $5.90 
ETI 326 $2.20 
ETI 475 $4.50 

NEW PRODUCTS 

T 

a 

r 

HEX KEY PAD $24.90 
63 -key Keyboard $55.00 

RIE are now distributors 
for 3M Products, including 

SCOTCHCAL RANGE 
8016 
8018 
8011 
8012 
8013 
9015 
8009 
8001 
8005 
8007 
NOTE: 

8500 
3900 
3930 
ML -3 
ML -4 

Blue on White Plastic $4.10 
Green on White Plastic $4.10 
Red on White Plastic $4.60 
Black on transparent Plastic $4.10 
Black on Yellow Plastic $4.10 
Black on White Plastic $4.10 
Light blue on aluminium $4.10 
Red on aluminium $4.10 
Black on aluminium $4.60 
Reversing film $3.75 

ALL ABOVE SHEETS 10" x 12" 
Photosensitive Developer $6.40 
Clear Coating (Glossy Finish) $9.30 
Clear Coating Matte Finish) $9.30 

. Applicator block $3.90 
Developer pads $8.90 

8002KA Evaluation Kit $55.00 

Attention Sorcerer and 
TRS 80 owners - 

MEMORY EXPANSION 
KITS AVAILABLE 

We also offer full service on the popular 
computer projects and systems. 
SPECIAL 4116 RAM OFFER 

8 of prime spec 4116 IC's $64.00 
16 of prime spec 4116 IC's $120.00 
32 of prime spec 4116 IC's $220.00 

STATIC RAM KIT 16K S-100 
Kit form $249.00 
Ass 8 tested $279.00 

Bankcard 
Mall Orders 
Welcome 

Please debit my Bankcard. 
Bankcard No. 

Expiry Date 

Name 

Signature 

All prices current only until 7th November, 1980. 

GENERAL ENQUIRIES (03) 489-8131, MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES (03) 481-1436, RITRONICS WHOLESALE (03) 489- 7099. 
HEAVIER ITEMS ADD ADDITIONAL POSTAGE, EXTRA HEAVY ITEMS SENT COMET FREIGHT ON. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SEND 60c & SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUES. 
MAIL ORDERS: PO BOX 235, NORTHCOTE, VICTORIA 3070. MINIMUM PACK and POST $1.00 
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SPECIALISTS IN TESTING AND MEASURING INSTRUTAENTTATIQN 

SOAR 
corporation 

ME -501A 
SPECIFICATIONS 
DC Voltage 
Ranges: 200 mV, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1000V 
Input R: 10 M Ohm 
Accuracy: I (0.8 percent of rdg plus 1 dgt) 
Overload protection: 100V do/peak 

AC Voltage 
Range: 1000V 
Input R: 10 M Ohm 
Accuracy: I (1 percent of rdg plus 5 dgt) 
Overload protection: 1200 Vrms 

DCmA: 
Ranges: 200 uA, 2mA, 200 mA, 10A 
Voltage Burden: 250mV maximum at F.S. 

except 10,4 range, 5.00 mV 
Accuracy: I (1.2 percent of rdg plus 2 dgt) 
Overload protection: 0.5A/25DV Fuse 

Resistance: 
Ranges: 2k, 20k, 200k, 2M, Diode test 
Accuracy: I (1 percent of rdg plus 2 dgt) 
Overload protection: 250 Vdc/rms 

Transistor Hfe Checker: 
Range: 0 - 100 (IB 10 ma) 
Accuracy: I (10 percent of rdg plus 2 dgt) 

RELIABLE SOAR DIGITAL MU LTI METERS 
PROFESSIONAL RANGE 

`z wwr Q-s¢x At t.crrR 
eA 

FM 

^%ó MD'oE 

OC_ 

a.,As 
M+Dr 

ME -522 
31/2 DIGIT LCD DISPLAY 

i 
.. 

...I'/ 
v 

Pow., 

re 

ME -523 i 

31/2 DIGIT 3/4" HIGH LCD 

WITH MODE DISPLAY 

Digital Multimeter at an Analog price! Send for detailed specifications and compare before buying. 

ME -522 
General Specifications 
Display: Liquid Crystal Display. 
Maximum indication: 1999 or -1999. 
Measuring mode: DC V, AC V, DC mA, AC mA, OHMS. 

Measuring range: 5 -range change -over in each mode. 

Polarity: Automatic, negative polarity indication. 

Zero adjustment: Automatic. 
Overrange indication: The top of digit position of (1) or (-1) is displayed. 

Sampling time: 300 mSec. 
battery voltage indication: the "BATT" mark lights on the display panel. 

Power source: Single 9V transistor battery. (NEDA 1604 or S -006P) 

Power consumption: Approximately 15mW. 

ME -523 
General Specifications 
Display: Liquid crystal display. 
Maximum indication: 1999 or -1999. 
Measuring mode: DC V, AC V, DC mA, AC mA, and OHMS. 

Measuring range: 5 -range change -over in each mode. 

Polarity: Automatic, negative polarity indication. 
Zero adjustment: Automatic. 
Overrange Indication: the top of digit position of (1) or (-1) is displayed. 
Sampling time: 300mSec. 
Battery voltage indication: When the voltage drops below the operating 

voltage, the (p) lights on and the decimal point (not yet used) lights on. 

Power source: Single 9V transistor battery. (NEDA 1604 or S -006P) 

Power consumption: Apprximately 15 mW. 

A M PEC ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
1 Wellington St, Rozelle, 2039. PO Box 132, Rozelle 2039. Ph (02) 818-1166. 

Available from NSW David Reid Electronics, 29-6601. Radio Despatch Service, 211-0191. Electronics (Distributors), 636-6052. 

Martin De Launay, 29-5834, Applied Technology, 487-2711. VIC: Stewart Electronics, 534-3733. Ellistronics, 602-3282. John 

Pearce, 528-5240. OLD: N.S. Electronics, 36-5061. SA: Protronics, 212-3111. WA: Reserve Electronics, 275-2377. Taimac, 328-1988. 
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You knew 
us as Cema 

We're now called 
VSI Electronics Australia 

5 VSI 
ELECTRONICS 
(AUSTRALIA) 
PTY LTD 

SYDNEY 439 8622 MELBOURNE 877 5311 ADELAIDE 516 483 BRISBANE 52 4261 PERTH 3288091 
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Lab Notes 

The ETI-566 Metal 
Detector Revisited 
This project, published in the April 1980 issue, has proven 
to be pretty popular amongst experimenters who have 
clamoured for more complete construction details. Your 
patience is herewith rewarded ! 

IT SEEMS from correspondence that 
this project has been popular amongst 
experimenters. We have been asked to 
give more details on the unit and/or al- 
ternative construction etc. There have 
also been problems with component 
supply, particularly the coils. This Lab 
Notes gives details, for the experi- 
menter, of alternative construction 
arrangements, coil details and sugges- 
tions on different configurations to 
make the unit more sensitive to small 
objects. 

RECEIVER LOOP 

FIXEDEND 

THIS END 1 .J / 
VARIED f 
OVER A 
SMALL ANGLE 

LOOP 
SEPARATION 

DISTANCE 

This provides the minimum induction of 
the signal from the transmitter loop into 
the receiver loop as there is minimum 
magnetic coupling between the two. To 
permit accurate alignment, the receiver 
antenna loop can be varied over a small 
angle. 

The transmitter puts out a pulsed sig- 
nal at 20 kHz. The pulsing is principally 
to provide a modulated signal for the 
receiver that may be demodulated and 
put through a speaker or headphones for 
the convenience of the operator. The 

TRANSMITTER 
LOOP 

90 

Figure 1. The 'Induction Balance' principle employed In the ETI-566 

Notes on the principle 
of operation 
First of all, to be able to experiment 
with the construction of the instrument, 
it is useful to know something of the 
principle of operation. As explained in 
the original article, the unit employs an 
induction balance technique. As illus- 
trated in Figure 1, the transmitter 
antenna loop and the receiver antenna 
loop are located with their planes at 
right angles and a small distance apart. 

pulse repetition frequency may be set to 
some convenient pitch in the audio 
range between about 200 Hz and 
1.5 kHz. 

The alignment of the antennas is ad- 
justed such that, with no metal object 
within the field of the instrument, there 
is minimum (or no) received signal. 

The receiver is tuned to the third har- 
monic of the transmitter, i.e.: 60 kHz. 
This provides better sensitivity than if 
it were tuned to the transmitter at 
20 kHz. It seems to work like this: the 

transmitter is deliberately designed to 
have a considerable harmonic content 
in its output. The inductive coupling be- 
tween the antenna loops is greater at 
the third harmonic than it is at the 
fundamental frequency, but ground 
penetration is better at 20 kHz than 
60 kHz as the ground resistivity 
increases with frequency. The transmit- 
ter antenna loop is oriented vertically to 
give maximum ground penetration of 
the transmitted signal and maximum 
induction into buried metal objects. 

With the instrument near the ground, 
the effect of the ground on the field 
patterns of the two antennas will result 
in some distortion of their fields but this 
can be compensated for by realigning 
the receiver antenna for a null (mini- 
mum signal). 

When a buried metal object is en- 
countered, eddy currents induced in the 
object will cause a distortion in the field 
pattern of the transmitter antenna. As 
the antenna is tightly coupled to the 
oscillator, this will also bring about a 
distortion in the field pattern of the an- 
tenna at the harmonic frequencies. This 
will increase the coupling between the 
transmitter and receiver antenna loops 
and a signal will be heard in the 
receiver. 

Metal objects buried close to the sur- 
face will affect the field pattern of both 
antennas, but deeply buried objects will 
primarily influence the transmitter an- 
tenna field. 

The 'depth sensitivity' of the instru- 
ment is dependent on a number of 
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Lab Notes 

CHIPBOARD 

SPONGE 
BLOCK 

LEFT: General use of the instrument. With the 
receiver correctly adjusted for a null, proceed 
along a line, or parallel lines, until an Indication 
is received. For accurate location, cross the 
indication point from each side and mark with 
your heel where the Indication is strongest. 
The location of the buried object Is between 
the two marks. 

BOLT AND 
WING NUT 

RECEIVER 
ELECTRONICS 
IN ZIPPY BOX 

factors - primarily the 'loop separation 
distance' (see Figure 1), the size of the 
antenna loops, the power of the trans- 
mitter and the sensitivity of the 
receiver. Ground mineralisation also 
affects sensitivity and penetration. 

The ability of the instrument to detect 
small objects depends largely on the 
loop separation distance and the size of 
the loops. Smaller loops and closer 
spacing improve the unit's sensitivity 
to small objects, but at the expense of 
penetration. 

Constructed to the dimensions illus- 
trated, a football -sized object can be 
detected at depths as great as two to five 
metres, depending on ground mineral- 
isation and how long it has been buried. 
Small diameter pipes can be readily de- 
tected at depths of one metre below 
ground level. 

As a matter of interest, the principle 
of operation is some 50 years old! Fol- 
lowing the April article a reader sent us 
a clipping from a popular electronics 
magazine, describing a similar instru- 
ment, published in the 1930s! 

50 it 50mm 
BAR 

HANDLE 

HINGE 
ISEE DETAIL) 

220mm 

ANTENNA LOOP 
TACKED AROUND 
EDGE OF BOARD 

LOOP 
CONNECTIONS 

Alternative 
construction details 
Full details of alternative coils suitable 
for the ETI-566 are given in the 
accompanying box. Pin connections can 
be taken from the pc board overlays 
published in the original article. A 
suggested alternative form for the 
mechanical construction is shown in 
Figure 2. It ain't pretty - but it's 
practical!' There are plenty of possi- 
bilities - which we'll leave to your 
ingenuity - but keep the basic prin- 
ciples in mind. 

Two pieces of chipboard, 15 - 19 mm 
thick, serve as bases to mount the an- 
tenna loops. The latter are made from 
aluminium (or copper - if you can 
afford it!), - as shown in Figure 3, and 
tacked around the edge of each board. 
The connections to the loops should be 
as good as you can make them to ensure 
low resistance contact. Solder lugs pop - 
riveted to the edge of the loops at the 
'break' make good connection, or you 
could use pk screws and solder lugs - 

CHIPBOARD 

280mm 

TRANSMITTER 
ELECTRONICS 
IN ZIPPY BOX 

ANTENNA LOOP 
TACKED AROUND 
EDGE OF BOARD 

LOOP 
CONNECTIONS 

Figure 2. Suggested alternative construction for 
the metal locator. Take care that the planes of the 
antenna loops are accurately located at right 
angles. The hole through the bar for the adjust- 
ment bolt (with wing nut) should be large enough 
to clear the bolt when the receiver baseboard is 
fully angled towards the bar. 

with shakeproof washers on both sides 
of the solder lugs to ensure a good 'bite' 
into the metal and a secure connection. 

The transmitter and receiver pc 
boards can be mounted in 'zippy' boxes 
of convenient sizes - the receiver board 
is amply accommodated in one measur- 
ing 196 x 113 x 60 mm or thereabouts, 
the transmitter board in a box measur- 
ing 130 x 68 x 41 mm, or similar. They 
should be mounted near the 'breaks' in 
the antenna loops to keep lead length to 
the loops as short as possible. Twist the 
leads. 

The wooden bar which holds the two 
chipboard antenna bases could be a 
length of 50 x 50 mm dressed western 
red cedar (to minimise warping). Alter- 
natively, you could us a length of 
square -section aluminium tubing. 
Overall length of the bar should be 
about one metre for best depth penetra- 
tion with this arrangement (the 
original project used a handle measur- 
ing 1120 mm). However, there is plenty 
of room to experiment. All wooden parts 
should be sealed and painted or given 
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several coats of 'Estapol' or similar 
clear lacquer finish to. preserve them 
from the effects of the weather. Do this 
prior to final assembly. 

The hingeing arrangements for the 
receiver antenna baseboard are shown 
in Figures 2 and 3. An 80 mm length of 
50 x 50 mm dressed timber is cham- 
fered as indicated and fixed to an edge of 
the receiver baseboard, in the centre. A 
hole is drilled in the middle of the oppo- 
site side, just smaller than the outside 
diameter of a V4" Whitworth nut. The 
nut is forced into this hole. A corres- 
ponding hole is drilled in the bar. A 3/4" 

Whitworth bolt, 6" (150 mm) long, with 
a wing nut screwed up to the head, is 
passed through the bar and into the nut 
in the receiver baseboard. A block of 

CHIPBOARD 
BASE 

END 
GRAIN 

sponge rubber servés as a 'spring'. The 
diagram in Figure 2 makes it all clear. 

A brass hinge is fixed to the cham- 
fered block and the underside of the bar, 
as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The transmitter baseboard is moun- 
ted flush on the end of the bar. Note that 
this end must be cut as square as 
possible. The underside of the bar is 
60 mm above the horizontal centre line 
of the baseboard. Fix the baseboard to 
the bar with a single long wood screw. 
This allows you to rotate the trans- 
mitter antenna to achieve correct 
alignment. The small block shown 
under the bar, against the transmitter 
baseboard, is glued in place after the 
antenna is aligned. 

50 x 50mm 
BLOCK OF WOOD 

Figure 3. Hingeing arrangement for the receiver antenna baseboard. 

Ot-'111 

MATERIAL 

11114,7 
LOOP 1-1.5mm ALUMINIUM 
CONNECTION 

3mm GAP 

15P1(1 

Figure 4. Dimensions of the antenna loops. The 'break' for the loop connections need not necessarily be 

as Indicated here, but could be located at a corner or midway along one side. 

TWO LENGTHS 
OF WIRE 
PARALLELED 

1 TURN t1 

611 TURNS 

36 TURNS 

185 TURNS 

L160mH 
TRANSMITTER COIL IL1I 

30-34 SWG 
ENAMEL 
WIRE 

ETI-566A (Tx) -1.1 
Inductance - 160 mH. Wound on pot core 
assembly, primary and secondary turns and 
tappings as illustrated above. Pot core is Philips 
type P18/11, 3H1 material, ungapped.with two - 
section bobbin, can and tag plate. 

Part Numbers 
Pot core - 
Bobbin - 
Can - 
Tag plate - 

I TURN II 

TWO LENGTHS 
OF WIRE 
PARALLELED 

O 
1 

I 

4322 020 2150 
4322 021 30280 
4322 021 30530 
4322 021 30450 

75 TURNS 
30-34 SING 

ENAMEL WIRE 

L20mH 

ETI-566B (Rx) - L1 

Inductance - 20 mH. Wound . on pot core 
assembly, turns of primary and secondary as 
illustrated above. Pot core, Philips type, P18111, 
3H1 material, ungapped with two -section bobbin. 
This assembly is bolted to the pc board through 
the central hole. 

Part numbers 
Pot core - 4322 020 2150 
Bobbin - 4322 021 30280 

TO R4 

2514 TURNS 

TO 01 
COLLECTOR 

200 TURNS 

TO C6 

L. 18m14 (ADJUSTABLE 

30-34 SWG 

ETI-566B (Rx) - L2 
Inductance-approx. 16 mH, adjustable. Wound 
on pot core assembly, turns and tappings as illus- 
trated above. Pot core, Philips type, P18/11, 3H1 
material (µe = 150), with single -section bobbin, 
adjuster (colour -coded white), can and tag plate. 

Part numbers 
Pot core - 4322 022 24270 
Adjuster- 4322 021 32130 
Bobbin - 4322 021 30270 
Can - 4322 021 30530 
Tag plate - 4322 021 30450 
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STRIKE IT 

RICO! 

WITH ." 

Ellistronics now stock in excess of 2000 
different types of semiconductors plus 

computer components and systems. 
Altogether we have over 8000 various 
electronic components. The largest 

range available in Melbourne 

0 

EIIISTR IICS 
o 

289LATROBE ST. MELBOURNE. 3000 
PHONE (03) 602-3282; 602-3836. TELEX AA37758 LSTRON. 

YES! WE ACCEPT BANKCARD. All 
prices valid month of issue. Heavy 
items sent Comet freight forward. 
Minimum post $3.00. 

SUPER SPECIALS 

2114 450Ns $3.10 ea. 
2716.5v Single Supply ...$16.75 ea. 
4116 $6.95 ea. 
2114 300Ns $3.75 ea. 
2708 $6.50 ea. 

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLERS 
FD 1771 $37.00 ea. 
FD 1791 $62.00 ea. 
FD 1793 $62.00 ea. 

MEMORIES 
2758 1k x 8 5v Supply $12.50 ea. 
2716 200ns 5v Supply $22.00 ea. 
2732 $66.00 ea. 
MB 8414 (2114 CMOS 250ns)...$21.00 ea. 
65 x 08 1k x 8 CMOS 

8 BIT MPU'S 

$9.00 ea. 

6802 $11.80 ea. 
6808 $10.50 ea. 
6809 $46.77 ea. 
6821 $5.10 ea. 
6840 $7.84 ea. 
6845 $38.94 ea. 
6847 $28.00 ea. 
6850 $4.40 ea. 
6852 ($5.50) $5.50 ea. 

RAM 
Expansion Kit for TRS80 $64.00 ea. 
Z80 $14.82 ea. 
Z80A $17.40 ea 
Z8OCTC $9.49 ea. 
Z80A CTC $11.44 ea. 
Z80 PIO $9.49 
Z80A HO $11.44 
4116 200ns $8.26 

ABOVE PRICES PLUS 15 PERCENT SALES TAX 
IF APPLICABLE. 

I 

TOP 
QUALITY QIlif ° LOW COST 

TRANSFORMERS 
R-2150 
Primary: 240V AC. 
Secondary Voltage: 12.6 volts CT. 
Secondary Current: 150mA. 
Termination: Flying leads. 
$3.80 ea. 10 up $3.34 ea. 
R-2155 
Primary: 240V AC. 
Tapped Secondary Voltages: 6.3, 7.5, 8.5, 

9.5, 12.6, 15. 
Secondary Current: 1 amp. 
Termination: Solder lugs on transformer. 
$5.75 ea. 10 up $5.06 ea. 

R-6672 
Primary: 240V AC. 
Tapped Secondary Voltages: 

Secondary Current: 1 amp. 
Termination: Solder lugs. 
$7.48 ea. 10 up $6.44 ea. 

15, 17.5, 20, 
24, 27.5, 30. 

DIAL 
DESK 

LEPHONE 

Only $8.50 each. 
2 for $16. 

S2000 8" (200mm) wide range general purpose. 
Includes transformer, mounting holes for P.A. and 
background use. Very smooth over-all response 45 
Hz -12 KHz. Fitted to a 1.9 cubic ft vented enclosure 
tney sound unbelievable. 
8 Ohm 8 Watt RMS 5.6 oz magnet. 
$6.00 TRADE, $6.95 Inc. tax 

I,', t% 
I 

o . 
..,...ars 

I ,V V.. 

DIRECT IMPORT PANEL 
METERS 

AT LOW, LOW PRICES 

a 6 
1ss, ,,,t 1,,,, . 

CC ,/ 
MLLVIMPERES 

MU -65 lOMOuA 1 14ÓÓ phms' 
Dimensions: Overall - 100mm(W) x 
82mm(H) 

Scale - 100mm(W) x 50mm(H) 
Mounting: Hole required - 63mm 

Bolts centres - 80mm(W) x 64mm(H) 
Nuts and washers provided 

$10.18 ea. plus $1.52 tax 
MU -45 
O-1 MA -120 ohms 
O -50ÚA-1400 ohms 
O-5ADC-3 Shunt 
0-20VDC-100 ohms 

$6.91 ea. 
plus $1.04 tax 
MU -45 VU 
METER 
VU (OdB equals 1mW 

Into 600ohms) 
1,000ohm 

$7.93 ea. 
plus $1.11 tax 

MU -45 DI'.1ENSIONS 
Overall -58mrn(W) x 52mm(H) 
Scale - 58mm(W) x 31mm(H) 
Hole required - datum 
Bolt centres - 38mm(W) x 38mm(H) 
Nuts and washers provided 
10 or more less 10 percent - AINSLEY - HI FLEX - SPECTROL - AMPHENOL - UTILUX - SOAR - SANWA - HITACHI - 



Lab Notes 
CV1 
150p 

C2 
4n7 

01 

63 
1k C3 

47on 

S282A 

C6 
270p 

RV1 
1k 
LIN 

C4 C8 
10 S 22n 

SENSIT I- VITY 

The electronics 
Construction and general alignment 
should be as per the original article. 
NOTE: Q6 in the receiver was left out of 
the original parts list - it is a BC549 or 
BC109. Coil details are given in the 
,box on page 53. Note that, as these 
coils are jumble wound on the formers 
they will have greater self -capacitance 
than those specified for the original 
instrument. This will result in some 
variation in the tuning but there should 
be sufficient adjustment in the trimmer 
capacitors in the transmitter and re- 
ceiver and the core adjuster in L2 in the 
receiver. If any difficulty is experienced, 
C4 in the transmitter and Cl in the re- 
ceiver could be reduced to 270 pF each. 
In addition, C6 in the receiver could be 
reduced to 220 pF. 

The trimpot (RV1) in the transmitter 
should be set at mid -point resistance 
prior to alignment and adjusted to pro- 
duce a suitable pitch in the receiver 
after the initial alignment. 

As for batteries, a No. 2362 or 2364 
9V battery may be used in the receiver 
with the size box suggested, while a No. 
2362 battery will fit in the box 
suggested for the transmitter. Al- 
ternatively, 'No. 216 size 9V batteries 
may be used, but they won't last too long 
with prolonged use. (Alkaline types in 
this size might be ok, though). 

Antenna alignment 
Following initial alignment of the elec- 
tronics, the antenna baseboards can be 
attached to the bar and the transmitter 
antenna aligned. Standing well clear of 
metal objects (at least 5 -6 metres) align 
the receiver baseboard such that it is 

R7 RIO 
12k `46 

R6 
6806 R8 

15k 

RO 
6k8 

C10 12 r 
10n 

611 R12 R14 
33k 22k 220k 

R18 
47k 

PB1 
BATTERY 

TEST 

200, 

ABOVE: Complete receiver circuit as it appeared 
In the April 1980 issue. 01 to 03 plus 06 are all 
BC549 or BC109 types. 04, 05 and 07 are all 
BC559 or BC179. 08 Is a BC639 and Q9 Is a BC640. 

POWER 
ON/OFF 1 

parallel with the bar. Turn on both 
units and adjust the receiver sensitivity 
to obtain a convenient indication on the 
meter. Rotate the transmitter base- 
board to get minimum received signal, 
adjusting the sensitivity if necessary. 
Tighten the screw securing the trans- 
mitter baseboard. Check that you can 
get a good null with the receiver base- 
board adjusting screw; the réceiver 
sensitivity should be advanced at least 
3/4 at the point of minimum signal. If so, 
glue a small block of wood in place, as 
per Figure 2, on the underside of the bar 
where it meets the transmitter 
baseboard. 

That's it. Happy hunting! 

Experimentation 
The following details are suggestions 
for the dyed-in-the-wool experimenter. 

R25 

1504 1506 

R20 
C15 1M 
1Q. 

LI 

SW1."4.. 
POWER 
ON/OFF 

C18 

C17 
100 

C16 R2J 47 

B1 
9V 

I 

SPt 

ABOVE: Transmitter circuit. The meter, Ml, Is op- 
tional and could be replaced with a LED, In which 
case R3 would need to be about 270 or 330 ohms. 

The instrument can be constructed to 
improve sensitivity to small objects by 
decreasing the 'loop separation 
distance' (see Figure 1). We tried a bar 
only 600 mm long and found the unit 
would detect a small bunch of keys at 
about 300 - 400 mm. However, the 
alignment of the receiver antenna is 
much more critical. 

Smaller antenna loops will improve 
sensitivity to small objects, at the ex- 
pense of penetration, as discussed 
earlier. This, combined with closer 
spacing. should provide a good starting 
point for further experimentation. In- 
deed, a number of units could quite 
easily be constructed, sharing a common 
bar perhaps, with different antenna 
loop dimensions. Incidentally, the loops 
need not be square or rectangular, but 
could be circular. 

With close -spaced loops, the receiver 
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oni throw away batteries 
... money 

SC 'cc arLea:es 
From the frontiers of space to the products in your ,. 
home. 
When reliable batteries were needed for missions to the Moon 

and Mars, General Electric was a leading supplier. Now GE's 

Nickel Cadmium battery leadership has pioneered a low cost 
system for you that can recharge all of GE's popular battery sizes 
(AA, C, D and 9 volt) up to 1000 times, with a single low-cost 
charger. 
If you're tired of buying 'batteries, It's time for GE Rechargeables. 
Rechargeable batteries make sense in today's value -conscious market. GE's proven efficiency and 
dependable system is rapidly attracting more and more consumers to the advantages of 
Rechargeables. 
Convenience: Charge overnight or keep extra batteries charging, fresh and ready to use. 
Longlife: GE Batteries are rechargeable up to 1000 times and they will last for years. 
Performance: GE Rechargeables maintain voltage for the life of the charge to 

keep your products operating with steady performance. 
Warranty: Guaranteed not to leak, with resultant damage to your product, plus 
all GE battery products have a full one year warranty. 
Economy: One GE Rechargeable outlives 100 or more throwaways - even 
the long -life alkaline kind. 
Tiests show that one GE Rechargeable Battery outlasts: 
350 Alkaline AA size batteries in a photo flash. 

140 Alkaline C size batteries in a cassette recorder. 
250 Carbon -Zinc D size batteries In a torch. 
100 Alkaline D size batteries in a motor -driven toy. 

150 Alkaline 9 -Volt batteries In a calculator. 

Available from leading retailers. 
Trade enquiries: 
Australian General Electric (Sales) Limited, C. G. E Marketing Services, 
86-90 Bay Street, 117 Burnley Street, 
Ultimo, New South Wales'2007. Richmond, Victoria. 3121. 
Rank -General Electric Housewares Pty. Ltd. 
296 Ferntree Gully Road, 
Notting Hill, Victoria 3168. 
plus regional offices in Capital City areas. 

Products from the Wonderful World of General Electric 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
'Trademark General Electric Company 

U.S.A. World's largest Electrical 
Enterprise 

GE 

,,..a u 

v 
4it 

i 
?rechargeable 
nickel- 

rechary, Cadmium 
nickel battery 
C'IdmIun 
batter 

Batteries that last for years! 



Lab Notes 

(REPLACES 
c4) 

RV1 
1k 
LIN 

R4 
33R 

C6 
270p 

(REPLACES P81 
R19) 

-----, 
I 

I 1y 0A47 

0A47 22n 

--J 

C3 I 

T47Un, 

Figure 5. Suggested alternative for a simpler, lower gain receiver. This may 
prove a better proposition where small, close -spaced antenna loops are 
used. The orig)nal pc board may be used, the unnecessary components 
being removed. Major changes are shown inside the dashed squares. A 

voltage doubler diode detector is coupled directly from the collector of Q2, 
its output being taken to the pushbutton PB1. R19 is replaced with a 100k 

may be over sensitive. A modified cir- 
cuit is suggested in Figure 5. The 
original pc board may be used but only 
the first two stages involving Ql and Q2 
are necessary, along with some of the 
original components. Major changes are 
shown in the dotted lines. The gain con- 
trol is shifted to the emitter of Q1 and 
provides various amounts of degenera- 
tion as the bypass capacitor, C3, is 
connected across a greater or lesser part 
of the emitter resistance of Q1, formed 
by RV1. Greatest gain is provided when 
C3 is connected across the whole of RV1. 

A simple half -wave voltage doubler 
diode detector is coupled from the collec- 
tor of Q2. A 330k bias resistor is 
connected between base and collector in 
this circuit as Q2 in the original circuit 
had the base bootstrapped to the emitter 
circuit of Q3 (now removed). 

This circuit should provide a stable 
receiver of adequate sensitivity for 
close -spaced antenna loops. 

As suggested in. the original article, 
lowering the unit closer to the ground 
from the natural carrying position at 
arm's length improves penetration. 

. However, it upsets the alignment of the 
receiver antenna a little and you have to 
stoop down and re -adjust it. Carrying 
the instrument in this position is a pain 
in the ... whatever ... so if you can 
devise some method of carrying it such 
that the antennas are placed closer to 

!R6 680R 

SW1 

81 
9V 

I 

J 
resistor; the original audio stage is retained. If you only want to use head- 
phones, the audio stage could be removed also and the phones (Hi -Z) 
capacitively coupled to the 100k resistor. The construction should be 
arranged so that there Is only a short lead between the gain pot (RV1) and the 
emitter of 01. Mount C3 on the pot. Note that C4 is replaced with a 1uF 
tantalum capacitor. 

the ground, results can be improved. A 
strap for this purpose was shown with 
the original unit and is certainly effec- 
tive, though it's "fiddly" to adjust the 
receiver antenna alignment. An extra 
attachment could be fashioned to per- 
form the same task. We'll leave that to 
your ingenuity, once again - but it 

must not be metal. 
When using the unit close to the 

ground, it is generally most effective if 
the bar is not horizontal, but tilted 
forward slightly so that the receiver 
antenna is angled towards the ground. 

From here on in, it's up to you. Good 
luck! 

CONDENSED INSTRUCTIONS 

1) Set receiver angle adjustment fully clockwise so that the front of the receiver is 

close to the bar. Keep away from cars, fences and metal objects when setting up 

the instrument. 

2) Turn on receiver and set the gain to about 3/4 range. 

3) Turn on transmitter. A loud tone should be heard in the receiver. 

4) To adjust the instrument, hold it level at normal arm length beside your body. 
Adjust the receiver angle until no tone is heard and/or no meter reading is 

obtained. Continue adjusting the receiver angle in the right direction until a slight 
indication is obtained. The instrument is now ready for use. 

5) If a correct 'null' cannot be obtained, check you aren't near a metal object and 

then reduce the sensitivity control. 

6) To locate metal objects, proceed along a series of parallel lines until an 

indication is received. To accurately locate the object, cross this indication point 
from each direction along your line and mark, each time, with your heel where the 

indication is strongest. The object will be midway beneath the two marks. 
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SOUND AND LIGHT OPERATED FLASH 

tTl sea Flash Trlgger 
,rrwr. 

110 

I Ira! 

. 
Cornee 

r,a - 

Complete kit of this exceptional design 
by ETI only $26.95 
Below is a list of our electronic project kits. Possibly 
the largest range of kits in Australia. 
2020 CAR ALARM ETI KIT $12.50 
2025 IND. BAL. MET. DET. KIT $32.50 
2030 TV MASTHD. AMPL KIT $28.50 
2035 TRAN. ASST. IGNT. KIT $32.50 
2050 300 WATT ETI AM KIT $63.50 
2055 MINICOLOUR C/ORG KIT $49.90 
2060 ETI578 NI/CD. CH KIT $39.00 
2065 DIG. CAP. METER KIT $59.00 
2070 TV CRO. ADAPTOR KIT $29.40 
2075 LIGHT CHASER EA KIT $65.00 
2080 LED TACHO. ETI KIT $29.95 
2085 INTERSIL LCD KIT $42.50 
2090 140W VALVE AMP. KIT $220.00 
2095 300W MODULE EA KIT $75.00 
2096 300W SPK. PRT. EA KIT $12.95 
2097 300W P/SUP. EA. KIT $52.95 
2098 300W CH. PART. EA KIT $8.25 
2110 300W MODULE ETI KIT $63.50 
2117 4000 NO. BOX. TRF KIT $139.00 
2119 60W NMOD. ETI470 KIT $29.90 
2122 P/SUP. 472. NOTRF KR $32.50 
2125 PRE -AMP. 011471 KIT $47.90 
2127 4000 CHAS. PARTS KIT $25.00 
2135 240/plus, minus 15V.P/S KIT $9.50 
2150 AUD. LEV. MTR. 438 KIT $11.95 
2152 LED LEVEL METER KIT $14.50 
2155 4 INPUT GT. P/AMP KIT $29.50 
2297 MIKE PREAMP. SML KIT $9.50 
2300 SIMP. PRE. AMP. KIT $9.75 
2302 BUZZ BOARD KIT $3.90 
2303 2 TONE DRBELL KIT $4.50 
2304 HEADS AND TAILS KIT $3.50 
2305 TEMP. ALARM KIT $4.90 
2306 2 OCTAVE ORGAN KIT $8.50 
2307 MORSE PRACT KIT $3.50 
2308 BASIC AMP KIT $5.50 
2310 ELECTR. SIREN $5.50 
2311 LED DICE KIT $5.90 
2312 BATTERY SAVER $3.90 
2313 CONTINUITY TESTER KIT $3.00 
2314 SING LOIST MET. KIT $4.90 
2315 500 SEC. TIMER KIT $4.50 
2316 AM TUNER ETI KIT $6.50 
2317 ELECTA. BONGOS KIT $5.00 
2320 DS PROJECT 1-10 KIT 56.90 
2325 DS PROJECT 11-20 KIT $7.50 
2360 2-INP. GUIT. PRAM KIT $12.50 
2365 100W MOD. ETI 480 KIT $25.00 
2370 50W MOD. ETI 480 KIT 519.50 
2373 CAR BOOSTER AMP KIT $29.50 
2375 12V. 6 DIG. CLOCK KIT $19.75 
2380 LCD CLOCK MOD. KIT $17.50 
2394 CALCUL. KEYBOARD KIT $3.75 
2398 DRILL SPEED CTR KIT 513.50 
2401 AUTOCHIME KIT $29.75 
2402 P/M 40 plus 40 AMP KIT $129.00 
2404 P/M AM/FM TUNER KIT $129.00 
2406 P/M. GRAPHIC Ea. KIT $99.50 
2408 P/M. GRAPH. ANALY. KIT $99.50 
2410 RADAR INTRUD. AL KIT $69.00 
2415 R -L -C BRIDGE $36.50 
2420 40MHz. FREO. MET. KIT $99.50 
2425 AUDIO OSCILLAT. KIT $36.50 
2430 TRANSISTOR TEST KT $19.75 
2435 MINI ORGAN ETI KIT $29.50 
2450 DISCO STROBE KIT $34.50 
2455 MUSICOLOUR MK3 KIT 569.50 

Bill Edge's 
ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

115-117 Parramatta Road, Concord 2137 
(Cnr Parramatta Rd and Lloyd George Ave) 

Trading Hours: 9am-5.30 pm Mon -Fri 
9am-Noon Saturday a 10am-2pm Sunday 

Phone (02) 745-3077 

Please send me Kits at $ 
plus $ P&P. 
Cheque, M.O., B'card No. (with signature enclosed). 
Please send more information on Kit. 
(Glee name and address) 

4'1 
. RPG HI-FI & 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
SPEAKERS 

Manufactured to Radio Parts Group specifi- 
cations by the world's largest speaker man- 
ufacturer. 

HIGH EFFICIENCY TWEETERS 
H66AP45-01F 6w 55.14 1 " 

E66CP45-01F 8w 55.14 
B45DP70-01F 10w 58.95 

.Z1 

HI-FI MID RANGE 
B11EC80-02F 30w $15.79 
(can back) 414 inch 
A11DP60-02F 15w 57.37 
(sealed back) 41/2inch 

WIDE RANGE 
41/2" B11EC80-01F 15w 513.49 
6" A16DC61-01FW 12w $8.44 
8" C16E70-01FW 15w 513.23 
8" A20EP80-03FW 20w $15.04 
8" A20EC70-03FW 30w $14.35 

WOOFERS 
8" A20EU75-01F 30w....515.29 
10" A25EP65-02F 20w ..$15.41 
10" C25FU90-03F 50w ..531.47 
12" A30EU80-01F 35w..529.44 
12" A30FU20-01F 65w $42.09 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
8" 820HP14-01F 50w $23.54 
12" A30G640-01F 100w 557.92 

t 

RPG Speakers are only available from: 

ADIO 
RPARTS 

GROUP 
562 Spencer Street, West Melbourne. 

Phone (03) 329-7888. 
1103 Dandenong Road, East Malvern. 

Phone (03) 211-8122. 

r 

sinlair ateo 
Australia's first 
under $300 computer 

5295 
INCL, 1510 BASIC 

MANUAL 

, e - - 
441 

With Sinclair D(80, for just $295 you get ev- 
erything you need including leads for direct 
connection to your own cassette recorder 
and television. The ZX80 really is a complete, 
powerful full -facility computer matching or 
surpassing other personal computers cost- 
ing much more. 
Two unique and valuable components of the 
SinclairDC80: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter 
and the Sinclair teach -yourself BASIC man- 
ual. 
The D(80's 1K byte RAM is roughly equiva- 
lent to 4K bytes in a conventional computer 
because the D(80's brilliant design packs 
the RAM so much more tightly. (Key words 
occupy justa single byte). You can add to the 
memory via the expansion port, giving a 
maximum potential of 16K. 

Now available from: 
EMONA ENTERPRISES PTY. LTD. 
CBC Bank Bldg., 661 George Street, 
Haymarket, Sydney. (02) 212-4815. 
EMTRONICS 
649 George Street, Sydney. 

Order Form: Emona Enterprises P/L, 
PO Box 188, Coogee, NSW, 2034. 

Ready -assembled Sinclair D(BO 
Personal Computer, excl. mains 
adaptor $295.00 
Mains Adaptor $9.50 
Memory Expansion Board(s) 
takes up to 3K bytes $28.50 
RAM Memory chips - standard 
1K bytes capacity $10.00 

TOTAL $ 

Please send further Information and 
prices: 
Sinclair Measuring Instruments 

SEW Multitesters/panel meters 

National Semiconductors - new 
range of calculators 

Consumer products: electronic kits, chil- 
drens metal detectors, radios/clock radios, 
walkie talkies, intercoms, macs, h/phones, 
car sound equipment, dictating and busi- 
ness machines, etc. 
I enclose cheque/Bankcard. Total $ 

Name 

Address P'code 
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Call VSI's 

. 
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. O 1, 

1 

for PH I LI PS 'W14314 

Transistors Diodes Integrated Circuits 
CapacitorsResistors Connectors 

and Ferrites 
Call VSI's `Hot Line' 

SYDNEY MELBOURNE 

438 3960 877 5822 
5' VSI 

ELECTRONICS CEMA 
(AUSTRALIA) ELECTRONICS 
PTY LTD PTY LTD 

Adelaide 516483 Brisbane 52 4261 Perth 328 8091 
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Ideas for 
Experimenters 
t!) 

I 

SW5-10 

Guess what ! 

ESW1 

ANOTHER COMBINATION LOCK we 
hear you say! This one, from Denis 
Dowling of Mulwala, NSW, only 
operates the relay when the switches 
are pressed in the correct order. The 
unit provides a large number of com- 
binations to foilthe would-be thief. By 
the way, the correct order for this circuit 
is SW 1, SW2, SW3, SW4, but of course, 
when you build the unit these switches 
can be mounted in any order. If any of 
the switches SW5 - SW10 are pressed 
the circuit will reset. The ten switches 
should be mounted in a matrix and 
wired in the combination order you 
wish. 

Slave Flash 

TO LAMP 
FLASH 

LASCR 

LP1 
3V 

-Lc, SWl 

3V 

This is a simple but effective slave.flash 
unit for use with the fusible type of flash 
bulb (magnesium filament). The firing 
is done using an LASCR which is an 
SCR which is triggered by light. When 
the master flash gun fires the LASCR is 
switched on, allowing current to flow to 
the flash bulb. The bulb blows and the 
LASCR turns off (as the supply is then 
not connected). 

To set the sensitivity, switch the out- 
put over to the light bulb LP1, and 
adjust RV1 for reliable triggering from 
the master flash. A simple, but effective 
idea from Michael Saleeba of Croydon, 
Vic. 

-SW2 / f- SW3 

These pages are intended primarily as a 

source of ideas. As far as reasonably possible 
all material has been checked for feasibility, 
component availability etc, but the circuits 
have not necessarily been built and tested in 
our laboratory. Because of the nature of the 
information in this section we cannot enter 
into any correspondence about any of the 
circuits, nor can we produce constructional 
details. 

IC1,2 7400 

SCR oscillator 
An SCR can be made to oscillate when 
connected in the circuit as shown. The 
component values specified give 100 us 
pulses at intervals of 28 mS. The output 
voltage with a 10 V supply is about 
three volts. 

The current through the bias resis- 
tors, R3 and R4, must be high enough to 
allow adequate gate current for reliable 
switching. Thé charging resistor, R2 
and the supply voltage are chosen so the 
current through the SCR is below its 
minimum holding current. 

The frequency is determined by the 
gate voltage and the value of the capaci- 
tor and the charging resistor, R2. The 
output voltage is largely dependent on 
the voltage on the capacitor when the 
SCR fires. Pulse width is determined by 
the value of Rl and the capacitor. 

OV 

E SW4 

4k7 

28mS 

t 
3V ' P'P nr-nr 

l<-iooNS 

TO 
CIRCUIT 

01 
BC108 

+5V 

The circuit can be voltage controlled 
by altering the gate voltage, but this 
will also alter the output voltage. 
Another cunning circuit from Phillip 
Denniss of Chippendale, NSW. 

Signal injector for logic probe 
Ian Shearer of Darwin, NT, added a 
signal injector to his ETI-148 logic 
probe using two inverters and a two - 
pole, three -position switch. The centre 
position is a test function, which, when 
the oscillator and probe are working 
correctly, should light all LEDs on the 
probe. 

20n 

APPROX. 50Hz 

The oscillator circuit uses two in- 
verters in a 4049 IC and oscillates at 
about 50 Hz. The frequency can be 
varied by changing the values of the 
capacitor and the two resistors. 

FROM 
IC PIN 10 

TEST 

R1 

TO IC 
PIN 7 
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ASMAN LECTRONICS 12 Victoria Street, 
Coburg 3058. 
Phone (03) 354-5062. 

DIODES. LINEAR IC DISPLAYS 
AAY30 40c 301 50c 747 $1.00 FND350 $1.98 
BA102 70c 307 70c 748 60c FND357 $1.40 
BA244 22c 308 $1.20c 1458 60c FND500 $1.40 
BP104 $2.80 310 $2.60 1558 $1.90 DL747 $3.50 
BYX71 $1.20 311 70c 1830 $2.80 MV57164 $3.80 
HP5082 $2.50 318 $3.20 2917 $3.20 
0A47 40c 319 $3.50 3089 $4.20 SCR's 
0A90 
0A91 
0A202 
0A636 
P600G 
1N3493 
1N3493R 
1N4001 

20c 
20c 
80c 
70c 
90c 

$1.70 
$1.70 

08c 

324 
339 
358 
377 
378 
379S 
380N14 
381 

$1.00 
90c 
70c 

$2.70 
$4.20 
$6.90 
$1.50 
$2.30 

3360P $1.40 
3911 $1.60 
3914 $4.50 
3915 $4.50 
3916 $4.50 
7392 $3.30 
13600 $2.20 
CA3046 $1.65 

C103YY 80c 
C106Y 65c 
C106D 90c 
C106E 70c 
C122D $1.30 
S4015L $1.90 
S2025H $3.75 

1N4002 
1N4004 

10c 
10c 

381AN 
382 

$3.96 
$2.00 

CA3080 $1.90 
CA3086 65c TR IAC's 

1N4007 20c 383 $3.20 CA3130 $1.50 SC141D $1.30 
1N4148 06c 387 $1.80 CA3140 $1.50 Q4015L5 $2.80 
1N5404 40c 388 $1.38 CA3302 70c BT139-600 $2.80 
1N5408 80c 555 35c CA3401 80c 

556 $1.20 LF356 $1.10 TRIM CAPS 
ZENERS 

400mW 
3V3 -33V 
1 WATT 
3V3 -33V 
2t/a WATT 
8V2 -18V 
5 WATT 
5V1,12,15V 

19c 

30c 

65c 

$1.20 

565CH 
566 
567CH 
709 
710 
711 
725 

739 
741 

$3.30 
$3.10 
$3.00 

80c 
80c 
80c 

$4.20 

$2.80 
30c 

NE571 $7.50 
MC1494L $6.65 
0M350 $7.90 
RC4136 $1.45 
SAK 140 $2.64 
TBA641 $2.40 
UAF771 50c 
UAF772 98c 
UAF774 $1.70 

1P4 -5P5 30c 
2P -22P 40c 
5P -65P 30c 
5P5 -40P 40c 

MAIL ORDERS - $1.00 
min. post & pack please. 

r MAIL US THIS AD 
and we'll help you 
discover simple, effective 
solutions to difficult 
troubleshooting 
problems. 

° " ` ,am, 

.^ 

' /,/ a . r ao^/, 
.. a.+_e. 

Logic Pulser stimulates IC's 
in -circuit for testing. Automatically 
drives the circuit to its opposite state. 
No unsoldering components or trace 
cutting. $1254190. 

Logic Probe shows pulse activity: 
HIGH, LOW or bad level; single pulses 

or pulse trains. More convenient than 
a scope. $100-$150. 

Logic Clip displays state of up to 
16 IC pins at once. Automatic operation, 
overload -protected. $125. 

Current Tracer inductively senses 
and displays current pulses, finds shorts 
and stuck nodes. Uses in -circuit current 
or pulses from logic pulser. $380. 

I want to discover easy solutions to 
difficult troubleshooting problems. 
Please rush me a free copy of HP's 
20 -page IC Troubleshooters Catalogue. 
Price, subject to change, duty & sales. tax. 

Name. 

Company: 

Address: 

HEWLETT P/Code: Phone 

PACKARD 
Adelaide2725911/Auckland 687159/Brisbane 2291544/Canberra 804244/Melbourne 896351 

L Perth 3865455/Sydney 4496566/Wellington 877199 
magol 
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ENTER THE 80's NOW WITH 

c=3 BOARD 
THE "UNIVERSAL" CIRCUIT BOARD 

BUILD ALMOST 
ANY CIRCUIT 

AMPLIFIERS . REGULATED POWER 
SUPPLIES 
LINEAR 'IC CIRCUITS 
DIGITAL IC CIRCUITS 
PRE -AMPS, TONE 
CONTROLS 
STANDARD 6 PACK 
UNI-BOARD (41" x 61/2") 
HAS SOME 2,800 HOLES 
SO. IT CAN EASILY 
ACCOMMODATE EVEN 
40 PIN IC's 
MANY, MANY MORE! 

IAN 

ECONOMY PLUS! 
UNIBOARD WILL SAVE YOU 
MONEY. 

NO WASTE - SURPLUS 
BOARD CAN BE USED ON 
ANOTHER PROJECT 
USE AGAIN & AGAIN 
LOW COST "BREAD 
BOARDING" 
PROTOTYPE LAYOUTS CAN 
ALSO BE USED FOR YOUR 
"UNI-BOARD" PRODUCTION 
RUN 
BOARD EASILY CUT OR 
TRIMMED TO SUIT THE SIZE 
OF YOUR PROJECT. 

PRICE LIST 
UNI-BOARD SINGLE MODULE PACK 
(STANDARD GRADE) $2.20 
UNI-BOARD SINGLE MODULE PACK 
(PROFESSIONAL GRADE - F/GLASS) $2.60 
UNI-BOARD TWIN PACK 
(STANDARD GRADE) $3.20 
UNI-BOARD TWIN PACK 
(PROFESSIONAL GRADE - F/GLASS) $3.80 
UNI-BOARD SIX PACK 
(STANDARD GRADE) $7.97 
UNI-BOARD SIX PACK 
(PROFESSIONAL GRADE - F/GLASS) $9.90 

TO: ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS PTY LTD 
3 STANILAND GROVE, ELSTERNWICK 3185 

PLEASE SUPPLY UNI-BOARDS AT $ EA. 
I ALSO ENCLOSE 70c P&P. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

869 George Street, 41. 

Sydney, NSW. 2000. 
(Near Harris Street) 
Phone 211-0816, 211-0191. 

HITACHI 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

Excl. tax Incl. tax 
V 152 15 MHz Dual Trace .... $560.00 $644.00 
V 302 30 MHz Dual Trace .... $880.00 $1021.00 
V 550 50 MHz Dual Trace $1670 $1920.50 
2 types of probes extra $20. 
tax. 

00 and $35.00 plus sales 

Texas Calculators 
Ti. 1750 $16.40 $18.15 
TI/B.A.II $40.97 $45.35 
T1.50 $36.40 $40.30 
TI.55 $53.35 $59.00 
TI. Programmable 58C $132.00 $149.00 
TI. Programmable 59 $265.00 $299.90 
PC100 C Printer $210.00 $237.00 
Speciality Pakettes $8.30 $9.10 
Library Modules $33.32 $36.90 
ELI Attractor De -soldering Tool $12.60 
"ISO -TIP" Portable Cordless Soldering Iron$33.00 
CC 250 Universal Current/Polarity Checker ...$6.25 
"ARLEC-TPI" Thermo Plug $15.52 
RE -501K ROSS Electronic Cassette Head Demag- 
netiser $20.15 

'5DH-7D Ralmar Stereo Headphone Sets $11.07 
S2010 Altronic Horn Speaker 8ohm 5 watt...$8.90 

We specialize in P.C. Boards for 
ETI and E.A. projects. Scotchcal 
front panels for recent ETI and E.A. 
projects 

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS 
$1.00 packing plus 5 percent of order value 
up to $80.00, thence a flat $4.00 for postal 
items. Carrier - freight on. 

OPEN: Mon -Fri 8 am to 5.30 pm. 
Thursday night late shopping till 
8.30 pm. Saturday 8 am to 
11.45 am. 
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Ideas for Experimenters 
SWR. trimmer for 
homebrew halfwave 
Max Soul of Weipa, WA, uses a half 
wave dipole from his location just 
400 metres from Albatross Bay. His an- 
tenna is made from aluminium window 
box section with tuning rods attached to 
each end for fine adjustment of SWR. 

The brass insert from an electrical 
connector is filed down to a tight fit in- 
side the box section at the top of the 
antenna. Two holes are drilled through 
the box section to align with the holes in 
the connector. The screws hold the brass 
insert in place and also clamp a length 
of 4 mm welding rod. The SWR is ad- 
justed by moving the welding rod in and 
out while using an SWR meter. When 
the correct position is found, the rod is 
clamped tightly in place with the two 
screws. 

Max has achieved SWR readings as 
low as 1.1/1 using this system, though 
his location near the sea requires him to 
clean the contact surfaces twice yearly. 
.nnnnAnMr::.wvwv:.Yxv....,.::..:,rcwnr....v:W Hw .mv. wr.;..:ti.,ww.... 

FILE FLAT EACH 
SIDE TILL NEAT 
FIT IN BOX SECTION 

22mm 

4mm Al 
WELDING ROD 

4mm 

ELECTRICAL WIRE 
CONNECTOR 
IBAKELITE REMOVED) 

9mm 

2.5/32" HOLES 

2 x 5/32" HOLES 

12mm 

ALUMINIUM 
WINDOW BOX 
SECTION 
2.2440x22 12mm 

Automatic cutoff for a manual turntable 
Mr. T. Threlfall of West Perth, WA, 
built this unit into a manual turntable 
to prevent the record being carved up, or 
more likely, to prevent stylus wear if he 
forgot to take the tone arm off after the 
record had finished. 

A neon tube is mounted in the end of a 
black plastic tube and an LDR in the 
other end. A slot is cut across the tube so 
the light beam can be interrupted by a 
small plastic flag connected to the tone 
arm shaft. The flag must be light, to 

A 
o 

N 

E 

O - 

O Y SET 
SW IA 

allow proper operation of the tone arm, 
and positioned so the light is interrup- 
ted when the tone arm is at the end of 
the record. 

The 555 latches when the voltage on 
pin 2 rises, operating the relay and 
starting the turntable. When the beam 
is broken the voltage on pin 2 falls, the 
relay drops out and the turntable stops. 
The potentiometer is adjusted for 
correct operation. 

NEON 

12V 
RELAY 
5301) 

N TO ON/OFF SWITCH 
ON MANUAL TURNTABLE 

E 

Keyboard modification 
Len Henson of Dural, NSW, sub- 
mitted this modification for the KBO4 
keyboard used with the 5740 decoder 
to give a lower case keyboard function. 

The copper track is cut between pin 31 
of the UART (D6) and pin 10 of the 7407 
and the circuit modified as shown. 

With the key depressed, HEX 00 - 
3F are unaffected, HEX 40 - 5F are 
raised to HEX 60 - 7F, giving lower 
case. As the KB04 is easy to expand 
(keywise) the modification is a junkbox 
project which, since no special lower 
case routine is necessary, saves memory 
space. A flip flop could be added between 
the key switch and the diode D1 if 
required. 

UART 
PIN 31 

D6 

4k7 
R1 

D1 
1N914 

D2 
1N914 

TO PIN 
OF 34 

DECODER 

UART 
PIN 32 

D7 

12 

7404 

TO PIN 35 
OF DECODER 

LOWER CASE 
KEY ON 
KEYBOARD 

Any ideas ? 

Have you had a bright Idea lately, 
or discovered an interesting cir- 
cuit modification? We are always 
looking for items for these pages 
so naturally, we'd like to hear from 
you. 

We pay between $5 and $10 per 
item - depending on how much 
work we have to do on it before we 
publish it. 

The sort of items we are seeking, 
and the ones which other readers 
would like to see, are novel appli- 
cations of existing devices, new 
ways of tackling old problems, 
hints and tips. 
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ACOUSTIC 
COUPLER 

We've lost count of the number of 
customers who have asked for this 
project well here it isl This acoustic 
coupler acts like a modem without 
any physical connection to the phone 
lines. It uses your standard telephone handset, placed over a small 
microphone & speaker in the coupler case, & transfers the information 
from your computer by sound. Hence the name, acoustic coupler. 
Now you can have your computer talk to another across the street, across 
the town - even across the country (or furtherl) it is a must for all serious 
computer users, and we hope to release the kit soon. 

STROBE 
Get your Christmas party 
swinging with 'this su- 
perb Disco Strobe. This 
popular kit contains up- 
to-date circuitry and comes 
complete with photographic type 
reflector, perspex safety guard 
and instructions. Vary the flash 
rate to the beat of your music. 

COLOURE 
GLOBES 
Ideal for discos, parties 
etc. Use with your Musi- S color. Available in 4 
colours: yellow, red, blue, s 85o/s2,sa/se 
& green. SWIVEL BASE Globe 

Holder attaches to wall or 
ceiling. 

$ 
570 

C.L P.5520 

Cat. K-3152 

- 
s3450 

HOLD IT! 
Line socket for bayonet mount 
lamps makes it Ideal for runn- 
ing wander light leads for loft 9Sea & outside. Ideal for holding 
standard colour globes for 
parties, Xmas decorations 
outside etc. 95! 

OTHER EXCITING DICK SMITH KITS . 

LEDS & LADDERS GAME 

BUILD NOW 
FOR CHRISTM__ 
Get ready for the Christmas festivities and save SSS! You'll be surprised at how easy a 

Dick Smith Kit is to build; and your Christmas bill won't cost you a fortune!!! 

NEW EA CHASER ETI 

Cat. K-3145 

KV 

What a way to add life to your 
next Christmas party with this 

incredible Light Chaser. 
Features include reverse/ 

forward chasing, variable flash 
rate control plus an invert/ 

normal switch. This switch 
can make two lights appear 
to move instead of one at a 

time. The versatility.is increased 
with 'auto reverse' & 'auto invert' 

functions. When either control is switched 
pn, the unit will automatically inverse or 
reverse the display at any set rate. All this 
makes it a worthwile project that will save 

$$$ and give hours of entertainment. 

EA MUSIC COLOR 
á.;1t..,,,.: 

_ , . Turn your music into a 

K-3140 light show. This unit 
will accept an audio 

input from almost any amplifier and 
uses the information to control 3 
channels of colour. The ideal unit for 
your Christmas or New Year's party, 
disco, bands etc etc. Also makes an 
ideal present. 

--- 

001-3 
A must for everyone -v 

with a computer $7500 S i 75 y5 S Cat. K-3805 

P-5510 

One of our most popular kits of the 
past was the intriguing 'LEDS Er 
LADDERS' game described in EA in 
1975. Now EA have come up with a 
new version of the game which is 
not only easier to build, it is also 
easier to play! Can you climb out of 
the well without being plummeted 
down again? 
AND NOW FOR THE BEST NEWS: 
This kit is actually $1.00 cheaper 
than it was in 1976 - despite 4 
years of inflation! Makes an ideal 
gift. 
Was $16.75 in 1976 

Cat. K-3390 

DICK SMIJH ELECTRONICS 
SEE OUR OTHER ADVERTS IN THIS MAGAZINE FOR OUR STORE ADDRESSES AND RESELLERS 
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THIS PAGE is to assist readers in the 
continual search for components, kits 
and printed circuit boards for ETI 
projects. If yóu are looking for a par- 
ticular component or project - check 
with our advertisers if it is not men- 
tioned here. Also, for a list of suppliers 
who stock the ETI projects published 
over the last few years, our "Kits for 
Projects" page may generally be found 
on the page immediately before the 
DREGS page (inside the back cover). 

Readers should have little difficulty 
obtaining parts for this month's pro- 
jects. 

For the Electronic Dummy Load, 
ETI-147, the relay we used is an Omron 
type LY2. We paralleled the contacts for 
greater current carrying capacity. 
Other types may be used and almost any 
24 V relay with contacts rated at 15 A, 
or pairs of contacts rated at 10 A each, 
will do the job. It won't be called on to 
switch full load very often and it will 
only be switching do on a resistive load, 
so little trouble should be experienced. 

The heatsinks for this project we 
obtained from Dick Smith and they are 
listed as catalogue number H-3426. 
They measure 225 mm long by 105 mm 
wide. Rod Irving Electronics stock a 
similar heatsink, with a slightly better 
thermal capacity, but the nearest 
standard length is 300 mm. They can 
have it cut to size we are informed, so 
you might ask. 

Front panels, meter faces etc 
Scotchcal front panels, meter scales and 
labels for our projects are available from 
a number of suppliers. In Sydney, Radio 
Despatch Service, 869 George St, 
Broadway, stock a small supply for our 
projects from 1979 onwards. If they 
don't have what you want in stock, then 
they'll make it up on order. Electronic 
Agencies also stock a supply of front 
panels and meter scales for our recent 
projects. They're at 115 Parramatta Rd, 
Concord. 

In Melbourne, Rod Irving Electronics 
of 425 High St, Northcote stock front 
panels, labels and meter faces for our 
projects from 1979 onwards and 
generally have stocks available for 
current issue projects shortly after the 
issue goes on sale. All Electronic Com- 
ponents stock panels and meter faces 
from way back and generally have 

stocks for current issue projects shortly 
after we go on sale also. They're at 118 
Lonsdale St, right in the heart of 
Melbourne. 

The 3080 again ! 

Last month we omitted to mention an 
important supplier of this useful device. 
The CA3080, by RCA, is distributed 
here by AWA. You can buy the IC direct 
from the AWA Micro -electronics di- 
vision at 554 Parramatta Rd, Ashfield 
2131. Many thanks to the reader (an 
avid 3080 fan!) who drew our attention 
to this omission. 

'Universal' circuit board 
Every month - nay, every day! - the 
post brings a swag of 'press releases' 
about the products of various 
companies. Every (and we mean every) 
press release extolls the virtues of the 
product about which it is written. Many 
weird and wonderful products are 
drawn to our attention, plus the usual 
'run-of-the-mill' range of new products 
which are updates on familiar items. 
However, every now and then, a product 
comes to our attention that sets itself 
apart from the rest. We refer to "Uni- 
board". 

We ran a small item on the product 
under Briefs in August News Digest 
(page 9). We rang the supplier, Ad- 
vanced Electronic Systems, for more in- 
formation and some weeks later their 
Director arrived on our doorstep with 

, 

t J íi 
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samples, photographs ... and more 
information. 

The product struck us as a good idea 
well done. Uni-board is á printed circuit 
board with rows of holes at 2.5 mm in- 
tervals. The pc tracks are arranged in a 
carefully thought-out pattern to accom- 
modate ICs from eight to forty pins, 
along with discrete components in a 
convenient grouping. Uni-board is 
useful for either prototyping, experi- 
menting or for complete projects and 
can accommodate power transistors, in- 
cluding heatsinks, trimpots, power 
resistors etc and even bridge rectifiers. 
Apart from that, the product has several 
unique - and very useful - features. 
To assist in arranging the component 
layout, all the circuit trackwork is re- 
produced on the 'top' side of the board in 
a colour -coded pattern. A brilliant inno- 
vation. All the pc tracks are solder 
coated to assist assembly. We under- 
stand Uni-board is available in single 
and double board packs as well as 
six board packs. A multi -board pack 
is economical to use and can be trimmed 
to suit the size of your project or 
prototype. 

Uni-board is Australian designed and 
manufactured. You can obtain an'intro- 
ductory kit' from Advanced Electronic 
Systems Pty Ltd at 3 Staniland Grove, 
Elsternwick Vic 3185, for $9.95 includ- 
ing post and packaging. In this kit you 
get a Uni-board twin pack and a six 
pack, plus an applications manual. 

Project price estimates 
This information is published as a guide 
and a variety of factors may affect the 
actual price of a project, whether ob- 
tained as separate components or as a 
kit. 
ETI-568 Flash Trigger $27 - $33 
ETI-147 Electronic Load $68 - $75 
ETI-327 Turn/Hazard Unit $18 - $22 

Uni-board Is a "universal" prototyping and construction pc board for electronic projects. it can be 

obtained with fibreglass or phenolic base material and in packs containing single, twin and six modules. 
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ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070. MELBOURNE. PH (03) 489-8131 

CMOS 74C85 1.20 555 .40 7405 .50 74193 .80 74LS190 1.30 PN121 .30 5 .75 
4000 74C86 .80 556 1.10 7406 .50 74194 1.10 7416191 1.10 2144233 1.60 8FY50 .90 
4001A 

.40 
74C90 .80 1M565 1.30 7407 .50 74195 65 74LS192 BS 2N4235 1.90 BFY90 1.30 

40019 
.40 

74093 1.40 LM565CH 2.00. 7408 .40 74196 85 74LS193 .85 2144236 2.20 BSV17 1.00 
4002 

.40 
74C95 ,95 NE566 2.50 7409 .40 74197 1.10 74LS194 T0 2N4248 .30 BU126 3.00 

4006 
.50 

1.10 74C107 .70 LM567 1.50 7410 .40 74198 1.10 7415195 .80 PN4249 .30 8U208 3.00 
4007 74C150 3.40 14E571 6.50 7411 40 74199 R 1.30 7415196 1.25 2Na250 .30 BUX80 7.90 
4008 

.50 
1.00 74C151 1.00 TBA641BX1 2.50 7412 .40 74221 .90 74L5197 1.00 2Na258 .30 FT2955 1.40 

4009 74C160 18A6418!1 2.50 7413 .50 74290 .90 7415221 1.10 2144292 .70 FT3055 .75 
4010 

.80 .90 

74C192 .90 LM709-14PIN .70 7414 .70 74293 .90 7415245 2.35 2144354 .30 ME 12 .90 
4011 

.50 
740164 1.10 UA710CA .60 7416 .50 74365 .80 74LS247 .90 2N4355 .30 BU326A 3.40 

4012 
4013 

.40 

.50 74C173 1.00 
74C174 

LM710-CH 
711 

.90 

.80 
7417 
7420 

.60 

.40 
74366 
74367 

.80 
1.00 

74LS249 1.30 

74LS251 80 
2N4356 
2N4398 

.30 
5.00 

MJ2955 1.00 
MJ4032 7.40 

4014 
4015 

.80 
1.70 

.80 
74C175 1.00 
74C192 1.20 

UA711-H 
UA716HC 

.85 
6.25 

7421 

7123 
.40 

.50 
74368 
8196 

1.00 

1.80 

74LS253 90 
7415257 65 

2N4401 
2N4402 

.30 
.30 

MJ802 3.40 
MJ4035 6.90 

4016 
.90 

74C195 1.00 723 .50 7425 .45 9314 1.30 7415258 .50 2144403 .30 MJ4502 3.70 
4017 
4018 

.70 
1.50 
1.50 

74C221 1.90 
740373 1.80 

LM723CH 
LM725 

1.10 

3.90 
7426 
7427 

.40 

.40 
9368 
9370 

1.75 

2.00 
7415259 2.45 
74LS260 .90 

2N4416 
2N4906 

1,00 
2.80 

MJE340 1.20 
MJE350 1.50 

4019 740374 2.00 LM733 1.20 7430 .40 74LS SERIES 7415266 .90 P144868 .30 MJE7000 1.30 
4020 

.60 
1.20 740901 .90 UA739 2.00 7432 .40 741500 .40 T4LS273 1.60 2NSOB8 .30 MJE8000 1.00 

4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
429 

1.10 
1.05 

.70 
1.00 

.50 
2.20 

.60 

.90 

1.60 

74C902 90 
74C905 11.20 
74C906 .90 

74C907 .80 

74C915 1.50 
74C922 3.80 
74C923 5.00 
74C925 5.50 
74C926 5.90 

741 

LM741-H 
UA747 
UA747HC 
UA748 
UA748HC 
0A753 
UA760HC 
UA777 

.25 

1.20 

1.00 

2.20 

.50 
1.25 
1.80 
4.10 
2.40 

7437 
7438 
7440 

7441 
7442 
7443 
7444 
7445 
7446 

.40 

.50 

.50 

1.00 

.50 
1.40 
1.20 
1.10 
1.00 

74LS01 
71LS02 
74LS03 
74LS01 
74LS05 
74LS08 
71LS09 
74LS10 
74LS11 

40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

74LS279 65 
74LS283 1.15 
74LS90 1.10 
74LS293 1.15 
74LS295 1.60 
74LS298 1.00 

74LS352 1.30 
74LS353 1.30 
74LS365 50 

2N5089 
2N5179 
2145303 
2N5320 
2N5401 

2N5458 

2N5459 
2N5461 
2N5484 

.30 
1.90 
3.30 

.80 

.30 

.70 
.70 
.70 
.70 

MJE1101 2.20 
MJE2955 1.20 
MJR3055 1.20 
MJE3521 .60 
MJ15003 4.00 
MJ15004 4.00 
MPF102 .60 
MPF131 1.40 
MPSA05 .60 

4Ó3O 74C927 5.90 UA777HC 2.65 7447 1.00 74LS13 .50 74LS366 70 2N5485 .70 MPSA06 .60 
4031 2.20 74C932 5.50 9334 1.70 7448 1.00 741514 .90 7415367 90 2N5486 .70 MPSA12 .60 
4034 3.00 80C SERIES UA743 1.80 7450 50 74LS15 .40 7415368 .90 2145769 .30 MPSA14 .60 
4035 1.30 MM80C95 .90 UA760HC 4.10 7451 .50 741520 .40 74LS373 1.50 2145770 .25 MPSA42 .60 
4039 .70 80C96 .90 UA777 2.40 7453 40 74LS21 .40 74LS374 1.70 2N5830 .25 MPSA56 .80 
4040 1.70 MM80297 UA777HC 2.65 BT26 2.20 74LS22 .40 74LS386 .50 2145831 .30 MPSA92 .60 
4041 1.05 

.90 

80C98 .90 UA796HC 1.70 9300 .60 74LS26 .40 7415670 2.70 2145856 .30 MRF475 4.40 
4042 .70 LINEAR LM802 1.10 9307 1.80 741521 .40 81LS95 2.10 2145873 1.10 11318 .90 
4043 1110002 9.50 LM1310N 2.40 9308 1.20 74LS28 .40 95H90 11.50 2N5874 1.40 TI3PIC 1.00 
4044 

.70 
LH0022CD 16.50 1408 4,90 7454 .60 741530 .40 11C90 17.50 2N5961 30 TIP328 .90 

4046 
.70 

1.20 LH0042CH 8.60 LM1458 .60 7472 .60 74LS32 .40 81LS96 2.10 2145963 1.10 TIP32C 1.00 
4047 1.20 LH0070 12.70 UA1488 1.50 7473 .60 741533 .40 81LS97 2.10 2N6027 .60 TIP33A 1.10 
4048 .60 LH0071 12.70 UA1489 1.50 7174 .60 71LS37 .50 TRANSISTORS 3N201 .90 TIP34A 1.20 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 

.60 

.60 
1.00 

.80 

REFO2CJ 8.40 
TL071 1.00 
TL072 1.50 
T1082 1.50 

MC1495 
MC1496L 
LM1558 
LM1596 

7.30 
11.40 

1.50 
1.40 

7475 
7476 
7480 
7482 

.60 

.60 

.65 
1.80 

741538 
71LS40 
74LS42 
741547 

.50 

.50 

.75 

.85 

2N301 2.20 
211657 .60 
214930 .60 
2141613 1.10 

AC128 
AC1B7 
AC188 

..70 70 
.70 
.70 

TIP24B 1.50 
TIP428 1.10 
TIP110 1.30 
11P120 1.30 

4053 .80 LM0091CD 26.40 LM1380 3.10 7483 .80 74LS48 1.00 2141711 A0149 2.50 TIP2955 1.20 
4060 2.00 LH0094CD 37.60 LM2902 1.40 7485 .80 741549 1.00 

.50 
2141893 1.00 AD161 1.70 TIP3055 1.20 

4066 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 
4076 
4077 
4078 

.80 

.60 

.70 

.50 

.60 

.50 
.60 
.60 

1.20 
.50 
.60 

SAK140 2.20 
UAA170 3.50 
UAA180 3.50 
TCA220 2.20 
LM301 .50 
LM301-H .50 
LM304H 1.70 

LM305-H .80 
LM307-CN .40 
LM307-H .90 
LM308 .70 

LM29178PIn 
LM2917 
CA3028 
LM3039 
CA3046 
3065 
1M3080 
LM3089 
CA3130T 
CA3130E 
CA3140 

2.80 
3.10 

1.80 

.90 
1.70 

.45 
1.20 

3.90 

1.40 
1.80 

1.40 

7486 
7189 
7490 
7491 
7492 
7493 
7494 
7495 
7496 
7497 
74107 

.60 

2.60 

.70 

.55 

.60 

.60 

.90 

.45 

80 

2,50 
.80 

741551 
74LS54 
74LS55 
741558 
74LS73 
74LS74 
741575 
71LS78 
74LS78 
74LS83 
74LS85 

.40 
.50 

.55 

.65 

.55 

.60 

.45 
50 

50 

1.00 
1.00 

2N2219A .60 
PN2222 .20 
PN2222 .30 
2N2463 .35 
2N24B4 
2N2646 .70 
2N2647 1.10 
2142894 .80 
2N2904 45 
2N2905 .40 

2N2906 ,45 

BDC91B 

BC319 
gC327 
BC328 
BC337 

BC547 
BC547g 

B5488 

1:30 

.18 

.15 
.30 
.30 

.15 

.18 

15 

.18 

VMP4 28.00 
VN88AF 2.50 

MICRO CHIPS 
ADCO 800 12.00 
DACO 808 2.00 
2102 200 NS 2.00 
2102 350 NS 2.00 
2102 450 NS 1.40 
2102 650 NS 1.40 
2111 8.60 4081 .60 1M308 -H 1.20 '3401 .70 74109 .60 74LS86 .50 2142913 1.20 B549 .15 2114 150 NS 11.15 4082 .60 LM310-N 2.20 3611 1.10 74116 2.20 74LS90 .70 PN2907 30 .18 2114 300 NS 5.00 4089 1.00 LM310-H 2.60 LM3900 .90 74121 74LS92 .90 2N3053 BC557 .16 2114150 NS 4.30 4093 .80 311 .60 LM3909 1.00 74122 

.45 

.65 74LS93 .80 
.60 

2N3054 .90 
8C558 

.16 8 - 31 4.20 4503 .60 LM311 .60 LM3914N 3.90 74123 60 74LS95 .65 2143055 .90 BC559 .16 32 up 4.10 4510 1.50 LM311-H 1.20 4136 1.40 74125 .55 741596 1.55 2N3301 40 BC637 .25 2513 14.50 4511 1.50 LM318 2.80 LM4250 1.75 74126 .60 74LS107 .60 2N3440 1.10 BC638 .36 2516 55.00 4512 1.10 LM322 3.90 UA45581C 1.40 74132 .80 7415109 60 2N3502 BC639 .40 2532 69.00 4514 2.50 LM324 1.20 MM5837 2.50 74141 1.10 74LS112 60 
.70 

2N3503 70 BC640 .40 2650 23.00 4516 1.40 LM325 3.10 LM7555 1.80 74145 .85 74LS113 65 2N3563 .30 BCY70 .85 2708 8.50 4518 1.50 LM329-DZ 1.40 Mc10116L .95 74147 2.00 74LS114 50 2N3564 .30 BCY71 .85 2716 18.00 4519 .55 LM334-Z 1.30 1;13741 .60 74148 1.40 74LS122 .50 2N3569 .30 BD115 1.50 4116 8.00 4520 1.60 LM335 12.40 LF13741-H .70 74150 1.20 7416123 .75 PN3565 .30 80135 .70 5101 9.00 4522 1.25 LM336-Z 3,20 DS75452 .50 74151 .60 74LS125 .50 PN3566 .30 BD136 .70 55101 9.00 4527 1.20 LM339 .90 76477 4.20 74152 4,90 74LS128 70 PN3567 30 BD137 .70 MM52030 14.50 4528 1.25 LM348 1,10 75451 .60 74153 74LS132 .80 2143568 ,30 BD138 .70 MM5204 12.50 4529 1.60 LM349 1.80 75491 1.40 74154 
.70 

1.20 7415133 .50 2N3638 .30 BD739 .70 MM5220 7.20 4539 1.60 LF351-N 70 75492 1.40 74155 74LS136 .50 2143639 30 BD140 .70 MM5307 18.00 4541 1.60 LF356-AN 1.10 8T28 
.90 

1.60 74LS138 1.20 2143640 30 BD235 .65 MM5309 6.50 4543 
4553 

2.00 
5.50 

LF357 1.10 

LM358 .70 
1TLIS) 
74500 .80 

9310 
9311 

.65 
1.00 

74LS139 
74LS151 

.95 

.75 
2143641 30 

2N3645....33330000 30 

80234 
BD237 

50 
.50 

MM5312 9.00 
MM5369 2.60 4555 1.00 LM373 4.10 74S02 .80 9312 1.35 74LS153 .60 P143642 30 BD262 1.20 5387 8.50 40097 .95 LM374 5.40 74504 .80 74156 1.50 7415154 1.50 PN3643 .30 BD301 .75 MM5395 6.50 40098 .95 LM376 .70 74510 .75 74157 .60 74LS155 1.00 PN3644 30 BD302 .75 MM5740 17.00 40175 

74C SERIES 
1 00 LM377 2.90 

LM379 5.70 

74511 
74532 

75 
.75 

74161 
74162 

1.00 

1.00 

74LS156 
74LS157 

1.00 

90 
2143646 .30 
2N3692 

80263 
BD435 

1.25 

.70 
6502 10.50 
6508 5.50 74C00 .40 LM308 SPIN 1.30 74551 ,75 74163 .85 74LS158 70 

.50 
2N3693 35 80646 1.70 6520 5.50 74002 .40 LM380 14PIN 1.50 74S74 1.20 74164 .60 7415160 85 2N3702 BD647 1.80 6522 10.00 74C04 .40 LM381A-N 2.40 74S86 1.40 74165 .60 7415181 B5 

.30 
P143694 .30 BD675 80 6523 17.00 74C08 .40 LM381N 1.80 745112 1.20 74174 .50 74LS162 1.00 2143704 BOV648 3.10 6551 17.00 74C10 .40 LM382N 2.00 74S135 2.20 74175 .90 74LS163 .85 

.30 

2143709 BV065B 3.10 IM6561 4.50 74C14 .90 LM383 2.70 745138 3.20 . 74176 1.10 74LS164 1.30 
.30 

2N3713 2.20 BF115 .50 MCM6574 19.60 74020 .40 LM384 2.40 74S157 2.95 74177 1.10 74LS165 .50 2N3819 BF173 .70 MCM6575 10.50 74C30 .40 LM386 1.00 74S158 2.95 74180 .90 7415168 1.90 
.80 

2N3866 2.00 Bf180 .70 MC6900P 9.00 74032 .40 LM387 1.30 74S182 3.30 74181 2.30 74LS169 1.90 2N3904 .30 BF195 .30 MC6802 13.60 74C42 1.10 LM391 1.80 7400 SERIES 74182 .90 74LS170 2.80 213906 .30 BF198 .30 MC6808 12.50 74C48 1.55 LM393 .80 7400 40 74184 1.20 74LS173 90 2N4030 1.10 BF199 .30 6810A 4.90 74C73 .75 Lf398 5.00 7401 40 74185 1.20 74LS174 90 2N4032 .55 BF336 .80 6820 5.50 74C74 .70 8038 6.00 7402 40 74190 1.00 7415175 .90 2N4033 90 8F337 .80 6821 6.00 74C76 .75 NE530 .1.10 7403 .40 ' 74191 1:50 74LS181 2.50 2N4036 1.00 8F458 .90 6850 5.15 74083 1.40 0M350 9.90 7404 . .40 74192 1.70 7415189 3.80 2N4037 .90 8F494 .40 6852 6.40 

425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070. MELBOURNE. PH (03) 489-8131. 
RITRONICS WHOLESALE PH (03) 489-7099, MAIL ORDERS PH (03) 481-1436. 
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ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 
OESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS. 

7106 
7107 
7210 
L57220 
180 CPU 
Z80A CPU 

12.90 
15.00 
13.20 

6.00 
14.00 
16.00 

220u1 .20 
330u1 .25 
470uf .35 
1000uí .50 
2200uí .90 
35V 

Z80 P10 13.80 2u2/3u3 .10 
280A P10 16.50 10u1 .15 
Z80 CTC 13.80 100u1 .20 
Z80A CTC 16.50 220u1 .30 
Z80 DMA 40.70 1000u1 .70 
Z80 510'0 56.90 2000uf .90 
Z80 5101 
Z80 

56.90 2200uí 1.10 
510'2 

Z80A S10'0 
56.90 
63.00 

50V 
0.47uf .08 

Z80A S10'1 63.00 1 u'2u2 .08 
Z80A 510'2 63.00 3.3uí .15 
8035 27.00 4.7uf .15 
INS8050 15.00 10u1 .15 
INS8080 8.00 22u/33u ,20 
P8085 25.00 47W100u .20 
8155 22.00 220uf .50 
8165 22.00 470u1 .60 
8205 5.00 63V 
P8212 4.00 0.47uf .10 
8214 8.00 1u2u2 .10 
8216 5.90 3u3'4u7 .10 
8224N 5.50 10W25u .15 
8224 7.50 47uí .20 
8226 5.90 100u1 .25 
8228 9.50 63V 
8238 8.00 220uf .40 
8243 8.00 330u1 .45 
8251 / 14.00 470uí .80 
INS8251 6.50 160V 
8253 19.50 2.2uí .20 
8255A 8.60 10uí 

. 
.30 

8257 99.00 22uf .50 
8259 99.00 250V 
8275 99.00 2.2uf .25 
8278 99.00 350V 
8295 25.00 1uf .20 
DM8578 3.50 CAN TYPE 
Ay -5-2376 19.56 35V 
MM5104N 10.00 2500uí 1.95 
MM55106N 10.00 40V 
MM57160 7.50 5600uí 1.90 
8748A 99.00 50V 
8755A 99.50 6800u1 4.50 
MCT2 .80 63V 
MCT6 3.30 2500uí 3.25 
MCT275 1.50 75V 
MCC671 3.00 3300uí 5.90 
4N28 .85 BIPOLAR 50V 
4N33 1.20 1W2u2 .25 
4N26 .85 3u3/4u7 .30 
MM80C95 .90 6.8uí .30 
80C96 .90 10/22uf 
MM80C97 .90 

.40 
33uí .50 

80C98 .90 47uf .69 
CAPACITORS 100uf .80 
16V POLYSTYRENE 
33uf .15 125V 
330u1 .40 10pf to 
25V 680p1 
100u1 .25 

.45 
1000pf to 

330uf .45 10,00001 .55 
2500uf 
50V 
2500u1 
63V 
10u1 
47u1 
100uf 
220uf 
470u1 
1000u1 
RB. (PCB) 
6.3V 
470uf 
1000u1 
10V 
4.7u1 

16Vuf 

1.00 

2.15 

.16 

.30 

.40 

.55 

.75 
1.65 

.20 

.30 

.10 

.10 

RESISTORS 
.33W .03 
1W .07 
WINDING WIRE 
(B&S) 
16,23 2.00 
21,29 3.60 
36,37 3.60 
38,39 3.60 
40 3.60 
22 3.80 
26 3.90 
20,24 4.50 
28 4.90 
18.30 6.50 
31,32 6.60 
33,34 6.60 

10uf .08 FUSES 

22u1 .10 3AG 

33'47uf .10 1-9 .09 
100uf .15 10+ .08 
220u1 .20 GREENCAPS 
470uf .25 100V 
640uf .45 .001-027 .09 
1000uf .40 .003-056 .11 
2500uf .65 .068-1 .15 
254 .12-22 .25 
2u2/3u3 .10 0.27u1 .30 
4u7/10u .10 0.33uí .30 
25u93u .12 0.39uí .45 
47u1 .13 0.47uí .40 
100W .15 .56,.68,.82 .50 

1,1.2,1.5 1.00 0PTOCOUPLERS ETI 152 $2.00. 
1.Buf 1.00 MCT2 .80 ETI 261 $1.50 
2.2uf 1.20 MCT6 3.30 Ell 264 $1.50 
3.3uf 2.00 MCT275 1.50 ETI 321 $3.90 
4.7uf 3.40 MCC671 3.00 Ell 322 52.75 

4N28 .85 ET1452 $5.90 
ZENER DIODES 4N33 1.20 Ell 466 56.50 
E24 Range 4N26 .85 Eli 474 52.20 
400MW .12 Ell 470 52.70 
1 Watt .23 NEW ETI 471 $9.90 

PROJECT BOARDS Ell 472 $2.70 
E11263 $1.80 ETI 541 $2.60 
Ell 151 $2.20 ETI 549A 52.50 

ETI 561 $2.75 
Ell 573 $2.90 
Ell 576 $4.50 
ETI 577 .52.70 
ETI 606 . $2.30 
Ell 726 $3.30 
80sa3 $3.90 
79FE11 52.50 
79UPS6 $2.90 
791111 $2.20 
79SF9 52.60 
79P$11 $2.90 
79se3 $3.90 

79md9 $2.20 
80au3 $2.90 
80cm3A $2.40 
80an3B $3.50 

DREAM 6800 
$10.90 

DREAM 6802 
$11.90 

(Redesigned board 
with notes to 
eliminate 6875 
clock chip.) 
Please note boards 
are figreg lass 1 oz 
copper precision 
dolled. 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS DIP SWITCHES SPST 2.097152 HC33 $12.50 
78L05 .5V 100mA .40 P/N No. of Switches Price 2.4576 HC33 $6.90 
LM341P-5 .5V 500mA .80 SD3 3 $1.60 2.500 HC33 56.90 
7805 .5V 1A 1.00 SD4 4 $1.70 3.000 HC33 57.90 
7905 .5V 1 A 1.70 SD5 5 $1.90 3.000 HC18 $7.90 
LM309K .5V 1A 1.20 SD6 6 52.30 3.2768 HC18 57.90 
7805K .5V 1A 2.10 SD7 7 52.40 3.2768 HC33 $7.90 
LM323-K .5V 3A 6.90 SD8 8 $2.50 3.330 HC33 $7.90 
78H05KC .5V SA 8.50 SD9 9 52.70 3.330 HC18 $7.90 
LM341p-8 .8V 500mA .80 SD10 10 $3.00 3.579545 HC33 $7.90 
78112CP .12V 100mA .40 3.579545 HC18 $5.50 
79112 .12V 100mA WIRE WRAP 3 -LEVEL 3.6000 HC18 $4.90 
LM341P12 .12V 500mA .775 1-9 10-25 100+ 4.000 HC33 54.90 
7812 .12V 1A 1.00 8 Pln' .75 .65 .50 4.000 HC18 $4.90 
7912 .12V 1A 1.90 14 Pin .90 .85 .80 4.194304 HC18. 56.90 
7812KC .12V 1A 2.15 16 Pin 1.00 .90 .85 4.33619 HC18 $6.90 
7912KC .12V 1A 2.60 18 Pin 1.20 1.10 1.00 4.440 HC18 56.90 
79H12KC .12V 5A 8.00 20 Pin 1.40 1.30 1.20 4.550 HC18 $6.90 
78CBUC .13.8V 2A 3.50 22 Pin 1.60 1.40 1.30 4.750 HC18 $6.90 
78CBUC .13.8V2A 6.00 24 Pin 1.90 1.80 1.70 4.91520 HC18 $6.90 
78L15 .15V 100mA .35 28 Pin 2.20 2.10 2.00 4.9562 HC18 $6.90 
79115 .15V100mA .65 36 Pin 2.60 2.40 2.30 5.0688 HC18 $6.90 
LM341P15 .15V500mA .80 40 Pin 2.90 2.70 2.50 5.185 HC18 $6.90 
7815 .15V1A 1.00 5.585 HC18 56.90 
7915CT .15V1A 1.80 CANNON CONNECTORS 5.585 HC18 $6.90 
7915KC .15V1A 2.60 XLP-3-11C 4.50 '5.587 HC18 $6.90 
78H15KC .15V5A 6.50 XLP-3-12C 4.50 5.7143 HC18 56.90 
78118 .18V100mA .35 XLP-3-13 4.20 5.9904 HC18 56.90 
7818 .18V 1A 1.40 XLP-3-14 3.60 5.000 HC18 $5.50 
78L24 .24V 10CmA .35 XLP-LNE-31 4.50 6.000 HC18 55.50 
79L24 .24V 100mA .65 XLP-LNE-32 4.60 6.1444 HC18 55.90 
7824 .24V 1A 1.10 XLP-LNE-12 5.50 6.400 HC18 56.90 
LM317T .ADJ1A 2.40 6.5536 HC18 56.90 
LM337T .ADJ1A 3.80 COMPUTER GRADE ELECTRO. 6.6670 HC18 $6.90 
LM317K .AD J2A 4.50 2900u1 40V 6.50 7.15900 HC18 $6.90 
LM337K .ADJ2A 5.90 6800uf 16V 6.40 8.000 HC18 54.90 
LM350K .ADJ 3A 8.40 10,0000f 16V 9.00 8.330 HC18 56.90 
78HCKC .ADJSA 10.50 10,000u1 25V 9.50 9.304 HC18 56.90 
78P05 .5V 10A 16.50 10,000u1 40V 11.90 10.000 HC18 $5.50 

15,000uí 40V 12.00 10.73865 HC18 56.90 
22,000uí 25V 12.90 11.000 HC18 $5.50 

BRIDGES 22,000uí 40V 23.00 12.000 HC18 $5.50 
VM48 400V 1A DIL 1.50 27,000uí 35V 23.50 13.5168 HC18 $6.90 
W02 200V 1.58 .60 33,000u1 16V 23.50 14.31818 HC18 $6.90 
W04 400V 1.5A .60 68,000uí 16V 21.50 15.000 HC18 $6.90 
KHPCO2 200V 3A 2.00 100,000uí 10V 20.50 16.000 HC18 56.90 
KBP602 200V 6A 2.50 18.000 HC18 $6.90 
KBP604 400V6A 2.60 MULT1STRAND RIBBON CABLE 18.432 HC18 56.90 
KBP606 800V 6A 2.80 Price Per Meter: 19.6608 HC18 57.50 
KHPC1002 200V10A 2.60 1-9 10+ 20.000 HC18 56.90 
KBPC1004 400V10A 3.20 10 Way .70 .60 23.400 HC18 57.50 
KBPC1006 600V 10A 3.20 12 Way .75 .65 23.684 HC18 $7.50 
M DA3501 100V35A 3.20 16 Way 1.00 .90 24.000 HC18 $6.90 
MDA3502 200V35A 3.20 20 Way 1.35 1.25 27.000 HC18 $6.90 
MDA3504 400V 35A 3.40 40 Way 2.70 2.50 32.000 HC18 56.90 

36.000 HC18 $6.90 
DISPLAYS CRYSTALS 48.000 HC18 $6.90 
MAN2A 3"Red Alpha Num 6.30 freq MHz. HOLDER PRICE 100.00 HC18 $15.00 
MAN72A 3"CA Red 2.20 1.000 HC33 $12.50 PLEASE NOTE: 
MAN74A 3"CC Red 2.20 1.8432 HC33 510.50 Not all crystals are in stock at present but are on 
MAN52A 3"CA Green 3.40 2.000 HC33 $12.50 order. 
MAN82A 3"CC Green 3.40 
MAN82A 3"CA Yellow 3.40 4-1L4-4-4-viu11-4-141-4444-41-414-4 
MAN84A 3"CC Yellow 3.40 
MAN6740 56"2 Digit CC Red 3.60 SPECIALS: 10 BD139 55:50 
MAN8610 
MAN8640 
T1L306 
01704 
DL707 
DL747 
OL750 
FND357 
FND500 
FND507 
FND800 

Red 
Red 

3"CC Red 
3"CA Red 
63"CC Red 
63"CC Red 
362"CC Red 
5"CC Red 
5'CA Red 
8"CC Red 

3.30 
3.30 

12.00 
2.20 
2.30 
3.40 
4.00 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
3.00 

2114 
2114 
2114 
2114 

2708 
2708 
4116 
4116 
4116 
4116 

450 as 
450 es 
450 ns 
450 es 
450 ns) 
450 ns 
200-250 
200-250 
200-250 
200-250 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

8 for $34.40 10 80140 

. 16 for $68.00 10 80549 

32 for $130.00 10 BC559 

64 for 5250.00 
10 BC547 

1-8 for $8.50 ea 
10 BC557 

1632 for $8.35 ea 
10 BC327 
10 RL4136 

1-7 $8.00 ea 10 2114 (450 ns) 
8-15 57.00 ea 10 2708 

16-31 $6.50 ea 10 Red Leds 
32 plus $6.25 ea 100 Red Ledo 

55.50 
51.00 
$1.50 
51.00 
51.50 
$1.50 

$13.00 
542.00 
584.00 

51.20 
$10.00 

10 BU208 $25.00 10 Green Leds 52.00 
DIP SOCKETS 100 BU208 $200.00 10 7447 $6.00 
16 Pin Zip' Dip11 
24 Pin Zip' Dip 11 

$11.50 
512.50 

10 BU126 $20.00 10 7490 
10 BDX80 575.00 

$5.00 

40 Pin Zip' Dip 11 $17.50 
'Zero Insertion Pressure 

An prices current only until 15th November, 1980. 

For heavier items add additional postage. Extra heavy items sent Comet freight on. Prices subject to change without 
notice. Send 60c and SAE for free catalogues.. Minimum pack and post $1.00. Bankcard Mail Orders welcome. 
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Economy Sized Computers- 
don't stunt your growth. 
A lot of small business computers are like our 

ads-they start out small and stay that way. 
But Vector's Economy Sized Computers grow 

as you grow. Whenever you need to, you can have up 
to 4 more terminals, more power, more memory. 

With Economy Sized Computers, you get data 
and word processing capabilities you only ,: expect from much larger computers. All for 

the price of a new copying machine- 

See the Vector Economy Sized 
Computers at your nearest computer dealer. 

Because no matter how small they 
may look, their performance grows on you. 

VEcroR 
VECTOR GRAPHIC INC. 

Dicker Data Projects P/L 
31 Cawarra Road, Caringbah, 2229. 

Ph: (02) 524-5639, 525-4707. Telex: 70182. 

NSW: Chatswood (02) 911-1892, Quakers Hill (02) 626-9874, 
Albury (060) 21-3926, Coffs Harbour (066) 52-4077, Newcas- 
tle (049) 26-2644. OLD: Brisbane (04) 229-4710, Cairns (070) 
51-3632. VIC: Melbourne (03) 878-1255. WA: Perth (09) 321- 
9232, Bentley (09) 362-1745. TAS: Hobart (002) 34-9018. 
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Dear Sir, 
Have you ever published a design for a 

receiver antenna suitable for use on HF, 
VHF and UHF bands, 30 MHz to 
514 MHz? if you haven't published such a 

design, could you recommend a com- 
mercially available antenna construction 
book? 

L. Jones 
Subiaco, W.A. 

Unfortunately, we have not published the 
design of such an antenna, I doubt if 
anyone has published a single antenna 
design to do the job you ask. 

Theoretically speaking, the "discone" 
antenna is capable of doing the job, but in 
practice, there are difficulties. The 
nearest thing to your requirements that 
we have described as a project is the 
ETI-714 Log -Periodic Antenna. This was 
published in the February and March 
Issues, 1978. It covers 40 MHz to 
250 MHz. 

For books on the subject, you might 
look at "The Radio Amateur Antenna 
Handbook" by Orr and Cowan; the 
"ARRL Antenna Handbook" by The 
American Radio Relay League or per- 
haps "The Radio Handbook" by Orr. 
Most libraries will have copies or can ob- 
tain them on inter -library loan. Many 
technical book specialists also carry 
them, as do Dick Smith Electronics. 

Dear Sir, 
I am very interested in electronics and 

would like to learn about radio and hi-fi 
systems. I know very little about these 
fields and would like to learn. Could you 
please tell me where to get information on 
the basics of radio and hi-fi. 

The article in your July issue about 
"Good Car Sound" was much appreci- 
ated. Sealing the cavity in the doors and 
boot made a big difference to my modest 
system! 

Stephen Sutcliffe 
Parramatta, NSW 

It is very difficult for us to suggest a book 
that covers the basics of hi-fi. Quite a 

number are available pitched at "the lay- 
man" but it seems you want something 
more technical. Unfortunately, we've 
seen nothing recently that covers the 
technical basics of the subject. 

The same is not true for radio, though. 

"A Course in Radio Fundamentals" by 
George Grammer, published by The 
American Radio Relay League, covers 
the subject very thoroughly. Most techni- 
cal book specialists stock it. A series of 
books, published by Hayden, called 
"Electronics One", "Electronics Two" etc 
also covers the subject, but in a more 
descriptive manner. These are distri- 
buted here by Butterworths Pty Ltd, 586 
Pacific Highway, Chats wood NSW 2067. 

Dear Sir, 
People these days are becoming in- 

creasingly interested in CB radios. Would 
it be possible for you to design a 

"compact" walkie-talkie which would in- 
clude such features as good sensitivity, 
low current drain, reasonable working 
range (5 - 10 miles), squelch, beeper, a 
range of channels (say three or four of the 
most used ones, including ch. 14) and 
incorporating "chips". 

It may sound a lot, but if you are able to 
do this in the near future (say two issues) I 

think it would be worthwhile. Price should 
be less than $30, if possible. 

Chris Muller 
Bellingen, NSW 

It not only "sounds a lot-- it's quite a tall 
order! For certain, we could design such 
a project, but unfortunately it is not 
practical. Firstly, a licence would have to 

be obtained by any person wishing to use 
the completed equipment. For you to ob- 
tain the licence, the equipment would 
need to be 'type approved' by the P & T 
Department. As performance would be 
subject to variations in construction - 
including possible modification - we 
doubt type approval would be forth- 
coming. It's not that we couldn't design a 

unit to meet the appropriate specifica- 
tions, it's that actual performance is 
completely In the hands of the 
constructor. 

Getting onto the technical problems, a 

reasonable working range of "5 - 10 

miles" with a walkie-talkie requires 
power. This precludes low current drain - except perhaps In the receiver. In any 
case, the range will depend greatly on 
terrain and antenna efficiency - and 
antennas suitable for handheld trans- 
ceivers are generally inefficient. Lastly, I 

doubt if such a project would cost "less 
than $30". 

It seems like a good idea ... at first. 

ELECTRONICS 
MELBOURNE 
Ph (03) 842-3666 

Trading Hours: 10am-6pm Mon to Fri. 

á o 

S-100 VO PORT BOARD 

DUAL SERIAL I/O CARD Features:- dual inde- 
pendantly controlled serial ports with TTY and 
RS232 outputs and Inputs. Nine programmable 
parallel ports, crystal controlled baud rates fully 
buttered and add-ess decoded. Plated through 
holes & solder resist mask. 
Price: Kit 5189. Ass. $225. 

UV EPROM ERASER 

et> 
AN. 

New próduct range. Model LEE/T 15W tube, 120 
min timer, up to 40 EPROMS will erase in 10/15 
mins. Model MEE/T 8W tube 120 min timer, up to 
10 EPROMS will erase In 20/30 mins. Model MEE 
is same as MEET but with no timer. All erasers 
are fully assembled and have a safety switch. 
LEE/T $125. MEE/T $105. MEE 585. 

S-100 EXTENDERlTERMINATOR 

- I t m l,0 I°gtu;6ll,ld.l dg1U9t;!nlaE ,., 
+14, f.,, ,.R me. m/n «memo on 

® 1 ° 1 f 1 ~ 'tutu 
v,.. ® r et,r.r. ~tit _.. 

,,.,Woitter- 
EXTENDER TERMINATOR CARD - features: - 
true active termination of the bus with Inbuilt 
extender connector on top o! board, fused rails 
to extended board. Test points numbered, sol- 
der resist, plated through. Price: Kit $80. Ass. 
5110. 

LA34 DECWRITER 
PRINTER/ TERMINAL 

Desk Top printer, full 128 ASCII character set, 
switchable 110 and 300 baud rates, 30 cps speed, 
adjustable character widths, adjustable line spac- 
ing, 9 x 7 dot matrix printing. Price 51,595 ex 
stock. 

TELEVIDEO TV1-912B TERMINAL 
80 x 24 display, upper and lower case, 110 to 9600 
baud rate, dual intensity, numeric pad, cursor 
controls, XV addressable cursor, block mode, self 
test, microprocessor controlled. Price $1,295. 

. 

S " STE[T]S 

1096 Doncaster Rd, Doncaster East, Vic 3109. 
PO Box 19, Doncaster East, 3109. Telex AA37213. 
DEALER: Canberra - 81-5011, Sydney - 661-9237. 

Send 66c in stamps for COMPUTER PRINTOUT 
CATALOGUE for more details. 

ALL PRODUCTS AUSTRALIAN MADE AND EX STOCK (ALMOST). 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 
Prices and specs. subject to change without notice. 

All prices tax free, for retail prices add 15 percent. 

.I 
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Micro Computers From 
INDUSTRIAL MICRO SYSTEMS 

. . 

IMS SERIES 8000 

-,i 

IMS SERIES 5000 

THE NEW MODEL 16 
HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM 

WINCHESTER TECHNOLOGY 
WITH BUILT-IN BACKUP 

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link, and any system is only as 
good as its Individual components. Because of the way they have 
been developed, you won't find any weak links -In the systems made by 
Industrial Micro Systems. They have evolved. Evolution means sur- 
vival of only the fittest components. From -the popular and reliable 
static RAM boards to the floppy disk sub -systems, Industrial Micro 
Systems quality components have been used for years in thousands 
of systems by many well known companies around the world. With the 
development of the Z80 CPU, I/O cards. and DMA double density 
floppy disk controllers, Industrial Micro Systems components have 
evolved into Microcomputer Systems. Thus the systems have inheri- 
ted the Industrial Micro Systems quality and field proven reliability of 
their components. 
If you are looking for only the best in Microcomputer. Systems you 
cannot ignore the Industrial Micro Systems family of Computers and 
component sub -systems. Aside from their mechanical strength and 
reliability, the systems feature incredible versatility in regard to ex- 
pansion of both hardware and software. The size of the system that 
you will purchase initially does not place any restriction on the ultimate 
size of system to which you can expand. 

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS: - 
CPU: Z80A operating at 4 MHz. 
BUS: S-100 with 12 slot Motherboard. 
18A at 5 Volts available. 
MEMORY: 8 -bit Static or 8 -bit plus parity Dynamic RAM from 32K to 256K Byte 
using 16K, 32K, 64K memory boards. 
DISKS: 8 inch: DMA, IBM format compatible, single/double density controller. 
8" drives, single or double sided (500 Kb storage per side). 
5 inch: DMA, soft sector, double density controller (150Kb per side). 
Hard Disk (Sub -system 16) option provides 32, 64, or 96 Megabytes of storage. 
Subsystem 16 includes a 16 Megabyte removable SMD Technology Disk Pack 
for ease of data backup and archival storage and a 16, 48, or 80 Megabyte fixed 
media that employs Winchester 3340 technology. It also includes the Model 490 
hard disk controller, credenza enclosure, cabling and disk pack for the most 
complete and attractive large storage capability available. Data transfer Is by 
DMA or P1O, your choice. Transfer rate is 1.2 Megabyte/sec I 

I/O: The Systems are provided with 2 RS232C serial Inter -faces with software 
controlled baud rates up to 1920Bd. Terminal port defaults at 9600Bd, second 
port at 300 baud for Modems or slow printer. Plus three parallel I/O ports, all as 
standard. Amongst other refinements, (too numerous to mention them all), there 
is a real time clock provided for each user as well. 

There are a host of other reasons why we think that these systems are the best available. Give us a call, write or drop in and 
see us. We will be at the 8th World Computer Exhibition in Melbourne this month so why not pay us a visit at STAND 42. 
You can also see the systems in Tasmania - call Bruce Lipscombe in Computer World at 98 Main Rd, Moonah (28-6288). 

S.I. MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS LT 
D 

Formerly Sigma International Pty. Ltd. 

GPO BOX 72 SYDNEY 2001 92 PITT ST SYDNEY (02) 2314091 232 6804 
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Remember - all prices shown include sales 
tax, postage and packing. 
N.B. Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as a 
business expense. 
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Elite.. 

Until now, building your own computer could 
cost you around 5600 - and still leave you with 
only a bare board for your troublesThe Sinclair 
ZX80 changes all that. For just 5295 you get 
everything you need including leads for direct 
connection to your own cassette recorder and 
television. The ZX80 really is a complete, 
powerful full -facility computer matching or sur- 
passing other personal computers costing much 
more. The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC and 
you could use it for anything from chess to run- 
ning a power station. 

Two unique and valuable components of the 
Sinclair ZX80: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter 
and the Sinclair teach -yourself BASIC manual. 
The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter: offers 
remarkable programming advantages - unique 
'one touch' key word entry. The ZX80 
eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing, Key 
words (RUN, PRINT, LIST etc) have their own 

780-1 microprocessor- new, 
faster version of the famous 
Z-80 microprocessor chip, 
widely recognised as the best 
ever made. 

RAM chips. 

\i/Pir 

---$fir14' < 

; ) 3- 

VHF TV modulator. 

Sockets for TV, 
to recorder, 

power supply. 

SUPER 
ROM. 

_' - 
/Clock. 

Rugged, 
flush, 
Sinclair 
keyboard. 

single key entry. Unique syntax check. Only 
lines with correct syntax are accepted into 
'programs. A cursor identifies errors immediate- 
ly, preventing entry of long and complicated 
programs with faults only to discover them when 

you run. 
Excellent string handling capability - takes 

up to 26 string variables of any length. All 
strings can undergo all rational tests (e.g. com- 
parison). The ZX80 also has string input to re- 

quest a line of text; strings do not need to be 

dimensioned. Up to 26 single dimension arrays. 
FOR/NEXT loops nested up to 26. %ariable 
names of any length. BASIC language also 
handles full Boolean arithmatic, conditional ex- 

pressions, etc. 
Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows 

modification of existing program lines. Ran- 
domise function, useful for games and secret 
codes. Timer under program control. PEEK and 

r ORDER FÓRM: 

POKE enable entry of machine code instruc- 
tions, USR causes jump to a user's machine 
language sub -routine. High resolution graphics 
with 22 standard graphic symbols. The Sinclair 
teach -yourself -BASIC manual 96 page book free 
with every kit. 

Fewer chips, compact design, volume produc- 
tion means MORE POWER FOR YOUR 
DOLLAR! The ZX80 owes its low price to its 
remarkable design; the whole system is packed 
onto fewer, newer more powerful and advanced 
LSI chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance, 
contains the BASIC interpreter, the character 
set, operating system and monitor. And the 
ZX80's 1K byte RAM is roughly equivalent to 
4K bytes in a conventional computer because the 
ZX80's brilliant design packs the RAM so much 
more tightly. (Key words occupy just a single 
byte). You can add to the memory via the expan- 
sion port, giving a maximum potential of 16K. 

SINCI.AIR EQUIPMENT (AUSTRALASIA) PTY. LTD. 
308 High St.. Kew 3101. Vic. Tel. 861 6224. 

Quantity Item Item Price Total 

Ready -assembled Sinclair 1X80 
Personal Computer(s). 
Price incl. ZX80 BASIC manual. 
excl. mains adaptor. 

5295.00 

Mains Adaptor(s)(600Ma at 9V DC 
nominal unregulated). S 16.00 

Memory Expansion Board(s) takes 
up to 3K bytes. 

S 2950 

RAM Memorychips - standard IK 
bytes capacity. S 10.00 

Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s) free with 
every ZX80 computer. 

S 15.00 

I enclose cheque/Bankcard/ Diners Club/Amex TOTAL 

Name 

Address Postcode 

HTI 

_J 
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Micro machine has it 
all sewn up 
William Fisher 
Employing modern microprocessor technology and 
precision stepping motor drives, this machine is several 
`quantum leaps' from Thimonnier's wooden wonders of 
1830. 

THE microprocessor -controlled sewing 
machine just released by Janome 
applies modern technology to a craft 
that has persisted virtually unchanged 
since the dawn of civilisation - 
embroidery. 

The pace and impatience of modern 
lifestyles and the changing patterns of 
education have led to a steady decline in 
the popularity of decorative needle- 
work. Few people nowadays have 
enough skill, patience or time to em- 
broider by hand and although sewing 
machines have been able to execute 
fancy stitches for years, the results are 
generally recognisable as inferior to 
work done by hand. 

Janome's Memory 7 sewing machine 
is flexible and versatile enough to 
match the quality and variety of hand 
stitching and does not require any 
special expertise from its operator. 
Thirty-one different stitch patterns are 
preprogrammed in its memory and each 
of these patterns can be varied in length 
and width over a wide range. 

Stitches are selected by touch buttons 
and the machine can be programmed to 
run through any combination of up to 
seven different stitches in sequence, 
sewing the sequences 'repeatedly in 
rows or freehand. So for example, com- 
plex hem decoration lines can be sewn 
in a single pass or freestanding multi - 

.0111. 

stitch motifs can be embroidered 
without resetting the machine. 

A 'mirror' program will laterally 
invert a programmed sequence, so that 
a row of stitches can be matched to a row 
of reversed stitches, for example down 
either side of a blouse front. 

Automatic buttonholing is nothing 
new, inasmuch as many machines al- 
ready on the market can be set to sew a 
run of buttonhole stitches, but getting 
the buttonholes the right length has 
previously involved either guesswork or 
inserting pins at the 'stop' points (which 
involves some risk of breaking the 
needle if it strikes the pin). Janome 
have made the whole thing a lot easier 
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by building a program into the Memory 
7 that allows the user simply to preset 
the width and length of a buttonhole. 
Similar buttonholes can then be re- 
peatedly sewn without any resetting, so 
that all the buttonholes on a garment 
can be exactly matched with no trouble. 

Apart from its decorating capabili- 
ties, the Memory 7 has a number of 
features that assist plain sewing. At the 
end of straight seams, it automatically 
sews four, on -the -spot locking off 
stitches to give a neat and secure finish. 
When the machine is stopped it auto- 
matically returns the needle to its 'up' 
position, clear of the workpiece, to avoid 
cotton jamming. 

A comprehensive range of attach- 
ments allows the Memory 7 to perform 
overlocking, insertion of zips, 
scallopping, pleating, pintucking and 
other dressmaking operations. 

We obtained a Memory 7 from 
Janome and gave it to staff member 
Elaine Ray to try out for us. Among her 
many other talents, Elaine is an expert 
seamstress, so she was able to appreci- 
ate some of the machine's features 
which were not obvious to the rest of us. 

On the whole, she was very impressed 
with its performance. It's apparently 
very easy to operate and even the most 
hamfisted operator ought to have no 
trouble with it. In contrast to some semi- 
automatic sewing machines, threading 
and bobbin loading are child's play, 
which is a distinct advantage in a 
machine designed primarily for decora- 
tive work where colours need to be 
changed frequently. 

The automatic tension on the 
machine Elaine tested worked abso- 
lutely perfectly on a variety of different 
fabrics, with no trace of 'pulling' or 

One of the memory chips where the stitch patterns 
are stored. 
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Cutaway view showing the stepping motor and some of the control circuitry. 
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Behind the side panel Is an array of LEDs to show which stitches have been selected. 

'spitting' caused by over or under - 
tensioning. She was also pleased with 
the number of 'stretch stitch' options in 
the range of stitch patterns. These are 
stitches that can be used for straight- 
forward sewing of stretch fabrics to give 
a seam that will stretch along with the 
fabric. 

In fact the only practical criticism of 
the Memory 7 is that it has no 'gather- 
ing foot' to automatically gather up a 
cuff (for example) while sewing a 
trimming onto it. However, given the 
general range and versatility of the 
machine, this is hardly a serious 
drawback. 

The Memory 7 will cost around $900 
and is available from major retail stores 
and sewing centres. 

Sewing machines-a brief history 
Around 1830 Barthelemy Thimonnier built about 
80 wooden sewing machines with hooked 
needles (steel, we hope!) to make uniforms for the 
French army, but they were all wrecked by rioting 
tailors who feared they would destroy their 
livelihoods. 

An American, Walter Hunt, invented the eye - 
pointed needle in 1832 but failed to patent it. 

Another American, Elias Howe, incorporated it in 
the first lockstitch sewing machine, which he 
patented in 1846. This used a curved needle 
which carried the thread through to the underside 
of the fabric where It interlocked with a second 
thread carried by a reciprocating shuttle. Howe's 
machine did not have an automatic fabric feed - 
this was perfected in the 1850s by A.R. Wilson. 

Isaac M. Singer, who invented the foot treadle 
and the presser foot, brought together the ideas of 
several of his predecessors in a machine which 
became the industry standard when it went into 
full scale production in the 1860s. In doing so, he 
infringed some of Howe's patents, but after a long 
legal wrangle Howe and Singer agreed to share 
their patents and both made fortunes. 

The zigzag machine was developed in Japan in 
the 1950s and that nation is now the world's 
largest sewing machine manufacturer. 
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ELECTRONICS 
COURSES 

FULL OR PART TIME 

Post Trade 
Technician 

Certificate of Technology 
Computer Service 

COLOUR TV 
AMATEUR - HOBBY 

RADIO 
COMPUTERS 

COMMUNICATIONS 
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 
MICROPROCESSORS 

MOTOR SPEED CONTROL 
DIGITAL 

991 Whitehorse Rd 
Box Hill 88 0691 

1.1.11.19.1I.11í 1 

Ir11 

VISIBLE MEMORY 
FOR AIM, SYM 

High resolution 320 x 200 
bit mapped pixel display 
matrix. 8K byte dual 
ported dynamic RAM. 

$249.00 

AIM -65 
ENCLOSURE 

For a professional appear- 
ance. Space for one addi- 
tional expansion card. 

$59.00 

,e1'11:1'°71n ., 

: 

GRAPHICS TEXT 5/W gives point plotting, line drawing, 
character generation 529.00 a AIM PRINT 5,'W superb exten- 
sions for AIM printer. Allows graphics and text as 10 rows of 
up to 127 charters per row $29.00 a VIDEO PLUS MC6845, 
2K RAM expansion to 6K, two 6522 S/W on cassette 5293.00 
ABT. DRAM PLUS 16K expansion to 32K 4116's, 16K 
Eprom space EPROM Programmer. 50 x 70 mm WW area, 
S/W on cassette. $353.00 A&T. a PROTO PLUS space for 40 
x 14/16, 4 x 24/40, 3 x VR 548.00 a MOTHER PLUS buttered 
and decoded, 5 adrift. boards 598.00 A&T. a CARO CAGE 
PLUS compatible with Mother Plus, anodised aluminium. 
$28.00 a MUSIC SYNTHESIZER four simultaneous voices, 
DÍA, fitter, amplifier. $55.00 AST. a Music Synthesizer S/W 
for AIM or SYM on cassette $25.00 
P&P $3.50. Prices phis sales tax If applicable. 

energy 
CONTROL 

PO BOX 31, GOODNA 4300. 
PHONE (07) 288-2757. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

SAE for 
Datasheet 

IMPORT 
COMPANY 
FOR SALE 
WELL ESTABLISHED 

IN ELECTRONICS 
FOR 20 YEARS 

GOOD SCOPE FOR 
EXPANSION 

Tel (02) 36-4401, A.H. (02) 36-1147. 

MICRO MINIATURE 

FANS 
24-72 mm 
DIAMETER, 
SWISS 
PRECISION 
MAKE. 

MICRONEL 
P.O. Box 108, Double Bay, NSW 2028 

Tel (02) 36-4401, A.H. (02) 36-1147. " 

SORCERER OWNERS! 

Upgrade your existing 8K Basic with the new Software 
Source Mod 1.01. Makes your Basic into a Superbasic 
with capabilities that outstrip even some Disc Bascis. 

e Full input checking to eliminate unseen syntax errors and line 
Overflows. 

e Redo from start if type mismatch in input statements. 
e Save numeric arrays with confidence. 
e Full line editing on input- change part of line without retyping 

it all. 
e Full selective renumbering - move your subroutines around: 

make a hole to insert more text. 
e Delete any block of lines. 
e Full recovery of program after accidental reset. 

Available only for Exidy Standard Basic version 1.0. 
Basic Mod 1.01 (include Rompac with order)5125.00 
Available as kit with full instructions $100.00 

OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 
String Saver: save Exidy Basic string arrays $37.50 
Eddit merge/renumber/edit Basic programs $35.00 
Moneychart chart cashflow of any business $58.00 
Management Report: see where & how money is spent 553.00 
Supercalc: Sorcerer becomes a 'supercaiculator $12.50 
Util 3: Use your development pac efficiently $24.50 
Life: play Conway's game superfast $8.50 
Biorhythm: Plot your biorythms fast $8.50 
CP/M programmes: (available In lifeboat or exidy formats on 
Micropolis 51/4 quad density disks. Specify when ordering). 
0: Soiled CP/M directory 51-7.50 
Compare: Compare two disk flies $17.50$17.50 

Ric View/alter any byte on the disk I , $17.50 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
C.10 Digital Cassette Tapes, box of 10, 58.85. 
16 Sector 5 V. Diskettes, box of 10, Single Density 
$40.00, Quad Density (box of 10 plus free library case) 
560.00 
Send cheque/money order to: 

SOFTWARE SOURCE, 
PO Box 364, Edgecliff, NSW 2027. 
All prices inclusive. For tree catalogue send SAE. 
Need specialised software? - call us, we can help. 

SOFTWARE SOURCE 
Phone (02) 33-4536 

L 
VIDEO 
v 

Shop: 418 Bridge Road, Richmond, Vic. 
Mall: PO Box 347, Richmond, 3121, Vic. 
Second hand video recorders and tapes, 
cheap. Also new. 

OSI HARDWARE FOR 
OHIO COMPUTERS 

Superboard II $367 (Inc. tax) 
so Covers/VDU Stands $18.95 
RF Modulators 5/9V $19.95 
4K RAM Kits cheap 

OSI SOFTWARE FOR 
OHIO COMPUTERS 

Almost 100 varieties for C1P/SII. 
Less available for C2/4P; enquire. 
Categories are: Games, Education, Business, Text, 
Instructions (Modifications), and utilities. 
C.1. Catalogue. Brief descriptions of all programs, 
free hints on programming and use of OSI comput- 
ers $2.95 
Example of titles: 
G.25 Alien Invaders $9.95 
G.30 Air -Sea Battle 59.95 
G.33 Grand Prix $9.95 
6.28 Death Ship (2 tapes) $18.95 
U.16 Filename (tape) $8.95 
U.19 Cursor/Editor C2/4 $11.95 
U.20 Mini -Assembler $9.95 
U.21 Single Key Basic $9.95 
T.1 (was 1.6) The First Book of OS) $16.95 
1.2 Aardvark Journal (6 issues) $10.95 
1.23 Light Pen (Instructions) $6.00 
1.16 G T Conversion $2.95 

Mall Orders allow postage e.g. OSI Software 1 or 2 
$1.00,3-5 $1.50, 6-9 $2.00, 10 or more items 52.50. 

All prices INCLUDE sales tax. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

PROGRAMMERS 
Wanted: Free-lance 

programmers familiar with 
TRS-80 Level II BASIC to 
write customized software 

packages for d9namic 
electronics retailer. 

If you are a University student, 
tutor, lecturer, doctor, lawyer, 

computer programmer or 
microcomputer buff and if you 

own a TRS-80/SYSTEM 80 
and/or enjoy programming in 

BASIC, why not take this 
opportunity to make some 
extra money in your leisure 

time by writing various 
software programmes for us? 

Give me a call - you have 
nothing to lose but plenty to 

gain. 
Please direct enquiries to: 

4/%4* 
MARK IM 

DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS 

Phone (02) 888 3200 
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26 MEGABYTES 

55250 
+SALES TAX 

9 

Suddenly, S-100 microcomputer systehts can easily handle 100'million 
bytes. Because Morrow Designs *M now offers the first 26 megabyte hard disk memory 
for S-100 systems - the DISCUS M26 TM Hard Disk System. 

It has 26 megabytes of useable memory (29 megabytes unformatted). And 
It's expandable to 104 megabytes. 

The DISCUS M26TM system Is delivered complete-a26 megabyte hard disk 
drive, controller, cables and operating system - for just $5,250. Up to three 
additional drives can be added. 

The DISCUS M26 TM system features the Shugart SA4008 Winchester -type 
sealed media hard disk drive, in a handsome metal cabinet with fan and power 
supply. 

The single -board S-100 controller incorporates Intelligence to supervise all 
data transfers, communicating with the CPU via three I/O ports (command, status, 
and data). The controller has the ability to generate interrupts at the completion of 
each command to increase system throughput. There is a 512 byte sector buffer 
onboard. And each sector can be individually write -protected for data base security. 

The operating system furnished with DISCUS M26 "...systems is the widely 
accepted CP/M 2.2. cinm is a trademark of Digital Research. 

See the biggest, most cost-efficient memory ever introduced 
for S-100 systems, on demonstration now at 

MKROC. IYPUTER 
ECINONIC OEvEIUPMENIS PIT 1T0 

DI SC US 

MORROW DESIGNS TM 

iry Road, Guildford, NSW 2161. Phone (02) 632-6301, 632-4966. Telex AA25958. 
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WHY IS THIS AUSTRALIA'S 
FASTEST SELLIZC COMPUTER? 

Simple. It is far and away i 

the best value computer available in Australia 
We admit it! Australia's fastest selling computer was the TRS-80. 
Was. It has now been well and truly beaten by the remarkable 
System 80 from Dick Smith Electronics. It has TRS-80 compatible 
level II BASIC as standard. So most of the huge range of 
software written for the TRS-80 is compatible with the System 80! 
Not only that, the System 80 has S-100 bus expansion 
capability .. . 

A small number of TRS80 programs will not run 
properly on the System 80 without menor modification. 

Level H compatible BASIC as standard 
(Tandy charge extra for level II) Industry standard S-100 bus expansion 

(They use their own non-standard system) 
RF output: uses any TV set as a monitor 

(You have to buy a true video monitor with theirs) 
Two motor controlled cassette interfaces 

(Theirs only has one) 
Inbuilt cassette deck (no inter -connections necessary) 

(Their cassette deck is completely separate) 
Inbuilt power supply (no inter -connections) 

(Tandy power supply must be connected up) 
AND THE BEST PART OF ALL IT IS MUCH CHEAPER THAN THE TANDY E 3 UIVALENTI 

Send for our FREE 
Computer Comparison Chart 

4K RAM WITH 
LEVEL II BASIC 
Cat X-4003 

DICK SMITH 

SYSTEIR 80 
$69500 

575000 
16K RAM WITH 
LEVEL II BASIC 
Cat X-4005 

Terms available to approved applicants 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
NSW 12$ Uri Street. SYDNEY. h 210 3377 VIC 301 L..dM. Street MELBOURNE h 11 $134 

147 Here Hwy. CHULLORA h $42 1122 011 Snap Red. RICHMOND 
112 P.cdl. lbelmey. GORE HILL h 435 6311 Oenae...a I ~ale Rh, SPRINBYALE 
30 Gres* Street. PARMMATTA h 013 1133 OLD Bat laps Reel OURANDA 
113 puce. Hwy. OLAKENURST h 644 7744 $42 Gyqu N.M. CHERM$IDE 
S1/ Gavle Street SYDNEY h 211 3777 ACT N ald.u.. SU..,. FYSHWICK 
131 1inw.t., Red BR00KYALE P1.13 0441 SA KO *Milo Street ADELAIDE 
713 Kann Street WOLLONGONG h IS 7100 WA 414 WNW. Street. PERTH 

Ph 021 1114 
Ph Ig /13a 
Ph 311 1233 
Pf /1 1266 
P/00{144 
Pf 212 1162 
Ph 32$ 1/44 

MAIL ORDER CENTRE: PO Boo 321. NORTH RYDE NSW 2113. Ph 888 3200. PACK b POST EXTRA. 

SHOPS OPEN 9AM to 5.30PM 
(Saturday: 9am till 12 noon( 
BRISBANE: Hall hour earlier. 
ANY TERMS OFFERED ARE TO 

APPROVED APPLICANTS ONLY 

RE -SELLERS OF DICK SMITH 
PRODUCTS IN MOST AREAS OF AUSI 
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computers 

POWER 

Portable computer terminals and completely portable 
microcomputer systems are just coming onto the 
American market. 

Although their makers 
would dearly love to succeed 
with their new products in 
the mass consumer market, 
business users are the most 
promising prospect so far. 

As one company president 
put it, "We're going to see hand 
held computers used more and 
more by big companies with a 

large sales force. A salesman 
with access to his company's 
computer could sit at a 

customer's facility and get 

things like the exact status of an 

order, inventory situation, or 
price quotes." 

So far there are no standard 
approaches to portable com- 
puters, with each company 
going its own way and aiming at 

a different market sector. 
Commodore have been dis- 
playing prototypes of their 

'Minipet', which uses the same 
6502 microprocessor as their 
well-known PET. Its hand held 
keyboard/processor unit has 
the letters arranged in typewriter 
fashion, with separate number 
keys, and interfaces with a 

normal TV screen to display 
monochrome images. 

Production models of the 
Minipet are expected to retail for 
about US $200 when they are in- 
troduced, or 50% more for a 

version which will display in 

colour. These prices are so far 
only estimates and the final 
price will depend on the amount 
of memory included and 
whether a liquid crystal display 
ís added to the TV facility. 
Commodore are also planning 
to produce a US$500 system 
with cassette mass storage and 
a printer included. 

-. . _ _ . __rd. .: _ _- 
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Tandy's TRS-80 Pocket Computer has only lust been released here. It 
features resident BASIC and 1.9K of RAM. Priced at $249, a cassette 
interface and recorder are also available. 

National Panasonic and 
Quasar have systems with hand 
held Keyboard/CPUs and 
peripherals housed in an 
attache case. These systems are 
also able to communicate with 
remote computers via optional 
modems and acoustic coup- 
lers. 

They are aimed more 
up-market, with higher prices 
justified by their larger memory 
capacity and greater speed. 
Panasonic's system has 73 kilo- 
bytes of RAM and 40K of ROM. 

Sinclair's ZX80 has been 
selling for less than Aus$200'in 
the UK for the last six months 
and was introduced to the USA 
at the Chicago Consumer Elec- 
tronics Show in June. It's 

basically designed for the 
hobbyist (you can get it at 20% 

discount in kit form) and is a 

Z80 based CPU/keyboard 
module that interfaces with any 
cassette recorder and TV moni- 
tor. No doubt there'll be lots of 
interest in this when it's released 
here (due this month!). 

Are PETs good for business ? 
Properly trained Commodore PETs could be the small 
businessman's best friend. 

That's what Sydney entrepre- 
neur John Guidice believes and 
he's acted on his convictions in 
establishing the Microcomputer 
House to market PETs with 
business software packages. 

He first became interested in 
the possibilities of these micro- 
computers when he bought one 
for his own personal use. Being 
a DP professional, he soon be- 

came dissatisfied with the 
limitations of its standard 
operating system and the 
simple BASIC programming 
capability, so he set out to de- 

velop his own software. While he 

was doing this, he also started a 

users' association and began 
editing a magazine and news- 
letter for it. 

Guidice aims to lease PETs 
for around $140 per month, 
with software developed by Data 
soft, Hanimex and himself, in- 
cluding a word processing 
package. 

More information from The 
Microcomputer House Pty. Ltd:, 
19 William St, Alexandria, NSW 
2015. Phone (02) 699-4334. 
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Integrated business software 
IMS Computer Systems, the Melbourne based software 
house, has released two integrated packages which form the 
base of a totally Integrated business system. 

The systems released are 
General Ledger 2.1 and Cre- 
ditors Ledger 2.1. The packages 
can operate in either a stand 
alone application, or the Gen- 
eral Ledger can access all 
purchase analysis information 
on the Creditors Ledger to pro- 
vide the integrated function. 

In addition to the integration 
programs, the packages in- 
clude additional features over 
General Ledger V1.0 and Cre- 
ditors V13; the previous re- 
lease. 

The General Ledger contains 
budgets for twelve months, pro- 
viding profit and loss MTD and 
YTD actual, budget and varia- 
tion, printouts of budgeted 
amounts, balance sheet, trial ba- 
lance, transaction print etc. It is 
suitable for companies, 
partnerships and sole traders. 
The 500 accounts in the chart 
can be manipulated to suit the 
user's need. 

The features of the Creditors 
Ledger, apart from general 
ledger account integration, in- 
clude: purchase analysis by 
supplier MTD and YTD, and 
discount received MTD, YTD, 
purchase analysis by product 

group, cheque printing, listings 
of invoices, credit notes, and 
cash payments, remittance ad - 
vices, aged trial balance etc. 

The packages also include 
enhancements to speed up 
processing. The debtors and 
integrated order entry invoicing 
system is currently being up- 
graded to provide a totally integ- 
rated business system. This is 
due for release in the fourth 
quarter 1980. 

The packages are designed 
to run on CP/M systems such as 
the Micro Star, Superbrain, 
Croemco etc and support 
twelve brands of VDUs. The 
packages utilize the latest re- 
lease of CBASIC2 (2.06) which 
has been designed for CP/M 
version 2. 

The prices, which include 
manual and system diskette, are 
$500 for the General Ledger 
and $400 for the Creditors. For 
users of previous IMS systems, 
there is a 50 percent upgrade 
charge. 

Further information can be 
obtained from IMS head office 
825 St Kilda Rd, Melbourne 
3004. (03) 51-9156. 

Disk drives for the HP -85 
Hewlett-Packard are bringing out a set of disk 
their HP -85 personal /professional computer. 
The new HP 82900 Series drives 
read double -sided double - 
density minifoppies. The dual 
master drive allows 540K of on- 
line storage, which can be dou- 
bled if necessary with a dual 
add-on drive. 

Users who want the speed 
and convenience of disk but 
don't need so much capacity 
can opt for a single master drive 
to get 270K of storage, which 
can be doubled if necessary 
with a single add-on drive. 

The interface between the 
disk drives and the computer is 
the HP -85 Mass Storage ROM. 
With this plugged into the 
HP -85 the disk operating sys- 
tem is ready to go as soon as 
power is turned on and no 
bootstrapping is necessary. 

. Z-ZD 

drives for 

Included on the ROM are a set 
of thirty additional BASIC 
commands that allow the user 
to take advantage of the mass 
storage capabilities without 
learning a new language. 

Other features of the ROM in- 
clude a TRANSLATE com- 
mand which automatically up- 
grades previously -written tape 
based programs for use on the 
disk drives and the ability to 
store and retrieve the CRT 
graphics display quickly. 

First deliveries of the drives 
and the ROM are expected on 
September 1st Further details 
are available from Hewlett- 
Packard Australia Pty. Ltd., 
31-41 Joseph St, Blackburn, Vic 
3130. (03) 89-6351. 
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Contrec cuts development costs 
A new development system for the Intel MCS-48 range of 
microcomputers is said to be priced well below comparable 
systems. 

The makers, Contrec Sys- 
tems, don't actually tell us the 
price though. They do tell us the 
system is based on the 
Cromenco Z -2D computer and 
that it will run all the standard 
software packages including 
BASIC, Fortran, Pascal, 
wordprocessing and account- 
ing systems. 

All the usual features like as- 
sembly, emulation and file stor- 
age are standard and an au- 
xiliary MCS-48 Computer Unit 

allows testing and debugging of 
programs in a stand alone mode 
or with prototype hardware. 

The system also provides as- 
semblers and simulators for 
8085 and Z80 software de- 
velopment and full emulation 
facilities for the 8085 are ex- 
pected to be announced later 
this year. 

Further information from 
Contrec Systems Pty Ltd at 55, 
Dundas Place, Albert Park, Vic 
3206. (03) 690-6905. 
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Dick Smith Sounds Off 
Australia's best-known electronics retailer/wholesaler is 
distributing several types of sound synthesis units. 

To begin with, there's the low 
cost sound effects and music 
package for his own System 80 
microcomputer. This is known 
as 'Sound Off and is also com- 
patible with the TRS 80 Level 11 

machine. It consists of a battery 
powered amplifier which con- 
nects to the computer via the 
normal external cassette recor- 
der cable, and a cassette tape 
with the software recorded on it 
It is said to achieve a wide range 
of pitch, duration and dynamic 
characteristics. 

Much more elaborate is an 
S-100 card called the SBI Music 
Synthesiser, which comes 
either in kit form or ready as- 
sembled. It's programmable 

over a nine octave range from 
15Hz to 25kHz, with fifteen pos- 
sible output levels and 
waveforms definable in 32 bytes 
of memory. Attack and duration 
are also programmable. 

For the Exidy Sorcerer, there's* 
a speech analyser/synthesiser 
unit known as Cognivox, which 
plugs directly into the computer 
and uses the latter's power sup- 

ply. 
Software support enables 

the device to 'learn' to recognise 
up to 32 spoken words with an 
accuracy of 98%, to make spo- 
ken responses, to play two diffe- 
rent voice operated video 
games or to function as a talk- 
ing calculator. 

Twelve volt impact printer 
The latest miniature printer from Daneva Control is de- 
signed for 12 V battery operation. 
A single board microprocessor 
controller generates the charac- 
ters, manages the buffer store 
and drives the hammers of the 
Duoprint II. 

The complete upper and 
lower case ASCII 7 x 5 dot matrix 
character set is standard. Re- 
versed lines, inverted, double 
width and bold characters can 
all be selected by ASCII non - 

printed commands. 
The printer measures 110 

mm x 175 mm and accepts 55 

mm wide paper. It is expected to 
be used in point of sale term- 
inals, data loggers, ticket issuing 
machines and label printers. 

More info from Daneva Con- 
trol Pty. Ltd., 66 Bay Road, San- 
dringham, Vic 3191. (03) 598- 
5622. 

Swiss matrix printer 
Wenger Datentechnik of Switzerland annoúnce a microp- 
rocessor controlled dot matrix printer for professional data 
processing applications. 

Controlled by an Intel 8080, 
the Swiss Print Matrix is fully 
programmable with up to 4K of 
user program space. A 1K buf- 
fer is standard but there is an 

option for 2K. 
The machine can cope with 

up to six character fonts and will 
also operate in a graphics mode 
to print images with a resolution 
better than 1000 dots per 
square centimetre. 

Standard features on the 
printer include a fault alarm, 
parallel and serial interface, ver- 
tical and horizontal tabs and 

form feed. The paper feed trac- 
tors are adjustable and are said 
to have exceptionally fast slew- 
ing rates. 

For those not directly con- 
cerned with the printer but ob- 
liged to work near it the Swiss 
Print Matrix's most welcome 
feature is Its relative quietness. 
Sound output is claimed to be 

typically 3 dB less than com- 
parable machines. 

More details from the dis- 
tributors Datatel Pty Ltd, 3 Rag- 

lan St, South Melbourne, Vic 

3205. (03) 690-4000. 
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32 Character 5 x 7 dot matrix LCD 
display 
Liquid Xtal Displays Operation, a part of General Electric 
Company's Electronic Components Division, has released a 
32 character 5 x 7 dot matrix LCD display, configured for 
conductive, elastomeric connection. 

The GE-LXD reflective dis- 
. play consists of two rows of 16 
characters 7.5 mm high. Over- 
all dimensions of the display 
are 33 x 122 mm. This new dis- 
play (designated 95E) expands 
the GE-LXD product line, which 
include 8- and 16- character dot 

matrix displays, and a complete 
series of 7 -segment two to eight 
character LCDs. 

In other areas, LXD is com- 
mitted to growing with new de- 
velopments, and the company 
anticipates significant .market 
growth in the future. 
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PROFESSIONAL DAISY 

WNEEL PRINTER 
FOR WORD PROCESSOR SYSTEMS 
This superb unit is a self-contained printer within -built 
asynchronous senal interface conforming to the e.tab- 
bhed RS -232C standard It prints on business staton- 
ery.up to 380mm wide at the rate of 45-65 characters 
per second - three times faster than gollball type- 
write re. Top quality office system, printer that is below 
competition prices.... 

$3,390.00 Cat X.3260 

rM.1[1 g From 
DICK 

SMITH 
EXIDY S -too BUS 

EXPANSION UNIT 
Tfm way t. go If you want .tetra 
u.rsatillty from your Sorcerer. 

$575 Cat X-3010 

Allows up to 6 plug-in cards Connects directly to Sorcerer's 50 - 
way expansion socket via supplied cable All 5100 lines fully 
buffered Separate 2.000MHr crystal clock provided for 5.100 cards 
which cannot use the 01 and 02 clock signals derived from the 
Sorcerer's 2.106MH r clock Provialon for mounting up to .1%25 pin'0" 
connectors for additional I/O ports, etc. 

/LIGHT Cat X-3645 M/CROPS[/s" QUAD 
PEN FOR DENSITY DISC DRIVE 
SYSTEM 8o 
$9.95 --- 

Fantastic light pen for use with your 
TRS-80 or System 80 computer. Uses ALSO FOR 
your cassette player as a preamp. TRJ'SO 
Complete with plug & battery snap. 
Use with program tapes below. 

NOUGHTS S CROSSES 
Just insert this program cassette 
into your computer cassette 
player and eryoy playing the game 
with your light pea 

Cat. X3647 $ 11.95 

The Micropolis mod 2 drive with controller 
enables you to store 315,000 bytes on et I 
disc. By adding the mod 2 add-on drive (up to 
3) you can obtain up to a maximum of 1.26 
Megabytes! Complete with all software to 
enable you to be up and running In a very 
short time. 

Model 1043/mod 2 with 
controller. 

Cat X3205 $1,350 
Model 1023/mod 2 add-on 

Cat X-3208 $750 

SOFTWARE FOR SYSTEM 8o' 
sad else the /1111-4941 

TIME TREE 
Hunt the Kanyone thro h space and bght an intergalactic wine 
Has n levels of play. 4K level I and IA. BRIDGE CHALLENGER nine 

Cat X-3650 $17.95 Practice 
X.3656 

San Improve your game of Bndge. (I6K leIS17.9i 
STIMULATING SIMULATIONS 

MICRO CHESS 10 games on ore cassette from monster chase to nautical novtganon 
®d lost treasure. (4K level I and M. The computer is programmed to beat you at chess mad you me 
Cat X3652 $17.95 trying 

10 
beat It absorbing & educational 

ELECTRIC PAINTBRUSH Cat X3658 

BLOCKADE 
Many variations whereby you and your opponent try and make 
each other collide with a wall. (4K level I and II). 

Cat X-3659 517.95 

$22.50 
Create dasxhng real time graphics. Command. let you draw lines. SIMUTER I 
turn comer, change white to black, repeat previou. step. or call Contains 5 games that would normally con $19.50 each? Great fun 
other programe (4K level I and 11). for all the family and mends. (4K level I and II). 

at X.3654 517.95 Cat X-3685 $17.95 

C.I TON' ERA ND DOT 
MATRIX PRINTER 

The model 8300P dot matrix printer is a no- 
nonsense unit that can chum out the full 96 
character ASCII at a brisk 125 characters per 
second on standard fan -fold paper. Character 
spacing of 80, 40 or 132 columns which are 
software selectable. A quality unit that costs less 
than $1,00011 

Cat X-3255 $970.00 
JA(EL COMPUTER 
MAINS FILTER 

It. a1.or 
s ines,os as 

DYNAMIC EXPANSION KI TS1 
These are top quality ICe that can expand your 
basic 16K Sorcerer to32K or even 48K(expand. 
the 8K to 16K etc). They can also be used with 
the TRS-80 level I and II and the Apple II 
computers to expand their on -board RAM. 
Superb value and complete with installation 
Instructions. 

SAVE 
S19 

Now $5995. 
Cat X((86 

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR SORCERER 
INVADERS 

Similar to the very popular 'Space Invaders' you bad in amusement parlors. 
Cat. X-3626 $17.95 
NIKE II 
Fight off bombing attacks with your missiles and protect the city from heavy 
casualties. 
Cat X3627 $14.95 
TANK TRAP 
Render the maruodiog tank harmless but watch out for slow drying cement 
and unarmed citlsens'111 

\Cat X.3628 114.95 

Having trouble with memory crashes? Then the answer is the label Mains Filter -it will 
remove those annoying spikes from the 240V maw and thereby protect your memory! 

Cat M-9850 $75.00 

Ceo COMPUTER 
CASSETTE 
Dick Smith special grade camotle 
tape with 5 minutes per side and 
38K capacity per side. 

Cat X-3500 $1.95 

SKETCH So 
For 8k. Syst.w So aso/ T1112-110 

A program 1 that allows you to sketch on your 
VDU the h t pen become. a real sorting tool!? 

EE LIGHT PEN ABOVE 

Cat. X.3646 -$17.95 

NEW NEW NEW 
DUE IN SHORTLY 

COON!VOX" 
VOICE INPUT E OUTPUT FOR THE 

sORCERIR 
* Recognises up to 16 words. 
* 16 ward voice response vocabulary * Easy two pans training 
* Up to 98% recognition accuracy 
* Generates music & sound effects 
* Excellent software support 
* Connects directly to Sorcerer 

Cat. X3150 $199 

THE 
SORCERER 

Cat X-3001 

SORCERER 

Cat X-1196 

MONITOR 
l The Sorcerer is the expandable Z-80 based microcomputer -that 
allows you to add peripherals to take it from basic computing through 
to advanced office business systems. 

16K RAM expandable to 48K(on board) Serial 1/0 and Parallel 
I/O S-100 BUS compatible Cassette I/O for two recorders at apeede of 300 or 1200 baud Video L0-1920 characters full screen Full ASCII 128 characters (64 defined character, and 64 un- defined characters) Graphic resolution 122,880 pixels Includes 81 BASIC plug-in ROM PAC' in MICROSOFT' Dimensions 490 
a 330 r 100mm Weight 6 kilograms. 
(Ask for our FREE comparison chart between the Sorcerer and other well known computer brands). 
Dust cover to suit 
Cat, X3005 $5.95 

VIDEO MONITOR 
$1,395.00 

This is a superb 30cm black and white video monitor that can be used 
on AC and DC. Simple connection to your computer. Features finer 
free and distortion free characters. Can be used with most computers 
on the market. 

Cat X.1196 $149.50 
WORD PROCESSOR PAC - 

Remove the plug-in BASIC PAC' and replace it with the powerful 
WORD PROCESSOR PAC' and you will have the baste of an 
office computer system. 
Features: Automatic teat wrap Automatic checking of drastic 
commands Powerful search function Auto commands Macro 
programming - all this plus extensive user instructions. 

Cat X-3085 

sound effects generator for your 
System 80 or TRS-80 level fi 
computer It w:U groe you exciting 
music synthesis and sound effects 
facilities that you haven't had before, 
Here's what you get 

Battery powered amplttier unit 
which connects to your computer vio 
the normal external cassette rec 
order cable Softwar cassette 
with demonstration prognim plus a 
'patch' program A comprehen 
sloe 8 page user's manual 

HURRY! LIMITED STOCKS 
AVAILABLE AT 

PRESENT. 
Cat. X3648 

.$275.00 
WOW! SOUND 
EFFECTS FROM 

(YOUR oSr TYRSS-SoT.EM 
80! 

SOUND 

OFF! 
IR` 

Yee: At last there is an add-on . 50104pO 

'SOUND -OF 
PACKAGE: 
Includes amplifier module, 
software cs serte and 
comprehensive user manual 

ONLY 51950 

SI THE OTHER DICK SMITH 
ADVERTISJMENTS IN THIS 
PUBLICATION FOR STORE 
ADDRESSES AND PHONE 

- NUMBERS 
osas 



MICRO -80 PRODUCTS 
FOR TRS-80 AND SYSTEM '80 MICROCOMPUTERS 

77 TRACK 
DISK DRIVES 

DOUBLE YOUR CAPACITY 
DO -7S $775 
Micropolis Floppy Disk, 77 Track, 100% 
larger capacity than most mini -floppy drives, 
complete with cable, power supply, chassis, 
and includes NEWDOS '80. 

DO -7 $649 
Same as above but no cable or Newdos '80. 

DC -4 ... ... $45 
4 drive connector cable. 

* * SPECIAL* * 
MPI DISK DRIVES 

ONLY $339!1 
40 track bare drive" for TRS-80. Only 
requires readily available 5 volt 0.7 amp 
and 12 volt 1 amp power supply to be 
up and running. Can be mounted in simple 
cabinet or used bare. 

DISKETTES FOR TRS-80 
GREENCORP $4.50 ea 

VERBATIM 77 TRACK $7.99 ea 

Minimum Order 10 

EXATRON STRINGY 
FLOPPY 

$352.50 Intl p&p 

15 times faster than cassette, infinitely more 
reliable. Completely under computer con- 
trol, the stringy floppy is easier to use than 
disks and is a very much cheaperlalternative. 
Will save and load any L2/16K software. 
Special software also available. 

Wafers for Stringy Floppy 
$3.50 ea. Any Size 

MICRO -80 MAGAZINE 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $24.00 
Monthly Magazine dedicated to TRS-80 and 
System '80 users. Every issue contains at 
least 6 new programs, plus problem solving 
columns, hardware articles, readers' letters, 
hints, etc., etc. 

FREE SOFTWARE OFFER 
$40 WORTH OF SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80 
AND SYSTEM '80 WITH EVERY NEW 
SUBSCRIPTION TO MICRO -80! 

. 

Every new subscriber will receive on cassette, 
ready to load, 3 x Level I and 3 x Level II 
programs (includes our fabulous household 
budget program), with a regular retail value 
of at least $40. 

16K MEMORY EXPANSION KIT 
ONLY $97 incl. p&p 

These are prime, branded, 200 ns (yes, 
200 nsl) chips. You will pay much more 
elsewhere for slow, 350 ns. chips. Ours are 
guaranteed for 12 months. A pair of DIP 
shunts is also required to upgrade the 
CPU memory - these cost an additional 
$4.00. Ail kits come complete with full, 
step-by-step instructions, no soldering is 

required. You don't have to be an electronic 
type to instal them. 

THE FABULOUS 

NEWDOS 80 
IN STOCK NOW! 

N D-80 ... .. $149 
The disk operating system that gives: 

New basic commands that support 
variable record lengths up to 4095 
bytes long. 
Mix or match disk drives - supports 
any number of tracks from 18 to 80. 
Use 35, 40 or 77 track 5" mini disk drives 
or 8" disk drives, or any combination. 
A security boot -up for basic or machine 
code programs. User never sees "Dos - 
ready" or "Ready" and cannot "break" 
clear screen or issue any direct basic 
statement including "List" ... 
... and much, much more 

ND -35+ ... ... S99 
Newdos+ for 35 track drives 

ND -40+ ... $110 
Newdos+ for 40 track drives 

BOOKS 

LEVEL II ROM REFERENCE MANUAL 
$24.95 plus $1.20 p&p 
Produced in Australia by MICRO -80, this 
book is a must for the machine 'language 
programmer or for the BASIC programmer 
who wants to understand how the BASIC 
interpreter works. Over 70 pages packed 
full of useful information and sample 
programs. Applies to both TRS-80 and 
SYSTEM 80. 

TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES 

S24.95 plus S1.20 p&p 
The hottest selling TRS-80 book in the 
USA. Disk file structures revealed, DOS's 
compared and explained, how to recover 
lost files, how to rebuild crashed directories - this is a MUST for the serious Disk user. 

INTRODUCTION TO T -BUG 
$12.50 plus $1.20 p&p 
Describes in detail how to use Tandy's 
T -bug. Each command explained and dis- 
cussed in detail with examples. A must 
for the T -Bug user. 

AUSTRALIAN SOFTWARE 

BMON (12/16K) $19.95 plus 50c p&p 
The ultimate program to assist BASIC pro- 
grammers. 

TOUCHTYPE (L2/4K) $19.95 plus 50c p&p 
22 lessons to teach you to type on your 
own keyboard and screen! 

RPN CALCULATOR (12/16K & 32K) 
S14.95 plus 50c p&p 
Turns your computer into a $600 calculator. 
Ideal for Architects, Surveyors, Engineers, 
Teachers, Scientists, etc. 

U-BOAT (L2/16K) $7.50 plus 50c p&p 
You're the Commander, read all the guages, 
fire the torpedoes, crash dive, get the 
enemy before his depth charges get youll 
MMM-1 GAMES PACK (12/4K) 
S7.50 plus 50c p&p 
3 fast moving games - INDY 500, SUB - 
HUNT, KNIEVEL 

MMM2 GAMES PACK (12/4K) 
57.50 plus 50c p&p 
3 more games with fast moving graphics - 
TANK, THIEF, SHOOTOUT 

PROGRAMS BY 'fir,. --Y .. 
BASIC COMPILER $210 
Converts Level II basic programs to machine 
code, automatically. A compiled program 
runs, on average, 3-10 times faster than the 
original basic program. 
(Requires 48K One Disk) 

DISK EDITOR ASSEMBLER 
Save $30 ... ONLY $109 
Supports macros, linking loader, editor, 
cross reference. 
(Requires 32K One Disk) 

ADVENTURE ON DISK ... S37.15 
This game fills an entire diskette. Endless 
variety and challenge as you seek to rise to 
the level of Grand Master (until you gain 
skill, there are whole areas of the cave that 
you cannot enter). 
(Requires 32K One Disk) 

EDITOR ASSEMBLER -PLUS ... S41.15 
A much improved editor assembler and 
debug/monitor for L2/16K machines. As- 
sembles directly into memory, supports 
macros and conditional assembly, includes 
new commands - substitute, move, copy 
and extend. 

LEVEL III BASIC S59.95 
Loads on top of Level II Basic and gives 

advanced graphics, automatic renumbering, 
single stroke instructions (shift -key entries), 
keyboard debounce. Suitable for L2/16K 
and up. (Not Disk Basic). 

SCOTCH BRAND 
PERSONAL COMPUTING CASSETTES 

C-10 pack of 10 ... $26.00 incl. p&p 
C-30 pack of 10 ... $28.00 incl. p&p 

To: MICRO -80 
PO Box 213, Goodwood, SA 5034 
284 Goodwood Rd, Clarence Park, 
SA 5034 Phone (08) 272-0966 

Please rush me the Items checked be/ow: 

012 month subscription to 
MICRO -80 and my free 
software cassette . . 

012 month subscription to 
MICRO -80 and the cassette 
edition, plus my free 
software cassette ... 

E:I i he lastest issue of MICRO -80 

$24.00 

$60.00 
$2.50 

PLUS THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW 

DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

No 
welcome here 

Please debit my Bankcard $ 

Expiry date 

Signature 
ETI 
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New family of low cost plotters 
Five new models have been added to the successful 
HI -PLOT range of digital plotters aimed at both the OEM 
and end user markets. 

Anderson Digital Equipment 
say this new family of UL listed 
digital plotters are designed to 
make hard copy output afford- 
able and practical for the small 
system user in business, 
science, drafting, architecture, 
numerical control, mapping, 
education, personal computing 
and many other applications. 

The DMP family of plotters 
now comprises six models; two 
standard and four "intelligent". 
Both are available with plotting 
sizes of both 81/2" x 11" 
(DIN A4) and ' 11" x 17" 
(DIN A3). 

The DMP-2 is a basic A4 -size 
plotter with a built-in RS -232C 
and parallel interface, it has a 
pen speed of 2.4"/sec. 
(61 mm/sec.) and can plot at 
either 100 or 200 increments 
per inch (about 40 or 80 incre- 
ments per cm). 

The DMP-5, like the DMP-2, is 
a "basic" plotter. It suits A3 -size 
and has a built-in RS -232C and 
parallel interface. The DMP-5 is 
plug compatible with the DMP-2 

and can utilise software de- 
veloped for the DMP-2. 

The DMP-3 is an 'intelligent' 
A4 -size plotter with a built-in 
microprocessor and features a 
pen speed, of 75 mm per 
second. Use of Houston Instru- 
ment's DM/PL (Digital 
Micro/Plotter Language) per- 
mits minimum software burden 
on the host computer. For 
example: a simple print "H" will 
move the pen to the lower left 
hand corner, a print "U" Instruc- 
tion will raise the pen. Self -test 
and pen positioning are easily 
accomplished via a computer or 
terminal keyboard. The DMP-3 
comes with an RS -232C or Cen- 
tronics compatible interface. 

The DMP-6 is an A3 -size 
version of the DMP-3 and 
features a built-in micro- 
processor, easy remote pen 
positioning and pen speed of 
2.4 inches per second (61 mm/ 
sec.). . 

The DMP-4 (A4 -size) and the 
DMP-7 (A3 -size) represent the 
top of the DMP line. Electronic 

Electronic fund transfer 
There is an enormous interest at the present time in 
systems for the electronic transfer of funds to eliminate 
cheque books for many transactions and to obviate much 
of the paper work which takes up so much time in banks, 
credit companies etc and numerous retail organisations. 

It is confidentially anticipated 
that highly reliable data ter- 
minals will be installed at 
increasing numbers of estab- 
lishments such as banks, shops, 
petrol filling stations, hotels and 
similar establishments. 

Electronic fund transfer will 
undoubtedly have a major im- 
pact on the retail world and its 
international growth potential is 
extremely large. Eventually it 
could affect almost everyone 
who makes a purchase, pays for 
a service or who uses a bank. 

Racal-Transcom Ltd, of 
Salisbury in England, is to con- 
centrate on the development of 
electronic fund transfer systems 
which they believe will revo- 
lutionise the banking system in 
the 1980s. 

An important feature of their 
system is security of information 
and the equipment will incorpo- 
rate vital cryptographic circuitry 
necessary to prevent unautho- 
rised interception or alteration 
of information. The user will 
also be provided with a perma- 
nent printed record of every 
transaction. 

When a customer wishes to 

make a purchase in a busy 
supermarket, he or she will be 
given a small handheld key- 
board and will enter his or her 
personal code number. The 
equipment will first check that 
this corresponds to the account 
number on the banker's card 
which the shop assistant has 
placed in the point -of -sale 
terminal. 

The equipment will then be 
able to automatically debit the 
bank account of the customer 
and at the same time automatic- 
ally credit the bank account 
of the supermarket with the 
amount of the goods 
purchased. 

Although the supermarkets 
and organisations providing the 
equipment will have to meet its 
cost, they will have the advan- 
tage that they will receive the 
money into their accounts im- 
mediately the goods are sold 
with absolute security and this 
will help to offset the cost of the 
equipment In addition, it is 
claimed the use of this equip- 
ment will save much time both 
for the customer and for the 
shop assistant 

4, 

controls facilitate position of the 
X and Y axes. Self -diagnostics 
are activated by means of 
pushing dual buttons on the 
convenient front panel controls. 
Through use of the DM/PL in- 
structions, the need for software 
is minimised. 

Prices for the DMP Series 

.... 

plotters start at $1595. Metric 
versions ,of all models are avail- 
able- For complete information 
and . descriptive literature 
contact Anderson Digital 
Equipment Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 
322, Mt Waverley Vic, (03)543- 
2077; or' P.O. Box 341, Pennant 
Hills NSW, (02)848-8533. 

i 
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normally, an S-100 computer 
costs hundreds of dollars more. 

. 

Ours costs hundreds of dollars less! 
This is the Tandy 
TRS-80 level II 
computer 
complete with 
monitor. 
With its own non- 
standard 
expansion 
interface, & RS- 
232C interface, it 
sells for 

4r-rr 

:1 78795 
(Price as per Tandy 1981 catalogue) 

This is the Dick 
Smith System 80 
level II computer, 
complete with 
monitor. With an 
industry standard 
S-100 bus 
expansion 
interface*, 
it sells for 

1 39850 
*Due in stock shortly. 

Both computers run with virtually the same software.. . 

WHICH COMPUTER WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 

* 3 slot S-100 card cage. * Inbuilt power supply. * Mother board. * 2 vacant S-100 sockets for further 
expansion. * Supplied with single S-100 card 
providing complete floppy disc 
control. 

SYSTEM 80 S-100 
EXPANSION INTERFACE 

DUE IN SHORTLY! 
Specifically designed for the System 80 
to expand the basic concept into the 
world of floppy disc drives, Centronics 
type parallel printers, serial printers, exp- 
ansion of the System 80 to 48K of RAM 
and RS -232C communications facilities - 
expand your System 80 for added benefits. 

P&P $5.50 

DON'T NEED A FULL S-100 INTERFACE? 
If. you don't want to run an S-100 expansion SYSTEM 80 but would like to use a parallel printer such as 
the Dick Smith Cat. X-3255 ITOH 8300P @ PARALLEL 
$970, then you can with this parallel 
interface. Simply connects between your INTERFACE System 80 and the printer. 

ONLY 
s49900í. 

x-aolo 

PRINTER s8950 
Cat. X-4012 

ÔICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 

P&P $4.00 

SEE OUR OTHER ADVERTS IN THIS MAGAZINE FOR OUR STORE ADDRESSES AND RESELLERS 
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Suite 3, 454 St. Kilda Road, Melbourne, 3004. Telephone: (03) 26-5683, 26-6150. 

FINDEX - The Real Computer 
THE WORLD'S FIRST PORTABLE MICROCOMPUTER 
Battery or mains operated 
RAM 48K'to 2 megabytes, bubble memory to 2MB, gas plasma 
display, optional audio, printer, mass storage mini floppys to 
800K bytes, hard disk to 195 megabytes, acoustic coupler, 
S-100 bus, battery optional, CPU with real time clock. For 
dynamic businessmen on the move. Ideal for real estate 
agents, insurance brokers and accountants. 

SUPEBRAINTM 
SERIES 

BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS 
Priced competitively from as low 
as $45.00 p.w. lease cost includ- 
ing sales tax and software. Powerful, multi -purpose microcomputer systems. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
Debtors ledger and statements, creditors ledger and remittances, general ledger 
and trial balance, order entry/invoicing, sales analysis, payroll/wages, enquiry, word 
processing, mailing, record keeping, ledger card, doctors office, real estate, agency 
accounting, hotel/motel accounting, branch office accounting. 
Facilities management consulting. 
Software and computer sales. 
Computer data preparation. 

OPAL 1000 
The OPAL 1000 is an 8 slot S-100 system conforming to the new IEEE standards. A 
Delta Products Z80a 4 MHz CPU card, with 2 RS232c serial and 3x8 bit parallel ports, 
is used in conjunction with the Delta Products Disk Controller. Memory is provided 
by a 4MHz 64k dynamic RAM Board by Measurement Systems and Control. The 
memory board is fully bank selectable and is designed for upgrading to a multi-user 
system. Disk drives are 2x8" Shugart SA801 R running at double density (480k/drive) 
and fitted with our exclusive Disk Saver which prolongs the life of the drives and 
floppy disks by turning off the AC power to the drives 14 seconds after the last drive 
select and thus reduces routine maintenance. The Disk Saver also reduces the risk 
of data loss due to power failures. The software is CP/M version 2.2 with Delta 
Product's utilities which include DTEST (for testing drives and floppy disks) and M2 
(a comphrehensive memory test program). The Delta PROM monitor enables fault 
finding to be carried out independently) of the Disk Drives. The system is mounted in 
an attractive pressed Aluminium housing with a cast front panel fitted with reset 
button and key operated on/off switch. 

Dealers for Opal in Victoria. 
Sole Distributor for Findex, Victoria and NSW. 

SUPPLIERS FOR 
NDKS S-4000 

MATHEMATICS 
F(w) = aT Sin wT/2 

wT/2 

= 4KTR(f2-f, ) 

L, = 101 og 80 X S. ( dB ) 

A'+ B'= C' 

A'+B'=C' 

F(w) = aT Sin wT/2 e-,,,.,, 
wT/2 

= 4KTR(f2-f, ) 

L, = 101 og 
8Ó . 

X. S. (dB) 

A 2+ B'= C' 

A'+B'=C' 

F(w) = aT Sin wT/2 
wT/2 

e..' = 4KTR(f2-f, ) 

L, = 101 og X S. (dB) 

A'+B'=C' 

A' +B' =C' 

F(w) = aT Sin wT/2 
wT/2 

e-,bn/2 

ew.= = 4KTR(f,-f, ) 

L, = 10l og 80 X S. ( dB ) 

42+132=C2 

A"+B'=C' 
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16 or 32K RAM Addressable in 4K segments 
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Prototyping area with - separate connector 
space. 

8 to 16K EPROM 

/ 

` (Eprom not inclúded). 

lt ... _i[111511 tt 
EPROM PROGRAMMER 
(2716 or 2732) 

Two 6522 
VIA 1/0 CHIPS 

Peripherals for AIM65 and SYM-1 owners 
A range of peripherals to suit the AIM65 and SYM-1 micros are stocked and distributed here by Energy Control of . 
Queensland. 

Distributorships are held for 
The Enclosure Group's' 
moulded AIM65 enclosures, the 
'Computerist' range of intelligent 
video, memory and mother 
boards from Massachusetts, 
and the 'Microtechnology Un- 
limited' graphics boards. 

The Computerist has recently 

released a new memory board 
called the Dram Plus. This 
provides up to 32K of 4116 
dynamic memory and up to 
16K of EPROM space on board 
together with an EPROM pro- 
grammer for 2716/2516 and 
2732/2532 type EPROMs and a 

50 mm x 70 mm wire wrap 

S-100 hard disk drive 
A hard disk drive system just released in this country can 
expand the memory of 8-100 systems beyond 100 
Megabytes. 

The DISCUS M26 system 
from Morrow Designs of the US 
has a basic 26 megabyte hard 
disk drive with a controller and 
operating system which can 
cope with up to three additional 
drives of the same kind. 

The single board S-100 con- 
troller communicates with the 
CPU via three I/O ports (for 

command, status and data) and 
can generate interrupts at the 
completion of each command. 
Each sector can be individually 
write protected and there is a 

512 byte on -board sector buffer. 
Further details are available 

from the distributors, A.E.D., 
123 Military Rd, Guildford, NSW 
2161. Phone (02) 632-6301. 

area. Memory test and EPROM 
programming software is also 
available on cassette. 

Microtechnology Unlimited 
of New Hampshire has a high 
resolution graphics board fea- 
turing a 320 x 200 bit mapped 
pixel display matrix together 
with A1M65 software which 
allows graphics printing on the 

t .! 

ti 

A1M65 on -board printer. You 
can print up to 10 rows with up 
to 127 characters per row. A 
multi -harmonic, four -voice 
music synthesiser is also 
available. 

Details available from Energy 
Control,, 73 Eric St, Goodna 
(P.O. Box 31) 01 1) 4300. 
(07)288-2757. 
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Attention all computer users 
Electro Medical Engineering Pty. Ltd. proudly announce the release of 
their exciting new Sendata 700 Series acoustic modems. This low cost 
acoustic coupler is modular in design, easy to operate, and offers 
unsurpassed performance even when both ends of the connection are 
acoustically coupled. 

700 Originate Only 
Operates at up to 300 BPS Full Duplex and up to 
1200 BPS Half Duplex. 
Powered via the terminal interface or from 9v plug 
pack. 
CCITT V24 (RS232) compatible. 
Suits most telephone handsets. 

Use 700 Originate Only for portable terminal 
applications. 
Plug compatible with Teletype 43, Digital LA34, 
and new GEC Terminet 2030. 
Available with switch selectable answer/originate 
option. 
Use 700 Answer/Originate to establish your own 
message exchange service. 
Optional carry case available for above terminals 
ideal for portable applications. 

- 700 Originate/Answer suits most home 
computers. 
Suits all home computers with RS232 output 

` Communicate with other users using 700 
Answer/Originate. 

' Exchange your programs over the telephone 
network. 
Establish your own data base service. 

- I 

The 700 Series is available in 1200 Half Duplex form or with split baud rates 
of 1200/75BPS. 

Electromeds eight years experience in the design and manufacture of 
a range of acoustic couplers ensures highest possible performance. 
REPRESENTED BY: 
VIC. Anderson Digital Equipment Pty.Ltd. 543 2077. The Logic Shop Pty.Ltd. 51 1950. NSW. Anderson Digital Equipment Pty.Ltd. 
848 8533. The Logic Shop Pty.Ltd. 699 4910. ACT. Anderson Digital Equipment (ACT) Pty.Ltd. 58 1811. OLD. Anderson Digital 
Equipment Pty.Ltd. 350 2611. SA. Applied Data Control Pty.Ltd. 79 9211. WA. W.J. Moncrieff Pty.Ltd. 325 5722: 
TAS. Management Technology. 344522. NZ. Anderson Digital Electronics (NZ) Ltd. 64 4585. 

LCCVIC°II U II) ELECTRO -MEDICAL ENGINEERING P/L. 
69 SUTHERLAND ROAD, ARMADALE, VICTORIA, 3143. AUSTRALIA. 
TELEPHONE: (03) 509 5844 TELEX: AÁ36384 
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Voice recogniser for TRS80 
A speech recognition unit designed for use with the TRS80 
microcomputer is claimed to have an accuracy of 98% on a 
40 word vocabulary. 

The VET -2, from Scott Instru- 
ments of the USA, has a four 
kilobyte operating system 
housed on a 133 mm disk that 
also stores up to seventeen 40 
word memory templates. Re- 
sponse time with a single 40 
word memory is said to be 
200 ms but may be slower with 
more extended vocabulary. 

The system will only respond 
to particular speakers, which is 

clearly an advantage in some 
applications and a disadvantage 
in others. Each operator must 
repeat the desired vocabulary 
words several times to register 
the voice pattern. templates in 
memory. When the operator 
subsequently speaks to the 
machine, it compares his or her 
speech to the template pattems 
and makes its recognition 
decision. 

VET -2 uses two new software 
techniques to improve speed 
and accuracy. In the first of 
these, the system analyses the 

number of syllables in a 
sentence before making any 
comparisons with the tem- 
plates. This automatically 
eliminates from consideration 
those words in the vocabulary 
that do not contain the correct 
number of syllables - anything 
from a third to a half of the 
vocabulary. 

The second software tech- 
nique, known as variance 
weighting, divides the vocabu- 
lary into two parts - those 
words that are commonly pro- 
nounced in much the same way 
by different speakers or at 
different times and those whose 
pronunciation varies more from 
person to person and time to 
time. In some cases, the makers 
claim, this technique allows the 
VET -2 to be operated by two 
different people using the same 
set of templates. 

More information from Scott 
Instruments, 815 North Elm, 
Denton, Texas 76201, USA. 

NMOS micros unveiled 
Seven new single -chip micros using N -channel MOS con- 
struction have been unveiled by American Microsystems 
Inc. 

Designated the S2200 series, 
the new devices feature on- 
board memory ranging from 
512 bytes to 2048 bytes. Three 
members of the family also have 
8 -bit a -to -d or d -to -a conversion 
capability. 

The California company also 
took the wraps off its new micro- 

processor development station, 
Phoenix -1, at the giant 
Wescom/80 electronics show 
last month. The Phoenix -1 

supports the company's new 
S2200 family as well as 
Motorola's 6800 and Texas 
Instruments' 990 micro- 
processors. 

Microsoft Z80 for Apple 
A "Z80 Softcard" that allows the Apple to run software 
written for Z80 -based computers has just been announced 
by Computerland. 

The Z83 Softcard is a plug -incomplete documentation plus 
peripheral that actually contains two disks, each containing 
a Z80 microprocessor and you CP/M - you get one 13 -sector 
can use it with the Apple II or disk for use with DOS 3.2 and 
Apple II Plus, but you'll need one 16 -sector disk for use with 
48K of memory. DOS 33 or Language Card. 

Each Softcard comes with Enquiries to ,Computerland, 
Version 2.0 Microsoft BASIC, 555 Collins St, Melbourne Vic 

Version 5.0 Conversion Utilities 3000. (03)62-5581, 62-6737. 

-For Sorcerer Apprentices 
Being the proud owner of a Home Computer can not 
only bring hours of joy but a certain amount of frustra- 
tion as well. Most non -computing people would not 
know the difference between a bit and a byte, and 
probably still think a buss is something to get you from 
here to there. We hope this column might help shorten 
some of those sleepless nights. 

This column is intended for the non-professional Home 
Computer Owner - specifically the growing number of 
Exidy Sorcerer users. Over the next few months, this column 
will present hints and tips for Sorcerer users and also provide 
a forum where any problems or hints you have can be ailed. 
We invite readers to forward any queries or other material to 
this column care of Roger Harrison, Editor ETI, 15 Boundary 
St, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011. 
Hint: 
There is a way to switch your printer on and off from a BASIC 

program, and that is to poke the CENDRV address into the 
SEND vector of the Monitor to switch it on and to poke VIDEO 
into the vector to switch it off. Here is how you do it: 

Include the following lines at the beginning of your 
program: 

0 VE= PEEK( -4095)'256+ PEEK( -4096)-47 
1 IF VE 32767 THEN VE = VE -65536 

Then, to switch printer on, simply use: 
POKE VE,147 

and to switch it off: 
POKE VE,240 

Simple, isn't it? 
Hint: 
Ever wondered how to make your cursor flash? Here is how it 
is done: 

Choose a convenient part of memory that is not being used 
for anything else. (0 to FF can sometimes be convenient in a 

BASIC programme). Enter following code from the Monitor 
(BYE from Basic): 
0000:0618 CD 18EO 1010 CDD6E93E5FBEF5C4CC 
0010: E9 F1 CC E8 E9 18 E9 28 E9 C9 

Now, all there is to do is to set your input vector to the start 
address of the routine using the Monitor command: 

SE I=,000 
Of course, our example has been entered from 0 to 19, but 
your version could run elsewhere. The above code needs no 
modification to run anywhere in memory. 
Question: 
I am trying to write a small BASIC program and I'm having 
trouble clearing the screen. Is there a neat way of doing this? 
Answer: 

Certainly. Simply include in your programme the state- 
ment PRINT CHR$(12). This will effectively clear the screen 
and put the cursor in the top left pósition (HOME). 

Question: 
I have heard that it is possible to RESTORE data halfway 

through a program. Is this correct? 
Answer: 

Yes. One of the un -documented functions in Exidy BASIC 

is its ability to RESTORE to a line number. Thus the statement 
RESTORE 100 will restore the data pointer to line 100. The 
next data will be read from line 100 onwards, and any data 
before line 100 will be ignored. 

A.P.F. Fry 
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"THE 

MICROCOMPUTER 
PROFESSIONALS" 
Thinking of purchasing a mic- 
rocomputer system or adding to 
the one you already have? Make a 
good investment - invest a little 
bit of time to talk to the profes- 
sionals at Computer Country. Re- 
member the quality of the after - 
sales hardware service and con- 
tinual after -sales software and 
hardware advice you get is just as 
important as the price of the sys- 
tem you buy. Come and have a 
chat with the professionals of 
Computer Country just once and 
you'll realise how much help we 
can be in enabling you to get the 
most out of your microcomputer 
system. 
Computer Country stocks a wide 
range of microcomputer hardware 
including the Apple, Northstar, 
Commodore, Texas Instruments, 
NEC, Impact Data and many more. 
We carry a wide range of software 
for many systems including the 
TRS-80. We can also help you in 
customising software for your 
specific application. 
Our service department .not only 
completely backs up all hardware 
purchased from us, but invites en- 
quiries from those who have 
purchased elsewhere and have 
hard -to -fix problems. 

MAKE A SMART MOVE - COME TO 

COMPUTER COUNTRY 
338 QUEEN STREET, 

MELBOURNE, VIC 3000 
Note: Computer Country is now 
expanding nationwide. Franchise 
opportunities are available in 
N.S.W., QId., W.A., N.T., Tas. and 
S.A. Contact the Managing Direc- 
tor NOW before your area is taken. 
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General Instrument's Keyboard Division has. combined state- 
of-the-art microprocessor technology with the reliability and 
simplicity of capacitive keys to create a highly flexible, low cost 
keyboard for OEM's and hobby projects. 

The C70=MGP is chock full of features like 4 level ASCII encod- 
ing, serial and parallel outputs, N -Key rollover, provision for 
RS232 and 20MA loop connection, cursor control and user 
definable keys and programmable baud rates, all for around 
$150, plus tax. At a dealer near you. 

AUTHORISED DEALERS: Sydney (02) E. & M. Electronics 51-5880. 
A.E.D. 632-6301.. Applied Technology 487-2711. G.E.S. 439-2488. 
Melbourne (03) Sontron Instruments 568-4022. Cottage Computers 
481-1975. Ellistronics 602-3282. Stewart Electronics 543-3733. 

Brisbane (07) Baltec Systems 36-5183. Zero One 
Electronics 371-6707. ACT (062) Ortex 82-4995. Adelaide 
Rogers Electronics (08) 42-6666. Perth (09) Micro 
Controls 325-2444. New Zealand Southmark (9) 798-078. 

1:=Ldaneva control pty.ltd. 
66Bay Road, Sandringham, Víc., 3191. Ph:'598.5622 Telex: AA34439 
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Texas gets another voice 
The family of Texas Instruments speech synthesis chips 
has a new baby called TMS5200. 

His most interesting feature is 

that he contains an onboard 
buffer organised on a first in first 
out (FIFO) basis, 16 -bit parallel 
in and serial out This buffer 
frees the CPU for the 50 mil- 
liseconds that it takes to exhaust 
itself and allows speech data to 
be stored in PROM, RAM or any 
other random access storage 
medium. 

Like his elder brother 
TM5100, the new chip is 
P -channel MOS and uses an 
encoding method called Linear 
Predictive Coding. Texas exp- 

lain this as 'a technique of 
analysing and synthesising 
human speech by determining 
from original speech a descrip- 
tion of a time varying digital filter 
modelling the vocal tract 

"This filter is then excited by 
either periodic or random in- 
puts. An on -chip 8 -bit digital - 
to -analogue converter trans- 
forms digital information pas- 
sed through the filter into synth- 
etic speech." So now you know! 

Enquiries to Texas Instru- 
ments Asia Ltd, Serangoon 
Rd, P.0.138, Singapore 9132_ 

`SABER' data repeater 
A single integrated circuit device which can physically 
extend a common buss between dose -coupled or remote 
digital data processing or communications equipment and 
repeat and retransmit signals without signal degradation 
has been introduced by Signetics. 

The new integrated circuit is 
the 8X41, otherwise known as 
the Signetics Asynchronous Bi- 
directional Bus Extender and 
Repeater (SABER). 

In contrast to more complex 
retransmission schemes which 
may involve six or more 
separate integrated circuits, the 
eight -channel 8X41 SABER can 
transfer data between up to 
either pairs of elements in a data 
processing or communications 
system without external logic. 

By inserting the 8X41 in 
series with a properly termi- 

nated open collector buss, the 
signals passing through the 
buss in either direction can be 
repeated without degrading 
buss drive capability or signal 
rise and fall time. 

The SABER's eight data 
channels are controlled by the 
lines which determine whether 
or not data is to be transmitted, 
the direction of transmission or 
whether the device is to simply 
repeat the data on either buss. 

Potential use of the chip 
would be any application where 
data is exchanged over a 

Support for the Z8000 
Support and development hardware for the Z8000 sixteen 
bit microprocessor is arriving thick and fast. 

First of all, Zilog has released 
news of an intelligent microp- 
rocessor emulator subsystem 
called ZSCAN 8000 which they 
say represents a new modular 
approach to development sys- 
tems. 

Previous systems have com- 
bined the software development 
capability with the emulator in a 

single unit, which meant that the 
system was restricted to a single 
microprocessor. 

ZSCAN 8000 interfaces to 
Zilog's PDS 8000 development 
systems for use with both ver- 
sions of the Z8000, but it can 
also be used easily with other 
microcomputers, minicomput- 
ers and mainframes - in fact 
any host with a standard 
RS232C interface. 

Priced at around $4500, 
ZSCAN 8000 will be available 
here in about three months. 

Next there's the Z8010 Mem- 
ory Management Unit, which of- 
fers dynamic segment reloca- 
tion and memory protection for 
each of the Z8001's address 
spaces. It's designed to give the 
memory space a logical rather 
than a physical structure and to 
protect the user from inadver- 
tent errors and the operating 
system from unexpected ac- 
cess by the user. 

Each Memory Management 
Unit has 64 randomly accessi- 
ble segments ranging in size 
from 256 bytes to 64 kilobytes 

and these can be mapped into a 

total physical address space of 
16 megabytes. Introductory 
price is $187 each for ten or 
more. 

The Z8000 MPU is the first of 
a new series of microcomputer 
boards bdsed on the Z8001 
processor. It can function either 
as a stand-alone single board 
microcomputer or as the mas- 
ter in a set of several peripheral 
boards. There are 32K bytes of 
onboard RAM with parity protec- 
tion and 8K bytes of additional 
ROM space. Priced at $2295 it's 
available now. 

A new system -level 
backplane buss structure can 
be used with all three of Zilog's 
micros, the Z8, Z80 and Z8000. 
Its 32 address/data lines and 28 
control lines mean that it will 
also be able to accommodate 
future 32 bit micros. 

Complete information on all 
of Zilog's family of microcom- 
puter components is contained 
in their new 'Microcomputer 
Components Data Book', a 254 
page catalogue which provides 
technical data consisting of 
functional descriptions, ar- 
chitecture and programming in- 
formation, pin descriptions and 
electrical specifications. 

More info on all Zilog pro- 
ducts from the distributors, Zap 
Systems Pty Ltd, 51-53 Chan - 
dos St, St Leonards, NSW 2065. 
Phone (02) 438-4533. 

common parallel buss, especi- 
ally where direct memory 
access (DMA) is required. This 
would include EDP, CPU and 
peripheral equipment, multi- 
processor distributed networks 
and systems, as well as auto- 
matic test and measurement 
systems. 

The high output drive of the 

8X41 can sink up to 70 milli - 
amps of current and drive a 

buss on which up to several 

hundred peripheral devices 
are connected. Input current 

requirement is only 100 
microamps! 

The 8X41 has a maximum 
delay time of 30 nanoseconds, 
is TTL compatible, has open 
collector outputs and operates 
from a single 5 V power source. 

The SABER is available in 24 - 
pin plastic dual in -line package. 
Detailed specifications, delivery 
and pricing are available from 

Philips Electronic Components 
and Materials, 67 Mars Road, 
Lane Cove NSW 2066. 
(02)427-0888. 
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WITH THE PRICE OF OUR 
DISK DRIVES ONLY 
ABOUT HALF THAT OF 
TANDY'S, 
PEOPLE MIGHT THINK 
THEY MUST BE 
INFERIOR. . 

HERE'S WHAT A REVIEWER HAS TO 
SAY IN THE "TANDY (I SYSTEM 80" 

NEWSLETTER. 
AUGUST ISSUE, VOL. 11 PAGE 3 

"DICK SMITH DRIVES" are in reality a Pertec 40 track drive they have a 20ms track to track seek and are 
generally quieter in their running. They have separate power supply allowing the unit to run cooler and 
because of their 40 tracks they store 102.4K bytes. Both sides of the diskettes can be used without 
modification. 

"TANDY DRIVES" have been made by 2 suppliers, the earlier drives were Shugart, whereas the later 
models are Teac. Both these drives are 35 track units and have a track to track of40ms. The total storage 
is 89.6K bytes and because of an inbuilt power supply they run quite hot and in enclosed spaces are 
prone to motor speed errors!! Only one side of the diskette can be utilized. Slightly noisier than the 
Pertec. 

As the all up cost of 4 DICK SMITH drives is about $1000.00 cheaper than the TANDY unit, the DICK 
SMITH drives seem a far better buy.' 

PERHAPS WE 
SHOULD HAVE 
MADE THEM 
$100 DEARER: 
SEE THE OTHER DICK SMITH 

ADS IN THIS MAGAZINE 
FOR STORE ADDRESSES 

Credit terms available to approved applicants 

Cat. X-3230 

9 
Power supply to suit 2 drives 
Cat. X-3234 $60.00 

P&P $5.50 

ri 



computer users 

FANTASTIC OFFER 041 

ON FLOPPY DISKS °k, 

SPECIAL 
PRICES 10-19 20-49 50-99 100+ 

1 
133 mm (SS, SD) $4.95 $4.39 $3.99 $3.29 

200 mm (SS, SD) $5.95 $4.86 $4.25 $3.95 

Both sizes can be mixed to qualify for the quantity 
discount. 

Mall this coupon now and ensure delivery of your order before 
Christmas. Make out your cheque or money order to 'Dindy Disk 
Offer', don't forget to include post and delivery charges. 

Packing and delivery 
10-19 $1.50 
20-49 $2.00 
50-99 $2.50 
100+ $3.00 

Floppy disks are the highly convenient magnetic media used for mass 
storage with minicomputer systems. Dindy Marketing (Aust.) Pty Ltd has 
made available a quantity of 133 mm (5") diskettes and 200 mm (S") 
floppy disks for ETI readers at special prices. These single -sided, single - 
density disks are manufactured in the USA and are identical to those 
marketed here by two large well-known electronics retailers. 

Each precision coated disk is enclosed in a PVC jacket with a protective 
liner. This material has low frictional properties and resists mechanical 
shock and heat. Minute foreign particles are absorbed by the liner, leaving 
the disk 'clean' for optimum recording performance. The disk itself 
consists of oriented polyester coated with a uniquely formulated gamma - 
ferric oxide, encapsulated in a wear resistant binder providing minimum 
friction with maximum durability. The smooth, polished surface results in 
low head and pad wear and gives long performance life. 

All stages of manufacture of these disks are carried out in environmen- 
tally 'clean' rooms and each stage is continuously monitored to ensure 
accuracy in accordance with rigid industry standards. Before being con- 
sumer packed, the specially coated material is tested for signal levels, 
modulation and resolution, and the disk certified free of errors. 

NOTE: Offer closes 13 November 

Money back guarantee: Dindy offer to refund the purchase price in full if 

you are not completely satisfied and provided you return the goods within 
14 days of receipt. 

NOTE: This otter is made by Dindy Marketing (Aust.) Pty Ltd and ETI is acting as a 
clearing house only. Cheques or money orders should be made payable to 'DINDY 
DISK OFFER' and sent, together with the coupon (or a photostat or clear, hand- 
written copy of same), to Disk Offer, ETI Magazine, 15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay 
NSW 2011. We will then process your order and pass it on to Dindy who will send you 
the goods. Please allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

Send coupon to: 
Dindy Disk Offer 
ETI Magazine, 15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011 

Please supply: 

Quantity 133 mm $ 

200 mm $ 

Packing and delivery: $ 

TOTAL: $ 

(Disks may be mixed for quantity discounts) 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Cheque or money order 

Or use your Bankcard 
4 9 6 

Expiry 

Signature 
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CO P -SOFT 
MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC (OSI) COMPUTERS 

Superboard and software HP -85 (16K RAM, 16K ROM) 

*GIP C4P C4PMF 5" (16x32) VDU, 5" printer 
C8P C8PDF 60CPS, RS232 

TRADING HOURS 

Monday to Thursday: 
9.30 am -5.30 pm 
Friday: 4.30 pm -8.30 pm 
Saturday: 9.00 am -12.30 pm 

235 SWAN STREET, RICHMOND. PHONE (03) 428-5269. 

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES 
The California DC range of switching regulated power 
supplies is now available in Australia. The LR Series of 
open frame supplies provide size and weight savings over 
linear, series regulated supplies. Conservatively rated for 
long life, the LR Series was designed for use in 
computers, computer peripherals and industrial 
controls. They provide power for floppies;tape drives, 
memories and microprocessors. The range includes 
versions with up to four independant output voltages. 

The power supplies range in price 
from $170 to $330. 

4-1 

Standard features include: 
Plus/Minus 20 percent line 
tolerance 
Inrush limiting on turn -on 
Individual output regulation of 1 

percent 
Individual output current limiting 
with foldback 

:t 
tª 

Thermal protection 
50 millivolt P -P output ripple and 
noise 
0-40 degrees C convection 
cooling without derating 
70 percent minimum efficiency at 
full load 

MicroPro Design Pty. Ltd. 
PO Box 153, North Sydney, NSW 2060. Phone (02) 438-1220. 

EXCITING NEW POCKET SIZE DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 
SANSEI' 2200A DIGITAL MULTIMETER, with a 3Y2 digit 
LCD display. This new Multimeter has now been released, with 
an accuracy of 0.3% for under $100. Other features include auto 
polarity, low battery and overrange indication. Supplied with 
Test Leads, spare fuse and battery. 
RANGES 
DC . . . . 2, 20, 200 and 1000 V 
AC . .. 2, 20, 200 and 600 V 
OHMS .2K, 20K, 200K, 2M, 20M 
DCA 2mA, 20mA, 

200mA, 500mA 
Diode Test range 
This is a 0.3% basic instrument with 200 hour 
continuous operation from a single battery. 
SEND TO: 

ONLY 
$95 

+$14.25 S.T. 

'SANSEI' 2000A DIGITAL MULTIMETER, with a 3% digit 
LCD display. We are now able to offer an AUTO RANGING 
D.M.M. for the price of a normal D.M.M. It has an accuracy of 
0.3% and features low battery warning, and overrange indic 
ation. Test leads, spare fuse and battery supplied. -- 
RANGES 
DC . . . . 2, 20, 200 and 1000 V ONLY AC 2 20, 200 and 700 V 
OHMS .... 2K, 20K, 200K, 2M $138 
DCA 200mA +$20.70 S.T. 
This is a 0.3% Basic Instrument with 
30 hours continuous operation. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Packing and delivery $2.00 

CHRISTIE RAND PTY. LTD. 
P.O. BOX 48, EPPING, NSW, 2121. PHONE: (02) 477-5494. 
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LEARN AS YOU BUILD THIS POWERFUL S100/Z80 
MODULAR MICROCOMPUTER. YOUR ATZ80 KIT 

INCLUDES - 
* DGZ80 AUSTRALIA'S MOST POPULAR 

SINGLE S100 BOARD MICROCOMPUTER. 

* DG640 S100 VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT. 

* POWER SUPPLY, MOTHER BOARD, 
CASSETTE INTERFACE, HEX KEYPAD. 

ALSO - 
* DETAILED CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 

* EXCLUSIVE Z80 PROGRAMMING COURSE. 

* SAMPLE PROGRAMS TO RUN. 

* EXPERIMENTS TO CARRY OUT ... 
COMPUTER CONTROLLED BURGLAR ALARM, 
ROBOT, MUSIC GENERATOR TIME CLOCK, 
VIDEO GAMES ETC. 

* FULL TECHNICAL BACKUP AND 
SUPPORT SERVICE. 

Now you can build your own S100/Z80 based micro computer and learn 

this exciting new technology as you ga 
Based on the DGZ80 (ETI November 1978), you are assured of a proven 

versatile design. Hundreds have already been sold to hobbyists in 

Australia New Zealand, Hong Kong and to Government Departments 
such as C.S.I.RO. Defence, Transport and to industry such as I.B.M., 

Rothmans, Leeton Steel Works etc. 

The ATZ80 is a complete computer. You just add a tape recorder and a 

modified T.V. and you have a system equal to those costing $1,000 or 

0 
CASSETTE 
INTERFACE 

more. Because it Is already based on the S100 system you can readily 

expand your system adding extra memory boards, I/O boards and 

peripheral such as printer and floppy disks. Full program support is 

available, BASIC, EDITOR, ASSEMBLER etc. now readily available. 

Your Z80 is supplied with detailed construction manual and an 

exclusive step by step programming course that seems so lacking in 

other kits. 
You can add options as required such as the CLARE C70 keyboard 

($165.00) and extra memory 16K S100 Static memory card ($259.00), 

Card frame ($49.50),19 slot Mother board (149.50). 
With the AMC you have a complete, self contained microprocessor 

which you can apply immediately or expand to equal corn puters sold for 

$20,000 or more. 
Call into our Showroom for a personal demonstration or order by mail. 

(Return as received within 14 days for a full refund if not completely 

satisfied). 
Please send for our free comparison chart 

All prices include Sales Tax. 

APPLIED 

TECHNOLOGY 
PTY. LTD. 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 

PO Box 311, Homsby 2077. 

Please add $2.00 per order 
towards cost of post and packing. 

OFFICE/SHOWROOM 
1 a Pattison Avenue, Waitara 2077. 

Hours: 9-5 Monday to Saturday 
Telephone: 487 2711 

weicome ne.e 
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Radio & Electronics 
Books 

BERNARD BABANI (publishing)LTD 
160: COIL DESIGN & 

CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 
B.B. Babani 

Complete book on how to design and make RF, IF, audio 
and power coils, chokes and transformers. Every type is 
discussed and calculations given. Covers AM and FM radio 
and TV. 

96 pages Price $2.75 

202: HANDBOOK OF ICs EQUIVALENTS 
AND SUBSTITUTES. 
B.B.Babani 

One of the most complete IC equivalent and substitute 
guides yet published. Full data on over 9500 ICs. Covers 
digital and linears of all types from UK, USA, Japan, 
Germany, France, Czechoslovakia etc. 
128 pages Price $3.70 

221: 28 TESTED TRANSISTOR 
PROJECTS 

R.Torrens 
Some circuits are completely new - others are more 

familiar designs. The projects can be split Into simple 
building blocks to enable readers to combine circuits for 
specialised needs. 
96 pages Price $4.60 

224: 50 CMOS IC PROJECTS 
R.A.Penfold 

CMOS Cs are suitable for an extraordinarily wide range of 
applications, are cheap and easy to obtain. Here are a 
number of interesting and useful projects in four general 
categories: (1) Multivibrators, (2) Amplifiers and oscillators, 
(3) Trigger devices, (4) Special devices. 

112 pages Price $3.50 

225: PRACTICAL INTRO TO DIGITAL ICs 
D.W.Easterling 

This book Introduces the reader to digital ICs (mainly TTL 
7400 series). Besides a number of simple projects, contents 
include details of a Logic Test Set which enables 
constructors to identify and test digital ICs. Also includes 
digital counter -timer. 
80 pages Price $4.60 

50 (FET) Field 
Effect Transistor 
Projects 

Eiectronkl 
Projects 
for Beginners 
, ...,. r. .... 4".. 

227: BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BUILDING 
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
R.A.Penfold - 

Enables total beginners to tackle practical electronic so he 
or she can confidently build electronics projects such as 
published in ETI and other magazines and books. Subjects 
Include component identification, tools, soldering, various 
building methods, cases, legends etc. Practical basic 
projects are also included. 

112 pages Price $4.60 

BP1: 1ST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS AND 
SUBSTITUTES 
B.B.Babanl 

Complete transistor equivalents guide. More than 25 000 
transistors with alternatives and equivalents. Covers 
devices made in UK, USA, Japan, Germany, France, 
Europe, Hong Kong etc. See also BP 14 (below). 
80 pages Price $2.25 

BP 14: 2ND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS AND 
SUBSTITUTES 
B.B.Babanl 

The second book contains data on devices not Included In 
the first. This book supplements BP1, no data is duplicated. 
208 pages Price $4.05 

BP 24: 52 PROJECTS USING IC 741 
Rudl & Uwe Redmer 

Originally published In German, this book achieved huge 
European sales. Now translated into English with copious 
notes, data and circuits, this book is a must for those inte- 
rested in any way In this inexpensive and most versatile IC. 

80 pages Price $3.50 

BP 33: ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 
USERS HANDBOOK 
M.H.Babanl 

An invaluable book for all calculator users. Presents 
formulae, data, methods of calculation, conversion factors 
etc, often with examples. Includes way to use simple four - 
function calculator for Trig functions (sin,cos,tan); 
Hyperbolic functions (sinh,cosh,tanh), Logs, Square Roots 
& Powers. 

Comprehensive conversion factors Incorporated, 
including length, area, volume & weight through specialised 
conversions such as viscosity, illumination, cargo shipping 
measures etc. Also formulae for discounts and mark-up, 
currency conversions, Interest, solutions of equations, 
binary and octal numbers, areas and volumes, stats and 
maths etc. 

208 pages Price $3.50 

A Practical 5OCMOS IC 
Introduction to Projects 
Digital IC's 

4 

a , 
a 

BP 36: 50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM, 
SILICON, ZENER DIODES 
R.N.Soar 

Contains 50 Interesting and useful circuits and 
applications In many different branches of electronics. 
64 pages Price $2.75 

BP 37: 50 PROJECTS USING 
RELAYS,SCRs & TRIACs 
F.G.Rayer 

Relays, SCRs and Triacs have a wide range of 
applications - from motor speed control, dimming, heating, 
timers, light-sensitive circuits, warning devices, light 
modulators, priority indicators, circuit breakers etc. Book 
gives tried and proven circuits which will tolerate wide 
latitude of components and values allowing easy 
modification to suit special needs. 

112 Pages Price $4.60 

BP 39: 50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT 
TRANSISTOR PROJECTS 
F.G.Rayer 

Field effect transistors are used In many circuits. The 
projects here include amplifiers and converters, test 
equipment and receiver aids, tuners, receivers, mixers and 
tone controls, plus miscellaneous devices. The FET used is 
not critical and many other types will work as welt. This book 
will be of Interest to all enthusiasts, shortwave listener, radio 
amateur, hi-fi buff or general electronics experimenter. 
112 pages Price $4.60 

BP 40: DIGITAL ICs AND PIN 
CONNECTIONS 
Adrian Michaels 

Equivalents and pin connections of a popular user - 
orientated selection of digital Cs. Shows details of 
packaging, families, functions, manufacturer and country of 
ongln. Includes devices by Fairchild, Ferranti, Harris, ITT, 
Motorola, National, Philips, RCA, Signetics, Sescocem, 
SGS-Ates, Siemens, cASI, Stewart Warner, AEG- 
Telefunken, Texas, Teledyne. Companion volume to BP 41 
-Linear ICs. 

320 pages Price $9.00 

Popular 
Electronic 
Projects 

D D 
Coil Design and 
Construction 
Manual] 
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BP 41: LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS 
AND PIN CONNECTIONS 
Adrian Michaels 

Essentially similar in concept to above but deals with 
linear integrated circuits. 

320 pages Price $10.00 

BP 42: 50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS 
R.N.Soar 

. 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications using 
LEDs. A useful book for beginner and advanced enthusiast 
alike. 

64 pages Price $3.50 

BP 44: IC 555 PROJECTS 
E.A.Parr 

Every so often a device is made that is so useful one 
wonders how life went on before itl The 555 IC is one such. 
Frist made by Signetics it is now manufactured by almost 
everyone In the business. It is very cheap and readily 
obtainable. 

Included In this book are basic and general circuits, motor 
car and model railway circuits, alarms and noise makers plus 
a section on the subsequent 556,558 and 559 devices. 

160 pages Price $6.45 

BP 45: PROJECTS IN 
OPTO -ELECTRONICS 
R.A.Penfold 

Opto -electronic projects of interest to all electronics 
enthusiasts. Included are simple circuits using ordinary 
LEDs as well as more sophisticated designs such as infra- 
red transmitters and receivers, modulated light transmission 
and photographic projects. 

112 pages Price $4.95 

BP 47: MOBILE DISCO HANDBOOK 
Colin Carson 

Most people who start mobile discos know little about 
equipment or what to buy. This book assumes no preliminary 
knowledge and gives enough info to enable you to have a 

reasonable understanding of disco gear. 

128 pages Price $4.95 

BP 48: ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR 
BEGINNERS 
F.G.Rayer 

This book gives the newcomer to electronics a wide range 
of easily built projects. Actual component and wiring layouts 
aid the beginner. Some of the projects may be built without 
using soldering techniques. 

128 pages Price S4.95 

BP 49: POPULAR ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS 
R.A.Penfold 

A collection of the most popular types of circuits and 
projects covering radio, audio, household and test 
equipment. 

144 pages Price $5.35 

BP 51: ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND 
CREATIVE TAPE RECORDING 
M.K.Berry 

This book shows how electronic music can be made at 
home with simple and inexpensive equipment. It describes 
how sounds are created and recorded to build up a final 
composition. It shows how to build a small studio including 
mixer and various sound effects units. 

96 pages Price $4.60 

BP 53: PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC 
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE 
F.A.Wilaon 

This book is for the practical person's workshop bench. It 

bridges the gap between technical theory and cut -and -teed 
methods which may work but leave the experimenter 
unfulfilled. There's a strong practical bias. Tedious and 
higher maths has been avoided where possible. Many tables 
are Included. This one's a beauty! 

256 pages Price $8.25 

BP 56: ELECTRONIC SECURITY 
DEVICES 

R.A.Penfold 
Simple and more sophisticated burglar alarms using light, 

infra -red and ultrasonics; also other types of alarm such as 
gas and smoke detectors, flood alarms, doorphone and baby 
alarms etc. 

112 pages Price $5.35 

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS 
F.A.Wilaon 

BP 62 - Book 1 

BP 63 - Book 2 

BP 64 - Book 3 
This series provides an inexpensive Intro to modem 

electronics. Although written for readers with no more than 
basic arithmetic skills, the use of maths is not avoided - all 
the maths is taught as the reader progresses. 

The course concentrates on the understanding of 
concepts central to electronics rather than continually 
digressing over the whole field - on the basis that once the 
fundamentals are mastered, the workings of most other 
things are soon revealed. The author anticipates where the 
difficulties lie and guides the reader through them. 

Book 1 .. . All the fundamental theory necessary to a full 
understanding of simple electronic circuits and main 
components. 

Book 2 ... Alternating current theory. 

Book 3 ... Semiconductor technology leading to transistors 
and ICs. 

These three books constitute a complete, inexpensive 
electronics theory course of inestimable value in either 
hobby or career. 

224 pages Price $8.25 (each volume) 

BP 65: SINGLE IC PROJECTS 
R.A.Penfold 

All projects in this book are simple to build and are based 
on a single IC. A few projects use one or two transistors in 
addition. A strip board layout is provided for each project 
together with special constructional points and setting up 
info. The five chapters are: Low level audio, Audio power 
amps, Timers, Op -amps. Miscellaneous circuits. 

128 pages Price $5.50 

BP 66: BEGINNERS GUIDE TO 
MICROPROCESSORS AND 
COMPUTING 
E.F.Scott 

An introduction to basic theory and concepts of binary 
arithmetic, microprocessor operation and machine language 
programming. The only prior knowledge assumed is very 
basic arithmetic and an understanding of Indices. 

128 pages Price $6.45 

BABANI BOOKS - MAIL ORDER, DIRECT FROM ETI ! 

Please send me: 

Book 
160 

202 

221 

224 

225 

227 

BP1 

BP14 

BP24 

BP33 

BP36 

BP37 

BP39 

BP40 

Qty. BP41 

BP42 

BP44 

BP45 

BP47 

BP48 

BP49 

BP51 

BP53 

BP56 

BP62 

BP63 

BP64 

BP65 

BP66 

Post & handling: 

1 - 4 books: 

5 - 10 books: 

11 - 20 books: 

over 20 books: 

$1.35 

$2.70 
$i. 50 

$5.00 

I enclose $ (inc. p & h.) 
Note: Prices are effective until Jan. 1st 1981. 

Name 

Address 

postcode . . . . 

Send to: ETI 'Book Sales', 3rd Floor, 

15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011. 

Please allow 4 - 5 weeks for delivery. 

WE REGRET WE CANNOT SUPPLY NEW ZEALAND READERS 
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%. The one -stop Microcomputer Shop 
for total service to TRS-80* users 

'TRS-80 is a registered Trademark of Tandy Radio -Shack 

NOW AVAILABLE 
CISA DISK PASCAL 

Executes up to 60 times fester than DISK BASIC. 
HAS FULL DISK I/O FEATURES and many facilities not available on lan- 
guages costing many hundreds of dollars. 
DO NOT CONFUSE WITH CHEAP CASSETTE -BASED 'TINY' PASCALS. 

Systems overlays and developments will be available to registered users at a nominal charge. 
Includes the fastest and most powerful screen editor we have seen. 
Will edit PENCIL, SCRIPSIT and ASCII files. 
PASCAL is much easier to manipulate than ASSEMBLY, and is practically as efficient as It compiles into a 
true -optimized machine -code. 
More efficient than currently available BASIC COMPILERS selling for twice the price. 
We honestly believe that this Australian written PASCAL to be the fastest, most sophisticated and 
powerful high-level language available anywhere in the world for the TRS-80 Model I. 

RELEASE 1.0 $99.00 
(numbered copies to registered single -users only) 

CISA HARDWARE 
AND MODS 

HEAVY DUTY POWER LINE FILTER 
Essential In most domestic situations $65.00 
CISA LIGHT PEN (again In stock) 
includes full documentation and sample prog- 
ram $19.95 
CISA DATA DIGITIZER 
Use this with HISPED program and you really have 
a business system in LEVEL2. Requires no system 
modifications $57.50 
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALLER 
Easy attachment to TRS-80. Requires no 
hardware mods. Complete with softwares and 
documentation $57.50 
16K UPGRADE KITS 
KEYBOARD KIT.... $85.00 
INTERFACE KIT (yes there is a ditference)5105.00 
We fit -$20.00 plus carriage $5.00 overnight re 
turn. - 

DISK DATA SEPARATOR 
Thesé-are the components that TANDY forgot. 
Virtually eliminates all disk I/O errors. Absolutely 
essential for 77 track users. We fit - $49.95 
(sorry no kits) 
GREEN PHOSPHOR TUBES 
Not a cheap plastic overlay. We fit a genuine pro- 
fessional standard VDU tube with V." armoured 
low reflective front panel. (no kits) 599.00 
(fits old and new type Tandy VDU and current Dick 
Smith monitor) 
CISA RS232 PRINTER -DRIVER 
Operate any RS232 or 20 MA serial printer with this 
Australian made unit Includes software $54.75 
LOWER CASE MODIFICATION 
Get video lower-case for BOTH Scrlpslt and Elec- 
tric Pencil. Fitted $49.95 
VIDEO STABILISER CRYSTAL 
Totally removes shimmer and wobble on your 
video. Highly recommended for Green Tube. 

Kit $19.95 
Fitted $39.95 
DUMMY PRINTER 
Plug this into the parallel port of the interface and 
avoid system lockups if you accidentally type 
LLIST or LPRINT $14.95 

TRS-80 SOFTWARE 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER 1.2/16K 
Supervise a large area of air -space In real 
time 59.95 
SPACE GAMES L2/16K 
Five brilliant games In the classic space 
series $14.50 
STRATEGY GAMES L2/16K 
Four fascinating games to test your Judgement 
and logic 514.50 
ADVENTURE SERIES 1.2/16K 
Adventure -1, The Count, Voodoo Castle. 
Each $14.95 
Z -CHESS 
A fast and exacting opponent. 6 levels of play.. 
L2/16K - $19.95 
Disk 321( $24.95 
DISASSEMBLER IN BASIC L2/16K only 
Disassembles ROM and high memory machine 
language routines $9.95 
TAPECHECK L2 16K plus 
Checks and verifies every mlllemetre of a cassette 
tape. Also useful as cassette 1/O diagnostic$9.95 
RS232 DIAGNOSTIC 32K/DISK 
Interrogates, tests and reports on EVERY feature 
of Tandy RS232 board $19.95 
FLOPPY DOCTOR 32K/DISK 
This is the most comprehensive and exacting 
series of memory and disk I/O tests we have seen. 
From Micro -Clinic, USA $29.95 
SIMUTEK 7 separate packages 
These seven packages are excellent value for any 
TRS-80 owner $14.95 ea. 
Plus many, many more. 

"HISPED" 
TAPE OPERATION 

2K Baud PLUS for the TRS-80 
Save, verify and load programs up to 4 times faster than normal 
Save, verify and load array data up to 30 times faster than PRINT 
User variable hardcopy formatting (3 output routines work with 
most printers) 
"HISPED" is a machine language program (not a hardware add- 
on) 

e 2 copies plus a free basic test program supplied on high quality 
cassette - for level 2, 16K, 32K or 48K.' 

MAKES STRINGY FLOPPIES REDUNDANT. 

$24.95 
Available only from Cisa and authorised agents. 

MICROPOLIS DRIVES 
FOR THE TRS-80 

For the enthusiast: 192K bytes per drive. 
SINGLE 77 TRACK $699.00 
A professional disk drive for the business user: 
TWIN 77 TRACK 385K $1499.00 
Both complete with heavy-duty case and inbuilt 
power supply and free dos patch to TRSDOS. 
Requires cables -2 drive $30, 3 drive $40, 4 drive 
$50. 
MIX 'N MATCH with any 35 or 40 track drive. 
SHOP WHERE YOU CAN BE SURE OF SERVICE 
BACK-UP AND YOUR WARRANTIES HONOURED. 

SOFTWARE FROM RACET 
INFINITE BASIC $49.95 12 and DISK 
Add 30 BASIC commands plus full MATRIX MANIPULATION. 
Add 50 STRING functions, including high-speed sorts. 
BUSINESS BASIC (requires INFINITE BASIC) 529.95 
Another 20 functions Including set printer parameters, 127 digit 
mathematical functions, binary array searches and hash code 
generator. 
COMPROC Command Processor for Disk 519.95 
Auto your system to any sequence of DOS, machine -language or 
BASIC routines. Includes screen -print, auto debounce and lower- 
case software driver. 
DSM Disk Sort and Merge Min 32K and Disk $75.00 
Sorts 85K diskette in less than 3 minutes. 
Sorts 190K diskette in less than 6 minutes. 
COPSYS for cassette systems $14.95 
Copy and verify virtually any machine -language program. 
GSF 32K and 32K DISK $34.95 
18 high-speed machine -language routines Including high-speed 
in -memory sorts. 
Sorts a 1,000 element string array in 6 seconds. 

PHONE OR CALL AND BROWSE. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 
Trading Hours: 9am to 6pm Monday -Friday, 9am to 12.30pm Saturday. 

All the above fine products are available at or can be ordered from: 
SOFTWARE -80, Shop 11/198 Moggill Road, Taringa, Brisbane, QLD 4000. Phone: (07) 371-6996. 

SOUTH COAST COMPUTING SERVICES, 90 Worrigee Street, Nowra, NSW, 2540. Phone: (044) 24967. 
THE BYTE SHOP, Colbee Court, Phillip, ACT, 2606. Phone: (062) 81-5011. 

H.S. ELECTRONICS, 104.Charles Street, Launceston, TAS 7520. Phone: (003) 31-8942. 

CISA MICROCOMPUTING PTY. LTD. 
159 KENT STREET, SYDNEY, NSW 2000. PHONE: (02) 241-1813. 

Orders under 5100 add $2.00 p and p. Over 5100 post free. For repairs and mods to systems - send by carrier - you pay, we pay return carriage. 
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'THE 5700 BUS STOP'... 
SBC200 
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Z80 single board computer. 4MHz. 1611 EPROM, 
111 RAM, 16K EPROM. 1 senas port, 1 Input 8 1 

output parallel pon power on lump, 26 
momtor.2716 4 channel counter/timer, software 
controlled baud rate generator, modem look 
alike, vectored interrupt 

KIT $360.00 ASS A TESTED $440.00 

MPB100 

280 CPU board, swrlchable 2 or 4 Mil opera 
ion, power on lurmp to any 4K boundary, on 
board 2716 PROM socket, optional from panel 
proorson, wart stale generator, 2K monitor 
available, will suit dynamic rams, 

Kit $260.00 ASS 8 TESTED $310.00 

16K STATIC RAM 

2114 ow power RAM chips, alt address boon. 
dary, standard bank select (40H) 4 MR: opera 
ton with ho wart stale required when using Our 

chips, wad state generator for above 4M14z 

plated shoo holes. solder resist. opaional 300nS 
RAMS available. 

KIT $315.00 ASS & TESTED S380.00 

32-64K DYNAMIC RAM 

1 e 

e e 

Bank select, 200 nS chips standard up to /MHz 
speed. will accept 64K tams to cave 25611 per 
board, switch selectable boundaries, invisible 
refresh, phantom output disable, standard 5100, 
plated titre roles. Slide resist, components 
overlay. 

KIT 326.5525 48115670 64105815 
ALT 32K-5605 480.5750 64115895 

2708 EPROM 

Switch selectable as 8 or 16K card Oft address 
boundary, wart state gen suites industry atan 
dará 2708'5 standard 5100. plated true tales. 
Solder resist. 

KIT $98.00 
ASS 6 TESTED $125.00 

fg 
a 

SERIAL -PARALLEL 
I/O PORT 

Dual Serial ports with RS232 8 TT0 outputs. 
nine programmable parallel ports. wire wrap 
cross link area or parallel 00, swrtdi selected 
baud rates, 9600 75 baud. 4 byte address 
decoding for 00. switch selected, plated thru 
holes, solder resist. 

KIT $189.00 ASS & TESTED $225.00 

SINGLE DENSITY 
DISK CONTROLLER 

Ors. 

I. ^A! t 

IBM 3740 soft sectored, operates standard 8' o 
5' aives, single or double Wed drives. utilizes 
F01771 controller cop, runs CPIM disk opp soft - 

are, operates with Z80, 8085 8 8080 CPU, 
CPIM, BIOS 8 diagnostic proms to sun are 
available. 

KIT S258.00 ASS 8 TESTED 5308.00 

SINGLE/DOUBLE DEN. 

DISK CONTROLLER 

`?p _- of 

Operates with single 8 double den- smote & dou- 
ble seed drives 8 8' or 5' drives in any com- 

blnation of 4 chives srmunaneously, phase lock 
loop data recovery, with SDOS operating system 

VW can run all CP/11 and COOS Programmes. 

KIT $360.00 ASS 8 TESTED $420.00 

80 K 24 VIDEO 

7_ 

On board Z80, 80 char. K 24 lines. 7 it 10 
matrix, keyboard interlace. 96 up 8 lower 
character, 32 special characters, optonal 128 
ldra char composite video, horlrev scrolling. XV 
address cu, blinking underline reverse sided 8 
held pelted. 

KIT $380.00 ASS 8 TESTED $450.00 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

`e 4 
..... 
._7.411.4.7. 

2708, 2758. 2716, 2516, 2732 EPROMS 

switch selected, 25V generator, ZE socket. 
CPIM driver program, mar, time 100 sec for 16K 

bit MOMS mod available la TMS 2716 
[PROMS, dptrone, PROM based driver routines 

STD 5100. plated thru holes - 

KIT $205.00 ASS & TESTED $255.00 

" ' 9 

i` 

EXTENDER/ 
TERMINATOR 

T LtE111 
t t111, 

True active termination, fuse prod supply rails 
to ertentron socket, numbered test points, reset 
line (75) not terminated. solder resist, plated 
Into holes, standard S100 OIL resistor packs, 
this board is a must Or reliable opematine. 

- KIT $85.00 ASS 6 TESTED $105.00 

WIRE WRAP 
PROTOTYPING BOARD 

Now wrm plated thou Wes, GRO 8 supply rails 
on both sdes. +SV +12V P. -12V reguutor 
provyLon. Hole array is .1 x .3 to sat all C 
package sizes. prowsdn for liner bypass caps. 
5V reg is 703. 

BOARD ONLY $38.50 

TV19126 TERMINAL 

im~ 

80 x 24 intelligent terminal. 2 page screen, 
printer pon, dual intensity upperrower case, 
1109600 Said. numeric pad, cursen contra, 
KY curs block mode, sex test, micro based tear 

siegler ADM31 look alike, lull editing 
capablrseS. 

$1295.00 

LA34 34 OECwrNer ," 
30 CPS. 128 char. set 110300 bald 9 x 7 dot 
matrix. adlustable line and character spacing, 
opt. nursed keypad, VI wegm (13Ks) STD 
RS 232 serve corn.. opt. hatter teed, 8 paper 
reel holder, comes wan suction teed as standard. 

STANDARD VERSION 51595.00 

Z80 STARTER KIT 

j . 

. I 

Onboard keyboard 8 HEX display, Kansas City 
cassette, PROM programmer 5100 interlace, 2K 
RAM, ea PROM, 2K optional, 2K monnae, CTC 
timer, mterrups, 2r8 brt ports, wee wrap area, 
120 page manual, single 5V supply, single step, 
breakpoints. 

KIT S350.00 ASS 6 TESTED $420.00 

S-100 & 6800 CHASSIS 

y 
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11 slot backplane, fully card guided. 15 amp power supply, tan, key switch, bench mount, rack 
mount, annodlsed aluminium. S edge connectors standard. S 100 Bench Kit $345. S-100 Rack Kit 
$308. 6800 Bench Kit $370.00. 6800 Rack Kit $330. Assembled prices add 5100. 

ELECTRONICS 
MELBOURNE 
Ph (03) 842-3666 
Trading hours: 10am-6pm Mon to Fri.. 

1096 Doncaster Rd, Doncaster East, Vic 3109. 
PO Box 19, Doncaster East, 3109. Telex AA37213. 
DEALER Canberra - 81-5011, Sydney - 661-9237. 

PMS100 
Introducing the PMS100 by SME Systems, an all new package microcomputer based on a Z80 CPU. 

This sytem will suit all users ranging from computer technicians, programmers and small to medium 

company accounting requirements. 

Technical specifications are as follows: 

4 Mhz Z80 CPU, 64K Dynamic memory with bank select' to allow up to 8 pages of 64K 
each, and up to 256K of RAM on a single board, RS232 serial port and 8 bit parallel 
ports. Up to 16K EPROM which can be switched out after power up to allow a full 64K 
of user RAM per bank. Dual OUME e" d/sided drives running at single or double 
density. Density selection is automatically chosen by the use of double or single density 
formatted disks. External Mini drives can also be interfaced to the controller. The DOS 
supplied is compatible with standard CP/M and CDOS to allow a wide selection of soft. 
ware to be used, such as MBASIC, CBASIC, COBOL, ALGOL, PASCAL, FORTRAN, 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, WORD PROCESSING, MULTIUSER, MULTITASKING, AND 
ACCOUNTING PACKAGES. All of which can be supplied from SME Systems. 

The PMS1 00 is AUSTRALIAN designed and built and can be supplied as a basic system 
or as a complete turnkey system Including terminal, printer and software. 

Send 66c In stamps for HARDWARE CATALOGUE. 

CP -M user group software 43 volumes. 
CATALOGUE 54.00 
ALL PRODUCTS AUSTRALIAN MADE AND EX STOCK (ALMOST). 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 
Prices and specs. subject to change without notice. 

All prices tax free, for retail prices add 15 per cent. 

bonkcord 
welcome here 

Give name, number, expiry 

date and signature for mail 

order sales. 
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by Dindy 
q6 R,intes 

CLOSING DATE: 

13 November - order now in time 
for Christmas l 

H1 -ENERGY CASSETTES 
SPECIAL READER OFFER r 

AT LOW, LOW PRICES 
Tape 1-19 20-99 100 + 
C46 $1.29 $0.99 $0.86 
C60 + 6 $1.79 $1.59 $1.39 
C90 + 6 $2.09 $1.99 $1.79 

y yngy e 
Owbwyo'oc" 

Dindy Hi -Energy Cassettes 
low noise/high output 
Cassette case screwed together, not glued 
Five year unconditional replacement guarantee 
Bonus taping time on C60 and C90 

NOTE: This offer is made by Dindy Marketing (Aust.) Pry Ltd and this publication 
is acting as a clearing house only. Cheques or money orders should be made 
payable to Mindy Cassette Otter', and sent to ETI Magazine, 15 Boundary St, 
Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011. We will then process your order and pass It on to 
Dindy, who will send you the goods. Please allow up to lour weeks for delivery. 

.Dindy Cassette Offer 

Please supply: Quantity C46 $ 

C60 $ 

C90..1 $ 

Packing & delivery- under 99: $2.50 
over 100: $4.00 $ 

(Tapes may be mixed for discount) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

- Cheque or money order 

Or use your Bankcard 

Signature 

TOTAL: 

Postcode 

4 9 6 
1 Expiry 

IDate.../.../... 

1/11rl 
G46 

- rmrvltes 

BONUS: 
For orders over $60.00 we will 
include a can of Tape Head 

' Clean Spray valued at $2.25. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

DINDY 'HI -ENERGY' - NORMAL Eq: 3180us + 120us Blas: Normal 
Physical Properties Unit C60 C90 C120 

Base Material Tensilized Polyester 

Width mm 3.81 3.81 3.81 
Length m 90 135 180 
Base Thickness urn 11.5 7.5 6.0 
Coating Thickness um 3.8 3.8 3.0 
Total Thickness urn 15.3 11.3 9.0 
Colour Brown Brown Brown 

Magnetic Properties 
Coercivity (Hc) Oe 320 320 320 
Retentivity (Br) Gauss 1100 1100 1100 
Max. Inductance Bm Gauss 1350 . 1350 1350 
Squareness Ratio 0.82 0.82 0.82 

Electro- 
magnetic properties 
Bias Setting at 6.3 kHz dB+ +4.0 +4.0 +4.0 
Relative Sensitivity (333 Hz) dB +3.5 +3.5 +3.5 
Variation of Sensitivity dB +/-1.0 +/-1.0 +/-1.0 
MOL 333 Hz/3% THD dB +4.0 +4.0 +4.0 

10 kHz/3%THD dB -9.0 -9.0 -9.0 
Signal/noise ratio (NAB) dB 58 58 58 
Signal/noise ratio (MOL/NAB) db 64.5 64.5 64.5 
Print through dB -59 -59 -59 
Third Harmonic Distortion 

250 nwb/m 0.8 0.8 0.8 
160 nwb/m 0.2 0.2 . 0.2 
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Wave Form Comparison of Bipolar Transistor 

vs. Power MOS FET 
Distorted sign 
wave form 

Conventional bipolar 
power transistor 

Maximum speed _ linearity 
1 

Hitachi's new 
Power MOS FET 

Graphic Illustration: Simulated oscilloscope data from Hitachi Toyokawa laboratory 

"tech" J 

t r, 

The HA -7700 Stereo Integrated Amplifier 1 
brings you stunning sound reproduction. 
The Hitachi Power MOS FET offers ultra -high - 
switching speed for dramatically reduced 
distortion and outstanding transient response. 
It features the same incredible technology 
that went into our renowned HMA-7500 11): 
Stereo Power Amplifier and HA -8700 Stereo 
Integrated Amplifier. - 

Power output is 70 watts per channel with no more than 
0.008% total harmonic distortion from 20 to 20,000 Hz. And all 
stages are direct coupled, so you get the purest waveform reproduction 
fidelity from input to output. 

The RIAA phono equalizer is a top -precision design employing only the highest- 
quality components for low -distortion and true-to-life disc playback. There's a full 
complement of control and convenience features for maximum system flexibility. 

The HA -7700. True purity in waveform reproduction is here. 

HITACHI 

HA -7700 

Hitachi Sales Australia PtY. Ltd.,153 Keys Road Moorabbin, Vittoria 3189 Tel: 95 8772 



 ers of Nikon, Pentax, 
Oly pus, Minolta, Canon, 

Leica... improve your ' .ages. 
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6 
Kodak Elite 35 Prints set a new standard of excellence in color reproduction for 

35mm camera owners. 
1. Kodak Elite 35 Prints measure 15cm x 10cm (6"x 4") 

have a finely -textured matt finish, and square corners. 
N 

2. Kodak Elite 35 Prints are processed from negatives r _=-2,111N15 individuallyassessed bycomputer. P 
3. Kodak Elite 35 Prints are subject to extremely strict 

C®! 
An.h. kpp 
ham 3S mm.oft.negative film. 

quality controls. 
4. Kodak Elite 35 Prints are returned to you with the negatives in special plastic 

sleeves for complete protection. 
Kodak Elite 35 Prints take slightly longer to process and cost a little 

extra, but that's what you'd expect for wanting the best. 
^- LTD. ^1 

Kodak 

Kodak Elite 35 Prints are available from all C41 compatible 35mm color negative film. KODAKe (Australasia) P 1 Y. D. 

1 

KO/6163/Y/KSB 
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TEAC offers dbx 

TEAC A S. ORX Steieo,Cossette Deck 

The TEAC corporation are now offering dbx noise 
reduction units to support their range of cassette and 
open reel tape recorders. 

The dbx system of loga- 
rithmic compression before 
recording and expansion be- 
fore playback was explained 
in last month's Ell review of 
the dbx 3BX dynamic range 
enhancer. 

It can give an improvement in 
dynamic range of more than 
30 dB, compared to the 10 dB 
or so that is possible with Dolby 
systems. 

TEAC's A-550RX cassette 
deck has built-in dbx circuitry 
and is also provided with Dolby 

Pioneer play it safe 
DC or not DC? That is the 
question currently plaguing 
amplifier designers. Pioneer's 
answer is - neither! 

Their SA -710 integrated 
amplifier and SX-D5000 re- 
ceiver released at July's C.E. 
Show, both feature what they 
call 'DC with a difference'. 

The difference is that they 
have retained the input 
capacitors. 

This way they reckon to avoid 
the risks of overload inherent in 
amplifiers that are entirely direct 
coupled, while still eliminating 
the disturbing effects of 
capacitor -induced phase shifts 
in the negative feedback loops. 

The power amp section of the 
SX-5000 receiver uses an un- 
usual (but not unique) principle, 
which seems set to become very 
fashionable. It's a form of class 
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circuits for playing back Dol- 
byised recordings or recording 
tapes that will be played back on 
other machines (e.g. in the car) 
which do not have dbx. Like all 
new high quality cassette decks 
these days it's compatible with 
metal tape. 

Other TEAC decks can also 
be upgraded to dbx standards 
of noise suppression. The RX-8 
is a dbx unit designed to com- 

.41 

' ^ 4 

AB operation. Neither of the 
paired output transistors on 
each channel is ever cut off, but 
unlike class A, the bias current is 
not held constant. Instead, a 
'Vari-bias' circuit monitors the 
incoming signal level and 
adjusts the bias current ac- 
cordingly, feeding less bias 
current to the transistors during 

- -" ":::---- 

...._ 
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low signal periods. 
This cuts down thermal 

losses and hence improves 
efficiency. Pioneer claim the cir- 
cuitry involved is so simple that 
it does not limit the transient 
response at all. 

The same company also 
released three new capacitor - 
coupled amplifiers at the 
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plement the C Series cassette 
decks, the DX -2A model is for 
use with the X-10 and X -10R 
open reel decks and the RX-9 is 
made to match the A-3440 
multitrack open reel recorder. 

TEAC have an interesting 
array of new equipment for 
1980/81, which they released at 
a function in Melbourne during 
August. We've more 'goodies' 
to tell you about in later issues. 

C.E. Show, SA -610, SA -510 and 
SA -410 with outputs of 45 W, 
30 W and 20 W per channel 
respectively. The most interest- 
ing feature of these three is that 
their tone control networks are 
incorporated in the negative 
feedback loops of the power 
amplifier section, not the 
preamp. 
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SUPERFERRO 
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SliCompact 

Cassette 
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Sound safe. 
Agfa SUPERFERRO- the sound 
safe- will record and store your 
music safe in sound, ready for 
when you want it. And we mean all 
the music. The outstanding 
performance of Agfa 
SUPERFERRO is achieved 
through the use of a particular form 
of ferric oxide particle that is 
uniform in shape and size. The 
second factor is an Agfa technique 
that enables more particles to be 
deposited per sq. mm of tape, with 
each particle separated and in line 
to eliminate cross -over 
interference. 

AGFA-GEVAERT FOR STILL CAMERAS. 

The advanced technology of the 
SUPERFERRO tape results in five 
big improvements: 
1. Reduced background noise. 
2. Better maximum output level. 

3. Improved dynamic range. 
4. Improved high frequency 
output level. 
5. Reduced harmonic distortion. 
In addition, Agfa SUPERFERRO 
cassettes feature a special 
mechanism for improved running 
properties. 
Agfa SUPERFERRO-the sound 
safe you can bank on for 
outstanding performance. 
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AGFA AGFA 
SUPERFERRO 

super I erro aynam.c I 

SUPERFERRO 
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0(/ 'Registered trademark 
ofAGFA-GEVAERT 
Antwerp/Leverkusen. 
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All -in -one audio test kit 
Neal-Ferrograph of the UK have produced a single instrument which performsa variety of useful audio measurements. 
Their RTS 2 combines an audio 
oscillator, a millivoltmeter, a 
distortion -measuring filter and a 
wow and flutter meter in a small 
unit that weighs less than six 
kilos. Pushbutton switches are 
used to select the different func- 
tions. 

Only one input and output 
lead is connected to the equip- 
ment under test, which is one 
reason why the instrument is 
claimed to reduce testing time 
by up to 30%.Another is that the 
readout is expressed directly in 
dB or percentage terms, which 
saves the time otherwise spent 
on arithmetic (and avoids errors 
too). 

The oscillator covers the fre- 
quency range from 15 Hz to 150 
kHz and has a maximum output 
of 3 V. 

THD from 0.1 % to 100% can 
be measured by the distortion 
section of the instrument, which 
has an output for connecting an 
oscilloscope or additional filters. 

The millivoltmeter can be 
switched to read voltages either 
at the output of the oscillator or 
at the high impedance input. It 
can be used to read drift, distor- 
tion, wow and flutter or voltages 
from 1 mV to 100 V in eleven 
ranges. 

There are three ranges of 
measurement for wow and flut- 

ere 

r;!. :1 

111 .24, 

ter, with full scale deflections of 
0.1%, 0.3% and 1% respectively. 
Variations in mean speed of up 
to 2% either way are within the 
scope of the instrument 

The RTS 2 also includes an 
external 40 dB attenuator and a 
test tape for checking azimuth 

Bouquet for Philips 
Philips' unique feedback -controlled belt -drive turntables have won them a coveted Hi -Fi Grand Prix citation for 
turntable technology from the American magazine 'Audio 
Video International'. 

Such citations are awarded as 
a result of a ballot of over 1500 
hi-fi retailers in all parts of the 
United States. 

The 'Direct Control' turntable 
design aims to provide the 
same accuracy as direct -drive 
turntables without the expensive 
constructional techniques they 
involve. 

The platter is belt driven by a 
dc motor and has a tachometer 
built under it. The output of the 

tachometer is converted into a 
dc voltage proportional to the 
turntable speed and this voltage 
is continuously compared to a 
stable dc reference voltage. The 
difference voltage is fed back to 
regulate the motor speed. 

According to Philips, turn- 
tables using this system can 
achieve wow and flutter figures 
of less than 0.03% (WRMS) and 
rumble lower than -70 dB. 

t 

alignment and replay charac- 
teristics of tape recorders. 

A separate Auxiliary Test Unit 
is available, which enables the 
RTS 2's oscillator and meter 
sections to be used either sim- 
ultaneously or separately for a 
variety of weighting and mon- 

-N> V 

itoring test on equipment of 
professional standard. 

Further information can be 
obtained by writing to Neal- 
Ferrograph, North East Audio 
Ltd, Simonside Works, South 
Shields, Tyne and Wear NE34 
9NX, England. 
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Fully computerized operations have 
many powerful advantages. Flawless 
decisions, meticulous monitoring, 
foolproof functions, record protec- 
tion and the desirable convenience 
of random band selection are only a 

few. 
But some audiophiles have had 

reservations about such systems and 
their reasons are not mysterious. Un- 
til now, you had to accept the one 
particular cartridge that came with 
the system. 

From now, with Sansui's new XR- 
Q11, you can freely select whichever 
cartridge you like. This important 

kiz 

freedom is possible because Sansui 
engineers have perfected a dual sen- 
sor system which is independent of 
the cartridge. 

Until now, the specs and perfor- 
mance of band selector turntables 
were usually not the very best. The 
XR-Q11 now changes the sound pic- 
ture. Speed is better than 99.99% 
perfect! Wow and flutter is under 
0.015%. And performance is peer- 
less thanks to the direct -drive 
quartz -servo motor. Speed monitor- 
ing is exceptionally fast and accurate 
with Sansui's dual -heads that read 
the 960 magnetic "marks" coating 
the platter's inside rim. 

Carefully examine the unique, 
straight D -O -B tonearm. Using basic 
principles of physics in a new con- 
figuration, this tonearm radically 
reduces all kinds of spurious vibra- 
tions, including feedback from the 
stylus. Combinéd with the BMC 
super -dense cabinet and PAT. 
PEND. floating sub -base, mechanical 
interferences of the most overt and 
subtle types have been virtually 

4 

eliminated for superb reproduction 
of even the most difficult dynamic 
musical qualities. 

The facts are clear. The XR-Q11 ís 

one of the world's finest turntables 
by any standard. And it is the only 
turntable in its class with the 
sophisticated convenience of com- 
puterized operation including 
Sansui's Computerized Track Se- 

quence Selection (CTSS). 
The new XR-Q11 CTSS turntable: 

when you want to approach the 
ultimate. 

SANSUI 

XR-Q11 
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
14-1 Izumi 2-chome, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan 
VANFI (AUST.) PTY. LTD. 

297, City Road, South Melbourne, Victoria 3205, 

Australia Tel: 690-6200 
283 Alfred Street, North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060, 

Australia Tel: 929-0293 



It's a better system, at a 
better price, and it's Sony. In 
Sony's new TC-K81 three head 
cassette tape deck, each head 

The new TC-K81 also has 
microcomputer control and 
feature -touch operation, and 
LED Peak Programme Meter, 

OIlY'S @a 

t's 
has its own individual casing 
and suspension system. 

You get precise azimuth 
alignment,* equal record and 
playback head -to -tape 
pressure, and reduced magnetic 
leakage flux. 

It's a unique three -head 
system, with two -motor, 
closed -loop dual capstan drive 
with metal tape compatibility. 

' SONY 

' 1 a 

3r+ewo IgrFJ:,..o....a.=a. 

AP 3477 - _. 

attar. 
bias and record level calibration 
system, and Dolby** NR. 

It's an exceptional new 
system, at an excellent price. 
And it's Sony. 

So in three -head tech- 
nology, we're three -ways better. 

S (I)NY® 
*Factory aligned . 

**Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. 
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news 
High power amp from Jaycar 
Jaycar's model 3002 power amp gives 300 watts per channel 
into four ohms and is ruggedly designed for sound rein 
forcement applications. 

/.._.,ti,,,, 

I0 
It's a modified version of one 

of our own designs, the ETI-466 
amp featured in last February's 
issue. One of these amps is 
used for each channel of the 
3002, with a separate power 
supply for each to allow 
maximum power output with 
both channels driven and to 
minimise crosstalk. 

Multiple protection circuits 
enable the 3002 to stand up to 
the abuses which any amp used 
"on the road" has to face sooner 
or later. Loadline protection al- 
lows the full power to be deli- 
vered into either four or eight 
ohm resistive and reactive loads 
and the amplifier will withstand 

a 

almost any load condition, in- 

cluding short circuits at reduced 
power. 

A relay network protects 
loudspeakers in case of faults in 

the amp, which are indicated by 
a LED on the front panel and 
there's an inbuilt turn -on delay 
to protect speakers against 
switching transients. 

The twin, peak reading level 
meters are also an ETI design - they're the ETI 438 meters 
which first appeared in the De- 
cember 1975 issue and are re- 
printed in our 'Test Gear' and 
'30 Audio Projects' books. 
These meters have a fast attack 
time of less than one mil - 

You can't believe your ears ! 

Engineers at Rank Wharfedale's factory in the UK have 
conducted a series of tests showing that hi-fi systems can 
often outperform listeners' ears. 

They deliberately 'clipped' the 
signals fed to loudspeakers and 
found that the extent to which 
listeners noticed the distortion 
depended on the kind of music 
that was playing. Disco music 
could be clipped as much as 5% 
of the time before people 
noticed anything was wrong. (At 
least one member of ETI's staff 
thinks disco would sound much 
better clipped down to zero 
100% of the time, but that's 
another story!) 

Classical music, especially 
piano, is much more sensitive. 
Listeners began to notice some- 
thing was wrong even when 
clipping occurred less than one 
per cent of the time. 

When the music was played 
loud, the results were even less 
encouraging for audiophiles. At 

high volume as much as 15% 

clipping on pop music and 5% 

on classical pieces passes un- 
noticed. This is because the 
human ear introduces its own 
distortion at these levels, which 
masks the clipping. 

Similar results were obtained 
when Wharfedale's testers ex- 
perimented with the subjective 
effects of speaker coloration. 
They mixed a controlled 
amount of synthetic coloration 
with a clean sound and found 
that the degree to which this was 
noticed also depended on the 
type of music. 

With some pieces of music 
coloration was scarcely notice- 
able; on others it was glaringly 
obvious. And some people can 
tell the difference between a 

coloured and a fiat response, 
but actually prefer the 
coloration! 

4-.. a =' I , ' "5 
01. 
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lisecond to detect very short 
transients and a relatively slow 
release time of half a second for 
good indication of average 
levels. 

The whole amplifier fits a 
standard 19 inch rack (430 
mm) and is less than 133 mm 
high. Input connections are by 
RCA socket (two per channel 
paralleled to avoid looping to 
other amps) and speaker out- 

.. 

a 

puts are via heavy duty binding 
posts. 

Visitors to the ETI stand at the 
recent Consumer Electronics 
Show in Sydney will have heard 
the Jaycar 3002 doing a splen- 
did job of driving our demonst- 
ration Series 4000 speakers. 

More information from 
Jaycar Pty Ltd at P.O. Box K39, 
Haymarket, NSW 2000. Phone 
(02) 264-6688. 

Single -chip FM receiver 
An experimental 3.5 mm square chip contains virtually all 
the components of a complete frequency modulated broad- 
cast receiver. 

Engineers at Philips Labora- The chip also includes a new 
tories in Holland have achieved kind of muting system, which 
this remarkable miniaturisation depends on the correlation be - 
by reducing the intermediate tween the IF signal and an 
frequency from 10.7 MHz down inverted, delayed version of 
to only 70 kHz. This means that itself. These two signals should 
the critically tuned L -C or be identical if the receiver is 

ceramic filters usually used can properly tuned, in which case 
be replaced by simple low -Q the correlation is high and the 
R -C networks which are much muting circuitry switches the 
easier to incorporate into inte- demodulated audio signal to the 
grated circuits. audio output When the receiver 

FM broadcast stations use a is detuned, the correlation be - 
maximum of 75 kHz deviation tween the two signals is small 
which would lead to audio and the audio signal is 

distortion in a normal receiver suppressed. 
with a 70 kHz intermediate fre- The receiver uses standard 
quency. To avoid this, the bipolar technology and corn - 
Philips chip has frequency prises about 280 circuit 
feedback circuitry which 'com- elements. Supply voltage range 
presses' the modulation to +/- is 3 to 18 volts, with a current 
15 kHz, resulting in virtually no consumption of 9 milliamps at 
harmonic distortion. 6 volts. 
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The natural 
satisfaction of 
full flavoured, 
imported Drum. 

It's the most 
enjoyed ready- 
rubbed cigarette 
tobacco in 
Australia. 

ST215 
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Remember how great 7' she looked last summer. 
National Colour Video Camera and Portable 

VHS lets you keep those moments and relive them 
over and over. 

It's so simple. Point the camera, shoot... 
instant result. No processing is required with automatic 
viewing on TV, through your National Portable VHS 
recorder. Light to carry and will operate under 
low light conditions. 

Other features include: 
Power zoom control Brilliant colour reproduction 
Pause control Electronic viewfinder 
Built-in microphone Low power consumption. 

Because time doesn't stand still... -- a¡onal 
Instant Home Video 

Na fOO 
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Nakamichi 482 discrete head 
cassette recorder 
"Impeccable ... the best performance we have seen from 
any cassette deck to date." 

WITH SO MUCH talk about digital 
techniques, one could be forgiven for 
thinking that conventional reel to reel 
and cassette tape recorders were about 
to be eclipsed. Actually, nothing could 
be further from the truth. Both of these 
tape recording systems are well estab- 
lished in their respective fields and will 
continue to be so for some time. 

The cassette recorder, which now 
dominates the consumer market, has 
undergone remarkable technical de- 
velopment, particularly in the last five 
years, which has resulted in truly 
outstanding improvements in per- 
formance. They are now able to satisfy 
discriminating buyers who are looking 
for frequency linearity, wide dynamic 
range, acceptable wow and flutter and 
low distortion. 

Five years ago few machines could do 
better than a 13 kHz bandwidth, very 
few had a significant output below 
50 Hz and most produced distortion 

greater than 1% at -6 VU. The almost 
universal adoption of Dolby systems 
had achieved reasonable signal-to-noise 
ratios for the majority of machines but 
wow and flutter figures were generally 
so inferior to those of reel to reel re- 
corders that very few serious amateurs 
really considered using cassette 
recorders at home. 

The original Nakamichi 1000 and 
700 series of recorders changed the 
opinions of most amateurs (and quite a 
few professionals as well), but they were 
large, expensive and complicated. The 
Nakamichi 482 is much smaller, de- 
signed to stack on top of other pieces of 
equipment and costs a fraction of the 
price of its illustrious forebears. In fact, 
after allowing for inflation, we believe 
the real cost of today's 482 is about one - 
fifth the cost of the 1000 when it was 
first released, and the 482 is a superior 
machine. 

Nakamichi's products are now re - 

[a6101 . 

garded as being in the forefront of 
cassette recorder development. Their 
reputation has generally been enhanced 
by each new model they have released 
and the 482, which is the latest in the 
line, is no exception. It attains a level of 
performance which even Nakamichi 
will find it hard to improve on. At $599 
the 482 costs about $200 more than its 
predecessor the 480, mainly because it 
incorporates three crystal permalloy 
heads (which are basically the same as 
those on the 582 model). 

The unit close up 
Externally the 482 looks very similar to 
the 480 series, with the same black 
brushed aluminium escutcheon and 
large pneumatically damped cassette 
well. (A satin -finish model is also 
available). On the right are a pair of 
peak reading VU meters covering the 
range from -40 dB to +7 dB, and be- 
neath them are two slide recording level 
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attenuator controló. While these two 
controls look good, we were critical of 
their ergonomic design in the 480 series 
and are still critical of them in the 482. 

There are three interlocked push- 
buttons for selecting EX, SX, and ZX 
tapes, which is shorthand for low 
noise gammaferric oxide tapes (EX), 
chromium dioxide or chromium equiva- 
lent tapes (SX) and metal alloy tape 
(ZX). An equalisation switch selects 
equalisation time constants of 70 or 120 
microseconds. At the rear are two pairs 
of coaxial sockets for input and output 
and a 5 pin DIN type socket for connect- 
ing a remote control unit. 

The most prominent feature inside 
the machine is a large and beautifully 
fabricated printed circuit board in- 
stalled in an inverted position. All the 
components are on ,the underside of the 
board so that when the cover is removed 
one finds oneself face to face with the 
circuit designations and probe points, 
which is just the kind of layout that 
service engineers need for trouble- 
shooting. 

Louis A. Challis 
P., Loa 
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We removed the bottom to look at the 
components and found that they told us 
only a little more about the unit than 
the printed circuit board did with com- 
ponents on the top. Dolby circuitry is in 
the form of parallel dual in line ICs for 
the encoding and decoding circuits. A 
double Dolby facility allows Dolbyized 
material to be directly monitored 
through the decoding Dolby circuitry 
while it is being recorded. Nakamichi 
have gone to a lot of trouble to select 
their chips so that the encoding and de- 
coding characteristics are very closely 
matched, avoiding thereby some prob- 
lems that other manufacturers have 
experienced because of imprecise 
matching of randomly selected chips. 

The integrated circuits are mounted 
in sockets to simplify installation and 
replacement. Like other Japanese 
manufacturers, Nakamichi try hard to 
avoid unnecessary wiring operations, so 
the majority of connections on this 
board are direct to ancillary circuitry. 
The board incorporates one plug-in 
socket and most other terminations are 
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made by wire wrapped connections for 
harnesses leading to the motor drive, 
recording heads and front panel 
switches. 

The cassette drive mechanism 
appears to be the same as that 
previously seen in the 480 version and 
features solid plastic mouldings com- 
bined with aluminium plates to achieve 
what appears to be an extremely rugged 
and stable drive mechanism, which is 
obviously stronger than the previous 
generation of drives. 

On test 
The first area where this deck out- 
performs its predecessors is the replay 
frequency response. Here it gives the 
best performance we have seen from 
any cassette deck to date. On the Maxell 
UDXL-1 the response is better than 
10 Hz to 20 kHz, on TDK SA it is every 
bit as good and even flatter and on TDK 
MA -R60 it is 10 Hz to 14.5 kHz and only 
6 dB down at 20 kHz. The flatness of 
these responses equals that of many 
high quality reel to reel recorders. 
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you had to buy "professional" 
solder- 

Unti yprojects and 
paBlox, 

al" prices. Now there's 
m 

tbbt 
not less breadboards 

for your p 

sy 

, 

"totals more 
a totally new circuit -building 

economically 
priced but offers many 

only 
es to the he hobbyist.Atstem 

are two expandable offor discrete component 

starter 
the corepa 

the system 
circuit packs, one 

Each comes with a number of Hobby- 
projects, the other for integrated 

projects.ttray and an 

Blox project booklet. In addition, the 
packs 

illustrated project separate comp 
system includes terminal, 
you can purchase individually Ilspeaker panels, 

distribution 
and -bus strip 

binding posts, etc. 

! 

+5V 

- A P PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
dip1359 West Jackson Street 

' Painesville, Ohio 44077 
(216) 354-2101 

oINIORv /LOXTM 0 
TheneWmodular 
circuit building 

system designed 
es eca1ly for p hobbyists. electron 

. 

INN] 

to use because 

The Hobby-Blox system is easy 

Jules are color -keyed and letter/number 

theIt'ssaving, because they're 

indexed. 
time-saving, with DIP's of fl sizes i d 

and wide 
s. It'sa compatible 

of discrete can 
components. 

wide variety 
you save money, because 

the parts be 

and again again. 

How far can you go with the Hobby-BI°x 

system? Take a look at the example above. 

Then you'll know why We say. "your only e. mit 

is your own imagination. 

Patents Pending_ INCORPORATED 
1980 

© A 
p pRODUC 

For a free catalog, 
contact your local 
HOBBY-BLOXTM dealer: 

N.E.T. PTY. LTD. 
92 Woodfield Boulevard 
Caringbah, N.S.W. 2229 
TEL: 525-6090 

RIFA PTY. LTD. 
P.O. Box 485 
Cross House, 2 Cross Street 
Hurstville, N.S.W. 2220 
TEL: 570-8122 

RIFA PTY. LTD. 
P.O. Box 95 
202 Bell Street 
Preston, Victoria 3072 
TEL: [03) 480-1211 



PCR's 
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ET 1568 
Instructions on how to make your own 
pc boards using the Scotchcal method 
and exposing through this page may be 
found on page 113 of the March '80 issue. 
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Here is the pc board for last month's Quality AM Tuner, as promised. 
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ALARMS 
Comprehensive Burglar Alarm 
SCR Alarms 
Car Radio Protector 
Fire Alarm, Simple 

AMPLIFIERS & 
PREAMPLIFIERS 
Non -Inverting Amplifier 
AC Amplifier 
AC Amplifire, Simple 
Voltage Follower 
Flexible Response 
HI Z, Hi Gain Amplifier 
Voltage Controlled Amplifier 
Recording Pickup 
Direct Coupled Power 
CMOS Power Booster 
Photocell Amplifiers 
12 Volt PA System 
Class A Amplifier 
Clipper Preamp 
Headphone Amplifier 
Op -Amp Circuits, Standard 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 
Track and Hold Circuit 
Track and Hold, Simple 
ADSR Envelope Shaper 
Frequency Doubler 
Frequency to Voltage Converter 
Frequency Meter, Analogue 
Digital to Analogue Convertor 
Schmitt Trigger, Without Hysteresl! 
Schmitt Trigger, Simple 
Pulse Lengthener, Optical 

SIGNAL GENERATORS 
Square Wave, Low Frequency 
Square Wave Generator 
Monostable Multivibrator 
Triangular Waveform Generator 
Marker Generator 
Voltage and Frequency Calibrator 
VCO, Simple 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
Sine Wave Oscillator 
Tone Burst Generator 
Thermistor Oscillator 
Theremin 
Exponential Waveform Generator 

FILTERS 
Loudness Control 
Rumble Filter, Switchable 
VCF, Cheap 
CMOS Filters 
Voltage Controlled Filter 
Tone Control, Active 
Tone Control Circuit 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 
Organ, Simple 
Warbling Alarm 

Guitar Synthesiser 
Guitar Fuzz 
Drum Simulating 
Fishcaller, Transistorised 

MIXERS 
Audio Mixer 
Basic Mixer 
Switched Mixer 

DETECTORS & 
COMPARATORS 
Low Battery Warning 
Battery Voltage Monitor 
Recording Level Meter 
Comparator Voltmeter 
Voltage Comparator 
True RMS Detector 
Positive Peak Detector 
True RMS Convertor 
Temperature Sensor, Differential 
Schmitt, 555 

INDICATORS 
Temperature Sensor, Remote 
Warmth Indicator 
Warning Flasher 
Transistorised Flasher 
Blown Fuse Indicator 
Novel Indicators 
Neon Tube Flasher 

SWITCHING 
Stereo Input Selector 
Stereo Switch, Simple 
Logic Touch Switch 
Stereo Only 
Input Selector, Sequencing 
Audio Switch 
Touch Switch, Thermo 
LED Changeover Circuit 
OR Gate, SCR 
AND Gate, SCR 
4016 DP DT Switch 
Beam Splitter, Oscilloscope 
Twilight Switch, Automatic 

SEQUENCE & TIMING 
Time Delay Switch 
Snooze Delay Unit 
Timer, 1-12 Minutes 
Code Switch 
Timing Circuit 
Combination Lock 
Flexible Timer 

POWER CONTROL 
Impulse Power 
Half -Wave Control 
Improved Half -Wave 
Zero Switching 
Triac Lamp Flasher 

Triac Slave Controller 
Light Show, Simple 
DC Lamp intensity 
Train Speed Control 
Temperature Controller 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Current Source, Drift Free 
Constant Current, High Voltage 
Output Voltage, Adjustment 
High Voltage, Variable Regulator 
Switched Output 
Dual PSU 
Mobile Power Supply 
Converting Single to Dual 
Op -Amp Supply 
Low Ripple PSU 
Zener Assistance 
Crowbar, Simple 
Low Voltage, Short Protection 
Low Ripple at Low Current 
30 Volt Regulators 
Standard Configurations 

TEST 
FET Testing, Static 
Diode Tester 
Ammeter, Wide Range 
Mlllivoltmeter, Audio 
DC Probe, 100000 Megohm 
Measuring RMS with a DVM 
Logic Indicator, Audible 
Transformer -Inductor Tester 
Pulse Catcher Probe 
JFET Test, Quick 

DIGITAL 
Data Selector, Two Way 
7 Segment Improvement 
3 Chip Die 
Hex to 7 Segment 
Binary Calculator 
TTL Keyer 
ASCII Keyboard 
Counter -Display Module 
Clock Generator, Multiphase 
Windicator 
Self -Clear 
LED Counter 

AUTOMOBILE 
Fuel Gauge, Digital 
Immobilisation, Automobile 

MISCELLANEA 
Emergency Lights 
Digital Thermometer 
SCR One Shot 
SCR Multivibrator 
Meter Amplifier 
Night Light, Automatic 
Telephone Circuit 
Headphone Adaptor 
Rising Edge Trigger 
Position Transducer, Digital 
Temperature Stabilized Relay 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 
LF-VHF, Various 

SPEAKER CROSSOVERS 
Computer Aided Design 

BATTERIES 
Characteristics and Composition 

CONVERSION TABLES 
Hex -Decimal -Hex 
Decimal -Hex -Octal -Binary 

LOGIC DATA 
CMOS-TTL Comparison 
TTL Functions 
CMOS Functions 
Truth Tables, Logic 
Boolean Algebra, Laws 
CMOS Pinouts 
TTL Plnouts 
MPU Glossary 

MISCELLANEOUS DATA 
Transistor Characteristics 
FET Characteristics 
Diode Characteristics 
Semiconductor Packages 
Problems? 
Colour Codes 
Component Codes 
Preferred Values 
Please note: the Circuits Books 
are intended as 'ideas 
directories' _ they are 
not meant for the 
beginner. 
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DENON 
A 

Some hi-fi systems tend to 
be over -endowed with cosmetic 
design features. 
In selecting a system, we 
feel that the most important 
consideration is its ability 
to faithfully reproduce an 
original sound. 
We rely on the following 
components to do just that. 

PMA-530 Premain Amplifier: 
combined equalizer/power 
amplifier using direct DC 
servo system. 
60W - 60W output. 

TU -530 AM/FM Stereo Tuner; 
linear phase ceramic filters. 
Built-in servo lock. 
MPX circuits with pilot 
cancellers. 

DR -230 Metal Tape Compatible 
Stereo Cassette Deck; 
double gap ferrite erasing head. 
IC full -logic circuit controls. 
Capstan servo motor. 

SC -101 Speakers;) 
compact, yet peak input power 80W. 

DP -30L D/Drive Turntable; 
non contact record end sensor. 
Excellent vibration damping 
by high density compound cabinet. 
Servo controlled arm lifter. 
For the location your nearestTHAT MATTERS DENON dealer please conttact:ct: 

Hi -Fi Audio Equipment 
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED 
554 Parramatta Road, Ashfield, NSW 2131 Phone 797 5757 
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IT'S WHAT IS INSIDE 

Je( 

Canberra Melbourne Launceston Hobart 
80 5200 560 4533 44 5155 72 4366 

Adelaide Perth Townsville Brisbane 
272 2366 271 0888 79 6155 44 1631 
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- from page 111. 

III I 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF NAKAMICHI 482 HARMONIC DISTORTION: 

SERIAL NO. A114 04415 Tape: Maxell UDXLI C60 

II 100Hz llNz 6.3kHz 

OVU: 2nd - - - 
Lout A Ch 4.nd A..Cchli Pty Ltd 

3rd -56.7dB -42.9kB -34.1 

RECORD TO REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE AT -20VU: 4th - - - 

5th -56.1d6 -56.5dB - 

Tape Dolby Lower -3dB Max Point and Upper -3dB THD 0.21% 0.73% 1.97% 

Point Frequency Point -6VU 2nd - - - 

3rd -53.8d8 -58dB -43.7dB 

Maxell UDXLI C60 OUT 10Hz + 2dB 3 20Hz >20kHz 4th - 

Maxell UDXLI C60 IN 12Hz + 0.5dB 0 21Hz 20kHz 5th - - 

Maxell UDXLII 060 OUT <10Hz + 2dB 0 20Hz >20kHz THO 0.20% 0.13% 0.65% 

Sony Metallic 46 OUT <10Hz + 2dB 3 20Hz 20kHz MAXIMJM INPUT LEVEL: 

(for 3% third harmonic distortion at 1kHz) 

Tape: Maxell UDXLI C60 +6VU 

SPEED ACCURACY: 0.1% DYNAMIC RAND: 

Tape: Maxell UDXLI C60 

Dolby Out 51ce(lin) 55.5dB(A) 

WOW AND FLUTTER: Dolby In 58dB(lin) 64.5db(A) 

wow: Average 0.1% P -P ERASURE RATIO: 

FLUTTER: Uweighted 0.13% RMS (for 1 kHz signal recorded at +6VU: 3% third harmonic distortion) 

weighted 0.06% RMS Tape: Maxell UDXLI C60 )B3dB 

A TOTAL DEPARTURE 

fI 

CHADWICK 
EXECUTIVE 
MONITOR ME 12 

SPECIFICATION 
ENCLOSURE r Bass reflex. 
FREQUENCY RES : 25Hz - 22kHz. 
IMPEDANCE , 8 ohms. 
SENSITIVITY : 91 dB. 
POWER RATING , 120 Watts RMS. 
CROSSOVER , 480Hz,3.5kHz,10kHz. 
DIMENSIONS , 816x 400 x 430 mm. 
WEIGHT 35 kg. 

WHEN LISTENING BECOMES PARAMOUNT. HEAR THE EXCEPTIONAL CLARITY AND 
DETAIL OF THE EXECUTIVE MONITOR ME.I2. 

CHADWICK AUDIO FURNISHINGS PTY. LTD. 
89 CARNARVON ST. SILVERWATER. 2141 PH. (02) 647-1103 
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If the replay response is impressive, 
the record to replay response is even 
more so. On Maxell UDXL-1, Maxell 
UDXL-2 and Sony metallic tape the 
response extends well beyond the 
normal specification limits of 10 Hz to 
20 kHz, with a flatness of response 
which is truly exemplary. Anybody who 
would complain about this frequency 
response (or ask for more) needs his 
head examined. Having said this, we 
still don't doubt that Nakamichi 
themselves are working right now 
on refinements to improve this 
performance! 

The noise figures are likewise 
impeccable. With the Dolby in, the 
dynamic range is 58 dB unweighted and 
64.5 dB A -weighted; without Dolby, the 
figures are 51 dB unweighted and 55 dB 
A -weighted. The distortion figures are 
in many respects even more. impressive 
with total harmonic distortions of 0.21% 
at 100 Hz, 0.73% at 1 kHz and 2% at 
6.3 kHz at OVU. At -6VU these figures 

, ,J 1 
r 

i + 

., 

,.; ' . ;1 

= T. 

have dropped to 0.2%, 0.13% and 0.65% 
respectively. 

Wow and flutter performance is par- 
ticularly good for a cassette recorder, 
although it is slightly inferior to that of 
the model 480. The erasure ratio is also 
slightly down, being 83 dB, compared to 
the 94 dB achieved by the 480. The 
channel separation is also not quite as 
good, but is nonetheless fully acceptable 
or consumer use. 

Our subjective evaluation of this 
machine was also particularly pleasing.' 
We used a number of prerecorded 
cassettes, including metal alloy tapes 
brought back from Japan, as well as 
other demonstration tapes. While they 
were all good, none of them "developed 
all the performance that this machine 
can provide. The record to replay per- 
formance was outstanding and the very 
low distortion, coupled with the low 
wow and flutter made it particularly 
difficult to detect the difference between 
source and tape in an A -B test. 

Conclusion 
The Nakamichi 482 outshines the 480 
in a number of important areas, justi- 
fying the $200 price differential. The 
482 is an outstanding machine and we 
would confidently recommend it 'to 
anybody who wants above average 
performance and an unsurpassed 
frequency linearity. 

NAKAMICHI 482 DISCRETE THREE -HEAD 
STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER 

Dimensions: 450 mm wide x 135 mm high x 289 mm 
deep. 
Weight 6.4 kg 
Price: 5599 rrp 
Manufactured by Nakamichi Corporation, Tokyo, 
Japan. 

Serial No: A114 

Absolute copyright in this review and 
accompanying measurements is owned by 
Electronics Today international. Under no 
circumstances may any review or part thereof 
be reprinted or incorporated in any reprint or 
used in any advertising or promotion with- 
out the express written agreement of the 
Managing Editor. 
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ATTENTION 
CONNOISSEURS 

OF HI-FI 

.01111111.111. 

Woodland Audio introduces a Turntable Base 
that effectively improves the performance of 
the renowned Connoisseur BD1 Turntable Kit. 

Advantages of selecting the Woodland Audio 
Turntable Base: 

Helps eliminate Feedback 

Produces a tight, clean, and detailed sound 
Enhances stereo image and separation 
Increases Dynamic range 
Is aesthetic in appearance 

The Woodland Audio Turntable Base can be 
installed in minutes as a replacement for your 
present base or as an excallent choice of base 
for a new Connoisseur BD1 Kit. 

The base is manufactured from high density 
materials and laminates to ensure a rigid, no - 
compromise turntable platform that success- 
fully dampens vibration. It has been designed 
for the audiophile who requires maximum 
musical satisfaction from the BD1 Kit. 

The Woodland Audio Turntable Base is availa- 
ble In three tasteful veneered finishes either 
direct from the manufacturer or in Brisbane 
from Stereo Supplies, Roma STreet, City. 
Pictured above Is the Woodland Audio Turnta- 
ble Base with the Connoisseur 801 Kit, Grace 
G707 Tonearm, EEI MC 555 Moving Coll Car- 
tridge and Micro Shock Absorbing Feet. 

TO BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFAC- 
TURER: 

simply select the required veneer finish. 
Knotty Pine O Teak Matt Black 

send details of tonearm to be used 
enclose cheque or postal order for $96 (add 
$5 freight) 

MAIL TO: 

(ÍJU00(ibtGI 
AAudio 

50 Sherbrooke Road, 
Acacia Ridge, 4110, 
Brisbane. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

PHILIPS 
HI-FI 
SPEAKER 

KITS 

FREIGHT FREE 
SA, VIC, NSW, NT 
(nearest bus/rail station) 

PHILIPS ETI 4000/1 4 way 100w speakers and 
C/O $459.00 
PHILIPS ETI 4000/2 3 way 100w speakers and 
C/0 $350.00 
12K12 12" 3 way 40w complete kit veneered box- 
es, lining, C/O speakers $299.00 

14078 Tweeter $12.00 ea. 

16278 Tweeter $13.50 ea. 

161078 Tweeter $16.00 ea. 

5060sq8 Midrange $22.00 ea. 

210sq8 Midrange $32.00 ea. 

2160sq8 Midrange $33.00 ea. 

12650/W8 Woofer 60w $54.00 ea. 

12100/W8 Woofer 40w $55.00 ea. 

12200/W8 Woofer 80w $73.00 ea. 

12250/W8 Woofer 100w $78.00 ea. 

80652/W8 8" Woofer 50w $26.00 ea. 

70601/W8 7" Woofer 30w $20.00 ea. 

4060/W8 4" Woofer $19.00 ea. 

ADF3000 Crossover $12.00 ea. 

ADF500/4500/8" Crossover $21.00 ea. 

ADF600/4000/8" Crossover $32.50 ea. 

ETI4000/1 $85.00 ea. 

ETI4000/2 $55.00 ea. 

Goods sent at purchaser's risk. Insurance extra 
$5.00. 

WORLD IMPORTS 
232 RUNDLE STREET, ADELAIDE, S.A. 

5000. Phone (08) 223-6539. 

Name 

Address 

P/Code 

or debit my Bankcard. 

Signature 

1111111 

Mail Order 
KEF 

Drivers 
& Kits 
CERTIFIED MAIL 

DELIVERY THROUGHOUT 
AUSTRALIA 

& NEW ZEALAND 
Bankcard accepted 

IIIIIHIEF 

B3113 
Superb 30 x 21cm 
bass driver, with 
solid flat diaphragm 
of unique 
construction, acting 
as a perfect rigid 
piston, to give clean, 
distortion -free bass 
over the frequency 
range 20-1,000Hz. 
The KEF range also 
Includes mid range 
and high frequency 
units, with dividing 
networks designed 
to link them Into 
compatible systems. 

the no -compromise approach 
to uncoloured sound 

For full information,write to: 
AUDIOKITS 
PO BOX 553 
BROOKVALE NSW 2100 
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You can't take your home stereo with you in 
the car, but now you can take its sound. 
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Introducing Bose® Direct/Reflecting® car stereo. 
Bose introduces the Model 1401 
Direct/Reflecting' car stereo. 

Which means that now you can listen 
to the same quality sound when you're 
sitting in a traffic jam or cruising down 
the highway, that you hear when 
you're home with your stereo system. 

Two Direct/Reflecting® speakers with 
adjustable vanes let you reflect the 
sound off the rear window or other 
solid surfaces of the car. And reflect 
sound the way it is reflected in a 
concert hall. 

And two accessory speakers can be 
mounted in the doors to bring even greater 
dimension and fullness. And all speakers are 

full -range speakers based on the 
famous Bose 901® system. 
The Bose 1401 system comes with a 
Booster/Equalizer that boosts the 
power to 100 watts total when all four 
speakers are used. At .09% THD. 
And it all fits under the dash. 
The system also features a Spatial 
Control'" to shape the sound to the 
acoustics of your car; active equal- 
ization for flat power radiation in 
the car environment; and a low fre- 
quency control. 

Come in for a demonstration and drive home 
listening to the same quality sound you'll hear 
when you get there. 

Australasian Distributors: Bose Australia, 11 Muriel Avenue, 
Rydalmére 2116, Sydney NSW. Phone 648-1022. 

Covered by patent rights issued and pending. 
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fact: 
there's a Shure 

microphone 
that's right for your 

application 
& equipment... 

¡t SM81 
First of the new 
breed of high- 

performance, studio -quality unidirec- 
tional condensers-technically state- 
of-the-art, exceptionally 
rugged and superb 
sound. 

9,, SM59 
You've seen it on 

TV musical shows where sound 
quality is a must. Unidirectional, 
dynamic with exceptionally flat 
response, extremely low handling 
noise; mellow, smooth, and accurate 
sound. 

SM58 
The most widely 
used "on-stage" 
hand-held dy- 
namic cardioid 

microphone-the world standard 
noted for its 
distinctive, crisp 
sound. 

UNIDYNEs III 
The world-famous 
UNIDYNE° Ill family , 

offers top value per 
dollar. Uniform car- 

dioid pattern helps control off -axis 
coloration, background noise, and 
feedback. 

M61 
ElOmnidirectional dy- 
namic. Outstanding 
low handling noise. 
Handsome, smooth 

looks with new VERAFLEX° dent - 
resistant grille-a favorite on -camera 
mic with soundmen and entertainers. 

fact: 
the microphone 
is your link 
with your 
audience 

Eddie Rabbitt 

. 

l . . . 

Mick Jagger. 

i; . 
`T', C 

di s 
WY' Marilyn McCoo and 

Billy Davis, Jr. 

Buddy Rich 

Take it from the Professionals... 
A top-quality microphone makes a 

measurable difference in upgrading the sound 
of any system-and Shure microphones are 

universally recognized as the world's standard 
of quality. Wherever sound quality, reliability, 

uniformity, and intelligibility are prerequisites, 
you'll find that professionals choose, and use, 

Shure. You'll find more Shure microphones 
than any other single brand in applications as 

diverse as live entertainment, radio and TV, 
hotel and auditorium sound reinforcement, 

churches and temples, Congress, legislatures 
and the White House, and public safety- 

anywhere that sound excellence is a prime 
consideration. They are the reliable, 

professional connection between you and the people you're trying to reach. 
Send for complete literature. Please let us know your microphone application. 

The Sound of the Professionals 

®". SHLJRE 
AUDIO ENGINEERS P/L AUDIO ENGINEERS (Vic.) AUDIO ENGINEERS (Old.) ATHOL M. HILL P/L 

342 Kent Street, 2A Hill Street, 51A Castlemaine Street, 33 Wittenoom Street, 
SYDNEY 2000 N.S.W. THORNBURY 3071 Vic. MILTON 4064 Old. EAST PERTH 6000 W.A. 

AE145/FP 



"The 400012... 
a su : erb buds: eaker 

system you can afford. 

The 4000/2 system is the second in a 

series of loudspeaker systems designed 
by ETI and developed in co-operation 
with Philips Elcoma. Each unit incorpo- 
rates the latest Philips loudspeakers 
from Europe. The result is a superb 
system that rivals many commercial 
units in quality and performance at the 
right price. 

Because the 4000/2 system is also 
available in kit form for home con- 
struction, you can make impressive 
savings and still have a high perform- 
ance system that looks like it has been 
put together by a professional. 

A 100 watt RMS system. 
The total kit includes: 

300mm high performance woofer 
50mm textile dome - mid range 

PHILIPS Electronic 
Components 
and Materials 

- - 

25mm textile dome - tweeter 
14 element cross over network. 

See your Philips dealer today or send 
for complete details including a free re- I 
print of the original construction article. ( 
Further information on Philips ADDRESS 
loudspeakers; a list of Philips dealers 
and a free 4 -speed stroboscope card for 
checking the speed accuracy of your ESTATE __ 
turntable. 

ET, 
Philips Electronic Components 
and Materials 
P.O. Box 50 
LANE COVE. N.S.W. 2066 

Please send me complete informa- 
tion on the Series 4000/2 
loudspeaker system plus my free 
4 -speed stroboscope card and 
further information on loudspeak- 
ers. 

NAME 
Please Print 

^P'CODE __J 

PHILIPS 
AHEARNEl35 
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Consumer electronics 
shows -a tale of two cities 
East-West rivalry contributed not a little to the success of 
this year's Perth and Sydney electronics shows. Dennis Lingane 

THE Perth Electronics Show is now 
firmly established, but its success has 
not been well received by big brother in 
Sydney. 

The national body that stages the 
Sydney Consumer Electronics Show 
gave the Perth industry committee an 
ultimatum this year - "Change your 
name or we will organise an industry 
boycott". Since the members of the 
Perth committee are only the State 
minions of the Sydney bosses they were 
not in a very good position to refuse. 

To get the show on they had to accept 
the ultimatum of the Easterners and B change the name to the Perth Elec- 
tronics Show, dropping the previous 
Consumer Electronics title. 

Why is the national committee so up- 
tight about the Perth show? Because 
they are afraid, it would appear, that 
Perth may take the national show away 
from Sydney. 

Last year when Perth staged its elec- 
tronics show for the first time it pulled 
an attendance of over 20 000, even 
though it had been pre-empted three 
weeks earlier by a very large and 
successful hi-fi show run by the local 
hi-fi tycoon Hal Wallis and a number of 
manufacturers. 

At that time, the Sydney national 
committee had tried to stop the Perth 
organisers calling their show the Con- 

- ! ti sumer Electronics Show, but couldn't, 
because the name hadn't been regis- 
tered in Perth by the national body. 
When they tried to register it they found 
the WA Hi -Fi Industries Association 
had jumped in ahead of them. 

However, they weren't really worried 
because it was generally believed that 
the Perth show would be a second-rate 
affair. They were in for a shock, be- 
cause interstate representatives who 
attended the Perth show came back 
wide-eyed! 

Sydney's 1979 C.E.S. put through 
little more than 20 000. Perth, with a 
quarter of the population, put through 
the same number of people in four days 
as Sydney did in seven. The venue, the 
Perth Entertainment Centre, is top 

A small robot steals the limelight from the Bose disco dancer at Sydney's show. quality and was bathed in stage light- 
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ing with theatrical effects throughout 
the show. 

Members of the national association ' 

must have begun to realise that a well 
organised show in the right venue in 
Perth could be more attractive than ~.., 1 

Sydney to the national retailers who are a o 

the main target for the national show. --...... I © .. 
Apathetic dealers who can't be bothered .4 

attend the Sydney show might be ( 1 till-- 
more interested in flying to Perth with _ , - r ,¡ -- 
their wives fora tax-deductible holiday. .. `. L L: C- `- ..'ib 1 

Products shipped from Japan could be 
off-loaded at the Fremantle docks, 
where dockers are far less inclined to - - 
strike than their Sydney brothers. And 
a "suitable venue" might just be the - 
arrival and departure terminals at the 
Fremantle Harbour, which is a massive or .1. 
two -floor barn type building stretching - - i I I s 

for hundreds of metres. This would - 
mean the industry could off-load from t `- `- `- 
the ships straight into the terminal. 

So the pressure was really on the 
organisers of the Sydney show to pro- 
duce the goods in 1980 - or else! 

The national body followed the Perth 
lead and allowed electrical appliances 
and white goods into this year's 'show, 
doubled the advertising budget to 
$80 000, booked four pavilions in the r 01 

Sydney showgrounds, crossed their '' 
fingers and prayed. 

01 The result was a terrific success 
story. Over 50 000 people attended the 
show, and for the first time it had Model, Linda Ferguson gazes admiringly at Marantz's two -speed cassette decks. 
plenty of exposure on the TV news, radio 
news and newspapers, thanks to,major L.. 
attractions like a swag Of robots, and a .. 
first-class PR company. 

With a sense of relief the national ,r 
committee met after the show and 
elected the same committee stalwarts to 
run the industry and the show again for 
1981. 

Sydney highlights 
While the Perth show is consumer 
oriented, the Sydney show is mainly for , w %J 'y ;j, 
the trade with the public being allowed _ ' , 
in to help pay for the cost of running it. . j .,. 
But although the signing of order books '.: , 
may be the main criterion for the e 

success or failure of the Sydney show it ---` 
is in fact only one of the benefits it offers . ``- (% 
the industry. O 

The comradeship, fun, involvement, 
camaraderie, brotherhood and every- l 

thing else the show creates amongst the ' ' u, - 
manufacturers, wholesalers and re- 

1 . 

i 

toilers, are a priceless investment..41 
With characteristic one-up-manship, last 

John McTavish from Bose stole most of w 
the limelight by offering a free T-shirt 
to anyone putting it on and wearing it 
around the show. Thousands were given 
away and everyone seeing the Bose T- 
shirt asked "Where do you get it?". One 
girl even stripped off on the stand to don Penthouse Pet Tracey Wallace demonstrating the Bose car stereo at Sydney's show. 
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LIGHTING FOR ENTERTAINMENT 

r 
BULLET BEAM 

The Bullet Beam uses the seal beam, 
cool running Par 36 Ultra narrow spot 
lamp. It is particularly effective for dis- 
play purposes, club and restaurant high 
lighting, and also illuminating Mirror 
Balls. 

Ideal for mobile disco. 
Positive location for colour frames and 
colour wheels. 
Available in colour of your choice. 

SPECIAL 
BULLET BEAMS - ONLY $40.00 EACH 

(plus S/T if applicable) 
With Par 36-4416 lamp. Gives out rectangle shape - 
great for dance floors. 
(Offer to 30/11/80 only) 

PAR 56 SCANNER 
All steel construction. 
Built in colour frame (never needs re - Al. 
All black wrinkle finish, or colour of 
your choice (red, blue, purple, etc.). 
Fully portable. 
Par 56 300W lamps. 

Powerful beam scanning across the 
dance floor. Best effect can be obtained 
by connecting this fitting to a Lighting 
Controller in order to achieve a pulsating 
rhythm etc. 

Ideal for mobile discos, bands, clubs etc. - 

MIRROR BALLS 
Large range of shapes and sizes. 
16" (40cm) 
24" (60cm) 
36" (90cm) 
16 x 24" (40 x 60cm)- 
Motor Drives are also available. 

MIRROR 
MAGIC 

SATURN 4 

The Starchaser Controller is designed to control Snakelights and other 
lamps. It Is a four channel unit using the latest in electronic technology 
to provide low cost, high quality performance. 
The Snakelights plug straight Into the rear panel via a flexible lead to 
socket 
Auto Chase is adjusted by the speed control from one change per 7 
seconds, to 30 per second. By switching to Audio Level and again 
varying the Speed Control a wide range of effects can be achieved such 
as pumping, whizzing, bouncing and auto reversing sound to light 
sequencing can be achieved. During music breaks it will "pause -hold" 
on the last channel the music was picked up. Pattern indication is given 
by four easy to see large indicators. 

THE QUAD 
- . 'y LIGHT 

aI The Quad Light is a versatile 
lighting fixture accepting 4 spot 
lamps (each 75 or 100 watts), and 
can incorporate an adjustable 
bracket 
The Unit is of rugged steel con- 
struction with a durable wrinkle 
finish. (Colours again available). 

The Quad Light can be used free-standing or wall or ceiling mounted 
and the integral swivel bracket gives precise positioning of the lighting. 
This fitting is an effective, low cost lighting unit, suitable for many 
applications. When four different coloured globes are used, unusual 
multi -coloured shadows are produced. This is particularly effective for 
display lighting. 
For Discollghting, the Quad Light Is the ideal unit to use, especially 
with a sound to light controller. 
Also available - Tri Light, Duo Light and Uni Light: 

PAR 56 
All steel construction. 
Par 56 300W lamps. 
Barn Door if required. 
Colour Wheel. 
All black wrinkle finish (or colours). 
Ideal for mobile disco, bands, clubs etc. 
Built in Colour Frame (never needs replac- 
ing). 

ACCESSORIES 

Roscolene, Supergel, Lee Filters. 
Cables, plugs, stands. 
Lamps, - Philips, Osram, Tungsram. 
SA Dealer of Nashua Gaita Tape. 

To be released soon - PAR 64's. 

ALL TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

SPECTRUM LIGHTING COMPANY 
18 THOMAS STREET, CAVAN, SA, 5094 

PHONE (08) 260-2500, A.H. (08) 263-8665 
THE PROFESSIONAL LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
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The robots fascinated kids and adults alike . 
one in the clearing is the robot. 
her shirt and brought the whole pa- 
vilion to a standstill! 

Blondie the disco dancer achieved a 
magic double act with Huggy the US 
robot who became a star of the show. Les 

'Black, the chairman of the show com- 
mittee, still talks about the morning 
when the half -metre dictator rolled out 
of the Boulevard Hotel lift in Sydney's 
William Street, went straight up to the 
bell captain and said: "Would you please 
call me a taxi"! 

Nightly, the exhausted executives 
went on the town and the Bourbon and 
Beefsteak Restaurant, Rogues Night- 
club and many other night spots became 
the scene for industry interchange and 
show anecdotes. 

Like the man who rolled a wad of bills 
out of his pocket and tried to buy the ETI 
series 4000 four-way loudspeakers right 
off their stand because "they were the 
best things he'd heard anywhere"! 

Another moment of excitement for 
ETI was the kidnapping of its R1D1 
robot, who disappeared overnight and 
was later found lurking amongst the 
rubbish cans behind one of the show's 
fast food stands. 
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.. er, the small Marantz made sure they couldn't be missed. This structure 
was great with the kids - as a slide ! 

The West strikes back 
Once the formalities of the Sydney show 
were over, all eyes turned to Perth, 
where Leo Overington, who heads the 
committee, has almost single-handedly 
pulled the show through its various 
crises. 

Would he be able to match the Sydney 
attendance? Not possible, said every- 
one. There was no chance that in only 
four days the Perth show could even 
approach the 50 000 attendance of the 
seven day Sydney effort. 

By lunchtime on the Saturday (30 
August), with the afternoon and even- 
ing, plus all of Sunday to go, Perth 
passed its 1979 figure. The atmosphere 
in the massive Perth Entertainment 
Centre, which housed the show on two 
floors, was electric. 

Penthouse Pet, Tracey Wallace, flown 
over by John McTavish as part of his 
Bose circus, had sold out of Penthouse 
magazinés and the crowds queued to 
sign a petition to elect her ás Penthouse 
Pet of the Year. 

Overhead, a laser show went through 
its 'Star Wars' act every hour on the 

r 

Aiwa's extraordinary slide -out turntable from their minis. 

hour. The Atari electronic games stand, 
manned by W.A. Futuretronics rep Jeff 
Krasnostein, collapsed three times 
under the pressure of the hundreds of 
kids and adults. 

Bob Purvis established a recording 
studio where children were allowed to 
sit at a professional 24 -channel desk 
and mix down musical instruments off 
an 8 -track tape. Bob was demonstrating 
harmonisers and voice pitch control 
gadgets so energetically that even his 
well -trained tonsils gave out. 

Lowry and Technics fought out an 
electronic organ battle only yards from 
each other, and mesmerised members of 
the public sat for hours in the W.A. 
Astronautical Society exhibition watch- 
ing movies on the NASA and European 
space research programmes. 

After Saturday lunchtime the atten- 
dance figures were kept deadly secret 
and a sweepstake was organised. 
Through the noise and the excitement 
the question kept being asked: "What do 
you think the number is now?" 

The final figure of 40 000, announced 
at the after -show party, brought the 
house down. "That will shove it up those 

-i _ 
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Pioneer launched their 'domestic' video disc player at the 
Sydney show. 
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ALLYOUR REQUIREMENTS AUSTRALIAWIDE 

PAR 36 PENCIL BEAMS THE LATEST 
The great Hotspot and Solo sale! NEW IN LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

FROM CEITEX 

We are overstocked on Par 36 Pencil Beams. The incredible 
pinbeam spots used in discos, clubs, by bands - for rainlite 
curtains, mirrorballs -effects-everything. So buy now at the 
old prices. 
HOTSPOTS: Complete pencil beam lantern to accept the PAR 
36 display lamp 25w, 5:5V. 
RRP only $49.00 (This time last year Hotspots sold at $56.00, 
so you are saving even more). 
SOLO'S: PAR 36 lamp housing without transformer - great 
where huge numbers of PAR 36 lamps are needed for giant 
effects. Complete with colour filter clip. 
RRP only $19.99 (Last year - $25.00 - save). 
PAR 36 DISPLAY LAMPS: The long life PAR 36 lamp - 5.5V, 
25w. 
RRP only $9.70 (Last year $12.00). 

OTHER PAR 36 PRODUCTS AVAILABLE 
RAINLIGHT: The high powered version, 50w, 12V Quartz lamp. 
SPACEBEACONS: 4, 8 or 16 rotating PAR 36 lamps. 
SPINNERS AND SCANNERS: Single rotating or scanning PAR 
36 lamp. 

, . - Ca.e.o.._ . 
.. .. . 

CEITEX 

En 111 

The ultimate multiple controller for installations or mobile 
work. 

4 channel dimmer 
audio chaser 
colour organ 
auto dimmer 

The Colourgram 4 is a selectable controller offering either 
dimmer or effect functions with dimmable background levels. 
The Colourgram 4 will handle inductive loads like Hotspots and 
Rainlights without problems up to 20 amps max. load. 

REMOTE LIGHTING SWITCHBOARD 

12 channel system - 2000w per channel 
electronic switching - no interference 
4 preset switchdesk with flash buttons and chaser 
complete on-stage rack 

Call the professionals for the whole lot in stage 
lighting. Hire and Sales. 
(Notall Barratt Lighting agents stock all lines at once - call and 
check first). 

SYDNEY: Ceitex 2/33 College St, Gladesville (02) 896-2900 
WOLLONGONG: Trilogy Electronics 40 Princes Hwy, Fairy Meadow 

(042) 83-1219 
NEWCASTLE: Your Move Lighting 37a Beaumont St, Hamilton (049) 69-3560 
BRISBANE: Harvey Theatrical Lighting 21 Crosby Rd, Albion (07) 262-4622... 

GOLD COAST: Rave Audio Visual 2388 Gold Coast Hwy, Mermaid Beach 
(075) 38-3331 

MELBOURNE: Clearlight Shows 17 Alex Ave, Moorabbin (03) 553-1446 

New Brisbane outlet: RAVE LIGHT & SOUND 95 

Distributed nationally by 

Telex AA25298 

MELBOURNE: Lighting Corporation 131 Brighton St, Richmond 
(03) 429-5122 

ADELAIDE: Hiwatt Lighting 37 Angus St, Nth Adelaide 5006 (08) 212-2033 
ADELAIDE: Optical Acoustics 22 Finnis St, Nth Adelaide 5006 (08) 267-2049 
-ACT: Topstage Productions 12/4 Ipswich St, Fyshwick ACT 2609 (082)80-6940 
PERTH: Stagecraft 1142 Hay St, West Perth 6005 (09) 321-9363. 
PERTH: Kosmic Sound 1074 Albany Hwy, Bentley (09) 361-8981 
HOBART: Good 011 Sound 310 Liverpoól St, Hobart (002) 23-5151 
Also available Australia -wide at Strand Rank Electronic outlets. 

Bridge Rd, Fortitude Valley. Phone (07) 52-3310. 

BARIUM LIGHTING ru: 
NOW OPEN: New One -Stop Lighting 
Shop Showroom. All products ex -stock. 

140 Myrtle Street, Chippendale, NSW 2008. New Phone No. (02) 698-8499 
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The KLH analogue bass control unit 
attracted some attention. 

b ... s in the East. was the jubilant 
reaction. 

But the animosity that nowexists be- 
tween the two shows should never have 
happened, and can be directly attribu- 
ted to the pressure the Sydney people 
brought on the W.A. show. 

Seriously 
But seriously folks, industry politics 
and show antics apart, what did this 
year's Sydney CES have to offer? 

Pioneer and Philips both showed 
their video disc systems and the hot 
rumour now is that we will see the 
launch of the PAL video disc system 
before the end of 1981. Philips is due to 
complete a factory in Belgium this year 
and will start making the players by the 
beginning of 1981. Meanwhile a soft- 
ware factory is due to be completed in 
the UK by the beginning of 1981 and 
will be in production by mid -1981. 

Philip's Ron Ward says that his 
company has now developed a new video 
disc software production system using a 
photographic technique which will re- 
duce the complexity and expense of 
manufacturing the discs. Pioneer's Les 
Black says that as soon as PAL soft- 
ware is available in Australia he will 
launch the Pioneer video disc here. 
Meanwhile, the two companies appear 
to be manoeuvring for the kudos of 
being "first off the rank in Australia". 

Philips also showed their eight hour 
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The Porta -printer II data terminal - 
a new product this year. 

flip -over video system which won't be 
released until the end of this year. 
However, Grundig, who are their part- 
ners in this venture have already 
started shipping in stocks and there 
appears little doubt that Australia is 
once more to become a three -format 
market. 

Not that it is important now. With the 
video disc about to be launched the 
software is going to become less impor- 
tant in the video cassette market and 
the only point of interest will be the 
recording ability of the cassette. 

On the hi-fi side there were no takers 
for the Thorens $13,000 turntable, but 
plenty of interest in the unique new 
Aiwa slide -out turntable. Ian Woode- 
house of Aiwa says that the orders he 
received at the show are treble the 
initial order he placed with Japan. 
"People have freaked out over the new 
turntable," he says. "It's different, and 
at $430 is priced right." 

Aiwa and several other companies in- 
creased their mini hi-fi range and are 
still expecting this market to do well in 

coming years as Australians switch 
from "big is beautiful" to "small is 
nicer" because it takes up less room. 

Sansui's colour display 'fading' sound 
system created a lot of interest. Instead 
of switching from phono to tuner, to 
tape, you fade from one to the other and 
at the half way stage can actually run 
both inputs together. A colourful screen 
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Philips' remarkable eight hour flip -over video cassette recorder. 
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RIGHT FROM THE: 

MICROPHONES (BEYER/SHURE) 
STANDS/CABLES 
MIXERS (JANOS) 
MXR GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS 

DBX COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS 
CROSSOVER IJANDS) 
POWER AMPS (JANDS) 

JBL SPEAKERS 
'W' BINS 
MID CABINETS 

JBL HORNS 

JBL TWEETERS 

MISCELLANEOUS:- 
CANNONS 
PIEZOS 
GAFF 
DI BOXES 

SESSIONS 
CATCHES/CORNERS 
MUFFIN FANS 
MODIFICATIONS 
RACK/ROAD CASES 
ETC. ETC. 

KIZ 5 M 
DROP INON GIVE USACAW 

DSA CONCERT SYSTEMS 

156 GIVEN TCE. PADDINGTON 4064 

PHONE (07) 36 6367 
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A professional mic 
at a really good 
price 

.Jirt(1.r1OAT1ONS: 
Type - Black electret IC. 
Frequency Response - 
20-20,000Hz plus or minus 
3.5d B. 
Z - 600 Balanced. 
Polar response - Cardloid. 
Battery - 1.5V penlight. 
Complete with 6m mic lead, 
case and holder. 

R.R.P. 

s60 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Nu 
MODEL No. UC965 

' A thoroughly dependable, 
well -finished professional quality 
microphone at a surprisingly keen 
price -look for the name: Numark. 

Freedman 
Electronics 
91 a Liverpool Road, 
Summer Hill, NSW 2130. 
Phone (02) 797-9941. 

the Auditec PA.Amplifier Range 
-Australian designed, Australian manufactured 

. 

1(104, K105 
Free standing 12Q 
watt amplifiers with 
either 2 or 4 Input 
channels. 

- 6' 

2033, 1034 
Rack mounting 2 x 
100 watt and 200 watt 
studio monitoring 
amplifiers. Where 
reference amplifier 
quality is required. 

i 

1009, 1027, 2009 
Rack mounting 120 and 250 
watt amplifiers with optional 
preamplifiers and VU meters. 

A -SERIES 
For mounting into a case or 
cabinet. In 2 x 60 watt, 120 
watt, 250 watt, 2 x 120 watt. 

Thére .are three reasons why you should install an Auditec instead of an 
imported amplifier: QUALITY, RELIABILITY and PRICE. 

AUDITEC MAJOR STOCKISTS. VIC: ZEPHYR PRODUCTS, 70 Batesford Road, Chadstone, 3148. Phone (03) 
568-2922. OLD: DELSOUND PTY. LTD., 1 Wickham Terrace, Brisbane, 4000. Phone (07) 229-6155. SA: NEIL 
MULLER PTY. LTD.,8 Arthur Street, Unley, 5061. Phone (08)272-8011. WA: WILLIS ELECTRONICS, 993 Hay Street, 
Perth, 6000. Phone (092) 321-7609. ACT: MUSIQUE BOUTIQUE, 29-31 Colbee Court, Phillip, 2606. Phone (062) 
81-5255. NT: DARWIN COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2420 Striven Street, Casuarina, 5792. Phone (089) 85-3184. 
FARMER 8 DAVIES ELECTRONICS, Weber Sales Bid., Fogarty Stréet, Alice Springs, 6750. Phone (011) 52-2967. 
TAS: Stage Systems, 52 Molle Street, Hobart, 7000. Phone (002) 34-4009. 

OTHER AGENTS. NSW: RAY WALSH SOUND SYSTEMS, 448 Swift Street, Albury, 2640. Phone (060) 21-1502. 
W.M.R. ELECTRONICS, "Wirra-WIlla"; Belmont Road, Glenfield, 2167. Phone (02) 605-1203. DAWES SOUND 
SYSTEMS, 7 Mitchell's Pass, Blaxland, 2774. Phone (047)39-4421. D.R. HI -Fl 8 ELECTRONICS, 657 Pittwater Road, 
Dee Why, 2099. Phone (02) 982-7500. LANDERS MUSIC CENTRE PTY. LTD., 302 Summer Street, Orange, 2800. 
Phone (063) 62-6515. TRILOGY WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS, 40 Princes Highway, Fairy Meadow, 2519. Phone 
(042) 83-1219. R. ARCHER 8 SON, 107 Bungarée Road, Wentworthvllle, 2145. Phone (02) 631-4538. OLD: 
BUNDABERG HI-FI, 244 George Street, Bundaberg, 4670. Phone (071)71-3176. KELLER ELECTRONICS, 94 Ellena 
Street, Maryborough, 4650. Phone (071) 21-4559. 

For full details of these amplifiers 
phone, write or call at ... 

AUDITEC 
AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
10 Waitara Avenue, Waitare, NSW 2077 
'(Adjacent to Pacific Highway) 
Phone (02) 48-4116 
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Sonics is a magazine for everyone who 
has an interest or involvement in music 
or musical electronics. Published 
quarterly, in March, June, September 
and December, each issue contains 
features, equipment reviews, construc- 
tional projects, distributor and brand 
indexes and much, much more. 

Sonics October 1980 line-up: 
FEATURE - Fairlight C.M.I: Australian digital synthesis goes world-wide 
RIGS - Country music with Bose under the 'Big Top' 
SOUNDPROOF - Paradise Studio: prime facilities in a lavish atmosphere 
PROFILE - Ian Moss, Cold Chisel's guitarist 
HARDWARE - Teac's 144 Portastudio and Crown's PSA-2 amplifier 
SHOP - Billy Hyde Drum Clinic 
SHINE ON - Latest products and news in the lighting game 
LEFTY CLEF - The saga begins... 
PLUS - extra features, a B.I.Y. project, and all the news, views and happenings in electric music and 
musical electronics. Rendezvous with Sonics in October. 

Also available Sonics 1980 Yearbook is Australia's first comprehensive directory of 
electronic musical equipment, featuring articles on keyboards, guitars and pick-ups, ampli- 
fiers, speaker systems and microphones. The Yearbook is still.available from most news- 
agents, or direct from Sonics, 4th Floor, 15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011- Price 
$4.35 plus 75 cents post and packaging. 
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HIGH -TECH 
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AR's High Tech speakers attracted a lot of attention at Perth. 

changes colours as the inputs change. 
Yamaha showed their PX2 turntable, 

and the new T7 tuner. Both the turn- 
table and tuner are lower -priced 
versions of the expensive prototypes 
shown last year. The T7 tuner replaces 
the Ti, with better specs and a lower 
price and the PX2 is only $1000 com- 
pared to the PX1 price of $6000. 

Pioneer launched 35 new products in- 
cluding two tuner systems for the 
launch of FM commercial radio, and a 
new digital display, electronic -tune car 
radio cassette unit. Their new car music 
director speakers also raised a lot of 
interest. 

The Bose car stereo created interest 
with its 100 watt amplifier and four- 
way speaker system. 

National showed its new rear pro- 

mak.... -a: 
1 

jection 1140 mm (45 -inch) TV on a 
retailer's stand (they declined to take 
part in the show this year), and with a 
price of approx. $3000 it is expected to be 
a big seller. National did exhibit in 
Perth, and showed the much -awaited 
model 7000 video recorder that is 
National's answer to Sony's infra -red 
remote control market leader. 

Wharfedale, AR and KLH released 
new speakers. The KLH speakers are 
'computer bass boosted' and this really 
appealed to the public's love of 
gimmicks while Arthur Muldoon of AR 
spent hours trying to explain to one 
customer that the new AR Hi -Tech 
speakers are not wireless units with 
their own receivers. 

Last year Arthur put all the speaker 
wires through a garden hose to keep 

td 

Philips' laser video disc player. 

them neat and one customer afterwards 
commented that he loved the fluid - 
cooled AR speakers, but was there any 
other way of getting the fluid to the 
speakers because his wife wouldn't 
tolerate a garden hose in the lounge! 

Sharp showed their new card - 
operated computerised microwave 
oven. The inclusion of this kind of item 
helped to attract more wives to this 
year's Sydney show, giving them some- 
thing to take an interest in while Dad 
drools over the hi-fi and video and the 
kids inspect the computers and elec- 
tronic games. 

Hi-fi still retains its star rating in 
the show and so far this year hi-fi sales 
are up 50% nationally, proving that 
exhibiting with the rest of the industry 
hasn't harmed the business. 

REF: VE -2 RRP $27.45 
It is a fact that a video recorder's ability to record and reproduce clean sharp 
images diminishes with continued use. For optimum performance tape 
heads, tape guides and pinch rollers must be cleaned about every 20 hours 
of running time. Airborne contaminants combined with room humidity and 
oxide particles create residues on all these parts. Simple routine 
maintenance with the Bib Video Maintenance Kit will prevent this, and at the 
same time reduce undue wear on the critical tape contact points. 
The kit is supplied with a comprehensive instruction manual. 

A new range of video maintenance products from the world's leading 
specialists in audio/video maintenance since 1954. 
BIB VIDEO MAINTENANCE KIT 

Five special purpose cleaning tools Special formula head cleaning fluid 
Can of patented dust -away air blast Inspection mirror Anti -static 

cleaning cloth. All these itmes are packed in a strong storage container. 
In difficulty send direct plus $1.00 post and packing. 

BIB HI-FI AUSTRALIA 
43 Birmingham Street, Alexandria, NSW 2015. 
Phone (02) 667-2750,669-3892. 
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HAS THE TASTE STOPPED 
GETTING THROUGH? 

If your present tobacco just doesn't deliver the 
satisfaction you want, then roll a Cannon. 

A rich new blend of medium dark cigarette 
tobacco that's just a little bit stronger. 

Cannon, for the taste you're missing out on now. 

CANNON 
SLIGHTLYSTRONGER\ 

9 
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Golla on guitar. 
Sloth on show. 04,11 

rt, Sunday at the 
museum is anything 
but dead. It can 
mean a concert in 
the fossil hall with 

:' George Golla. 
Or a look at life 

under water in the 
marine hall. Or a 10 
minute trek through 

. the desert at night. 

Sydney's boat people. 
There are just 4 houseboats left on Sydney harbour. 

Soon there may only be 3. 
Who's on board and why? And who's left them high 

and dry? 
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Confessions of a landlord. 

, The Push is back in town. 

Who are Sydney's 
`1 noisiest neighbours? 

\1¡ k Go o gar 
Slothlla onn shouitw.. 

I 1 1Tenant's Rights. 

i$ 

+ t From Agent 
+\ ..,,,z to Vermin. 
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What goes on in this town would fill a 

magazine. And that's what Sydney City 
Monthly is all about. 

Every month you can check out what's 
on; galleries, the theatre, conferences, 
opera, dance, rock, jazz, classical. 

Every month Sydney City Monthly 
reveals and reviews; restaurants, 
exhibitions, movies, books, wine, art. 

And every month you meet the people 
who make this town buzz with fashion, 
gossip, politics, money, fun. 

Sydney City Monthly has become just 
about as popular as Sydney itself. 

The Push is back in town. 
The Money. 
The Gentry. 
The Speculator. 

Here they come. Back from St. Ives. 
Up from Moss Vale. Down from Palm 
Beach. Not to work. But to live. In Liverpool 
Street, Clarence Street, even George Street. 

How to tell a William & Mary from a 

George & Anne. 
Unless you know your antiques you 

; may be better off with Danish modern. 
Ryiki You can be duped. Even dealers can 

be duped. An investigation into where 
to buy and what to buy. 

From Paddo to Lane Cove, from auction to markets. 

Tenant's Rights. 
From Agent to Vermin. 

Everything you need to know about renting. 
From Pets and Privacy to Late Rent and Eviction. 
And the names of ten organisations who will 
make sure your rights are protected. 

Who are Sydney's noisiest neighbours? 
A. Stereo freaks? 
B. Party givers? 
C. Dog lovers? 

And who can you call to dob them in? 
1. The police? 
2. The council? 

Confessions of a landlord. 
Let a furnished flat 

(with no t.v.) on a short 
lease to a middle-aged, 
middle grade (unmusical) 
public servant. 

Then up the rent 
3. The Noise Pollution Control Commission? every 6 months. 

>J_ [ 

Sydney City Monthly. At your newsagent. $2. 



Consult the experts with 
over 25 years in the field. 

WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT 

LOOK! 
Sydney's widest range of UHF - VHF 
amplifiers 40-840 Mhz. 
1. 75.D16 dB gain 1. Outlet 
2. 75.712 12 dB gain 2. Outlets 
3. 75.T10 10 dB gain 3. Outlets 
4. 75.710 10 dB gain 4. Outlets 
1.75.D25 25 dB gain 1. Outlet 
2.75.D21 2dB gain 1. Outlet 
16-100 16 dB gain 1. Outlet 
27-100 27 dB gain 1. Outlet 
42-100 42 dB gain 1. Outlet 
40-100WN 40 dB gain 1. Outlet 
40-100HL 40 dB gain 1. Outlet 
27-500 dB gain 1. Outlet 
COMPLETE RANGE of Kingray and Hills 
Mast head and Line Amplifiers. 
Largest range of Line and Single Outlet 
Plates and Sockets. 
SPLITTERS: 2.75.T/S - 3.75T/S, 4.75T/S - 
5.75T/S, 6.75T/S to 8.75T/S. 
Outside splitters: 2.75T/S0 - 4.75.T/SO. 
Waterproof housing. 

If you don't see it 
listed, ask for it. 

REMEMBER: THE WIDEST RANGE OF 
UHF -VHF SPLITTERS - PLATES - 
AMPLIFIERS IN SYDNEY TODAY. 

, ,111 
o,,r.t; 

ECRAFT SPLITTER 2757$ 

OUTPUTS 

7 t 

ECRAFT 4.75.T.104 
T V .FM AMPLIFIER SPLITTER 

IBV. 

z 
V 4 

NVUT 

NOTICE TO" INSTALLERS/WHOLE- 
SALERS: Save dollars on coaxial ca- 
ble. Ring now for the best prices and 
cable in Australia. 

FREE ADVICE GIVEN. 

ELECTROCRAFT 
MFG P/L 

68 Whiting Street, Artarmon, NSW 
2064. PO Box 398. 

Phone now (02) 438-4308 ext 6. 
Hours: Mon -Fri 8am to 5pm. 

Follow the 
dotted line 
and win a 

Cornmodore. 
41§ r. ñaCr oT 

At 9.32 am 
on Monday 26th 

May Evan Green of 
GMH and Matt 

Whelan of 
Wheels magazine 

left Melbourne fora bit of a spin. 
Around Australia. 
If you can answer three 

questions about their drive you 
could win a brand new Holden 
Commodore. 

The questions you'll need 

to answer are in the September, 
October and November issues 

of Wheels magazine. 
And the clues to the 

answers are in a report 
written by Matt Whelan 

in September Wheels. 

\-m' 
It's not an 

easy contest. 

But it's alot 
easier than a 

non-stop drive 7 ------ around Australia. 

\ 

Darwin 

Cr.. . Alice Springs 

l `I 

1 

The Digital Age 
has begun ... 

The answer that some eminent 
manufacturers have to the 
introduction of directly cut and 
digitally mastered discs with their 
60-70dB dynamic range 
capability. is the fitting of 
protection devices to so-called 
state of the art loudspeaker 
systems. 

DVNAUDIO' components and 
systems will replay this dynamic 
range without compression and 
also the demanding 90dB plus 
capability of the coming digitally 
encoded discs. Realistic 
reproduction has advanced a 
step forward. 

DVNAUDIO high fidelity drivers 
use hexagonal wire, ferrofluidics 
and dynamic transient linearity 
system (DTL) for fast rise time 
and low IM distortion. 

Sole Distributors in Australia: 
Dynaudio (Aust) Pty Ltd 
PO Box 2 Hawthorn Vic 3122 
Phone: 818 2647. 

Available from: 
VIC: Soundcraftsmen: 66 Kooyong Rd 
Caulfield Vic 3161. Phone:509 2444 
Tivoli HI -F: 654 Glenfeme Rd 
Hawthorn 3122, Phone:818 8637 
NSW: Leisuresound: 401 Pacific Hwy 
Artarmon NSW 2064, Phone:438 4166 
38 York St Sydney NSW 2000, 
Phone:29 1364 

ll 
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Just some of the books from the biggest range of radio and electronics 
books in Australia. If the book you require Is not listed below, It can be 
ordered from us. 

NEW - NEW - NEW Latest editions of some of the most 
popular books on the subject: 

The Master IC Cookbook (Clayton L. Hallmark) 
IC Array Cookbook (Walter G. Jung) 
Amateur Operator's Handbook (Revised Dec. 78) 

(Postal Si Telecommunications Dept). 
ARAL Handbook 1980 
R.S.G.B. Handbook - Volume 1 

R.S.G.B. Handbook - Volume 2 
The -World In My Ears (Cushen) 
Radio Handbook - 21st Edition (New edition) (William Orr) 

ADAM OSBORNE BOOKS: 
An Introduction to Microcomputers - Volume 0 - r 

The Beginner's Book 
An Introduction to Microcomputers - Volume 1 

Basic Concepts 
An Introduction to Microcomputers - Volume 2 

Some Real Microprocessors 
An Introduction to Microcomputers - Volume 3 

Some Real Support Devices 
Some Common Basic Programs 
Accounts Payable and Accounts Receiveable 
Payroll with Cost Accounting in Basic 
General ledger 

8080 Programming or ogle esign 
6502 Assembly Language Programming 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE PUBLICATIONS: 
All New A.R.R.L. Code Kit 514.50 
Hints and Kinks for the Radio Amateur 57.20 
The Radio Amateurs VHF Manual $7.20 
Understanding Amateur Radio 58.80 
The Radio Amateurs License Manual 57.20 
A Course in Radio Fundamentals 57.20 
Specialized Communications Techniques for the Radio Amateur 57.20 
FM 8 Repeaters for the Radio Amateur 58.80 
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur $7.20 
Ham Radio Operating Guide $7.20 
Electronics Data Book 57.20 
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur 512.80 

MICROCOMPUTERS/MICROPROCESSORS BOOKS: 
Programming the Z80 (Rodney Zaks) 519.00 
Z80 Microprocessor Programming and Interfacing 

Book 1 (Nichols/Nichols/Rony) $14.75 
280 Microprocessor Programming and Interfacing 

Book 2 (Nichols/Nichols/Rony) 
Best of Interface Age: Volume 1 - 

Software in Basc (Ed. Carl D. Warren) 
of Interface Age: Volume 2 - 
General Purpose Software (Ed. Interface Agqe) 
A to Z Book of Computer Games (Thomas C. 

6502 Software Gourmet Guide & Cookbook (Scelbi) 
How to Build Your Own Working Robot Pet (Frank DaCosta) 
The Complete Handbook of Robotics (Edward L. Safford, Jr.) 
Programming Microprocessors (M.W. McMurran) 
Microcomputer Primer (Waite & Pardee) 
How to Buy and Use Minicomputers and Microcomputers (W. Barden, Jr.) 
Z80 Microcomputer Handbook (Barden) 
Microcomputers for Business Applications (Barden) 
Scelbi "8080" Software Gourmet Guide & Cookbook. 

Reduced from 510.00 to 

OTHER TITLES: 
Music and the Synthesiser (Bruce Graham) 
The S-100 and other Micro buses 

(Elmer C. Poe Z. James C. Goodwin) 
Microprocessor Cookbook (Miahcel Hordeski) 
TV Antennas and Signal Distribution Systems (M.J. Salvati) 
Building Hi -F1 Speaker Systems (Philips) 
Master Handbook of 1001 Practical Electronic 

Circuits (Ed. Kendal Webster Sessions) 515.95 
The Complete Handbook of Public Address Sound Systems (F. Alton Everest) 59.95 
Getting Acquainted with the IC (Rufus P. Turner)56.75 
Practical Antennas for the Radio Amateur (Sceib) $15.40 
IC OP -AMP Cookbook (Walter Jung) 517.50 
TTL Cookbook (Lancaster) $12.95 
TV Typewriter Cookbook (Lancaster) 513.50 
CMOS Cookbook (Lancaster) 1st Edition 1977 314.25 
Active Filter Cookbook (Lancaster) $19.95 
IC Timer Cookbook (Jung) 513.50 . 

The Cheap Video Cookbook(Lancaster) 57.95 
Electronics Pocket Book - rd Edition (P.J. McGoldrick) $10.50 
Computers In Action - How Computers Work 2nd Edition (Donald D. Spencer) 58.00 

Z80 Assembly Language Programming 
280 Programming for Logic Design 
8080A/8085 Assembly Language Programming 
6800 Programming for Logic Design 
6800 Assembly Language Programming 

Best g 

The McIntire) 

512.50 
$10.00 

53.60 
514.95 
521.95 
$18.90 
$13.35 
$27.75 

$10.40 

$16.20 

529.00 

519.00 
516.20 
$18.60 
518.60 
524.50 
516.20 
513.50 
$16.20 
$13.50 
$13.50 
513.50 
516.20 

517.50 

$17.80 

$12.70 
$9.95 

$16.80 
$8.50 
$9.95 
$9.25 

$10.75 
$13.50 
$11.95 
$11.95 

$4.99 

515.00 

$7.95 
$7.50 

513.50 
510.75 

For mail orders please add: $1.40 Local $1.75 Interstate 
McGILL'S AUTHORISED NEWSAGENCY PTY. LTD. 

187 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne. Phone: 60-1475-6-7 
Prices Subject to Alteration 

LIGHTING 
AS FLEXIBLE AS 

YOUR THINKING... 
... that's what Sevlen Lighting offers you. The 
most portable, economical and adaptable low 
priced lighting system ever invented, a must for 
clubs, displays, windows and dance venues. 

Connected via a new advanced.locking mains line 
socket to a four channel STARCHASER 
controller, an amazing sequence is produced all 
within a tube. No complicated connections, no 
wiring, no messy installation problems, just plug 
on - take it anywhere, anytime. Bend it, shape it, 
hang it overhead, on stairs or ceilings. 

If you need more, just connect another snakelight 
on to the other end - (each *snakelight is 10 . 

metres long). Up to 300 metres of scintillating, 
pulsating chase. 

The new connectors introduced are locked 
together when plugged in and cannot be 
accidentally separated while in use. The special 
miniature lamps have a unique continuity link 
which ensures that even if one lamp fails,'the 
whole circuit continues to work without 
interruption 

*12 different colours available. 

r -S AT U R N 4 cSTARCMASER j '®I 
a c..AnHe, s Liar.r 
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m 
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SEVLEN LIGHTING 
PTY. LTD. 

MANUFACTURERS OF LIGHTING 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Office: 4 Weldon Street, Surwood, 2134, NSW 
Telephone (02) 74-8905 
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here's what the 
laboratory says about 

a., e ot 
"The Audio Technica AT -12E, although very modestly priced, 

features one of the flatest responses provided by any of the cartridges 
we have reviewed over the last 15 years ... this cartridge performed 

as well as many cartridges selling a five times the price ..." 
Reproduced from a review in ETI Feb. 1980, by Louis A. Challis & Associates Pty. Ltd. 

AT12E 

_ 
'11..: 

AT11 E 

AT 12E 

Value leader among elliptical 
stylus models. Employs finely - 
crafted 0.4 x 0.7 mil bonded 
diamond mounted to thin -wall 
cantilever. Dual Magnet design 
assures flat response and 
excellent stereo separation. For 
all modern record changers and 
turntables. 

AT12E technical data 
Frequency Response: 15 - 26,000 Ha 
Tracking Force: 1.0 - 2.0 g (Optimal Force 1.6 gl 
Output Voltage: 4.2 mV 11 kHz 5 cm/sec) 
Channel Separation: Minimum 23 dB (1 kHa) 
Static Compliance: 25 x 10'a cm/dyne 
Load %fistance: 47 kn 

Replacement Stylus ATS-12 

AT11 

I 

IA 

1.=, 
AT10 

AT 11 

Flat response and remarkable 
tracking ability distinguish this 
Dual Magnet cartridge. Spherical 
bonded tip is best for use with 
older or budget record changers. 
High output matches moderately - 
priced systems. 

AT11 technical data 
Frequency Response: 15 - 22,000 H[ 
Tracking Force: 1.5 - 2.5 g (Optimal Force 2.091 
Output Voltage: 4.8 mV 11 kHz 5 cm/sec) 
Channel Separation: Minimum 21 dB (1 kHz/ 
Static Compliance: 22 X 10-e cm/dyne 
Load Resistance: 47 Id./ 

.Replacement Stylus ATS-11 

Cut -away section of 
a dual magnet 

Audio Technica 
cartridge. 

i 

To obtain top performance you must look for a cartridge with a 

dual magnet system, as perfected by Audio Technica. 

AT 11E 

Our lowest cost elliptical stylus 
cartridge yet built to high Audio- 
Technica standards. Bonded 
0.4 x 0.7 mil elliptical tip and 
thin -wall cantilever combine to 
offer unusual high frequency 
tracking ability in this price 
category. Excellent replacement 
for older cartridges to improve 
your system. 

AT11E technical data 
Frequency Response: 15 - 25,000 Ha 

Tracking brce: 1.5 - 2.5 g )Optimal Force 2.0 91 

Output Voltage. 4.8 mV (1 kHz 5 cm/sec) 
Channel Separation: Minimum 21 dB (I kHa1 

Satk Compliance 22 8 10" cm/dyne 
Load Resistance. 47 k11 

Replacement Stylus: ATS-11 E 

AT 10 

Almost identical to the AT -11, 
the AT -10's flat response and 
remarkable tracking ability enables 
high quality stereo sound repro- 
duction. Uses bonded spherical 
stylus. Has same characteristics 
that fit moderately priced systems 
so well. 

AT10 technical data 
Frequency Response: 20 - 20,000 Ha 

Tracking Force: 2.0 - 3.0 g (Optimal Force 2.5 91 

Output Voltage: 4.8 mV 11 kHz 5 cm/secl 
Channel Separation: Minimum 20 dB (1 kHz) 
Static Compliance: 20 - 10' cm/dyne 
Load Resistance: 47 kn 

Replacement Stylus ATS-10 

aid!o techn: 
available at all quality hi fi dealers 

If you have any supply problems however, please contact the nearest 
Maurice Chapman outlet to ascertain your closest supply source. 

THE MAURICE CHAPMAN GROUP PTY. LIMITED 
44 Dickson Ave, Artarmon, NSW. 2064. Phone 438-3111 150 Burwood Rd, Hawthorn, Vic. 3122. Phone 818-1730. 

Perth 446-5679 Brisbane 44-7566 Adelaide 272-8011 
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The new BASF high precision cassette. 
An unbeatable case 

for buying The Green One. 
Dubbed The Green One for 

ease of identification, the new 
BASF ferro super LH Idisplays 
high precision and performance 
throughout. 

GalnlnDynamlcRanqa. I= TpE F:::3M.o mow LMITy. 
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In the mechanics of the 
cassette, BASF has achieved new 
standards of azimuth precision, 
taking full advantage of the 
outstanding LH Iquality. 

A dense coating of super -fine 

ferric oxide particles has produced 
a mirror -finish tape with extremely 
strong magnetic direction 
preference. 

The end result -true Hi -Fi in 
the normal bias position I 
(Ironodide or Fe 120 µs EQ). Plus 
higher volume levels with mini- 
mised distortion. 

One common cassette fault. 
Deviation in vertical position of the 
pins diminishes high -frequency 
output, which results in loss of 
sound brilliancy. Minimum 
tolerances ensure that no fault can 
occur with the new BASF ferro 
super LH I 

In the tough, screw -together 
polystyrene, precision moulded 
shell, slip sheets eliminate tape 
edge damage. A mu -metal shield 
blocks stray magnetic fields. 
A felt pressure pad on a phosphor 

forro su Der LH 
af+íl ., w'. 
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Quality across the range. 

BAS BAS BAST .1. TA 90 
E:..r 90 

LH chromáoxid chromdoxid S< per 
SM Cas.s Ile 132 m Ca Sette 132 m I SM cassette . 132 m 1 

Amp 
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bronze spring ensures precise 
head contact on any deck. Flanged 
roller guides on lubricated 
stainless steel pins provide precise 
tape feed and azimuth alignment. 

The patented BASF Security 
Mechanism (SM) prevents 
scrambling of tape and guides the 
tape smoothly within the cassette. 
A large strong window gives clear 
visibility to the best BASF ferro 
super I tape yet. 

So spend a little more, and 
get more for your money. 

Go for The Green One. 
Step up to Hi -Fi precision. 

BASF 
BAS 

90 
terrochrom 

1 SM caSSPtte 132 m 
FCBiSPASMIBASi40F 
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11111)1 review 

Accuphase C-7 moving coil 
cartridge head amplifier 

Louis Challis found this unit so sensitive and 
accommodating he could hardly bear to part with it! 

THE BEST moving coil cartridges have 
a clarity and transparency which is 
exciting to say the least. So it's not 
surprising that. more and more manu- 
facturers are adding at least one moving 
coil model to their range of moving 
magnet types. 

This must be disconcerting for many 
audiophiles, because moving coil car- 
tridges need an amplifier with a higher 
input sensitivity and signal-to-noise 
ratio than most conventional amplifiers 
or receivers can achieve at present. It's 
true that some amplifier makers do now 
provide a moving coil input stage, but 
this is usually only on their newest and 
most expensive models. If you already 
have a good amplifier you obviously 
don't want to replace it just so you can 
try out a different kind of cartridge, so 
you have to look for an alternative. 

Some moving coil manufacturers 
offer a solution with a step-up trans- 
former designed for their own 
particular cartridges, but many others 
do not. The Accuphase C-7 Head Ampli- 
fier is designed to fill this gap by 
providing an active preamplifier with a 
frequency response which is flat from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz and only 0.5 dB down at 
5 Hz and 100 kHz. 

Description 
It's a simple unit, housed in a long, thin 
box with coaxial input and output 
sockets and a mains lead for 250 volt, 
50 Hz operation. The metallic case is 

" 
... 

..e 
- 

Mc 
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s>lccupivut 

Ilm11p cat eAR7R1Oc{ 
NEAU AMPLIFIER 

F.7 

sprayed in the same Hammertone 
colour as other Accuphase equipment 
and features an additional grounding 
wire to be connected to the main 

amplifier to minimise earth loop 
problems. 

The manufacturers provide very little 
detail or data with the unit, except a 
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tt OE review 

Louis A Cha is and Assoc, tes Pty Ltd 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 

(-3dB) 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF ACCUPHASE C-7 M/C HEAD AMPLIFIER 

Left 2.2 Hz to > 100kHz 

Right 2.3 Hz to > 100kHz 

SENSITIVITY: Left Right 

(for 1 Watt in 82) Phono Pass 0 0 dB 

Phono Gain 25.4 25.7dB 

Overload WC' 20 mV 19 mV 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: Left Right 

Phono M/C 100 100 2 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Left 110 0 

Right 110 0 

HARMONIC DISTORTION (M/C): 

(Input of 5mV) 

100Hz lk8z 6.3kHz 

2nd -84.2 -88 -85.5 dB 

3rd -85.3 -96 -94.2 dB 

4th -95.2 - - dB 

5th - - dB 

THD 0.007 0.0043 0.0044 % 

TRANSIENT INTERMODULATION.DISTORTION: < 0.01 % 

(3.15kHz square wave and 
15kHz sine wave mixed 4:1) 

NOISE & HUM LEVELS: 

(re 1 Watt into 82) Phono Pass -64 dB(Lin) -82 dB(A) 

(with volume control set for Phono M/C -67 dB(Lin) -76 dB(A) 
1 watt output with: 

(figures are degraded egraded by high 
5mV input (Phono Pass) 

0.5mV input (Phono M/C ) 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT M/C: 

hum content) 

260mV VRMS 

*, 

PHILIPS LOUDSPEAKERS 
PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED SPEAKER KITS 

If you are in the market fora $2000 set of 
speakers with only a few hundred 
dollars in your pocket, we could have 
just what you want. The ETI 4000 Series 
Speakers - using Philips Drivers - 
compare very favourably with speakers 
costing twice to three times as much. If 
you are on a really tight budget you 
could consider the Philips AD12K12 kit -a 70 watts r.m.s. per channel 12" 
3 -way system - which you assemble 
completely in about 2 hours. A steal at 
under $300 per pair. You can buy all 
components with or without boxes, any 
way you like. We have both the ETI 
4000-I and II on display, as well as other 
Philips Kits. Come in for an audition, or 
write for further information. 

northpoint hifi 
Oj WAGNER 

100 Miller St, North Sydney. 
Ph 922-7780. 

ELECiRONICs 305 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield. 
SALES & e$ERW}CE Ph .798-9147. 
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warning that, because of the 100 dB 
gain that is possible from the input of 
this preamplifier to the output of the 
main amplifier, it is desirable to mini- 
mise unwanted electrical pickup. For 
this reason, they say the unit should be 
located as far as possible away from the 
amplifier, record player, cassette deck 
or any other equipment which radiates 
spurious and unwanted magnetic fields. 
They also take special care to point out 
the need to take the normal safety pre- 
caution of turning down the volume 
control of the main amplifier when 
making any connections on the head 
amplifier. 

Accuphase claim that the fixed input 
impedance of 100 ohms provided by the 
C-7 matches the output impedance of 
every available moving coil cartridge, 
from the two or three ohms of some 
Ortofon models up to the 40 ohms of the 
EMT cartridges. 

To make sure that you do not copy 
their design, they go to the trouble of 
encapsulating the 26 transistors, nine 
FETs, two integrated circuits and eight 
diodes in thermal epoxy. Frankly we do 
not believe the claim in the data sheet 
that this has been done to achieve a 
greater immunity to hum pickup. With- 
out X-raying the encapsulated circuitry 
we could fmd out precious little about 
what it contains. The only other control 
provided is a bypass switch to dis- 
connect the head amp from the rest of 
the amplification chain. 

In the lab 
Objective testing of this unit proved to 
be more complex and difficult than we 
expected. In the first place, most of the 
manufacturer's claims were readily 

substantiated in the first phase of our 
testing program. Frequency response 
was almost perfectly flat from do to 
20 kHz. The distortion figures, while 
they were excellent, were a shade 
higher than those claimed by Accu- 
phase, although we did note afterwards 
that their performance figures were ob- 
tained at a lower input level than we 
used. The amplifier gain was 25.4 dB for 
the left channel and 25.7 dB for the 
right, which is a little different from the 
precise 26 dB claimed by the manufac- 
turer. However, these differences are 
probably of only academic interest in 
the overall assessment. 

We initially experienced considerable 
difficulty in the laboratory in achieving 
the order of hum and noise rejection that 
Accuphase claim - 72 dB A -weighted 
with respect to an input level of 
0.1 millivolts. In fact we wasted many 
hours before recording our final figures 
of 67 dB unweighted and 76 dB 
A -weighted. We simply had no idea 
there were such high ac magnetic field 
strengths within our laboratory and 
spent a lot of time finding the right spot 
in which to perform the measurements. 

Even so, these figures are quite com- 
mendable and we were also particularly 
impressed by the 19 millivolt overload 
point recorded for the input. In real 
terms I was unable to fault the objective 
performance of the unit. 

Subjectively 
I was even more impressed by the C -7's 
performance with a series of moving coil 
cartridges which I used for my own sub- 
jective evaluation. The first of these 
cartridges was an Audio Technica 
AT3OE with which I have been evalu- 
ating the unit for three months. 
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So satisfied was I with its per- 
formance that I must admit I was in no 
hurry to finish the review! Truthfully, 
my subjective assessment of this unit 
took' far longer than any I have previ- 
ously carried out. I played hundreds of 
records, including a wide range of new 
'direct to disc' records,, ten digitally re- 
corded discs from Telarc and Sony CBS, 
a range of Sheffield records and many of 
my other favourites. On all of these the 
amplifier performed impeccably. 

Conclusion 
The Accuphase C-7 Head Amplifier per- 
forms its function exceptionally well 
and provides a performance that 
neither subtracts from, nor adds un- 
wanted effects to the performance of 
quality moving coil cartridges. These 
are now a force to be reckoned with in 
the latest generation of record players 
and the C-7 head amp is a convenient 
and very effective way of expanding the 
amplifier chain to accommodate them. 

ACCUPHASE C-7 MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 
HEAD AMPLIFIER 

Dimensions: 
102 mm wide x 61 mm high x 350 mm deep 
Weight 2.5 kg 
Price: $530 rrp 
Manufactured by Kensonic Laboretory Inc., 
Yokohama, Japan. 

Absolute copyright in this review and 
accompanying measurements is owned by 
Electronics Today International. Under no 
circumstances may any review or part thereof 
be reprinted or incorporated in any reprint or 
used in any advertising or promotion with- 
out the express written agreement of the 
Managing Editor. 
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All audiophiles 
weren't created 

e i: 
:. 
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Computer - 
balanced in 

your own home* 

IIqU NP y VIl 

No two listening rooms are the same. 
When you buy an Audio Reflex Equaliser, 
our technician uses a special computer 
to analyse your room and your stereo system. 
Then he makes the necessary adjustments to give 
you sound that's as close as possible to the way 
the recording engineer heard it in the studio. 
ONLY computer -analysis can accurately measure 
system response and room acoustics. ONLY Audio 
Reflex offers this service. 

'Capital cities only 

1-7 : . 

Be your own 
recording engineer 
With an Audio Reflex Equaliser, you can emphasise . 

your favourite instruments - subdue others. The 
Audio Reflex technician gives you a chart which 
allows you to return your equaliser to the correct 
settings at any time. He'll also show you how to 
adjust for variations such as big'parties in your home. 

5 Year Warranty 
Audio Reflex warranty includes all parts and labour 
for 5 years from date of purchase. Full details of 
warranty protection are printed on the warranty card. 

You'll hear more from us. Clearly. 

7 Orchard Road, Brookvale 2100, NSW Telephone: 938 4188. Telex: AÁ20160 

Hear more at your local Audio Reflex dealer. 

28131 
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Introducing a totally new 
concept in stereophones. 

The new Koss HV/X 
high velocity stereophone 
represents a remarkable 
breakthrough in hear-thru 
stereophone design and 
performance. For the 
first time, Koss engineers 
have been able to create 
a lightweight, hear-thru 
stereophone that com- 
bines the transparency of 
high velocity phones with 
the superior bass per- 
formance of closed -type 
phones. The result is a 
breathtaking musical 
experience. 

CONTOURED 
VARIABLE -DENSITY 

EARCUSHIONS 

While most lightweight, 
hear-thru stereophones 
have earcushions that fit 
against the ear, the new 
Koss HV/X features a 
unique, contoured, vari- 
able -density cushion that 
fits around the ear. Not 
only does this unique 
earcushion design create 
a far 
more com- 
fortable 
stereo - 
phone but 
it has also 
allowed 
Koss engi- 
neers to 
create a 
dramati- 
cally better element 

nib "... 

design as well. 
These new variable - 

density earcushions are 
made up of a very porous 
material that is acousti- 

cally transparent at the 
perimeter of the ear - 
cushion yet com- 
pressed toward the 
center region. This 

varies the pattern of 
acoustic resistance over 

portions of the earcush- 
ions creating the proper 
seal for specific bass 
frequencies while al - 

0 

st 

ólt :. 

Koss HV/XLC 

lowing the 
flow of 
middle and 
high fre- 
quencies at 
the perim- 
eter of the 
earcushions. 

LIGHTWEIGHT 
ELEMENT 

for Koss engineers to 
design a lightweight ele- 
ment that reproduces a 
Sound of Koss you have to 
hear to believe. Incredibly, 
even though the overall 
weight of the element was 
reduced, Koss engineers 
were able to develop a 
magnet with enough mag- 
netic density to drive an 
extra large diaphragm. 
With a response range of 
15 to 35,000 Hz, the new 
Koss HV/X will drive you 
into ecstacy and our 
competitors nuts. 

HEARING 
IS BELIEVING. 

Slip into the new Koss 
HV/X or HV/XLC with 
volume/balance controls 
at your audio dealer soon. 
You'll like the best of both 
worlds: the open, airy, up- 
front sound of hear-thru 

I stereophones and the deep, 
rich bass performance of 
closed -type stereophones. 

For more information on 
the HV/X, our full line of 
stereophones and 
loudspeakers or our new 
Koss K/4DS digital delay 
system, write to 

The uniqueness of the 
new variable -density ear - 
cushions made it possible 

Ey 
ELECTRO -VOICE 
AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 

e 1980 Koss Coro. 

®K O S S®stereophones/ o o speakers 
hearing is believing`M 

ELECTRO -VOICE AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 174 Taren Point Road, Taren Point, NSW, 2229. Phone (02) 525-8588. 
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1 - 9 tapes $2.50 

10 - 29 tapes $3.50 
30+ tapes $4.00 

a, 
~ } 
r 

al 
reeording tape 

SUPERB REELTO REEL TAPES 
Dindy Marketing have a limited quantity of these EMI tapes available, 
only for the duration of this offer (unless sold out before the offer 
expires) so rush your order now.These tapes will not be offered again as 
EMI is ceasing production. 

NOTE This otter is made by Dindy Marketing (Aust.) Pty Ltd and ETI is acting as a clearing 
house only. Cheques or money orders should be made payable to 'EMITAPE OFFER' and 
sent, together with the coupon (or a photostat or clear, handwritten copy of same), to 
Emltape Offer, ETI Magazine, 15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011. We will then 
process your oder and pass it on to Dindy who will send you the goods. Please allow up to 
four weeks for delivery. 

Send coupon to: 
EMITAPE OFFER 
ETI Magazine, 15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011 

Quantity 900 x 5/825 $ 

1800 x 7/825 $ 

2400 x 101/2/816 $ 

101/2" NAB reels $ 

Packing & delivery:.. $ 

TOTAL: $ 

(Tapes can be mixed for quantity discounts) 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Cheque or money order 

Expiry. 
Date.../.'./.. 

Or use your Bankcard 4 9I 6 J 1 - 

Signature ' 

EMITAPE 816 MATT BACKED PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
TAPE 
The advantages of back -coated tapes - such as high spooling speeds and uniform wind under 
adverse conditions, together with the reduced risk of edge -damage - are already widely recog- 
nised. These advantages are frequently obtained, however, at the expense of other, no less 
important characteristics. The most significant adverse effects are deterioration In amplitude 
modulation noise, caused by imprint effect from the backing on to the oxide during storage, and a 
higher degree of head and guide wear. 

The development of EMITAPE 816 has been concentrated on eliminating these disadvantages 
while combining the benefits of matt backing with the stringent audio performance. EMITAPE 816 
is a standard play professional audio tape, its polyester base having a specially treated back 
coating. 
EMITAPE 816 is not recommended for use on recorders using pressure pads. 

AUDIO PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
38.1 cm/sec (15in/sec) 

REFERENCE BIAS 1 dB over bias at 1 kHz (this condition is that with increase of bias current 
the 1 kHz output level has fallen by 1 dB from Its maximum value). 

1. Sensitivity at 1 kHz 0 dB 
4 kHz + 1.5 dB 

10 kHz +2.5 dB 
16 kHz +4 dB 

2. Bias current ratio at 1 dB over bias 
(at a frequency of 1 kHz) 0.87 

3. Maximum Output Level for 3% third harmonic 
distortion at 1 kHz (Ref. 1) +6 dB 

4. Maximum Output Level for saturation at 10 kHz 
(Ref. 1) . +5.25 dB 

7. The ratio of the 1 kHz Maximum Output Level 
to Bias Noise 74.5 dB full track (6.25 mm tape 

width) 

8. The ratio of the 1 kHz. Maximum Output Level to 
Bias Noise 66 dB full track (6.25 mm tape width) 

9. The ratio of the 1 kHz Maximum Output Level to 
print first pre -echo after storage for 72 hours at +20° C. 58 dB 

Ref. 1 

Ref. 2 

Relative to an RMS flux of 320 nWb/m tape width (32 mMx./mm.) at a 
frequency of 1 kHz. 
Measured h accordance with the paper by E.G. Trendell entitled "The 
Measurement and Subjective Assessment of Modulation Noise in 
Magnetic Recording". Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, 
December 1969, Volume 17, Number 6. 
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Tapes available 
EMITAPE 825 900ft (274 m) on 5" (133 mm) reels (quantity: 800) 
EMITAPE 825 1800ft (549 m) on 7" (178 mm) reels (quantity: 4500) 
EMITAPE 816 2400ft (732 m) on 101/2" (267 mm) metal reels with NAB 

hub (quantity: 1100) 
Metal Reels -101/2" (267 mm) with NAB hubs; boxed. 

Tapes can be mixed for quantity discounts. 
These prices are around half what the tapes were selling for originally. 

OFFER PRICES 1 -9 10 - 29 30+ 

900 x 5, 825 tape $3.99 $3.69 $2.98 
1800 x 7, 825 tape $6.99 $6.28 $5.88 
2400 x 101/2, 816 tape $16.99 $15.27 $13.85 
101/2" Metal Reel - $9.97, any quantity. 

Order now and ensure delivery before Christmas ! 
Offer closes 13 November 

EMITAPE 825. LOW NOISE LONG PLAY 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO TAPE 
EMITAPE 825 is a low noise long play audio tape which was specially developed for professional 

studio mastering and broadcasting. This tape has an excellent signal to print ratio and a specially 

treated coating which gives extremely low head wear and low modulation noise. The wide 

frequency response obtainable from this tape ensures an excellent high fidelity performance when 

used in conjunction with any good quality tape recorder. 

AUDIO PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 

Recommended Bias 

Frequency Response 
(when compared with 
EMI Standard Tape S.4) 

Maximum Output Level 

Maximum Output Level 
(for Saturation at 10 kHz) 

Maximum Output Level 
(for Saturation at 10 kHz) 

Signal to Noise Ratio 
(a) Weighted In accord- 
ance with IEC 123A, 
BS3489-1962 (A Curve) 
and ASA Standard S1-4- 
1961 (A curve) using a 
measuring instrument 
with the same dynamic 
characteristic as a Stand- 
ard Volume Indicator 
(BS3489- 1962 and ASA 
Standard C16-5- 1961) 

(b) Weighted using a 
filter and a quasi peak 
measuring instrument 
in accordance with 
DIN45405 

Ref. 1 

Ref. la 

Ref. 2 
Ref. 2a 

Note 

19.05 cm/sec (Thin/sec) 9.53 cm/sec (344In/sec) 

1 dB overbias at 1 kHz 
(the value of bias used by 
the majority of professional 
recording and broadcast 
engineers) . 

Within +/-2 dB from below 
31.5 Hz to 16 kHz 

+3 dB 
(for 3% Third Harmonic 
Distortion at 1 kHz (Ref. t )) 

The value of bias current 
required to record a 333 Hz 
signal which when reproduced 
gives an output level of +3 dB 
(Ref. 1 a) with a third harmonic 
distortion content of 5% 

Within +/-2 dB from below 
31.5 Hz to 16 kHz 

+3 dB 
(for 5% Third Harmonic 
Distortion at 333 Hz (Ref .1 a)) 

-1 dB (Ref.1) -7dB (Ref. la) 

-1 dB (Ref. 1) -7 dB (Ref. la) 

66 dB (Ref. 2) 58 dB (Rel. 2a) 

57 dB (Ref. 2) 51.5 dB (Ref. 2a) 

Relative to an RMS flux of 320nWb/m tape width (32mMx/mm) at a frequency 
of 1 kHz. 
Relative to an RMS flux of 250nWb/m tape width (25mMx/mm) at a frequency 
of 333 Hz. 
The ratio of the 1 kHz Maximum Output Level to Bias Noise, 
The ratio of the 333 Hz Maximum Output Level to Bias Noise. 

The figures quoted are mean values and subject to manufacturer's tolerances. 

B&W DM12 
THE UNOBTRUSIVE 
REVOLUTIONARY 

We could have built something 
smaller, but we were determined to 
build a miniature speaker that rises 
way above the limitations hitherto 
imposed by a small enclosure. In 
particular, we wanted to achieve wider 
response ánd more realistic sound 
levels in the low frequency range. 
We also wanted safe power -handling 
capacity. Thanks to our unique 
resources in computer and laser 
technology and the sheer creativity of 
our design team, DM12 achieves all 
this and more. 

B&W 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

It's certainly small. 
Just 355mm (14 in) high x 220mm 
(84 in) wide x 270mm (101/2 in) 
deep. 
106dB. 
That's the surprising peak sound 
pressure level DM12 produces 
from its 12 litre enclosure. 
Monitor standard. 
Frequency linearity + 2 dB 85 Hz 
to 20kHz. 
APOC-protected. 
B & W's exclusive audio -powered 
overload circuit protects against 
accidental damage or overload. 

For further information see your B &W 
dealer or contact 
Convoy International Pty Ltd 
4 Dowling Street Woolloomooloo NSW 2011 

Telephone (02) 3582088 
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VOLTAGE 
ANALYSER 
Voltage indicated: 

6, 12, 24, 50, 110, 
240, 415 V = 

i 

.11 

MASTER CHECK r Cannot be over ranged. i Indicates AC or DC Voltage. 
Automatic Voltage indication. / Read off polarity at a glance. 

Designed for Australian conditions. 
7 Voltage indication steps by L.E.D.'s 

Robust lightweight plastic construction. 
AC or DC Voltage Check from 6 to 415 Volts. 

Useable on battery operated devices to three phase AC. 
Available from Electrical Wholesalers throughout Australia. 

ALSO AVAILABLE Multi -Check - Handy solid state continuity checker. 
Will check AC or DC Voltages from 4.5 to 415 Volts. 

BELL INSTRUMENTS PTY. LIMITED 
Garema Circuit, Kingsgrove 2208 NSW. 74 Raglan Street, Preston 3072 Vic. 
PO Box 154. Tel (02) 750-6000. Tel (03) 44-5021. 

OMROM (aidrtz 
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Special offer $26 
PLUS $2.00 POSTAGE/HANDLING 

Mini Alarm Car Clock 
The new Omron Quartz Travel Alarm will fit in your 
brief -case, pocket or purse, and even stick on your 
bathroom mirror. As a digital car clock, it's superb. Special 
mounting tape is supplied to stick it to your dashboard. It's 
small, and because it's small it fits anywhere. 
The Mini Alarm Car Clock measures only 62 (W) x 43 (D) x 9 (H) mm and has a 
small magic fastener, easel support on the back. Just set the alarm and the 
electronic beep will wake you up. The clock movement is totally solid state, 
and is a unique product of the latest Quartz technology. It is accurate to within 
twenty seconds per month (at normal temperature). It costs only $26.00 plus 
$2.00 postage/handling - a special price to our readers. Simply fill in the 
coupon below and mail today. 

Complete the coupon and mail together with your payment to this magazine's Mini Alarm Car ClOffer, G.P.O. 
C102, Sydney 2000. Make your cheque payable to Murray/Modern Magazines and endorse with your name and 
address. 

Name Address 
(Please Print) 

State Postcode Please send me (number of clocks) 
I enclose my cheque/money order for $ ($26 plus $2.00 postage/handling) or please debit my 
Bankcard No. Signature 

ETI 98010 
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PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

FEATURES 

MODEL 3002 

inca rm. MM 

2 CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER 

wcMuYR. 
POOR* 
, 
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300 Watts per channel. 
Massive rear mounted heatsinks. 
Multiple speaker protection circuits. 
Peak output power meters. 
Constructed to withstand the tortures of 'On the road' use. 
Standard 19" rack mounting. 
Separate power supplies for each channel. 
Dual RCA input sockets to allow bridging to other amplifiers. 
Equally suited to Hi Fi use or P.A./Disco situations. 

MODEL 2801 -1/3 OCTAVE EQUALISER 
The 2801 is a single channel graphic equaliser that divides the 
audio spectrum into twenty-eight one third octave bands. Each 
frequency segment is controlled by a slider that provides up to 
± 10 dB of adjustment ín standard ISO steps. 
The 2810 was designed primarily to compensate for any def- 
iciencies in the linearity of speaker systems, acoustic peculiarities 
of the hall or listening room, and inadequacies of program source 
quality. In P.A. application the equaliser may be used to improve 
sound quality and increase intelligibility by attentuating problem 
frequencies that cause ringing, boominess, or other disruptive 
resonances that occur in acoustically difficult rooms. The 2801 
allows sound systems to be "tuned" according to the special 
acoustics of a room, to maximise output and minimise feedback. 
As a creative tool in sound recording or re-recording the 2801 
allows complete freedom in contouring response over the com- 
plete audio spectrum from 31.5 Hz to 16 KHz. 

$198.00 plus $3.00 freight. 

I)r 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS 
Output Power - 300 watts/channel into 8 ohms. 

200 watts/channel into 4 ohms. 
Frequency Response - 20Hz to 20kHz±0.5dB. 
Hum and Noise - 105dB below rated output. 
Harmonic Distortion - Less than 0.05% to 80 watts. 

Less than 0.15% at rated power. 
Input Sensitivity - 1.0 volts for rated output. 
Dimensions - 482mm x 133mm x 340mm. 
Weight - 20 kgs. 

$452.00 plus freight. 

MODEL 2010 -2 CHANNEL EQUALISER 
The 2010 is a two channel graphic equaliser featuring ten adjust- 
able controls on octave centre frequencies (independent for each 
channel). Each control provides up to + 14dB of adjustment. 
Each channel is also equipped with a level match control giving 
an overall gain of adjustment of ± 14dB. 

The functional versatility of the 2010 equaliser is unsurpassed. 
Eight modes of operation are available from the push button 
switches on the front panel. 

Included amongst these are the ability to equalise both recording 
and playback when dubbing tapes. 

The 2010 has been designed to be compatible with all commerci- 
ally available equipment and is ideal for use in a Hi Fi system or 
P.A. system. 

$162.00 plus $3.00 freight. 

For further information, please send a 35c stamp 
for full specification sheets, or call at our showroom for a demonstration. 

jucar 380 SUSSEX STREET, SYDNEY, NSW 
P.O. BOX K39, HAYMARKET 2000 

TEL: (02) 264-6688 
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Your last chance. 
our 'win a trip to Hong Kong' contest 

closes this month. Get your entry in now! 
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS: 
We want to know what you the amateurs want from your hobby so that we, as a company, 
can serve you and Australia better. So we're asking you to tell us, in fifty words or less, 
'The best way that Dick Smith Electronics can promote the fantastic hobby of Amateur 
Radio to the benefit of Australia'. 
Entry to the competition is only open to purchasers of any Yaesu equipment from Dick 
Smith stores or authorised Dick Smith Yaesu resellers, between 1/8/80 and 1/11/80 - 
enter and you could win and be on your way to Hong Kong. 
Entries will be judged initially by a panel from Dick Smith Electronics to produce five 
finalists: these will be judged by Neville Williams, MIREE, Editor -in -chief of Electronics 
Australia magazine. 

The winner will be notified by Dick Smith, and will be announced in Electronics Australia 
and Electronics Today International. 
So if you're thinking about buying Yaesu, why not buy it in the next few weeks: of Course, 
only from Dick Smith Electronics or authorised Dick Smith Yaesu re -seller! 

RULES AND CONDITIOR1S 
Entr es will only be accepted on the official entry form, which is available only with the purchase of any item from the Yaesu 

orange from a Dick Smith store or Dick Smith authorised re -seller. 
All entries must show the model number end serial number of the item purchased. (if applicable), and be signed by the store 
manager or authorised person. 

In the space on the entry form, write in one paragraph of not more than 50 words. 
'The beet way that Dick Smith Electronics can promote the fantastic hobby of Amateur Radio to the benefit 
of Australia'. 
Post your entry to: Amateur Radio Contest 

Dick Smith Electronics 
PO Boa 321, 
North Ryde NSW 2113. 

Entries close at 5pm on Monday, 3rd November, 1980. Entries received aher this date will not be considered. Final judging 
will take place on 10th November, 1980. The judge's decision will be final and no correspondence well be entered into. 
The winners flight departs ham, and returns to Sydney, the winner must travel to Sydney at his/her own expense. 
All entries become the absolute property of Dick Smith Electronics Ply. Ltd who may use such entries as they see fit 

YES, we have the 
incomparable 
Yaesu FT1O7M/DMS 

ALL THIS FOR ONLY 
S 1 2'8OCat. D-2871 

THE 
EE 

YAESU 
Cat. D-2887 

:._ 
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The FT4$0R is coming - the all new FT48OR has sophisticáted 
microprocessor control circuitry to bring new dimensions in 
flexibility to you - today's 2 metre operator. 
At the time of going to press, these units were on the high seas, 
check with our stores NOW - they could very well be in stock. 

Priced at only $ 41 00 

The FT107M/DMS is the, rig you've been waiting for. Advanced 
engineering plus rugged design enables this rig to have the 'edge' on the 
opposition. Features include variable IF bandwidth, audio peak and notch 
filters, RF speech processor, full coverage from 160 through 10 metres, 
plus WWV/JJY on receive. It is also fitted with the new WARC 
frequencies. The AC power supply comes as a plug-in module and is ready 
fitted in the case. The FT107M/DMS also comes with memory. These 
plus other outstanding features place the FT107M/DMS in the forefront of 
what the serious amateur requires from his hobby. 

TERMS AVAILABLE 
FROM $138 DEPOSIT ft $38.32 
OVER 48 MONTHS 

SPECIAL NOTE: Finance company regulations restrict finance to 'approved 
personal customers' only. However, if you wish to 'pay off a Yaesu and cannot 
call into one of our stores, you can always ring us and order your Yaesu by 
Bankcard. All you do is quote your Bankcard number, name and address, and we 
charge your Bankcard account. What is more, we'll send your new Yaesu 
anywhere in Australia for only 56.00 road freight: that's below what it costs us! 

NOW, more then ever, it pays ta 
bu Yaesu from Dick Smith 
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Heard Island 
expedition 
gets up 
steam 
The Heard Island DX Association is making steady progress 
towards its aim of reactivating the uninhabited subantarc- 
tic island and is now confident of success in early 1981. 

As we reported in the July ETI, 
the idea is to mount a full scale 
DX-pedition and spend a mini- 
mum of fourteen days actually 
on the island. It is intended to 
offer a place on the expedition to 
a professional scientist who will 
be able to assist the DXers with 
his experience of Antarctic con- 
ditions as well as pursuing his 
own research. 

The Australian government 
have advised that " ... there is 

no objection in principle ... " to 
the activation of Heard although 
they have stipulated a number 
of conditions that must be met 
to ensure the safety of personnel 
and the protection of the native 
fauna and flora. 

Negotiations are underway to 
charter a vessel for the voyage, 

which is expected to take about 
ten days each way and will be 

the main expense the expedition 
has to meet 

Donations so far received 
amount to about 5800, roughly 
what was anticipated following 
the initial low-key announce- 
ments of the project Now that 
the mission is 'all systems go', 
the organisers expect the flow of 
funds to increase. 

If you would like more infor- 
mation, or can help with cash or 
equipment, please write to: 

Jim Smith, 
Heard Island DX 
Association, 
P.O. Box 2053, 
Konedobu, 
Papua New Guinea. 

Amateur radio weekend 
The Blue Mountains of NSW will be the delightful 
springtime setting for an amateur radio weekend 
scheduled for the 17th to 19th of October. 

The function, which will in- 
clude courses in theory, 
regulations and Morse code, 
has been specially designed to 
help people studying for the 
November novice examination, 
but the organisers emphasise 
that anyone with an interest in 
amateur radio will be welcome. 

An amateur radio station will 
be continually in operation, so 
that scouts and guides will have 
a chance to participate in the 
world-wide jamboree -on -the - 
air. 

The all -in charge for food and 
accommodation is $22 for 

adults, $18 for full time students 
and instructors, 57.50 for 
children two to four years old 
and $2.00 for the under -twos. 

The exact location is Camp. 
Carey, which is about one and a 

half kilometres walk from Went- 
worth Falls railway station. All 

those interested in attending, 
instructing or supervising are in- 
vited to write to: 

Amateur Radio Weekend, 
Craig Robinson VK2PDF, 
P.O. Box 35, 
Croydon, NSW 2132. 
Phone (02) 74-0316. 

k i. 
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High power combiners 
Five high power band II TV/FM combiners have been built 
for Telecom by Antenna Engineering Australia. 

The picture above shows the 
unit which will be installed in 

Bunbury, Western Australia, 
where it will enable the two 
20 kW transmitters of TV chan- 
nels 3 and 5 to be combined 
with a 10 kW FM transmitter 

to a common antenna. 
Design features include a 

channel separation of 800 kHz, 

which together with the modular 
design allows for future system 
expansion with minimal dis- 
turbance to existing services. 

Club News from SA 
The Naracoorte district of South Australia now has its own 
amateur radio club whose callsign is VKSARN. 

The organisation, which has 
an active membership of about 
twenty at present, is officially 
known as 'Naracoorte Ama- 
teur Radio Club' and its 
address is P.O. Box 45, Nara- 
coorte, SA 5271. 

Meetings are held on the 

... and Brisbane 

fourth Friday of the month at 

8.00 pm CST and thé venue is 

usually the Department of 
Further Education buildings in 
Naracoorte, but it's advisable to 
check this with the DFE on 
(087)62-2199, or Rob Smith 
VK5NRR; on (087)62-2134. 

The Brisbane Amateur Radio Club informs us that they now meet 
at S.E.S. - 'C' Group Headquarters, on the corner of School and 

Ipswich Roads, Yeronga, on the second and fourth Fridays of each 
month at 1930 EAST. 
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short circuits 

Audio impulse noise limiter 
THIS CIRCUIT is particularly intended 
for those interested in DXing, that is, 
listening for distant radio stations. 
However, the same circuit has other 
uses such as reducing the scratch level 
on very old records (Note that this is not 
the normal type of scratch filter circuit 
normally associated with hi-fi equip- 
ment). It also has uses in PA equipment 
where it can limit the input to the final 
stages and prevent overload distortion; 
distortion will still be present when an 
overload occurs but it is not as objection- 
able as that usually produced. 

The circuit is designed to take almost 
any audio input but the output will have 
all peaks above a certain level (which 
can be adjusted) eliminated. 

Anyone who has listened to a really 
weak radio signal will know the limita- 
tions imposed by the noise. At any one 
time there are literally thousands of 
thunderstorms taking place somewhere 
in the world and sensitive receivers will 
hear lightning a considerable distance 
away. Often, the level of noise is much 
higher than that of the radio signal that 
is wanted. 

Apart from lightning, there is more 
local interference such as that produced 
by poorly suppressed motor cars or elec- 
tric motors. With a powerful radio 
signal these are just not noticeable since 
the noise level is well below that of the 
radio signal, but on distant stations the 
noise level all but buries the signal. 

The circuit can either be wired into a 
receiver circuit or directly from a 
headphones socket in which case the 
headphones are wired to this unit 
instead. If wired into a circuit perma- 
nently, RV1 should take the place of the 
normal volume control and the output 
(RV2) should be control slider. An extra 
control plus a switch will also have to be 
mounted on the receiver front panel. 
The circuit can either be left in perma- 
nently, as at most settings it will not 
affect the signal, or it can be switched 
out. 

The output of the receiver, which, as 
we have said, can be from the volume 
control or the headphone socket, is 

INPUT (O 

C3 
25u 

R2 
1M5 

R1 
2k2 

C2 +.. 5u0 

ON . 
OFFo 

ON 

SW1A 
o 

SW18 
o 

O +9V 
Bt 
PP3 

D2 
IN914 

OFF 

R V2 
RV1 
25k 

10k 
O) OUTPUT Cl 

5u0 01 01 
1N914 2N2926 

taken to the input and amplified by Ql 
which is connected in the' common 
emitter mode. This transistor will con- 
siderably increase the audio level and 
this is applied via a dc blocking capaci- 
tor; C2, to the two silicon diodes D1 and 
D2. 

In the normal way these diodes will 
not have any bias voltage applied across 
them and so they will present a high 
resistance, and will not affect the output 
in any way. However, as soon as the 
output from the amplifier exceeds about 
0.6 V the diodes will conduct and short 
the output to the line. Two common (0V) 
diodes are needed, connected `back-to- 
back' so that both positive and negative 
going peaks are shorted out. 

The idea of the amplifier is to make 
sure that whatever the input level 
across RV1, it can be amplified so that 
at least 0.6 V can be applied across the 
diodes. Since RV1 is adjusted so that the 
level is always the same, a volume con- 
trol has been included in the circuit so 
that the output level can be controlled in 
the usual way; this is accomplished by 
RV2. 

To limit the noise, the input level is 
increased until the audio signal that is 
wanted is just distorting and then 
backed off slightly so that no distortion 
is heard on peaks above that level. 
'Spikes'' will hardly be heard in the 
output as they will be clipped by the 
diodes above the preset limit. RV2 is 

O 9V 

then used as a volume control. 
If RV1 is adjusted well below the 

limiting level and RV2 is adjusted for 
normal listening levels, the circuit has 
no effect. However, it is a simple matter 
to include SW1 which will bypass the 
circuit. The supply voltage can be taken 
from a battery as shown in the circuit, 
the current drain being very small, or 
from the receiver's supply. If this is 
transistor operated with 9 V then there 
will be no difficulty but if the receiver is 
a valve type or uses a supply potential 
higher than 9 V then a suitable 
dropping resistor from the HT supply 
rail will have to be included. The value 
will depend on the supply voltage but 
for 250 V a resistor in the order of 150k 
ohms will be about right; this should be 
connected between the HT line and the 
slider of SW la. 

The effect of the noise limiter is quite 
remarkable and by switching the circuit 
in and out it is possible to compare the 
results. The noise will still be there but 
not at an annoying level and the signal 
will be very, very much clearer. 

SHOW CIRCUITS is a feature that lies somewhere be- 
tween Ideas for Experimenters and complete Projects. 
Generally, the items published in Short Circuits will involve 
tried circuits that have not necessarily been fully de- 
veloped, but fairly complete details are included as a guide 
to readers. Unfortunately, owing to the nature of these 
items, we cannot give further details other than what is 
provided in the article. Contributions for Short Circuits are 
always welcome. 
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TRY THIS EXCITING 
HOBBY! 

Build your own Organ, at 
half the cost of a 

ready -built Organ'. 
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9 Florence St., Burwood, Vic. 3125 

Phone: (03) 288-7899 
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Breakthrough in 
Scanning Receiver Technology. 
The new SX-200 represents the latest 

STATE-OF-THE-ART technology in the develop- 
ment of Scanning Monitor Receivers It has many 
features that previous have not been available on 

receivers of its type. 
For example the tremendous frequency coverage, 
which encompass all of the following bands:- HF 

& UHF CB. 27 & 155MH2 MARLNE, Australian 
LOW BAND, AIRCRAFT band, VHF SATELLITE 
band. 10Mx, 6Mx, 2Mx and 70Mx AMATEUR. VHF 
HIGH BAND and UHF TWO-WAY band. Other 
features Include Automatic detection of am or fm on 
all bands. Squelch Circuitry that can be used to 
LOCK OUT carrier only and spurious signals, Fine 

Tuning control for off channel stations, 240 VAC 
plus 12VDC operation. Squelch Operated Output 
that may be used to trigger a tape recorder or 
channel occupancy counter and accurate Quartz 

Clock. 
Write for brochure or drop In for demon.tr.tton el thin 

tem.r4.ble receiver. 

G.F.S. ELECTRONIC IMPORTS 
IS McKEON ROAD. MITCHAM. 3132. 

(03) 873 3939 
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WA: Westest Electronics, 
71 Jean St, Hamilton Hill. 6161. 
(Mall only) Ph (09) 337-6393. 

TAS: Dilmond Instruments, 
PO Box 219, Bellerive. Hobart. 
Ph 479-47-9077 

Send SAE for new catalogue or quote for 
your requirements. 

Bright Star 
Crystals Pty. Ltd. 

PO Box 42, Springvale. 
Ph (03) 546-5076 Telex AA36004 
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CONNECTORS & ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENTS 

Superb quality and reliability 
from one of the oldest and most 

experienced manufacturers in 

the U.S.A. 

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS 

AUDIO TELEX COMMUNICATIONS 
PTY. LTD. 

SYDNEY MELBOURNE 
1 Little Street, 7 Essex Road, 
Parramatta, 2150 Mt. Waverley, 3149 
Tel: 633 4344 Tel: 277 5311 
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A unique individual - 
Radio y s astronomy's 's on inal 

. 

pioneer - Grote Reber 

1 

by Roger Harrison VK2ZTB 

I was surprised to learn last year that Grote Reber, virtually 
the `founder' of the science of radio astronomy, lived and 
worked in Tasmania. I had the rare opportunity to meet 
him in June and to talk about his work. 

THE SCIENCE Of radio astronomy is 
not fifty years old, yet it has had a more 
profound influence on our knowledge of 
the universe and the fundamental 
physics of nature than has Galileo's in- 
vention of the optical telescope. 

In the late 1920s, a young engineer 
from Bell Telephone Laboratories, Karl 
Jansky, was set the task of investigat- 
ing the cause of interferences on 
transoceanic telephone links. Between 
1929 and 1932, with his "merry-go- 
round" antenna, he made a series of 
observations. Along the way he detected 
a source of noise that appeared to be 
fixed in space and which came from the 
centre of our galaxy. Upon the com- 
pletion of his reseárch and the 
publication of a scientific paper, Karl 
Jansky was transferred to other work. 
He did not pursue the matter further 
and the significance of his discoveries 
was not realised by the astronomers of 
his day. 

Some years later Grote Reber was 
looking for something "a little more 
exciting" to extend his hobby of ama- 
teur radio. He had come to know Karl 
Jansky, who suggested to the 22 year 
old Reber that he "look to the heavens". 

Reber designed and built the world's 
first 'radio telescope', a 10m diameter 

parabolic dish, constructed of wood and 
galvanised iron sheeting. He designed 
and prefabricated every part prior to 
assembling the dish in his back garden. 
That dish is preserved in the Smith- 
sonian Institute's museum in the US. 

Grote Reber first attempted observa- 
tions near 3000 MHz but results were 
inconclusive, largely owing to the 
limitations of the technology of the 
time. He subsequently modified his 
equipment for use on 900 MHz and later 
160 MHz, eventually succeeding in 
making what was the first 'map' of the 
sky ever to be completed using radiation 
.other than that of the visible spectrum. 
He also detected and described radio 
emissions from the sun. 

The science of radio astronomy was 
born. 

Reber's observations were taken up 
and extended by others' following publi- 
cation of his results, but work was 
interrupted by World War II. Following 
the war, interest in radio astronomy 
burgeoned, propelled by the explosion 
in technology as a result of the war 
effort. Whilst most workers in the young 
science headed for higher and higher 
frequencies, Grote Reber thought he 
might go in the other direction. In the 
late 1940s and early 50s, it was thought 

that the lowest possible observation fre- 
quency was about 10 MHz, a limit set by 
the 'opacity' of the ionosphere - the 
region of ionised gases extending from 
about 100 km to about 800 km that en- 
circles the earth and refracts radio 
waves, permitting communications 
over long distances on the 'shortwave' 
bands between 1 MHz and 30 MHz. 

Reber was interested in what the sky 
'looked like' at frequencies below 
3 MHz, but many of the "... experts of 
the day, self-appointed and other- 
wise ..." said it would be "impossible" 
to make observations at these frequen- 
cies. Firstly, the ionosphere 'got in the 
way' like an invisible curtain or shroud, 
and secondly interference from man- 
made signals, along with atmospheric 
noise, would mask even strong cosmic 
signals. 

Fortunately, Reber, having a deter- 
mined nature (a "cussed streak", as he 
puts it) took no notice of "... these 
Cassandras ..." and set out to 
thoroughly research the problems of 
making observations below 3 MHz. 

He sought to find a 'window' through 
the ionosphere, where the vertical inci- 
dence critical frequency (that frequency 
where a signal beamed directly over- 
head will pass through the ionosphere) 
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dropped below '1 MHz on occasions. He 
made a search of the available ionos- 
pheric data (ionospheric research was 
then itself still á fledgling science) and 
found several regions around the world 
where the ionosphere behaved as re- 
quired. However, there were a few 
restraints. He had to choose an area that 
was remote, to be away from sources of 
man-made noise and interference, but 
in a 'civilised' country so that he could 
avoid any political problems and build 
a suitable antenna without incurring 
large transport and construction costs. 
Climate was another factor in Reber's 
choice. 

He chose the highlands of Tasmania. 

Meeting the man 
I was introduced to Grote Reber on a 
cold, windswept afternoon last June. It 
was the shortest day of the year and I 
had driven from Launceston with a 
friend of Grote, Jim Davis, VK7NOW, 
and Jim's friend Bill Carter, VK7AK, 
who knew the mountain roads like the 
back of his weatherbeaten hands. 

We arrived at the house Grote rents 
from a neighbour to find him sawing 
timber for the 'solar house' he's working 
on - of which more later. We discussed 
the project briefly and then drove to the 
radio astronomy installation just a 
handful of kilometres away. The casual 
observer, if he noticed at all, would no 
doubt be mildly curious about the lines 
of stark, grey poles set up some distance 
from the road on an expansive tract of 
flat land but there is little to give away 
their purpose. The entrance to the 
'observatory' is unprepossessing and 
unmarked -just another paddock gate. 
A 3 km long dirt road, broken by several 
cattle grids, leads to the small hut 
located in the 'centre' of the antenna 
array. An ingenious sign at the first 
cattle grid says "Warning: Radio 
Astronomy". Grote says it's quite effec- 
tive in "... keeping out the idly 
curious". 

At the hut, Grote Reber gave us a 
description of his work and the equip- 
ment he uses and has used. He talks in a 
clear, well -reasoned manner and his 
mid -west American accent is still 
strong. It's a fascinating story that he 
tells. 

What and how 
Reber came to Australia in the early 

. '50s and searched out a suitable site for 
his antenna. This was to be an array 
covering some 400 acres, consisting of 
128 dipoles centred on a frequency near 
2 MHz! 

Construction commenced in 1953 and 
Reber began observations the following 
year. The whole structure, supported on 
a series of locally -felled eucalypt hard- 

":n r- - 
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Current receiving equipment is all solid state. The antenna feedline can be seen to the right, chart 
recorder on the lett. 

wood poles each some 20m high, was 
erected on a level area on a farm located 
in a natural depression in the moun- 
tains east of Lake St. Clair. 

The entire array was constructed on a 
"shoe string" budget, on money ob- 
tained from a research grant, with the 
assistance of local people. A great deal 
ofseffort was made to ensure that the 
structure would last 20 years. or more. 
The poles are clearly still in good con- 
dition and should exceed the design life 
by a wide margin. 

The 128 -dipole antenna array is an 
'aperture synthesis' type and has a 
beamwidth of 7° ! In its original con- 
figuration the beam pattern could be 
'steered' electronically by changing the 
phasing on the network of antenna 
feeders. While it sounds simple enough, 
the job had to be done by physically 
moving a series of clip -on shorting 
straps on the open -wire feedlines. This 
task takes two men about half a day! 

The array could be set to 'view' a 
particular sector of the sky, the rotation 
of the earth `sweeping' the beam across 
the selected path. The beam can be 
steered in elevation from near the 
northern horizon, through the zenith 
('straight up') and almost to the 
southern horizon. 

Each dipole in the array has been 
constructed to cover the range between 
about 1800 kHz and 2000 kHz. This is 
done using a cunning technique in- 
volving the antenna length and a 
specially -constructed tuned matching 
transformer that provides a response 
similar to a double -tuned circuit. 

Each dipole is cut a little 'short' for 
the desired operating frequency and its 
feedpoint exhibits a capacitive re- 
actance along with the antenna's 
characteristic radiation resistance. The 
dipole feedpoint is tapped onto a large, 
high -Q inductor that resonates near 
2 MHz with its own self -capacitance 
and the capacitive reactance of the 

antenna. Inside this coil, and thus 
tightly coupled to it, is another which is 
tuned by a variable capacitor. The open - 
wire feedline to the rest of the system is 
tapped onto this coil to provide the 
desired impedance match. The whole 
assembly forms an over -coupled trans- 
former which exhibits the classic 
'double -humped' wideband response. 
Grote carefully designed this trans- 
former arrangement to have minimum 
loss (about 0.5 dB) and an acceptably 
'flat' response (2 dB, or less, variation) 
across the band of interest. 

128 of these assemblies were con- 
structed, each housed in a weatherproof 
box made of galvanised iron sheet with 
ceramic feedthrough insulators for the 
feedline connections. Modt were dis- 
assembled from the antenna system and 
stored some years ago. 

Grote Reber has a self-confessed "ob- 
session with measuring things". After 
all, isn't that what radio astronomy's all 
about? True to form, he measured the 
variation in ground resistance beneath 
his antenna array, plotted equal - 
resistance contours and calculated the 
overall ground resistance. 

The receiver and recording system 
are housed in a small hut located near 
the centre of the large array. Power is 
obtained from batteries, which was 
some problem with the original receiver 
system as it used valves! About 18 years 
ago Grote constructed a solid-state re- 
ceiver which is still in use. It is 
considerably smaller than the old valve 
'monster' which took up the whole of the 
small table provided for the purpose. 
The receiver is tunable so that an obser- 
vation frequency can be selected which 
is clear of ground wave propagated (and 
some ionospherically propagated) 
signals. The receiver only has four 
stages (plus an audio stage for head- 
phone use) and includes several 
selectable bandwidths and integration 
times on the detector output. Hooked 
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Don't let modern technology pass you by! 

Learn Microprocessor Programming and Application Tech- 
niques 

If you're involved in scientific or electronic pursuits, microprocessors are 
becoming a way of life and a dominant factor in your success or failure. 
The EE-3401/ET-3400 self -learning program and accompanying computer 
trainer is the easy, effective way to learn about these powerful devices. 
The program uses Heath's proven self -instructional techniques including 
programmed instructions and audio-visual aids to teach computer pro- 
gramming, microprocessor operation, interfacing and related topics. 
This self -instruction program covers microprocessor basics, computer 
arithmetic, programming. Interfacing and much more. It assumes a know- 
ledge of electronics equivalent to Heath's Digital Techniques Program. 
Using Heath's proven self -instruction techniques the EE -3401 guides you, 
step by step, through the complexities and power of machine language 
programming, hardware I/O interfacing and microprocessor theory and 
design applications. 
The microprocessor course is organised into 10 learning units as follows: 
1: Number Systems & Codes, 2: Microcomputer Basics, 3: Computer Arith- 
metic, 4: Introduction to Programming, 5: The 6800 Microprocessor-Part 
1, 6: The 6800 Microprocessor-Part 2, 7: Interfacing-Part 1, 8: Inter- 
facing-Part 2, 9: Programming Experiments, 10: Interfacing Experiments. 
Each unit is complete with introduction, unit objectives, activity guide, 
experiment, examination and examination answers. 
The EE -3401 is complete with 62 electronic components required to com- 
plete the experiments. These components include two 2112 256 x 4 -bit 
RAM's, 6820 PIA interface chip, 1406 d/a converter, 741 and 301 op amps 
and a variety of other microprocessor -oriented devices. The ET -3400 
Computer Trainer is required for the experiments in the Microprocessor 
Course. 
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Microprocessor Self- Instruction Program 

Microprocessor Trainer for EE -3401 Program 

Functioning as a 

miniature digital com- 
puter, the ET -3400 
Microprocessor 
Trainer is essential for 
the experiments in the 
EE- 3401 self - 

instruction program. 
After completing the 
program, the ET -3400 
is ideal for bread- 
boarding, prototyping 
and system design. 

The ET -3400 features a built-in 1K ROM monitor program for controlling 
unit operation; 6 -digit hexadecimal 7 -segment LEDdisplay for address and 
data readout; 17 -key hexadecimal keyboard for entering programs and 
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to 512 bytes with the RAM's supplied in the EE -3401 program. Also has 
8 buffered binary LED's for display of breadboard logic states, 8 SPST DiP 
switches for binary input to breadboard circuits, a breadboarding socket 
for prototyping, interfacing and memory circuits. 
All microprocessor address, control and data busses are buffered and ter- 
minated on the front panel for ease of connection to prototype circuits. 
There's also provision for a 40 -pin external connector to extend memory 
and I/0 capacity. Built-in+5,+ 12 and -12 volt power supplies. 
Kit ET -3400 5347.00 

Microprocessor Trainer Accessory 
The ETA -3400 gives you the additional I/O and memory you need to turn 
your ET -3400 Microprocessor Trainer into a complete, personal computer 
system. It provides an audio cassette interface so you can store programs 
on convenient cassettes. It also provides an additional 1K bytes of memory 
so you can run longer and more sophisticated programs through the 
ET3400. The memory can be expanded to 4K bytes with the optional 3K 
chip set (ETA -3400-1). A serial I/O with EIA 20mA loop format provided 
in the ETA -3400 accessory lets you hookup a video terminal such as the 
H9. The new ROM monitor -debugger program provided with the accessory 
lets you implement the standard trainer monitor functions through the 
external terminal. Memory locations can be examined or changed, break 
points can be Initiated, and program debugging can be accomplished with 
a single instruction step feature. A tiny BASIC interpreter is provided in 
ROM to let you do actual programming using the BASIC language. 
11"Wx3"Hx 12" D (279 x 76 x 305mm). 
Kit ETA -3400 S270.00 
ETA -3400-1. Optional 3K Chip Set S 86.00 

NOTE: a terminal such as the H9 is required to operate in BASIC or with 
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onto the output is a simple spring - 
driven chart recorder used to collect the 
data. Grote also uses an outboard BFO 
to detect the presence of weak signals 
that may interfere with his 
measurements. 

If you tune around 2 MHz of an 
evening you'll find the region 'alive' 
with signals. How does Grote Reber 
hear the stars? It works like this: When 
the critical frequency of the ionosphere 
above his antenna dips below 2 MHz, all 
those signals that usually 'bounce' off 
the ionosphere no longer have any 
ionosphere in the region to 'bounce' off. 
The ionospheric curtain 'withdraws', all 
those interfering signals head off into 
space and the cosmic noise 'comes in'. It 
sounds like the 'hiss' of a radio receiver 
not tuned to any signals. Grote Reber 
estimates the cosmic noise to be around 
20 microvolts at the antenna terminals 
of his receiver. 

The ionosphere will only 'open up' at 
certain times, however. These times are 
greatly influenced by the diurnal 
(daily), and seasonal cycles of 
ionospheric activity and the longer term 
influence of the solar activity cycle 
which has 'peaks' and 'troughs' roughly 
spaced at 11 year intervals. 

During a trough, or minimum, in 
solar activity, the ionospheric critical 
frequencies are much lower than during 
a peak, or maximum. As a consequence, 
Grote Reber can only make his obser- 
vations during a solar minimum and 
suitable conditions generally last only 
18 months or less. To make matters 
worse, the critical frequencies are only 
low enough during the winter months 
and at night - generally between 
11 p.m. and 3 a.m. or so! 

Grote made his first observations 
during the winter of 1954, a solar 
minimum year. He then had to wait 
until 1963-64 for the next solar 
minimum! From data compiled during 
those observing years, he built up a 
'map' of the sky at a wavelength of 150 
metres - quite an achievement, since 
the longest wavelength observations to 
date had been at a wavelength around 
10 metres (about 30 MHz). His results 
were published in The Journal of the 
Franklin Institute (USA) in 1968. He 
last made observations during the solar 
minimum of 1975-76 and he's currently 
waiting for the next solar minimum 
(due around 1986 or so). 

In the meantime, a curious limitation 
has arisen. It seems that long term solar 
activity is reducing the period over 
which he can make observations and 
the number of days during that period 
when the critical frequencies are low 
enough. The 'smoothed sunspot number' 
(a statistical measure of solar activity) 
during the 1954 minimum was as low as 

The 'solar house' Grote Reber Is constructing in Tasmania. He designed and prefabricated the complete 
framework from oregon he bought direct from a mill In Oregon, USA, and imported here. 

two but during the minimum just past it 
was greater than 10, with a consequent 
general increase in the ionospheric 
critical frequencies. 

Quite undaunted, having proved the 
"Cassandras" conclusively wrong, 
Grote is preparing for the next 
minimum and another series of obser- 
vations during those long, cold 
Tasmanian winter nights. 

Other projects 
The radio astronomy observations at 
150 metres wavelength don't occupy all 
of Grote's time. He is employed part of 
the time by a local division of the CSIRO 
in a field quite removed from radio 
astronomy. He's also engaged in con- 
structing and researching an electric 
car - this project is currently in 
America undergoing wind tunnel trials; 
he spends part of his time each year in 
the US. Apart from that, he is currently 
engaged in constructing a 'solar - 
powered' house which was partly 
completed when we saw it on our visit. 
This project is typical of his thorough, 
carefully thought-out approach to 
everything he does. The frame is timber 
and was completely designed and pre- 
fabricated prior to erection. He sought a 
local supply of oregon for the frame but 
found the timber offered of too poor a 
quality. On a trip to America last year 
he bought a container load of oregon and 
had it shipped to his Tasmanian 
address! Not only did he get the quality 
of timber he wanted, but he saved a con- 
siderable amount of money in the 
process. 

The house is a two -storey structure 
with a slanted roof and the largest ex- 
ternal wall facing due north. This wall 
is made up of 102 'cells'. About 12 are 
used for windows; the rest collect heat 
from the sun, raising the temperature of 
the air in the cell. This heated air is 
drawn by fans down into a deep base- 
ment which takes up the entire area 

under the house. This basement is to be 
filled with rocks, each about the size of 
an egg. The heat will be stored in these 
rocks during the day and during the 
night, heat will be obtained from the 
rocks by drawing air from the basement 
and circulating it through the house. 

The eaves overhang the front of the 
house so that it is shaded during the 
middle of the day in summer, pre- 
venting the house from becoming 
overheated. 

The outer cladding and the roof are of 
aluminium siding with internal reflec- 
tive insulating sheet and asbestos batts. 
Grote has designed his house so that 
there will be no need for any heating or 
cooling system fuelled by that precious 
and increasingly expensive commodity - petroleum oil. Light and power will 
be obtained from the Tasmanian SEC 
grid - as it's hydro -electric power (and 
thus, ultimately, solar -derived) he 
figures that's fair enough. 

The windows, though smaller than 
are fashionable, are designed to provide 
adequate natural lighting while mini- 
mising heat loss. 

At a stage in life when most people 
have either retired or are rapidly 
approaching the end of an active work- 
ing life, Grote Reber's pioneer attitude 
is as strong as ever and he continues to 
march forward, with well thought-out 
and carefully executed strides, where 
others merely 'dabble their toes' or 
turn away seeking easier paths. 

Epilogue 
It was at the suggestion ofJim Davis that I took the 
opportunity to meet Grote Reber who, I must con- 
fess, was one of the heroes of my youth. Jim 
arranged the meeting at very short notice and he 
and Bill Carter proved able navigators. I am in- 
debted to both gentlemen. 

For those interested in further reading on radio 
astronomy, 'Radio Astronomy for Amateurs' by 
Hey, obtainable from some technical bookshops 
makes good reading. The author wrote a series on 
'Radio Astronomy for Amateurs' published in ETI 
between December 1971 and April 1973. 
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shortwave Ioins 
Radio Australia gets Darwin 
go-ahead 
The Federal Government recently approved re- 
construction plans for the Radio Australia transmitter 
complex on Cox Peninsula, across Darwin harbour. If 
all goes to plan, the transmitters of Radio Australia on 
Cox Peninsula should be fully active by Nov 1982. 

Radio Australia operated 
three powerful shortwave 
transmitters, each of 250 
kilowatts, at Cox Peninsula 
until Christmas Day in 1974 
when cydone Tracy wrecked 
the antenna arrays and cut 
off the power supply to the 
peninsula. 

Submarine power cables 
across to Cox Peninsula will 
need to be repaired before 
regular broadcasts can re- 
commence, although some 
irregular test broadcasts have 
been made in the past year, by 
using an emergency power 
generator at the transmitter site. 

Main costs in reactivating the 
Cox Peninsula transmitters will 
be the installation of the sub- 
marine cables across Port 
Darwin, and the installation of a 

new antenna system. 
New curtain antenna arrays 

are to be installed, which could 
be lowered to ground level to 

avoid damage from any future 
cyclones. These antennas are of 
a type similar to those installed 
at Radio Australia's Camarvon 
(West Australia) transmitter site, 
which have proved very suc- 
cessful during cyclonic 
conditions. 

Amazingly, the transmitters 
themselves suffered little or no 
damage from cyclone Tracy. 
However, the buildings housing 
the transmitters are to be 
cyclone -strengthened for added 
security. 

An earlier proposal to re -site 
the Radio Australia Darwin 
station at Humpty Doo, 60 km 
south east of Darwin was rejec- 
ted. Although the Humpty Doo 
site would be less prone to 
cyclone damage, the re -siting of 
the transmitters would have en- 
tailed greater costs and further 
delays in re -activating what will 
be Radio Australia's most im- 
portant transmitting station. 

World Radio Television 
Handbook 1981 
This publication is an essential reference book for all those 
even slightly interested in radio, be it shortwave, medium - 
wave or FM. 

The Australian Radio DX Club column. The edition should be 
will again be co-ordinating published around early Febru- 
orders for the upcoming 1981 ary 1981. 
edition. The 1981 edition 
should cover well over 500 
pages listing shortwave, 
mediumwave and television sta- 
tions throughout the world 
together with station addresses, 
personnel and policy towards 
reception reports. 

For further information about 
ordering your copy of the 1981 
World Radio and Television 
Handbook, please send a 

stamped, self-addressed enve- 
lope to the address in this 

NOTE ! All times are given in 
Greenwich mean time (GMT). To con- 
vert to Australian Eastern Standard 
Time, add 10 hours (11 hours during 
Daylight Saving Time, November to 
February). To convert to Central 
Standard Time, add 9.5 hours and 
Western Time add 8 hours. 

All frequencies are given in kHz. 
These notes are compiled by Peter 

Bunn on behalf of the Australian Radio 
DX Club (ARDXC). Further informa- 
tion on DXing or the activities of the 
ARDXC may be obtained from P.O. 
Box 79, Narrabeen, NSW 2101, for a 
22r stamp. 

C A S 1.1 1 A 6 9 1 QUITO- ECUADOR 

New service from Ecuador 
Station HCJB, the Voice of the Andes in Quito, has recently 
introduced a new service for Australia in Spanish. This has 
meant a cut in the English language Australia service of 30 
minutes. 

HCJB has replaced the last 
half hour of the 0700-1100 
English broadcast with a 

Spanish programme especially 
for Australian listeners. The 
programme is heard on the 
same channels as the English 
service, that is: on 6130, 9745 
and 11 900. 

HCJB is also not pleased with 

the performance of their 11 900 
frequency, realising that it 
suffers quite a deal of inter- 
ference from jamming on the 
adjacent 11 905. 

The station would be glad to 
receive recommendations from 
Australian listeners for alter- 
native frequencies to 11 900, 
within the 25 metre band. 

Change brings Iceland within 
reach 
Iceland has for some years operated a 7.5 kilowatt short- 
wave transmitter on 12 175 with a daily broadcast for local 
seamen from 1200-1300. This time period made reception 
of Iceland almost out of the question here in east Australia, 

However, a time change for this daily broadcast means Iceland 
is now within the bounds of possibility for Aussie DXers. 

Iceland now broadcasts the daily programme between 1855 
and 2000, still using 12 175, and this transmission should propa- 
gate into east Australia. However, due to heavy utility activity on 
12 175, Reykjavik makes a difficult catch. 

Reports from DXers in south Asia indicate that the signal has 
made it to that region so we can hold out hope that should the 
utility transmitters clear 12 175, we in Australia will also be able to 
log this very rare country. 

Colombia returns 
After an absence of well over 18 months, Radio Super de Cali 
in Colombia has returned to shortwave, and on a new 
frequency. 

Radio Super de Cali is now 6125 and the station was never 
heard on 6085, and gives best known for regularity in their 
reception between 0730 and broadcasting schedule. 
0930 in Melbourne. Cali Meanwhile, the other Radio 
previously used 6120 when on Super currently, well heard is 
shortwave when last heard in Radio Super de Bogota, on 
1978. 6065, best signals being be - 

That frequency often varied to tween 0700 and 1000. 
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The Philips Super -M Hi -Fi 
pick-up cartridges give you 

brilliant high-fidelity reproduction 
411~111Z1 

1 

GP 412 II 
A masterpiece of 
engineering that brings out 
the best in any music. The 
titanium stylus shaft 
contributes to super low 
playing weights (0.75 - 
1.5g), giving extra long life 
to your records. 

$118.88' Code 251 17031 

, rf 

1 pklllps 

40; 1 

GP 401 II 
It's a tiny magnet of high- 
energy Super -M magnet steel 
that gives this cartridge high 
sensitivity and an excellent 
smooth response right from 
20 to 20,000 Hz. Ideal for 
high quality automatic 
turntables where you can 
safely use an elliptical stylus. 

$59.52' Code 251 17034 

GP 422 II 
The stereo plus 
discrete 4 -channel 
cartridge that will 
delight the enthusiast. 
Features a shaftless 
stylus, excellent 
trackability, and a 
frequency spectrum 
'well in excess of 
50kHz. Just about the 
best that money can buy. 

$137.94 
Code 251 17032 

Other Popular Philips Service Products 
Stereo Headphones 
N8309/02 
Soft Cushioned, light 
and comfortable, these 
phones give beautiful 
clarity right through a 
wide range. 
$45.11 
Code 242 47018 

-0° Freeze Type 
8151FRS 
Pressure Pack 
Makes it quick and 
easy to locate 
faults and check 
settings in thermal 
components. 
53.881. 
Code 389 50088 

.w 

Stereo Headphones 
Big 3" speakers produce 
a big sound, with slider 
volume controls and 
adjustable headband. 
Great value at just 
$17.17' 
Code 242 47008 

Dis<o Combi-Set 

r.4 y , - 
Inds 

All Philips audio and video service products are available through your nearest Philips Service Centre. 'Recommended retail price 

SYDNEY: 443 Concord Road, Rhodes. N.S.W. 2138Teiephone (02) 73 0231. The Philips Building, 15 Blue Street, North Sydney, 2060. 
Telephone (02) 922 0181. NEWCASTLE: 190 Parry Street, Newcastle West, 2302. Telephone: (049) 61 1631. CANBERRA: 86 Wentworth 
Avenue, Kingston, A.C.T. Telephone (062) 95 0321. MELBOURNE: Cnr. Miles & Dodds Street, South Melbourne, 3205. Telephone (03) 699 2711. 
HOBART: 2A Pierce Street, Moonah, Tasmania, 7009. Telephone: (002) 28 0121. BRISBANE: 55 Forbes Street, West End, Brisbane, 4101. 
Telephone: (07) 44 8121. TOWNSVILLE: 38 Punari Street, Currajong, 4812. Telephone: (077) 79 7422. ADELAIDE: 81-97 Flinders Street, 
Adelaide, 5000. Telephone (08) 223 2999. PERTH: 875 Wellington Street,. West Perth, 6005. Telephone: (09) 321 5131. 

Disco Combl Set 
Uses a special 
fluid to gently 
clean the grooves. 
Stylus brush 
included. 53.89 
Code 395 90157 

Stereo Headphones 
N8306102 
Equipped with two 
volume controls for 
adjustment of the spatial 
sound, giving great 
separation. 513.95 
Code 242 47014 

Degreaser/Cleaner 
type 8151DCS 
Pressure Pack 
Ensures reliability 
of switches in all 
types of electrical 
equipment. 54.89* 
Code 390 87003 

V.C.R. Cleaning 
Cassette 
Removes deposits 
around video 
heads and tape 
guides. Use every 
30 hours for 
maximum results. 
519.20' 
Code 395 90102 

PHILIPS SaM ce SsM ce Service. PHILIPS 

AHEARN PS3 
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PREDICTIONS NOVEMBER 
1980 

Covering 3 to 40 MHz, these predictions 
show the times radio contact is possible 
between the areas designated beneath each 
graph, as well as the possible 'mode' and 
reliability. Vertical columns indicate time - 
commencing at 0000 UT on the left, to 
2300 UT at right. For reliable predictions 
follow the times and frequencies indicated 
by the F character. 
Complete information on using these 
predictions can be obtained by sending a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope to:- 
ETI - Predictions 
3rd floor 15 Boundary St 
RUSHCUTTERS BAY NSW 2011. 
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These GRAFEX style computer generated 
predictions are provided courtesy of the 
Australian Ionospheric Prediction Service. 

KEY TO SYMBOLS 

A blank area means no normal propagation is possible. 

path open 50- 90% of days in month. 

F path open at least 90% of days in month. 

B propagation possible via E and F layers over 

90% of days. Overrides 'F'. 

M propagation possible by both 1st and 2nd F -layer 

modes. Expect strong fading. 

S ..propagation possible by 2nd mode (also 3rd and mixed 

E and F modes). Expect strong fading, weak signals. 

A High absorption indicated. Expect weak signals. 
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overnight. 

Now your newsagent can solve your urgent parcel problems. 
This TNT Courier Overnight Satchel has just turned 

your friendly newsagent into an air freight depot. For $8.75 
you can send anything that fits inside to almost anywhere in 
Australia. Overnight. You don't have to wrap a thing. The 
bag is tough, waterproof and tear resistant. 

You can buy TNT Satchels at most newsagents 
throughout Australia. (At present in N. S.W. , they are 

TNT Courier Overnight Satchels: An 
A Speedy Communications product. Anything which fits 

a© ything,anywhere,overnight. 11 
inside the satchel may be sent almost anywhere in Australia. overnight. 

available only in Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong, Gosford 
and A.C.T.). Just address the satchel and leave it with your 
newsagent. TNT Courier collect it, air freight it overnight 
and deliver the next morning. 

The TNT Courier Suburban Satchel is for overnight 
local deliveries in all mainland capitals (and 
soon Hobart) for just $5.00. 
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DICK SMITH'S 

10. 

FUN WAY INTO 
E ECTRONICS VOL 2 

Twenty exciting and useful 
projects to build 

Learn how to make your own 
printed circuit boards 

How to use a multimeter 
How to solder 

Yes - the long awaited 'Fun Way into Electronics, Volume 2' 
is due in stock in September. 

The follow-up to the incredibly popular 'Fun Way 1' this book 
contains another twenty projects which are all useful devices: 
everything from electronic jewellery' to a home and car 
burglar alarm! 

They're all built on printed circuit boards - so we'll not only 
give you step-by-step instructions, we'll also show you how to 
solder! And there are attractive cut-out labels in the back of 
the book to give your projects a really professional appearance. 

Dick Smith's Fun Way into Electronics, volume 2: it's a great 
gift idea, and it will be available from your nearest Dick Smith 
store or re -seller almost immediately, and from most good 
bookstores and newsagents shortly. 

I. 
/T : r, ,N wÁ - c Nocá 
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Writ 
DICK b 

NV. 
YÁÑ SÑ oti t if- 

$69$ 

&ucdtional safe 

Cat 

B-2605 

Schools, re -sellers, 
etc: ask about our 
incredible bulk 
discounts! 

SPECIAL 7 DAY NO -RISK TRIAL OFFER: We'll send you a copy of 'Fun Way Volume 2' by 
return mail for just $6.95 -that's pack and post FREE! If you're not completely happy with it, return it 
to us in original condition and we'll send you a refund. What could be simpler? (7 -day offer also 
available from all Dick Smith company -owned stores. Book must be returned to point of purchase 
within 7 days, and in original condition, to qualify for refund). 

KITS OF PARTS FOR FUN WAY II PROJECTS: 
Full kits of parts for all projects in 'Fun Way 2' will be available with the release of the book. These kits include all components required, the 
printed circuit board, solder and wire etc. For details of the projects, the kit prices, etc, please refer to the 1980 Dick Smith catalogue, page 25. 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
SEE OUR OTHER ADVERTS IN THIS MAGAZINE FOR OUR STORE ADDRESSES AND RESELLERS 



MINIMART 
Where readers can advertise 
For Sale/Wanted/Swap/Join. 

We'll publish up to 24 words (maximum) totally free 
of charge for you, your club or your association. Copy 
must be with us by the 1st of the month preceding the 
month of issue. Please - please - print or type 
adverts clearly, otherwise it may not turn out as you 
Intended! Every effort will be made to publish all 
adverts received however, no responsibility for so 
doing is accepted or implied. Private adverts only will 
be accepted. We reserve the right to refuse adverts 
considered unsuitable. 

Conditions: Name and address plus phone 
number (if required) must be included within the 24 
words. Reasonable abbreviations, such as 25 W RMS 
or 240 Vac, count as one word. Adverts must relate to 
electronics, audio, communications, computing etc - 
general adverts cannot be accepted. 
Send your advert to: 
ETI Mlni-Mart, Modern Magazines 
15 Boundary St, 
Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011 

AUDIO 

LUXMAN L2 amp 8 T2 tuner $225 each. YAMAHA 
TC800D cassette deck $200 all exc. cond. phone 
Leon (062) 542662 a.h. 

RECEIVER, Realistic DX -160, In perfect condition. 
Bargain at 5100 plus free set of headphones. 
Phone (02) 46-1848. 

TRANSMISSION LINE loudspeakers PRO 9TL. 
Salter, 33 Belvedalre Way, Lynwood, WA 6155. 
Phone (09) 350-7254 b.h. 

SELL: ETI 4000 amp with toroidal transformer 
5220; Hitachi TRO 262D cassette deck S90; Echo - 
sound AM/FM Tuner 545.1. Hawke, 44 Enfield Ave., 
North Richmond, NSW 2754. Phone (045) 73-2068. 

LUXMAN L3 D.C. 50W/CM amp, B.E.S. V60 Geo- 
static speakers, Technics SL1300 direct drive 
turntable, Top Pickering mag cartridge. All in 
immaculate condition, cost over S1500, sell 51200 
o.n.o. Alan Calleja, 48 Elgin St, Morwell, Vic 3840. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

SELL: icom IC701, Inc mic, as new 5950. RM3 
remote control suit 701/211 5100. Kenwood IL 
120 linear as new 5195. Daiwa RF 660 speech pro- 
cessor S80. Phone (02) 57-4648. 

BUY: Barlow Wadley or synthesised receiver. SSB 
amateur mobile transceiver (Swan, Drake, Aida). 
Cheap. ZL4BT care N. McMillan, 25 Daphne Ave., 
Bankstown, NSW 2200. 

AUSTRALIAN Radio DX Club for shortwave, 
medlumwave Dxers. For a sample copy send one 
Ve stamp to P.O. Box 79, Narrabeen, NSW 2101, 
mentioning this ad. 

LINEAR HF amplifier, 1 - 30 MHz, Yaesu Musen 
FL -21008, uses two Elmac 572Bs, as new, pur- 
chased March 1980. 1.2 kilowatt DC Input, 
maximum ham power all bands and overlap for 
new bands, $395 sacrifice. John Berry, 40 
Grosvenor St, Woollahra, NSW 2028. Phone (02) 
389-6455 b.h. 

COMPUTERS 

TRS-80 green screens, Vs" perspex with adhesive 
pads for easy mounting. 512 Incl. postage. D. 
Silver, Flat 1, 'Kenley Close', Leonard St, 
Parkville, Vic 3052. 

SELL: Computer system. KT9500 2650 computer, 
14K RAM; 5V/10A, +/-12V power supply; VDU 
Includes Honeywell keyboard, EME -1; TV monitor; 
Cassette recorder/interface; software. (Parts cost 
51600) 51400 o.n.o. David (02) 663-2559. 

OLIVETTI I/O electric typewriter, u/case and I/ 
case characters, suit word processor and com- 
puter applications. 5225. Long, 46 Gloucestor St., 
Sydney, NSW 2000. (02) 27-2982 a.h. 

Computer power supply. IN3209 15 amp rectifiers, 
3 x 37,500 uF condensers, voltage stabilised type. 
Transformer 24, 5, 40 V output, 240 V Input, S40. R. 
Long, (02) 27-2982 a.h. 

OHIO C2 -4P computer. 8K RAM, 8K BASIC, all 
documentation, lots of software, as new. $600. M. 
Finn 16 Inge St., East Burwood, Vic. (03) 288-5116. 

MICRO 2650 (K19500), 16K RAM, 110/300 baud, 
keyboard, EME VDU, cassette interface, 10 amp 
p/s, BASIC, considerable software, full documen- 
tation. 5400. Phone Mick (03) 288-5116. 

WANTED: Dead or damaged EPROMS - will re- 
imburse postage. Send to Mark Berndt, 213 Cape 
St., Heidelberg, Vic 3084. 

WANTED: Controller, disc drives, software and 
documentation for 8080/S100 based system, any 
condition. Phone Bill'Bencke (062) 31-6935 re- 
verse charges. 

NORTH COAST persons Interested In computers 
contact Ray Evans to share NSW Uni correspon- 
dence courses in BASIC and microprocessors. 
P.O. Box 36, Iluka, NSW 2460. Phone (066) 46- 
6173. 

8K static S-100 RAM board low power 450ns 
memory assembled and tested, 5115. Brian Alyd 
(047) 21-5333. 

SELL: Dream 6800, assembled and tested 5200, 
power supply extra S50. Phone (08) 31-1222. 

OMEGA (OSI Microcomputer Enthusiasts Group 
Australia) has details on software and hardware 
mods for your OSI Cl, C2 or C4. ft is only 55 per 
year, including the newsletter (bimonthly). Con- 
tact Geoff Cohen, 72 Spofforth St., Holt, ACT 2615. 
Phone (062) 49-2688 b.h., (062) 54-7608 a.h. 

SORCERER USERS - software group and pro- 
gram interchange. Join forces to solve the 
software shortage. Contact J. Stephenson, 4 

Mellnga Pl., Tarooma, Hobart, Tas 7006. Phone 
(002) 27-8770. 

WANTED: SS50 or SWTPC 6800 computer printer, 
terminal, disk drive, boards, etc. Ray Evans, P.O. 
Box 36 Iluka, NSW 2460. Phone (066) 46-6173. 

FOR SALE: 3 3100 WW pcbs 530; 16K x 1 dynamic 
memory (4116) chips 58 ea, plus other items. Write 
to F. Macri, 7 Winifred Av., Caringbah, NSW 2229. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SPECTRUM Analyser Meguro-MAT 142 dual trace, 
audio frequency tracer, as new. Hewlett-Packard 
120B rack mounted, from 5350. Phone (02) 46- 
5451. 

150 In 1 Dick Smith experimenters kit exc. cond. 
525. Phone Leon (062) 54-2662 a.h. 

APPRECIATE circuit diagrams and pcb patterns 
for Road Race TV game using AY -3-8603 IC or 
Warfare TV game using AY -3-8605 IC. D. Stafford, 
20 Rigby St., Annerley, Old 4103. Phone (07) 48- 
2378. 

WANTED: Old Astor super delux 6 valve or (5) 
short wave (any condition). G. Bracey, P.O. Exeter 
West, Tamar, Tas 7251. Phone 94-4126. 

CASIO FX-502P owners; anyone interested In 
forming users group to sell/swap programs? 
Send s.a.e. suggestions to Clive Conway, 80 Third 
Ave., Joslin, SA 5070. 

WANTED: Oscilloscope, single or dual trace de- 
pending on price, prefer B.W.D. brand, to suit 
serious hobbyist. Phone (03) 232-5725 a.h. 

COPYRIGHT: The contents of Electronics Today International and associated publications is fully protected by the Commonwealth 
Copyright Act (1968). 

Copyright extends to all written material, photographs. drawings, circuit diagrams and printed circuit boards. Although any form of 

reproduction is a breach of copyright, we are not concerned about individuals constructing projects for their own private use, nor by 

pop groups (for example) constructing one or more items for use in connection with their performances. 
Commercial organisations should note that no project or part project described in Electronics Today International or associated 

publications may be offered for sale, or sold, in substantially or fully assembled form, unless a licence has been specifically obtained 
so to do from the publishers, Modem Magazines (Holdings) Ltd or from the copyright holders. 

WBILITT: Comments and test results on equipment reviewed refer to the particular item submitted for review and may not 
necessarily pertain to other units of the same make or model number. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all 

constructional projects referred tó In this edition will operate as Indicated efficiently and property and that all necessary components 
to manufacture the same will be available no responsibility whatsoever is accepted in respect of the failure for any reason at all of the 

project to operate effectively or at all whether due to any fault In design or otherwise and no responsibility is accepted for the failure to 

obtain any components parts In respect of any such project Further, no responsibility is accepted In respect of any injury or damage 

caused by any fault In the design of any such project as aforesaid. The Publisher accepts no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, 

illustrations or photographic material. 
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Because it's hard enough getting a home 
bDgether we've put all this cover together. 

Six insurance covers in one. 
It's called the AGC Insurance 

Executive policy for homeowners 
and householders. 

And it saves you dealing with 
six different insurance companies 
and worrying about six different 
policies. 

You get one simple policy. 
Up to six kinds of cover. 
It's a policy that's néver been 

beaten. 
Your home itself. 
AGC provides insurance cover 

for your home. Even garages, out 
buildings and swimming pools. 

And we also offer you the 
New Rebuilding Cover alternative. 

These days there is generally a 
big difference between the current 
value of your home and what it 
would cost if you had to rebuild. 

AGC's Rebuilding Insurance 
protects you automatically against 
inflation. And the increased cost 
of building materials. 

The contents of your home. 
We'll cover household goods 

and personal effects of every 
description. 

No depreciation on goods or 
articles less than 5 years old. 
(Excluding linen and clothing.) 

Specified personal property 
anywhere in Australia 

We'll also cover the special 
things you value. 

Very valuable objects such 
as furs, jewellery, paintings and 
the like. 

Other essential protection. 
Your AGC Executive policy 

can also give you cover against 
Personal Legal Liability 

Death of nominated person by 
accident. 

And, if you employ domestic 
help, workers' compensation 
(not applicable in Queensland). 

With AGC's Executive policy 
you're not only covered by up to six 
different types of insurance. 

You're covered by a big name - 
AGC Insurances. 
Sydney: Phillip & Hunter Streets. 
Melbourne: 31 Spring Street. 
Brisbane: Tank Street & North Quay. 
Adelaide: 10 Pulteney Street. 
Perth: 165 Adelaide Terrace. 
Hobart: 161 Collins Street, 
and offices throughout Australia. 

AGC (Insurances) Limited. A division of 
Australian Guarantee Corporation Limited 
in which the Bank of New South Wales 
is the major shareholder. AGC 994 FCB 

' 



I IM to crack 
a ie ai. -o 
as an e ec ronics 

technician. 
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sr' We'll give you 
excellent training 
- as good as you'll 
get anywhere in 
Australia. 

We'll give you 
free medical, 

dental and hospital 
treatment. 

We'll provide plenty of good tucker 
and a comfortable place to stay. 

We'll give you substantial leave, 
and on top of aL. that, we'll pay you well 
while you're training. 

On your side, you'll give us a period 
of hard, but interesting and rewarding 
work. And, when eventually you leave 
us, you'll find yourself a fuiy qualified 

and experiencec Electronics 
`lac mnician. Not a bad 

k":? -411)N t hing to be these d Ys. 

and over 17 for an Adu t Trainee, 
join the Navy, Army or Air Force. 

Phone us at: 
Adelaide 223 2891. Brisbane 226 2626. 
Canberra 822 333 Hobart 34 7077. 
Melbourne 613731. Perth 325 6222. 
Sydney 2121011. 

Write to either the Navy, Army 
or Air Force Electronics T c inician 
Counsellor, GPO_Box XYZ in your 
nearest State Capital City (please 

include your 
date of birth). 

So, if electronics is your ` - ` ' 
idea of a great career and 
you are (at time of entry) 
approx. 15 to 17 for ap-Drentices_-lip 

e= 

r9 

r' 

Learn 
Electronics 
with us. 

Authonsed by Director -General of Recruiting. Dept. Defence. 

TSAPD5.FP.48 
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WE GET MANY enquiries from readers 
wanting to know where they can get kits 
for the projects we publish. This list is a 
guide to suppliers of kits and components 
for ETI projects. 

We have listed here most of the projects 
published over the last few years which 
are either available as kits or can still 
be made up. by shopping around for 
components. Suppliers listed against a 
particular project will either stocvk it as a 

kit or stock the pc board plus the other 
components. 

Printed circuit boards 
Those suppliers listed against specific 
projects here are able to supply pc boards 
for those projects. Printed circuit boards 
for every project ever published in ETI are 
available through the following 
companies (to the best of our knowledge): 

RCS Radio Radio Despatch Service 
651 Forest Rd 869 George St 
Bexley NSW Sydney NSW 2000 

For current projects and a more 
comprehensive list of pc board suppliers 
refer to the Shoparound page in this and 
previous issues. This list will be updated 
roughly every four months. 

Key to Companies 

A Applied Technology Pty Ltd, 1A Paterson Avenue, 
Waitara, NSW 2077. Ph. (02) 487.2711. 

B Bill Edge Electronic Agencies, 115 Parramatta Road. 
Concord (PO Box 1005, Burwood North 2134). 
Ph. (02) 747-6472. 

C J.R. Components, PO Box 128, Eastwood, NSW 2122. 
Ph. (02) 85-3385. 

D Dick Smith Electronics P/L, Cnr Waterloo & Lane Cove 
Roads, North Ryde, 2113. Ph. (02) 888-3200. 

E All Electronic Components, 118 Lonsdale Street. 
Melbourne, Vic 3000. Ph. (03) 662-3506. 

P Tasman Electronics, 12 Victona Street, Coburg, Vic 3058. 
Ph. (03) 354-5062. 

J Jaycar Pty Ltd, PO Box K39, Haymarket, NSW 2000. 
Ph. (02)211-5077. 

K S M Electronics, 10 Stafford Court, Doncaster East, Vic 
3109. Ph. (03) 842.3950. 

L Ellistronics, 289 Latrobe Street, Melbourne, Vic 3000. 
Ph. (03) 602-3282. 

M Mode Electronics, PO Box 365, Mascot, NSW 2020. 
Ph. (02) 666-6324. 

N Nebula Electronics Pty Ltd, 15 Boundary Street, 
Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011. Ph. (02) 33-5850. 

O Orbit Electronics, PO Box 7176. Auckland, New Zealand. 

P Pre -Pak Electronics, 718 Parramatta Road, Croydon, 
NSW 2132. Ph. (02) 797.6144. 

R Rod Irving, PO Box 135, Northcote, Vic 3070. 
Ph. (03)489-8131. 

Silicon Valley, 23 Chandos Street, St. Leonards, 
NSW 2065. Ph. (02) 439-4655. 

W Willis Electronics, 993 Hay Street, Perth, WA 6000. 
Ph. (09) 321-7609. 

Y Trilogy, 40 Princes Highway, Fairy Meadow, NSW 2519. 

for projects 
Project Electronics 
041 Continuity Tester W,R,D,B,Y,L 
042 Soil Moisture Indicator R,B 
043 Heads or Tails Circuit (Oct 76) . W,R,D,E,A,F,B,Y,L 
044 Two Tone Door Bell (Oct 76) . 

045 500 Second Timer W,D,E,A,B,Y,L 
047 Morse Practice Set W,D,OA,B,Y,L 
048 Buzz Board W,D,A,B,Y,L 
061 Simple Amplifier (Oct 76) W,R,D,E,A,B,Y,L 
062 Simple AM Tuner (Mar 77) W,D,E,B,Y 
063 Electronic Bongos R,D,A,B,Y,L 
064 Simple Intercom (Nov 76) W,A, 
065 Electronic Siren W,R,D,E,O,A,B,Y,L 
066 ,W,D,E,A,B,Y,L 
067 D,B,Y 
068 W,R,D,E,A,B,L 
070 Electronic Tie Breaker (Jan 77) 
071 Tape Noise Limiter (Jun 78) R,E,F 
072 Two -Octave Organ (Jun 78) W,D,B,Y 
081 Tachometer (Mar 77) W,E,O 
082/ 

528 Intruder Alarm W,R,E,A 
083 Train Controller W,R,E,L 
084 Car Alarm W,R,D,E,A,B,Y,L 
085 Over -rev Alarm W 
086 FM Antenna W 
087 Over -LED W,E 
088 Hi -Fl Speaker W 

Test Equipment 
132 Experimenter's Power Supply (Feb 77) E.G 
133 Phase Meter (Apr 77) E 

134 True RMS Voltmeter (Aug77) E 

135 Digital Panel Meter (Oct 77) E 

136 Linear Scale Capacitance Meter (Mar 78) 
137 Audio Oscillator (May 78) W,D,E 
138 Audio Wattmeter (Nov 78) E,B 
139 

-140 
141 E 

142 High Current Power Supply (Feb 79) W,E 
143 Curve Tracer (Jan 79) - W 
144 Expanded -scale RMS Voltmeter (Jun 79) E 

148 Versatile Logic Test Probe (Jul 79) E,L 

Simple Projects 
243 Bip Beacon (Apr 77) 
244 Alarm Alarm (Feb 77) F 

245 White Line Follower (Nov 77) F 

246 Rain Alarm (Apr 78) F 
248 Simple 12V to 22V Converter (Jul 78) W 
249 Electronic Combination Lock (Apr 79) E 

252 The Passionmeter (Aug 79) 
253 Electronic Grenade (Hot Potato) (May 79) 
254 Egg Timer (Jun 79) W 

Motorists' Projects 
316 Transistor Assisted Ignition (May 77) W,E,O,K 
317 Rev. Monitor Counter (Jul 77) E 

318 Digital Car Tacho (Jul 78) W,E,K 
319 Variwiper MK II (Sep 78) W,E,O 
320 Battery Condition Indicator (Apr 79) E,L 

Temperature Alarm (Dec 76) 
Singing Moisture Meter 
LED Dice Circuit (Oct 76) 

SWR/Power Meter (May 78) 
1GHz Frequency Meter -timer (Mar 78) 
Logic Trigger (Jan 79) 

Audio Projects 
448 Disco Mixer (Nov 76) W 
449 Balanced Microphone Amp (Nov 76) .. W,D,E,J,F,Y 
450 Bucket Bngade Audio Delay Line (Dec 77) .... W,E 
451 Hum Filter (Jul 79) D,E,F 
470 60 W Amp Module (May 79) ... W,R,E,F,B,P,L,A,V 
471 High Performance Stereo Preamp Control 

Unit (Jun 79) w,R,E,F,B,P,A,V,L 
472 Power Supply - the Series 4000 Stereo 

Amp (Jul 79) W,R,E,F,B,V,L 
473 Series 4000 Moving -coil Cartridge 

F,J Preamplifier 
480 50-100 Watt Amp 

Modules (Dec 76) A, W,R,D,E.J,O,Y,L 
481 12V 100 Watt Audio Amp (May 77) R,E 
481 High Power PA/Guitar Amp (Jun 77) W 
482 Stereo Amp (Jan 77) 0,E 
482 Stereo Amp Part 2 (Feb 77) 0,E 
483 Sound Level Meter (Feb 78) E 
484 Simple Compressor Expander (Jul 77) A,E 
485 Graphic Equaliser (Jun 77) W,E,J,O 
486 Howl -round Stabiliser (Nov 77) J 
487 Audio Spectrum Analyser (Feb 78) E 
489 Audio Spectrum Analyser 2 (Apr 78) E,J 
490 Audio Compressor (Dec 78) 
491 Simple Graphic Equaliser (Mar 79) W,E 
495 Transmission Line Speakers (Aug 77) 

804 Selectagame (Rifle Project) (Mar 77) 
805 Puzzle of the Drunken Sailor (Oct 77) 
806 Skeet (Jan 78) 
810 Stunt Cycle TV Game (Jun 78) 
811 TV Tank Game (Oct 78) 
812 Wheel of Fortune (Dec 78) 
813 Race Track Game (Jan 79) 
814 The 'Dinky -Die' (Aug 79) 

Miscellaneous 
546 GSR Monitor (Mar 77)' W,E 

547 Telephone Bell Extender (Jun 77) E 

548 Photographic Strobe (May 77) W,E 

549 Induction Balance Metal 
Detector (May 77) W,D,E,L 

550 Digital Dial (Aug 78) E,0 
551 Light Chaser (Sep 78) W,E,O 

552 LED Pendant (Sep 78) A 

553 Tape/Slide Synchroniser (Oct 78) E 

556 Wind Speed/Direction Indicator (Dec 78) 

557 Reaction Timer (Feb 79) E 

558 Mast -head Strobe (Feb 79) E 

559 Cable Tester (Mar 79) 
575 Portable Fluorescent Light Wand for 

Car, Camping (Aug 79) W 

577 General Purpose Power Supply J 

581 Dual Power Supply (Jan 77) W,E,Y 
582 House Alarm (Jul 77) W,E,O,A, 

House Alarm - 
Installation Instructions (Aug 77) W 

583 Marine Gas Alarm (Aug 77) D,E,M 

585 Ultrasonic Switch (Sep 77) R,D,E,O,F 

586 Shutter Speed Timer (Oct 77) E 

587 UFO Detector (May 78) 
588 Theatrical Lighting Controller 

(Nov 8 Dec 77 Jan 8 Mar 78) N 

589 Digital Temperature 
Meter (PCB135) (Dec 77) E 

590 LCD Stopwatch (Oct 78) O,N 

591 Up/Down Presettable Counter (Jul 78) D,E 

592 Light Show Controller (Aug 78) E 

593 Colour Sequencer (Dec 78) 

594 Development Timer (Apr 79) E 

595 Aquarium Lamp Controller (May 79) 

Electronic Music 
602 Mini Organ (Aug 76) W,D,E,A 
603 Sequencer (Aug 77) W 

604 Accentuated Beat Metronome (Sep 77) E 

605 Temp Stabilized Log -exponential 
Converter (Sep 78) 

Computer Projects 
630 Hex Display (Dec 76) E,A 
631 ASCII Keyboard (Dec 76) W,E,O,A 
631 Keyboard Encoder(Apr77) W,E,O,A 
632 Video Display Unit (Jan 77) A,E,O 
633 TV Sync Generator (Jan 77) A,E 
634 8080 Educational/Prototyping 

Interface (Jul, Aug 78) 
635 Microcomputer Power Supply (Sep 77) O 
637 Cuts Cassette Interface (Jun 78) V,E,A 
638 Eprom Programmer (Jul 78) W,E,A 
639 Computerised Musical Doorbell (Mar 78) A 
640 S100 VDU (Apr, May, Jun 78) W,O,A,V 
641 S100 Printer (Sep 78) 0 
642 16k S100 RAM Card (Feb 79) K 
650 STAC Timer (Nov 78) A.E,L 
651 Binary to Hex Number Converter (Jun 79) E 

Radio Projects 
712 CB Power Supply (Jun 77) W,E 
713 Add-on FM Tuner (Sep 77) 
714 VHF -Log -Periodic Antenna (Feb, Mar 78) 
715 VHF Power Amplifiers (Nov 77) 
716 VHF Power Amplifiers (Jan, Feb 78) 
717 Crosshatch Generator (May 78) W,D,E.A,Y 
718 SW Radio (Oct 78) E 

719 RF Field Strength Indicator (Nov 78) 
720 2m VMOS Power Amp (Jan 79) 
721 Aircraft Band Converter (Mar 79) W,E 
722 Antenna for Aircraft Band 

Converter (May 79) 
724 Microwave Oven Leak Detector (Jul 79) D.E,B 
725 Simple SSB Generator employs Polyphase 

Network using Standard Components (Aug 79) E,L 
730 Get Going on Radioteletype (Aug 79) E,L 

Electronic Games 
804 Selectagame (Nov 76) O 

o 

O 
0,0 

O 

O 
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DREGS' junior correspondent likes to 
go dancing in clubs where the bands 
play fast and loud, and he likes to be 
right in front of the stage where the 
sound levels are only just below the 
threshold of pain. In these conditions 
it's very difficult to hold any kind of 
conversation - you have to shout at 
the top of your voice and repeat your- 
self several times to convey the 
simplest message. 

He was more or less resigned to this 
until the other day when he caught 

Oooh I It does say 

the sauciest things I 

rA 

sight of our September 1978 issue, 
whose cover features the LED pendant 
project. This was intended simply as a 

novelty item, but our little rager realised 
its possibilities as a communications 
device. The level of ambient light in the 
average rock club is quite low enough 
to allow a LED display to stand out 
clearly and a small keypad mounted on 
the wrist would allow simple messages 
to be conveyed: 

Eventually our minion intends to 
produce a sophisticated version with 

.. 
..0.. . ale 

I 

r 

DREES 
an eight character display on which 
real words can be shown, but for the 
time being he's making a number of 
simple one -digit versions. The idea is 
to use some kind of code, along the 
lines of the ten -codes used by CBers. 
Common questions and answers 
could be assigned a conventional 
number code, so for example to con- 
vey the message, "Hi, you were here 
last night weren't you?", you might 
flash 6 followed by 8 and "This band 
are boring, let's go back to my place" 
might be indicated by a 4 followed by a 

9. 
Coding is still a bit of a problem be- 

cause the code has to be understood 
by half-wits and those who may be a 

little 'off the planet' (Dregs' junior won't 
say in which category he belongs), but 
the range of conversation in rock clubs 
is never very wide and most people 
should have no difficulty memorising 
the codes for the ' few phrases they 
habitually use. 

The Great Dregs 
Awful Puns Competition 
Well, well ... since kicking off the 
competition on this page in the July 
issue we've seen some great examples 
of awful puns ! First off the mark was H. 
Meallin, VK3ATK, of South Oakleigh in 
Victoria, with "Your sample pun Hertz". 
Maybe so, maybe so but Managing 
Editor, Collyn Rivers, didn't agree ! 

Then Trevor Bartlett of Nurioopta in 
South Australia came up with several. 
His best/worst was: "Are integrated 
circuits used in Antarctica known as 
IC(e) chips ?". Hmm. One reader had a 

very obscure story about dynamic 
ROMs but the one that takes the prize 
in this first round came from 17 year 
old Evan Troup of Frankston in Vic- 
toria. It reads: 'The reason that no one 
will ever be able to program a com- 
puter to compose music is that their 
Bach is worse than their byte" ! Your 
copy of Computers & Computing is on 
its way, Evan. 

Right -oh folks, keep those awful 
entries coming. Send to: The Great 
Dregs Awful Puns Competition, ETI 
Magazine, 3rd floor, 15 Boundary St, 
Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011. 
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AND IT'S ALL IN OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE 
The truth is, JVC have always produced real hi-fi 
components and we believe this current range 
represents JVC's finest range ever. Here are some 
real innovations and performance features to whet 
your appetite:- Quartz locked turntables with un- 
canny accuracy; Receivers/Amplifiers, some with 
built-in SEA Graphic Equaliser and DC, class A/B 
amplification; Cassette deck with JVC automatic 
computerised tape tuning; Computer designed 

speaker systems; Separate but matching JVC 
components designed to compliment one another, 
perfectly. And all this real hi-fi know-how is yours 
...merely for the asking. 

1 FREE OFFER 1 
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If you think they look different, 
wait till you've heard them! 

COLOUR HIFI CATALOGUE I 
Just fill out this coupon and we'll fill you I in on what's available and new in terms 
of JVC hi-fi entertainment...and it's all 
FREE! 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 
W11323/ETI/79 

I am especially interested in... 
E Cassette Decks 

Matching Systems Amplifiers 
Speakers 
Turntables 

E Receivers 

Just address your 
envelope to... 
JVC Hi -Fi Advisory 
Service, 
Post Office Box 307, 
North Ryde, 

N.S.W. 2113 

1. INN 

JVC 
the right choice 



The revolutionary Hone comb Disc 
Spea:er]stem! 
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The most obvious difference... between the new Technics 
honeycomb disc speaker system and conventional speaker 
systems is that the speaker units are flat instead of conical. 
This flat sound radiating surface at last puts an end to all of the ' 1 distortions inherent in the traditional cone -shaped design. b E' Cone shaped drivers suffer from something called the 'cavity 
effect' which causes peaks and dips in the upper end of the 
driver's frequency range. 

But cone shaped drivers do have their advantages, namely 
a combination of low máss and high rigidity which contributes 
to pistonic motion. In designing this new Technics honeycomb 
speaker system we were faced with the problem of retaining 
or improving upon the cone -shaped speaker's low -mass, 
high -rigidity characteristics while developing a flat speaker 
surface. We found the answer in the 'axially symmetric 
honeycomb diaphragm.' It is well known that honeycomb 
structures are very light and strong, which is why they are 
extensively used in aircraft construction. In spite of the 
honeycomb's low mass, it is very rigid and difficult to bend. 

Flat Diaphragm 
Cavity 
Effect 

Cone Driver 

Technics 
Cross Sectional View o1 the SB-10 


